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PREFACE

The developmentof the MASH code system has been due to the efforts of
numerous peopleover a period of severalyears. All of those involved
in the MASH effort would like to express their gratitudeto the Defense
NuclearAgency who has continuouslysupportedand monitoredthe project.
Since MASH representsa collectionof codes, and parts of this manual
are extractedfrom other documentssupportingthese val'iouscodes, the
major contributorsto the MASH effortdeserve mention. Ballistic
Research Laboratory(BRL) contributedthe GIFT5 geometry package (along
with much of its documentation)utilized in the MORSE componentof MASH.
ScienceApplicationsInternationalCorporation(SAIC)contributedthe
in-groupenergy biasingmethodologyincorporatedin MORSE (alongwith
much of its documentation)and the programmingrequiredto couple the
GIFT5 geometrypackage into the MORSE componentof MASH. Furthermore,
SAIC collaboratedwith the extensiveprogrammingchanges, error
debugging,and code testingthroughoutthe developmentphase of the MASH
project. Oak Ridge National Laboratory(ORNL)contributedmost of the
codes which make up the MASH code system. The ORNL investigatorshave
incorporatedthe many contributionsfrom within ORNL along with the
contributionsfrom the other investigatorsat BRL and SAIC into the MASH
code system and are responsiblefor the final versionof MASH to be
released along with the supportingdocumentation.

Each sectionwithin this manual contains its own set of referencesto
acknowledgethe principalsourcesof the contributionsto that
particularsection. These referencesacknowledgethe contributionsof
those not directly involvedwith the MASH project, but withouttheir
effortsMASH would not exist. Here it is sufficientto state that the
efforts of all those who aided this project through technical
consultation,code programmingand testing, review,manuscript
preparation,and administrativesupportare gratefully acknowledged.

J. O. Johnson, editor
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ABSTRACT

The Monte Carlo AdjointShieldingCode System,MASH, calculates neutron
and gamma-rayenvironment-sand radiationprotectionfactorsfor armored
military vehicles,structures,trenches,and other shielding
configurationsby couplinga forwarddiscrete ordinatesair-over-ground
transportcalculationwith an adjointMonte Carlo treatmentof the
shieldinggeometry. Efficiencyand optimum use of computer time are
emphasized. The code system includesthe GRTUNCLand DORT codes for
air.over-groundtransportcalculations,the MORSE code with the GIFT5
combinatorialgeometry packagefor adjoint shieldingcalculations,and
severalperipheralcodes that perform the requireddata preparations,
transformations,and couplingfunctions. MASH is the successorto the
VehicleCode System (VCS) initiallydevelopedat Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL).

The discrete ordinatescalculationdeterminesthe fluence on a coupling
surfacesurroundingthe shieldinggeometrydue to an external
neutron/gamma-raysource. The Monte Carlo calculationdeterminesthe
effectivenessof the fluenceat that surfacein causinga response in a
detector within the shieldinggeometry, i.e., the "dose importance"of
the coupling surfacefluence. A couplingcode folds the fluence
togetherwith the dose importance,giving the desireddose response.

The coupling code can determinethe dose responseas a function of theshieldinggeometry orientationrelativeto the source,distance from the
source,and energy responseof the detector. '

This user's manual includesa short descriptionof each code, the input
requiredto execute the code along with some helpfulinput data notes,
and a representativesample problem (inputdata and selected output
edits) for each code.

xvii
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1.0 HASH: A MONTECARLOADOOINTSHIELDINGCODESYSTEM

1,1 INTRODUCTIONTO HASH

1.1.1 Background

An armored vehiclecan provide importantprotectionagainstthe effects
of a nuclearweapon. In the case of a tacticalweapon, prompt radiation
may be the dominant effect over a considerablearea surroundingthe
detonation. The VehicleCode System (VCS)was developedby Oak Ridge
National Laboratory(ORNL)-to facilitatethe calculationof radiation
protectionfactorsfor a given vehicle;i.e., the ratio by which the
free-fieldradiationis reduceddue to the presence of the vehicle.1,2
VCS was constructedby linking togethera discrete-ordinatesair-over-
ground transportcalculationand an adjointMonte Carlo vehicledose-
importancecalculation. A typicalproblem involvingan armoredvehicle
is shown in Figure I-I. While the title impliesthe code system was to
be used only for vehicles,VCS could also be used for other shielded
structures. A typicalproblem involvinga shielded structure,such as a
house, is shown in Figure I-2.

The typicalVCS problem involvesthe detonationof a low-kilotonyield

tactical nuclearweapon within a kilometerof the target (vehicle). Theair-over-groundtransportcalculationdeterminesthe neutronand photon
fluence as a functionof energy on a couplingsurface surroundingthe
target (vehicle). The dose-importancecalculationdeterminesthe
effectivenessof particlesat the couplingsurface in contributingto
dose at a detectorpositionwithin the target (vehicle). A coupling
code folds the fluencetogetherwith the dose importance,giving the
dose response. The couplingcode can also rotate the vehicle,move it
to differe_Itdistancesfrom the source,and perturbthe energy response
of the detector.

VCS was initiallydeveloped as a four-codesystem includingMORSE DOT,
DRC, and VISA. MORSE_ is both a forwardand an adjoint Monte Cari'o
transport code which can calculatethe fluence in the complicatedthree-
dimensionalvehiclegeometry. I]0_4 is a two-dimensionaldiscrete
ordinates radiationtransportcode which calculatesthe energy-and
angle-dependentfree-fieldinitialradiationenvironment. DRC couples
the adjoint fluencesfrom MORSE with the free-fieldenvironmentsfrom
DOT to calculatethe radiationenvironmentsor protectionfactors at
"detector"locationsin the vehicleor structure. VISA is used to
format the DOT angularfluence into a data file for use by DRC.

VCS has been and still is regularlyused at ORNL, the BallisticResearch
Laboratory (BRL),ScienceApplicationsInternationalCorporation(SAIC),
Lawrence LivermoreNational Laboratory(LLNL),and Wehrwissenschaftliche

Dienststelleder Bundeswehrfur ABC-Schutz(WWD),West Germanys for the

I-I
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calculationsof neutronand gamma-rayprotectionfactorsof military
vehicles, structures,trenches,and other shield configurations. VCS
representsa powerfultool for couplingcomplexgeometry calculations
into single free-fieldenvironments,and as such, has had applications
to a great many shieldingproblems. Past and present applications
include a wide varietyof Army vehicles,house shieldingat Hiroshima
and Nagasaki,trench shieldingfactorsat the Nevada Test Site, and in-
missile radiationenvi,ronments.

Over the course of_time,differentversionsof VCS were createddue to
the different installationstailoringthe code to suit their particular
purpose. At ORNL, the DOT III code was replacedwith the DOT IV6,_
code, and VISA was replacedwith VISTA. BRL, which has been a major
user and source of fundingfor the VCS code, made a number of
modificationsto the MORSE and DRC parts of VCS in 1976-1977. The major
change to MORSE was the replacementof the combinatorialgeometrymodel,
which SAIC had previouslyinstalledin MORSE,B with GIFT combinatorial
geometry,which was similarto the MORSE combinatorialgeometry but
which had been furtherdevelopedat BRL.9"I_ After those modifications,
BRL contractedSAIC to evaluateand document some aspectsof the VCS.
That effort concludedthat "VCS is a sophisticatedand well-plannedcode
package capable of accurate,state-of-the-artradiationtransportin
complex, three-dimensionalvehicles"and suggesteda new "within-group"
energy biasingscheme for adjointMORSE.Iz In two subsequentefforts,
one for the WehrwissenschaftlicheDienststelleder Bundeswehrfur ABC-

Schutz (WWD),West Germany,I_and the other for BRL,14 SAIC installedand
tested the new in-groupenergy bias methodologyin the adjointMORSE
part of VCS_ The study for WWD demonstratedthat this scheme could
provide a factor of four increasein the efficiencyof VCS for a
shieldingcalculationwith 10 cm of steel.

The result of all this independentdevelopmentof VCS was a
proliferationof differentversionsof the code, of which most were not
compatible. The Defense NuclearAgency (DNA) expressedconcernover the
potential for disagreementbetween independentanalyses of the same
armored vehicle. Consequently,BRL, ORNL, and SAIC were tasked to
identifythe problems associatedwith the "current"version(s)of VCS,
incorporatethe variousmodifications(whichwould improvethe VCS code)
that have been added to the differentversions,and create a singularly
referenced versionof VCS. In particular,the purpose of this project
was to establishand verify a versionof VCS which is generally
acceptableto the user community,and to place this version of VCS under
responsiblecustodyon the Defense NuclearAgency (DNA) computing
network for use on the CRAY computersystem at Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL)under the CRAY Time Sharing System (CTSS). In this
effort, SAIC was to take the lead in the selectionof the geometrymodel
and in the developmentand testingof the in-groupenergy biasing;ORNL
was to develop a new referencecross sectiondata set, modify DRC to
couple MORSE and DOT calculationsmade with different energy group sets,
and compile the new version of VCS. SAIC and ORNL were to share the
task of checkingout the new coding.

W
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In years prior to this effort, three problemswith VCS and the primary
cross section libraryuse in VCS analysiswere identified,all of which
have been addressedin this effort. These three problems included:

I. The biasingtreatmentused in the MORSE adjoint calculationof
VCS did not favorablysample the most importantregions of
energy space, especiallyfor calculationsinvolvingsteel and
polyethylene. These two materialsare potentiallyimportant
shieldingcomponentsof armoredvehicles. Furthermore,
theoreticalanalyses of the standardadjoint scattering
treatment indicatedinherentlarge variancesfor adjointMonte
Carlo analysesof thick media.

2. The energy group structureof the 58 group (37 neutron groups,
21 gamma groups)DLC 31 cross sectionlibrary,Ishad
suspecteddeficienciesfor transportin steel and air,
especiallynear I MeV and at epithermalenergies.

3. The more recentGIFT5TM geometry routinesused by BRL for
constructingvehicle models have certain incompatibilitieswith
the geometry routines in MORSE. Vehiclemodels developed by BRL

for various analysesother than nuclear survivability/shieldingeffectivenesshad to be revised, at a significantcost in man
power and elapsed time, for VCS analyses.

As a result of this effort,SAIC installeda "user communitycompatible"
geometry package and in-groupenergy biasinginto VCS by incorporating
the GIFT5 geometry package and a revisedin-group energy bias package
into the BRL MIFT versionof MORSE. After a significantcheckout
effort,this packagewas released to ORNL for further checkout and
testing. SAIC called this versionof MORSE "MIFT2",17indicatingthat
it was an update of the BRL MIFT code. ORNL developedthe new Defense
ApplicationsBroad-group_Library(DABL6g),TM with 46 neutron energy
groups and 23 gamma-raygroups,made severalmodificationsto many of
the code system modules, and incorporatedthe SAIC changes to the MORSE
componentinto the new version of VCS called MASH (Monte Carlo Adjoint
Shielding). This final version "MASH 1.0" has been compiled and tested
a-ndplaced under responsiblecustodyof DNA on the DNA computingnetwork
for use on the CRAY computer system at Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL) under the CRAY Time SharingSystem (CTSS). Future effortswill
involvemaking a version of MASH 1.0 operationalon an IBM RISC System
6000 workstation.
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1.1.2 Summaryof Corrections and Improvements to VCS I_

The VCScode was outdated in several respects as well as being deficient
in others, Amongthe changes made to VCSto produce version 1.0 of the
MASHcode system are:

I. The replacementof the MORSEmodule with the latest version
of MORSE-CG.

2. The incorporationof in-groupenergy biasing into the MORSE
componentof MASH.

3. The replacementof the combinatorialgeometrypackage in
MORSE with the new GIFT5 geometry package.

4. The modificationsto DRC to couple MORSE and DORT calculations
with differentenergy group structures,and read the new VISTA
formattedrecords.

5. The replacementof the DOT componentwith the newer DORT19

component. 0

6. The replacementof VISA with the newer VISTA code.

7. 'Thereplacementof the DLC-31 (37n-21_)group coupled
cross-sectionlibrarywith the new DABL69 (46n-23_)group
library as the referencecross-sectiondata library.

All componentsof MASH 1,0, except the GIFT5 input module to MORSE, use
the FIDO free-forminput data describedin detail in Appendix A. The
GIFT5 geometry input for the MORSE componentcurrentlyis in fixed
format,however, future effortswill convert this input over to the FIDO
free-formmethod,

Additiona_ improvementsto MASH 1.0 includeprogrammingupgrades to the
MORSE and DRC modules. These two codes now have all arrays variably
dimensioned,variabletape unit numbers, revisedcommon and subroutine
structures,a new leakagetape format,and orderlyterminationof cases.
Severalerrors in choosingbins for the coupling surfaceand in
determiningdetector number for the storageof resultshave been
corrected. Becausetraceabilityor quality assuranceis increasing'ly
important,some changeswere made to tape formats to provide more
definitive informationabout the computerruns.
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1.2 STRUCTUREOF HASH1.0

The generalstructureof the MASH code system is shown in Figure 1-3,
while the data flow is detailed in Figure 1-4. The GIP code is used to
create and mix the materialsrequired to run the air-over-ground
transportanalysi:s.The compositionsand source data for the air-over-
ground transportcalculationare input into both the GRTUNCL and DORT
codes. In order to maintain particle balanceand reduce ray effects,
GRTUNCLcalculatesthe uncollidedfluenceand first-collisionsource
throughoutthe problemspace. This informationis input to DORT which
calculatesthe resultingcollided fluence,and merges the two results.
All fluence informationis passed to VISTA, where it is condensedand
reorderedfor convenientprocessing. Only a few ground ranges from the
radiationsource are normallyprocessedat this step. Additionalground
ranges may be obtained by rerunningthe VISTA code ata minimal cost.

The complexthree-dimensionaltarget (vehicle)geometry descriptionand
material compositionsare input to the MORSE code. MORSE records the
required informationfor each adjointtrack leaving the coupling surface
on a leakagedata set which is input to the Detector ResponseCode, DRC.
DRC folds the adjointleakagedata togetherwith the reformattedDORT
fluenceat the couplingsurface, i.e., the VISTA code output fluence
file, fo_'the selectedorientation,range, and detector response, lt
also providesedits of estimatedvariancesof the resultsas requested
by the user. The protectionfactor itself is obtained by dividing the

free-fielddose, availablefrom DORT, by the dose responseat thedetector position within the target (vehicle)given by DRC.

Special advantage is taken of the fact that the target (vehicle)is
small compared to the separationdistance between the source (weapon)
and target (vehicle). This means that the fluence in a given direction
and at a given elevationand energy is essentiallyindependentof the
azimuthalvariable about the target (vehicle). This reducesthe volume
of data processedby DRC, minimizesthe cost of both VISTA and DRC, and
simplifiesthe constructionof both codes. [Note: This assumptioncould
lead to error for some large structuressuch as house clusters,large
buildings,etc., where the distancefrom the detector location to the
coupling surfaceis significantrelative to the gradient in the external
fluencefield.]

Most of the cost of MASH is incurredi_ the DORT and MORSE codes.

Therefore, it is advantageousto save the VISTA output for use with many
MORSE runs. Likewise, it is practicalto use a single MORSE leakage
tape for a target (vehicle)to examine a number of target orientations,
source ranges and types, and detector response functions.
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1.3 STRUCTUREOF IIASHUSER'S MANUAL 0

1.3.1 The Main Text

The remainderof the main text of this manual (Sections2.0 through 7.0)
gives a detailed descriptionof each of the codes in MASH. Includedin
each section is a brief descriptionof the code and its theory (if
applicable),the input requirements,detailed input data notes, the
input and output file formats,the logical unit requirements,a list of
referencespertainingto that particularsection,and a sample problem.
For the two major codes within MASH, i.e., DORT and MORSE, the section
is not intendedto be a completedescriptionand the interesteduser
might consider obtainingthe referencedocumentsfor these two codes.
However,the informationin each of the sectionsshould be sufficient
for understandingand using MASH.

1.3.2 The Appendices

The Appendices include detailed descriptions of FIDO input (Appendix A),
the theory behind in-group energy biasing (Appendix B), a detailed
description for the GIFT5 geometry package (Appendix C), a listing of
the MASH1.0 computer code abstract (Appendix D), and a short, informal
"user motes" section (AppendixE) which addressessome of the caveats of
performingthe MASH analysisof the sample problem as determined through m_
the experienceof the MASH 1.0 manual's editor. The inclusionof the
in-groupbiasing theory in the appendix (ratherthan in the MORSE
section)was due to the format chosen for the "user's"manual. The
detaileddescriptionof the GIFT5 geometry packagewas included for
completenesssince this packageis unpublished.

1.3.3 The Sample Problem

The sample problem representsa "benchmark"calculationof MASH 1.0 on
the Two-MeterBox Test Bed experimentsperformedat APRF.2°,21The
resultsof the MASH analysiswere generallywithin 15% of the
experimentalmeasurementsfor beth differentialand integralfree-field
and in-box neutronand gamma-raydose. There was also excellent
agreementin the protectionfactor analysis for the box. This sample
problemwas independentlyanalyzedby both SAIC and ORNL with C/C
ratios, i.e., SAIC calculations/ORNLcalculations,typicallywithin 5%.
The sample problem input and output for each code is given in the
respectivesectionsof the report. However,each part of the sample
problem fits into the data flow shown on Figure I-4, and the user should
take time to see which parametersin one code depend on parametersfrom
the previous code, i.e., the axial and radial mesh betweenDORT and
GRTUNCLo In the discussionof the sample problem in each section, most
of these dependenciesare identified.

0
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2.0 GIP: A GROUP-ORGANIZEDCROSSSECTIONINPUT PROGRAM*

2.1 INTRODUCTIONTO GIP

2.1.1 Background

GIP is an auxiliarycode used to pre-mixthe material cross-sectionsets
for very large discreteordinatescalculations(relativeto available
core space). The motivationfor developingGIP was due to complications
arisingwhen the amountof core space required for the _lixingtable
exceededthe availablecore storage. GIP was written to treat each
componentof the Legendreexpansion, i.e., PL term, of a cross.-section
set as a separatenuclide. This data processingtreatmentwas seen as a
requirementin the 1960's,when the code originated. Although certain
featuresof the mixing table expeditethe mixing of PL sets, there is
littledoubt the code would be more convenientfor present-dayproblems
if all of the componentsof the Legendre expansionfor a cross-section
set were treated as a unit.

GIP acceptsnuclide-organizedmicroscopiccross-sectiondata from either
the input stream in card-imageformat or from a data library prepared by
tileALClI program. Macroscopiccross sectionmixtures can be prepared

as specifiedby a mixing table similar to that of DORT2. The total
upscattercross sectioncan be calculatedand insertedinto the set.
The result is a "GIP" cross sectionlibrary file (definedin Section
2.5). Microscopicand/ormacroscopiccross-sectiondata can be included
in the output cross-sectionlibrary file and/or printedoutput file.

The chief virtues of GIP are its extreme simplicityand its high
compatibilitywith DORT, ANISN], and relatedcodes, lt is operable on
virtuallyany type computerthat provides sequentialscratchfiles, lt
uses the FIDO card-imageinput processordescribedin Appendix A, and
sharesmany subroutineswith DORTo Its major disadvantageis the
inabilityto translatecomplex input libraryfiles such as ISOTXS.4

2.1.2 Method Used

The cross sections specifiedin the input stream are selected,and the
number of energy groups which can be processedat one time is decided.
The groups for the amount of core allocated,i.e., "one corefull," are
selectedas each nuclide is read and dumped onto a source file. The
remaininggroups, if any, are written to a holdingfile. When all
nuclideshave been located,the data are read from the so_rce file into

*W. A. Rhoades and M. B Emmett,"DOS: The Discrete OrdinatesSystem,"

ORNL/TM-8362,Oak Ridge National Laboratory,(September1982).
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core and written in group-orderedformat onto a sortingfile. A new 0
corefull of data is then moved from the holding file to the source file,
and then to the sortingfile as before. Unprocessedgroups, if any, are
spilledto a second holding file, which is processedlike the first
holding file. This sequence continuesuntil all groups have been
processed. Efficiencyis improvedwhen one group of data can be written
directly to the sorting file each time the source file is loaded. In
the final step, the group-organizeddata are read, mixed, edited, and
written to the output file.

b

The advantagesof the GIP system are that it can processa cross section
volume of severalcorefullswith inconsequentialcost, using only
sequentialfiles, and that it is easily adapted to new or different
computingenvironments. Unfortunately,if the cross sectionvolume
increasesto ten or more corefulls,for example, the sortingprocessmay
become inefficient.

The GIP method was originatedby W. W. Engle, Jr. ina programcalled
TAPEMAKER_, the predecessorto the ALCl program, which operated on the
IBM 7090 before the days of random access files. The basic procedure
has changedlittle since then.

2.2 GIP INPUT REQUIREMENTS

The followinginput cards are requiredto execute GIP. Defaultvalues
are in brackets ([]).

Title Card (72 alphanumericcharacterdescription)

INPUT DATA BLOCK I

15 Array - IntegerControl Parameters

IGM number of energy groups
IHT positionof total cross section in cross-sectiontable
IHS position of self-scattercross section in cross-section

table

IHM cross-sectiontable length per energy group
(usuallyIHM = IHT + IGM)

MS cross-sectionmixing table length

5 _ Mm,

MCR number of materialsread from cards
MTP number of materialsread from input cross-section

library tape (nuclideor GIP format)
MTM total number of materials (MCR+V,TP+MIXTURES) dm_

W
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ITH output cross-sectionlibrary flag
0/I - forward/adjointcross-sectionlibrary

ISCT maximum order of Legendreexpansionof cross sections

- 10---

IPRT output cross-sectionprint control flag
0/I/2 = print all materials/none/mixturesonly

lOUT output cross-sectionlibrarycontrol flag
0/I/2 = output all materials/none/mixturesonly

IDOT output cross-sectionlibraryformat flag
0/I/2 = ANISN/DOT III/DOTIV format

NBUF number of k-bytesof core

E (terminatearray with "E")

T (terminateblock with "T") [T always required]

INPUT DATABLOCK2

105 Array - MaterialNumbers (MS entries)

115 Array - ComponentNumbers (MS entries) m Mixing Table

12" Array - DensityMultipliers(MS entries)

75 Array - Mix Code (optional- MTM entries)

135 Array - Nuclide ID Numbers on LibraryFile (MTP entries required
only if IDATI is not equal to 2)

T (terminateblock with "T") [T alwaysrequired]

INPUT DATA BLOCK 3

14" Array- Cross Sections for NuclideI, ANISN format, all groups

. [each new nuclidemust start on a new card]

- Cross Sections for NuclideMCR, ANISN format, all groups
(IHM*IGM*MCRentries required)

T (terminateblock with "T") [T required if MCR > O]
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A
2.3 GIP INPUT DATANOTES

Except for the title card, all data are read using the FIDO input
system. A detailed descriptionof the FIDO input system is given in
AppendixA. Data arrays are entered in blocks,each terminated by a
"T". Unused data arrays (e.g., 105 if MS=O) are not entered, but a "T"
must still be entered to signal the terminationof each block. Multiple
problemscan be stackedwith a blank card separatingcases. Input data
are not saved betweenstackedcases.

15 Array The meaning of the first eight input parametersof the 15
array are compatiblewith GRTUNCL (Section3.0) and DORT (Section4.0).

IHT, IHS, IHM The discussionof these input parametersis given in
Section 2.4.I.

MCR, MTP, MTM GIP assignsstoragespace (IHM*IGMwords/set) for MTM
sets of cross sections,called "materials." The first MCR spaces are
filledwith data read from cards irlthe 14" array. The next MTP
material spaces are filledwith nuclidedata read from the data set
mounted on the input librarylogicalunit (default=8)and stored in the
order indicatedby the 135 array. The remainingspaces between MCR+MTP
and MTM are availablefor preparingmixtures.

NOTE" If MCR=O, the 14" array and correspondingdata block

terminator is not required. 0

ITH If ITH=I_ two major reorderingsteps are carriedout to produce an
adjointcross-sectionlibrary:

i. The inscattermatrix is transposed,i.e., the table position
associatedwith group g describingscatteringfrom g' to g
is changed to describe scatteringfrom g to g'_

2. The ordering of the groups is reversed,i.e., data for group
IGM appear first in the output file, followedby IGM-I, etc.

A simple three group example is illustratedin Section2.3.3.

ISCT When the order of scatter'is greater than zero, GIP expects the PI
cross section to be material.M+1, the P2 cross sectionto be M_-2,etc.,
where M is the Po materialnumber:

PoData, Nuclide I
PI
P2

PISCT Data, Nuclide ]
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Po Data, Nuclide 2
P1
P2
t

Q

o

PxscTData, Nucltde 2

o

For componentsother than Po,cross section positionsother than
positionsIHT+I through IHM may be zero.

IPRT, lOUT If lOUT:O,the output includesMCR+MTPmicroscopiccross
sections,plus (MTM-MCR-MTP)mixtures. If IOUT:2,only the mixtures _
will be output. Printedcross-sectionedits are similarlycontrolledby
IPRT.

For mos'tDORT problems, I/O manipulationcan be reducedby asking only
for the output of the mixtures from GIP. They are then referred to in
DORT such that material one is the first GIP mixture,etc. Any
microscopicdata to be used in DORT activity edits must be includedas a
mixture, as must nuclideswhose concentrationsare to be modified in a
search.

IDOT This parameter identifiesthree possibleoutput cross section
libraryformats. Only the ANISN and DOT IV formats are discussed since
they are used in presentday applications. The DOT III format was
retainedfrom earlier versionsof GIP, _nd although still operational,
should be avoided, unless DOT III will be used for the final
calculation.

NBUF This parameter is only applicablefor IBM machines and must allow
enough buffer space for the data sets which are listed in Section 2.6.

105, 115, and 12" Arrays l'hecross sectionmixing table is used to
combineelements into macroscopicmixtures. Experiencewill reveal that
only the imaginationlimits its flexibility. As with DORT, the integers
in the mixing table refer to a continuous array of MTM cross section
sets of which the first MCR+MTP are nuclidedata read from card-image
input and a libraryfile, respectively. All of the sets beyond MCR+MTP
are preset to zero before the mixing table is executed. In non-search
problemswhere cross-sectionstorage is difficult, i.e., large problems
that do not involvematerial bucklingor concentrationsearches,
material spaces originallyused for input nuclidescan be reused for
mixtures. While the generalrules for creatingmixtures are equally
applicablefor GIP, GRTUNCL,and DORT, it should be noted that reference
to eigenvaluemodificationin the DORT mixing table descriptionhas no
applicationto GIP mixing. The interpretationrules applicable to GIP

Q are as follows:
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a. If the mixture number is N and the component number is O, then
the cross sections in mixture N will be multiplied by the
number entered in the density column:

* DENSITYOM_XTUREN(NEW)= OMXXTUREN(OLD)

b. If the mixture number is N and the component number is M, then
the cross sections in component M, multiplied by the density,
will be added to the cross sections in mixture N:

OMIXTURE N(NEW) = GMIXTURE N(OLD) . GCmP_ENT M * DENSITY

Note: Either a mixture or a componentmay be made up of
microscopicor macroscopiccross sections for a single
isotopeor mixture of isotopes.

A sample mixing table showingthe variousoptions is given below.

MIXI'URE COMPONENT DENSITY
(105ARRAY) (115 ARRAY) (12" ARRAY)

II I IIIII " " II I I I I II II

6 I 0.4
6 3 0.5
7 2 O.4
7 4 0.5 _&
7 0 3.0

The mixture table given above would do the following:

(I) Add components I and 3 with densities 0.4 and 0.5,
respectively, to form mixture 6:
O6 = O1 * 0.4 + o3 * 0.5

(2) Add components 2 and 4 with densities 0.4 and 0.5,
respectively, to form mixture 7:
o7 = o_ * 0.4 + o4 * 0.5

(3) Multiply mixture 7 by 3.0: o7 = o7" 3.0

105 Array If the 105 entry is taggedwith a negative,the next ISCT
componentswill be treatedas PL components. For example:

I05 115 12" (with ISCT = 3)
,I I I

-13 1 1,0

will be equivalent to 0
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105 115 12" . (with ISCT u O)

..... II II Iii I IIIII !

13 1 i ,0
14 2 1,0
15 3 1.0
16 4 i.0

75 Array The numbers in the mixing table normally refer to positionsin
the material block,which containsMCR nuclides from cards, followedby
MTP nuclides from tape and MTM-MCR-MTPmixtures, lt is often
convenient,however,when constructingthe mixing table to refer to
fictitious "mix code" numbers. The 75 array can be entered to define
the list of fictitiousmix codes correspondingto each material. If the
75 array is omitted,the mix code is equal to the material number.

135 Array A negativeentry in the 135 array replaces the followingISCT
entries with successiveID's. Thus:

135 135

-I01 I01
-I01 is equivalentto 102
-101 103

0
14" Array The input of the 14" array is performedby subroutineswhicll
have certain restrictionsin additionto those of normal FIDO input:

a. The nuclidespaces are preset to 0.0, so that "E" or "FO"
will have the effect of fillingthe remainingspace with 0,0,
but "E" and "F" must not be used in the input foi the last
nuclide.

b. The 14" or 14"* designationmay precedeeach nuclide block,
but is not required except in the first block.

c. Entries, includingoperatorssuch as "T", followingthe
last data item for nuclidesother than the last, and on the
same card as the last item, will be ignored.

d. The "T" which terminatesthis block must appear alone in
column 3 of a separatecard.

2.3.1 Special DiffusionTheory Option

If the cross-sectionset containsa transportcross section in position
N, then setting ISCI : -N causes the total cross section (positionIHT)

to be replacedby the transportcross sectionand the self-scattercrosssection (positionIHS) to be reducedsuch as to maintain a constant

2-7
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absorptioncross section. The resultingcross-sectionset is sultable
for use in a Po DORT calcu]ation,especiallyone using the diffusion
package.

NOTE' Negativeentries in the 105 array must not be used with
this option.

2.3.2 Upscatter Option

If the self-scattercross sectionposition (IHS) is greater than IHT+I,
the upscatterprocessorcalculatesthe total upscatteringcross section
from each group and places it in the appropriatetable position. No
user actionis required.

2,3.3 Adjoint ReorderingExample

A three-groupexampleshowingthe relationshipbetweena forwardand
adjointcross-sectionset is shown below, In this example, there is no
upscatter,one activationcross section, IHT = 4, IHS = 5, and IHM = 7.

Direct Adjoint
BBBI_ ml_

a_(1) oF(3
aA I) oA(3/

v_'1) va'}_)0 T I) 0 T )

o(1-,1) o(3-,3)
0 0
0 0

0 F(2) o'F(i I
oA(2) oA(
voF(2) voJ'(
oT(2) 17T(2)

0(2-,2) 0(2-2)
(7(I-+2) a(2-3)
0 0

oF(3) or(1)
oA(3) oA(I)

VO F(3 ) la'OF( 1 )

oT(3) oT(1)

0(3-_3) o(1-+1)
0(243) o(I--2)

o(1-.,3) o(1.-,3) D
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2.4 INPUTLIBRARYFORMAT

The inputlibraryformatfromwhichMTP nuclidesare takenis definedin
the followingmanner:

ALC CrossSectionLibraryFormat

C*****_******_******_**********************************************

C PROPOSED19 MAY 80
C
CF ALC
CE TRANSPORTCODECROSSSECTIONDATA
C
C********_,_**_***_*_*_**_***_*_*_**_*_**_**_*_**_*****_***

C
CD THE TERMINATIONRECORDDEFINESTHE LENGTHOF THE
CD DATASET AND THE NUMBEROF NUCLIDES
C
CD THE ID VALUESMUST BE IN ASCENDINGORDER
C

CS FILESTRUCTURE
C
CS RECORDTYPE PRESENTIF

CS ...........CS ***********************FORALL NUCLIDES)
CS * CONTRALDATA FOA A NUCLIDE ALWAYS
CS * CROSSSECTIONDATAFORA NUCLIDE ALWAYS
CS ****************

C
CS TERMINATION ALWAYS
C
C
C
C

CR CONTROLDATA FORA NUCLIDE
C
CL NOG,NCTL,NCC,NCID,(NAME(1),I=I,12)
C
CW 16=NUMBEROF WORDS
C
CD NOG NUMBEROF ENERGYGROUPSFOR THIS SET
CD NCTL LENGTHOF CROSSSECTIONTABLEFOR THIS SET
CD NCC =0 SETWAS ADDEDTO LIBRARY
CD =2 SET REPLACEDAND EXISTINGSET
CD NCID IDENTIFICATIONNUMBER
CD NAME ARBITRARYDESCRIPTION,A4 FORMAT
C

0
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CR CROSS SECTIONS FOR A NUCLIDE
C
CL ((CRX(IH,IG),IH=I,NCTL),IG=I,NOG)
C
CW NCTL*NOG=NUMBEROF WORDS
C
CD CRX CROSS SECTIONDATA ORDERED ....
CD AS PER SECTION 2.4.I
CD NCTL AS SPECIFIEDBY PREVIOUSRECORD
CD NOG AS SPECIFIEDBY PREVIOUSRECORD
C

C
C
C
CR TERMINATION
C

CL NOG,NCTL,NCC,NCID,(NAME(1),I=I,12)
C
CW 16=NUMBEROF WORDS
C
CD NCC 7, ALWAYS
CD OTHER ITEMS ARBITRARY

0
3

f

2.4.1 ANISN Nuclide FormatCross-sectionFile

In a normal GIP problem, cross sectionsare read from card input and/or
from an externaldata set in nuclide-organizedformat, i.e., all the
cross sections for one group of one nuclide, followedby other groups
for that nuclide, and finallyfollowedby data for other nuclides.
Within a group, GIP expectsthe orderingof data in the cross section
table in the followingformat"

Table Position Entry Cross Section Type
I lib II I II'

I al(g) First activationcross section
(if any)

IHT-3 aL(g) Last activationcross section
(if any)

IHT-2 aa(g) Absorption 0

2-10
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IHT- 1 vGF(g) Neutron Product ion

IHT oT(g) Total removal

IHT+I GTUS(g) Total upscattercross sectionfrom
group g (omit this entry if NUS=O),

IHS-NUS a(g+NUS_g) Scatteringfrom group g+NUS to g

i •

o

o a

IHS-I G(g+1_g) Scatteringfrom group g+1 to g

IHS o(g_g) Scatteringfrom group g to g

IHS+I o(g-1_g) Scatteringfrom group g-1 to g

•

• i

.IHM o(g-NDS_g) Scatteringfrom group g-NDS to g
Fm I II I .__ II

Q
From this, it can be seen that"

NUS = IHS-IHT-2 = number of upscatter groups, if greater than O,

NDS = IHM-IHS = number of downscatter groups,

k = IHT-3 = number of activation cross sections.

Special illustrationsof interestare"

um

IHM = IGM + 3

IHS = 4 -- Full downscatter;no upscatter;
no activationcross section

IHl = 3

and,

0
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IHM = IGM + 5 + NUS

Full downscatter;NUS upscatter;
IHS = 6 + NUS -- room for an activationcross

section in position I.
IHT = 4

Thus the parametersIHT, IHS, and IHM completelydescribethe format of
the cross sections. If there are no activitycross sections, IHT=3. If
there is no upscatter IHS = IHT + I. If there is no downscatterIHM =
IHS (i.e.,a one group problem). If there is upscatter,GIP will
compute a total upscattercross section for each group of each material
and place that cross sectionin position IHT + I. The activitycross
sectionsare only used for activitycalculationsand not used in the
transportprocess itself.

2.5 GIP OUTPUTFILE

The GIP output file is group-orderedfor transportcodes and this format
is compatiblewith both ANISN and DORT requirements. The groups are
normally ordered from high to low neutronenergy, then from high to low
photon energy, if any photongroups are present.

0
GIP Cross SectionLibrary Format

C
CR PRINCIPALCROSS SECTION DESCRIPTION
C
CL (PCSD(IH),IH=I,IHT)
C
CW NUMBER OF WORDS = MULT*IHT
C
CD PCSD(IH) PRINCIPAl.CROSS SECTIONLABELS - (A6)
C
C

C
CR NUCLIDE IDENTIFICATION
C

CL (NUC(MT),MT=I,MTM)
C
CW NUMBER OF WORDS = MULT*MTM
C
CD NUC(MT) NUCLIDE LABELS - (A6)
C

''''--'" ...... "''''''-"-'''--'--'-'''''''' ....... "''-'" ........... W
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C
CR CROSSSECTIONDATA
C
CL ((SIG(IH,MT),IH_I_IHP),MT=I,MTM)
C
CW NUMBEROF WORDS_ IHP*MTM
C
CD SIG(IH,MT) CROSSSECTIONDATA BY TABLEPOSITION,
CD THENBY NUCLIDE. TABLEPOSITIONSCONTAIN'
CD I TO IHT-5 ARBITRARYDATA,SPECIFIEDBY USER,OR ABSENT
CD IHT-4 FISSIONYIELDFRACTION(RECOMMENDED)
CD IHT-3 FISSIONCROSSSECTION (RECOMMENDED)
CD IHT-2 ABSORPTIONCROSSSECTION
CD IHT-I NEUTRONPRODUCTIONCROSSSECTION
CD IHT-O TOTALCROSSSECTION
CD IHT+I UPSCATTERFROMGROUPIG+(IHS-I-IHT)TO IG
CD ............
CD ............
CD IHS-I UPSCATTERFROMGROUPIG+ITO IG
CD IHS SELFSCATTERFOR GROUPIG
CD IHT+I DOWNSCATTERFROMGROUPIG-ITO IG
CD ............
CD ............
CD IHM DOWNSCATTERFROMGROUPIG+IHS-IHMTO IG

CD IHM+I TOTALSCATTERFROMGROUPG TO ALL GROUPSCD (PRESENTONLY IF IHS IS GREATERTHAN IHT+I)
CD
CD IHSMAY BE IHT+IIF UPSCATTERIS ABSENT.
CD TRANSFERSFROMGROUPSLESSTHAN I OR GREATER
CD THAN IGMARE ZERO. POSITIONSLESSTHAN OR
CD EQUALTO IHTARE ZERO FOR PL COMPONENTS
CD OTHERTHANTHE OTH.
CD EACHCOMPONENTOF A PL SET IS TREATEDAS A
CD SEPERATENUCLIDE. THUS,M SETSWOULD
CD COMPRISEM*NQLJAD+MNUCLIDES
CD IHP EQUALSIHMUNLESSIHS.GT.IHT+I,THEN IHM+I
C
C

2.6 LOGICALUNIT REQUIREMENTS

Belowis a listingof the filesrequiredto executea GIP case along
with the defaultvaluesused in the code. In settingup a GIP case,
effortsmust be made for theseunitsto be available.

I. LogicalUnit I - SCRATCH

2. LogicalUnit 2 - SCRATCH3. LogicalUnit 3 - SCRATCH
i
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4. LogicalUnit 8 - GIP formattedCross-sectionLibrary Output I
5. LogicalUnit 9 - ANISN formattedCross-sectionLibrary Input
6. LogicalUnit 4 - SCRATCH
7. LogicalUnit 6 - Printed Output
8. LogicalUnit 5 - Card Input

Logical unit assignmentsfor the first six data files can be modified by
altering locations15-20 of the 15 array (not shown in Section 2.2) to
the new logicalunit numbers. The new values will not be listed in the
input edit, however.

2.7 PROGRAMMER INFORMATION

2.7.1 Inter-machineAdaptability

The GIP code is intendedto be easily adaptableto any type of
sophisticatedcomputer,and yet to take advantageof certain localized
structuralfeatureswhich may be machine-dependent.

In general, the guidelinesof ANS-STD.3-1971Sare followed. This
requires general adherenceto a simple, standardFORTRAN languageexcept
where deviationsprovide importantimprovementsin capabilityand can be
documented. In addition,machine-dependentfeatureshave been kept
localizedand have not been included in the subroutineswhich perform
actual computation.

The recommendedproceduresof the Committeeon Computer Code
Coordination(CCCC)4,6have been followedwhere practicaIL Compliance
with these standardshas been incompletewhere cost was prohibitive,the
nature of the codes did not allow it, or the expected level of
performancecould not be obtained in that fashion.

Where minor or certainmachine-dependentfeaturesare required,
alternativefeaturesare enclosed in pairs of 3-character"language
flags." The alternativestatementsremainin the source program,with
inappropriatesectionstransformedinto commentstatements. If the code
is set up for IBM operation,for example, it might contain:

ClB
ENTRY IBCDC(H,E,L,P)

CIB
CDC
C ENTRY IBCDC
CDC

®
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The correspondingCDC configurationwould be:

CIB

C ENTRY IBCDC(H,E,L,P)
CIB
CDC

ENTRY IBCDC
CDC

All versionsof a given procedureare thus availablefor inspectionby
all users. The selectionof options is made by a computer program at
distributiontime. A listingof machine-dependentsectionscan also be
prepared in that process.

The language flags achievethe major objectiveof having a single,
unifiedsource for each programwhich is maintainedfor all users. With
these provisions,the basic FORTRAN programsare operable on IBM, CDC,
UNIVAC,CRAY, Amdahl, and other computers,except that system-dependent
serviceroutines as specifiedby CCCC must be provided.

Optional packages and procedureswhich provideenhanced convenienceare
also available. The optionalrun-time storage allocationrequires
system-dependentroutines. Instructionsfor installingthese options

are distributedwith the sourceprograms. All known users at this timeuse all of the optionalenhancementsavailableto them. Even so, the
basic operationwith FORTRANroutines plus the CCCC package remains
availableif needed.

2.7.2 Service Subroutines

Certain standard servicesubroutinesare specifiedby the CCCC for use
in reactor physics codes. The serviceroutines used in these codes
include'

TIMER Providestiming and job identificationdata

REED

"-I--Providesequentialaccess to data files
RITE _._.J

DRED
Providerandom access to data files

DRIT _._J

DOPC Providesinitiating,closing, and certain repositioning
of data files

0
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cREoz]- OProvideblock transferof data between fast and slow
CRIT memory.

Many of these subroutinesalso call other subroutines. Many are
entirely systemdependent. Each configurationto be distributed
contains an appropriateset of servicesubroutines,insofaras possible.
The realitiesof computingenvironmentsmay require local modification
or substitution. The specificationsgiven in Reference4, togetherwith
extensive in-streamcomments,provideguides for such modification.
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2.9 SAMPLEPROBLEM

A complete "listing of the input cards for the sample problem is given in
Figure 2-1, and some selected output is shown in Figure 2-2. The sample
problem demonstrates the processing of the materials for the air-over-.
ground analysis of the two-meter box experiments. 7,B

In viewing Figure 2-I, the input illustrates;69 energy groups (IGM), a
cross-sectiontable length (IHM) of 72, no upscatter (IHT=3,and IHS=4),
and a mixing table length (MS) of 558. No material data was read in
from cards (MCR=O)and 144 materialswere read in from tape (MTP=144).
Since ISCT=5_there were actually24 differentnuclides read in from
tape each with a Pothrough P5 component. The total number of mixtures
(MTMiwas 198, and only mixtures were output (lOUT=2)to the GIP
library. No print was requestedfor the printedoutput (IPRT=I),and a
DOT IV formattedcross-sectionfile was output (IDOT=2). All comments
after the slash (/) are ignored in FIDO input and are only useful for
quick identificationof the input parameters. "TheGIP sample input in
Figure 2-I shows multiple mixtures of the same material, i.e., ground
and air, with differentnumber densities. This allows mixing the cross
sections for severaldifferentair-over-groundcalculationsin only one
GIP case.

The selected GIP output shown in Figure 2-2 first illustratesthe input
parametersread in the first data block,followed by the memory
requirementsto run this particularGIP case, the input libraryrecord
length, and an indicationthat the second data block has been
successfullyread. The output then producesthe mixing table (105, 115,
and 12" arrays)along with the mixing codes (75 array) and nuclide
identificationnumbers (135 array). "Thisoutput is useful for checking
the input to make sure there are no errors in nuclides selectedfor
mixtures, number densitiesused in mixtures,and nuclides selectedfrom
the input library. The mixing table is followed by a listingof the
nuclides extractedfrom the input cross-sectionlibrary file. This
table is also useful for verifyingthe elements pulled off of the input
cross-sectionlibrary file. In this table, the user can also verify the
P, components used in the mixing. The output then shows some messages
informingthe user of the cross-sectionsortingprocess discussedin
Section 2.1.2. Finally,the output lists the titles for the group-
organizedcross sectionswrittento the output unit. If the print flag
had been turned on (IPRT=Oor 2), the cross sections would have been
printed after the titles, lt should be noted that settingthe print
option to print either all elements and mixtures (IPRT=O)or only
mixtures (IPRT=2)will produce a considerableamount of output for large
group structuresand high.ordersof scattering.

2-17
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til ii _ j __ ii I I ii III I iii I [ I I I

gip mixtures for the 10/89 two meter box experiments-- p5 forward

155 69 3 4 72 558 /igm,iht,ihs,ihm,ms
0 144 Ig8 0 5 /mcr,mtp,mtm,ith,isct
1 2 2 120 /iprt,iout,idot,nbuf

et

1055 4i145 150 Igq6 4i151 156 I0q6 4i157 162 3q6 4i163 168 5q6
/ aprf ground boratedconcrete air 1020 steel

4i169 174 19q6 4i175 180 19q6 4i181 186 3q6 4i187 192 3q6
/ aprf ground aprf ground air air

,,

4i193 198 3q6
/ air

1155 58ii 60 I0i67 78 40i85 126 4i139 144 / aprf ground

16ii 18 4i31 36 16i43 60 4i91 96
4ii03 108 I0i127 138 / borated concrete

4ii 6 I0i25 36 4i79 84 / air

4i19 24 16i55 72 I0i97 108 / 1020 steel 0

58ii 60 I0i67 78 40i85 126 4i13g 144 / aprf ground

58ii 60 I0i67 78 40i85 126 4i139 144 / aprf ground

4ii 6 I0i25 36 4i79 84 / air

4ii 6 I0i25 36 4i79 84 . / air

4ii 6 I0i25 36 4i79 84 / air

12"* /number densities (atoms/b-cm)
6r4.236-02 6r9.586-096r3.509-086r3.775-04
6r4.752-05 6r4.178-026ri.427-046rg.126-05
6ri.377-03 6rg.514-036r3.610-066r3.537-06
6r2.048-04 6r2.599-056r7.199-066r3.213-04
6r2.783-07 6r2.793-076r4.858-076r7.315-08 /aprf ground-34%h2o

6r7.020-03 6r2.887-046ri.168-036r5.908-02
6ri.659-03 6r4.656-036ri.080-026r3.486-03
6ri.431-036r7.667-046r6.709-04 /borated concrete

Figure2-I. Sample GIP Input for the
Two-MeterBox Air-Over-GroundAnalysis.
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0
6r6.122-076r3.gB5-O5.6r1,100-O56r2,383-07 /air - I0-24-89(a)

6rB.078-046r4.213-046r6,113-056r7,381-05
6r3.877-046r8,391-02 /1020 steel

6r2.653-026ri,162-086r4.254-086r4.576-04
6r5./60-056r3.823-026ri.729-046ri.106-04
6rI.669_036ri.153-026r4,376-066r4.288,.06
6r2.482-046r3.151-056r8.727-066r3.895-04
6r3.373-076r3.3B6-076r5.889-076r8.867-08 /aprf ground-20_ h2o

6r5.819-026r7.553-096r2,765-086r2.974-04
6r3.744-056r4.532-026ri.124-046r7.190-05
6ri.085-036r7.496-036r2.845-066r2.787-06
6ri.613-046r2.048-056r5.672-066r2.532-04

' 6r2.]93-076r2.201-076r3.828-076r5.763-08 /aprf ground-48% h2o

6r3,278-076r4.021-056ri.095-056r2.405-07 /air - 11-01-89(h)

6r9.350-076r3.858-056ri.082-056r2,308-07 /air - I0-30-89(a)

6r5.596-07 6r3.948-056ri.087-056r2.361-07 /air - I0-25..89(a)

1355 1 2 3 4 5 6 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 6061 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 79 BO 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88
89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107
I08 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123
124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 157
158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173
174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 199 200 201

, 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 223 224 225 226 227 228
/ h,b10,b11,c,n,o,na,mg,al,si,p,s,cl,ar,k,ca,mn,fe,co,ni,cu,zr,nb,sn

t

i... I I _uJ j IIIIII I I IIIII IIIII I I I I I I I I IIii

Figure 2-I.. (continued)
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3.0 GRTUNCL: AN ANALYTICFIRST COLLISIONSOURCECODE*

3.1 INTRODUCTIONTO GRTUNCL

3.1,1 Background

In the developmentof DORTI, a general method was obtainedwhich was
inherentlycapableof solvingmost two-dimensionalneutron and gamma-ray
transportproblems,includingdeep penetration. The approximationsof
discrete ordinatestheory are not limiting since, at least in principal,
the number of energy groups, solid angle segmentsand space intervals,
and the order of expansionof the differentialscatteringcross sections
may be increasedas necessaryto obtain the desired solution. However,
the problemswhich can be solved in practice are limitedby the finite
computer speed, memory size, and costs. In order to extend the
capabilitiesof DORT, a combinationof efficientprogrammingand
analytical"tools"were used. One of the analytical"tools"developed
was the analytic first collisionsource code - GRTUNCL.

In two-dimensionalr-z cylindricalgeometry,the finite number of angles
may result in an anomalycalled the "ray effect." The problems in which
ray effects are noticedare characterizedby sourcesand detectorswhich

are small compared to the total geometry,and a scatteringmean free
path which is long comparedto the space mesh. Hence, if a problem such
as a point source or point detector in a highly absorbingmedium is
approximatedby the discreteordinatesdifferenceequations,the
fluencesalong a sphericalsurfacecentered about the source are
observedto rise and fall in a wave-likepattern insteadof being
constant. Furthermore,the peaks in the distributionare observed to
fall along rays followingthe polar angles of the quadraturecentered at
the source.

In the discrete ordinatessolutionof the two-dimensionalcylindrical
transportequation,the angles in the quadratureare arranged in levels
which are comprisedof directionshaving the same polar direction
cosine,7. Within these levels, particleschange angles due to both the
curvatureand scatteringderivatives. However,transfersfrom a
direction in one _ level to one in another level occur only through
scattering. Particlesthat start out in an _ level tend to stay in the
same level until scattered. Since 'Lhereare only a finite number of
levels,particles tend to appear only at space intervalswhich are
orientedwith the source along a discrete_ 'level. If the source region

*R. L. Childs and J. V. Pace, III, "GRTUNCL: First Collision Source
Program,"Unpublisheddocumentation(1982),includedin the
documentationof the RadiationShielding InformationCenter CCC-484/DORT

Code Package, Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
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A

is distributedor if scatteringis dominant,no ray effects appear.
However, if the source is localizedand spatial convectionis dominant
(i.e.,the change in the particle fluence is governed by geometric
attenuation),ray effectsmay be significant.

An obviousway to mitigate ray effectswould be to increasethe number
of _ levels. However, this approachis uneconomicaland usuallyonly
slightlyeffective. Another techniqueis to employ an analyticfirst
collisionsource. This method essentiallyremoves ray effects since the
source is now distributedcontinuouslyin angle. For points within a
mean free path or so of the source,the analytic uncollidedfluence
dominates. For intermediatepoints a few mean free paths from the
source, the fluence is dominatedby the source from first collisions
which, althoughemitted into the discretemesh, is distributedsmoothly
in space due to the analytic uncollidedfluence. For points many mean
free paths from the source, the fluenceis due to particleswhich have
sufferedmany collisions,a situationin which ray effectswould not
normally appear.

Unfortunately,the technicalproblemsinvolved in implementingthe
analytic first collisionsource in the general problem are prohibitive.
For an arbitrarysource distribution,the contributionto each space
point from each source intervalmust be calculated. Furthermore,the
cylindricalsymmetry in r-z geometrymust be accounted for by an
azimuthalintegratiol,for each source interval. For example, a problem
with 3000 space points and only 10 azimuthalintervalswould require up
to 9 x 107 calculationsto determinethe uncollided fluence. The point
source on the cylindricalaxis problemwhich produces the worst ray
effects involvesonly 3 x 10_ calculationsfor the same problem.
Problemswhich have a co-axial parallelbeam source may also be treated.
Although these problemsdo not normallyshow severe ray effects, the
source is usually input in the directionsnearest the axis, which are
usually 13° or more from the axis. This causes a slightly incorrect
uncollidedfluenceand also makes it difficultto determine the collided
fluence in the near axis angles.

3.1.2 Method Used2

An analyticfirst collision sourcetechniquehas been developedfor use
with the two-dimensionalcode, DORT, for the simple sourcesdescribed
above. Basically,GRTUNCL is used to obtain the uncollidedfluences and
to generate space, angle, and energy dependentfirst collisionsource
distributionsfor input into the DORT code. The actual calculational
scheme in GRTUNCLfor an isotropicsource consists of first calculating
the uncollidedfluencegiven by;



k (3-1)
AAk

×
47rjri-rk j2

where _u.a(rl)is the uncollidedfluence in energy group g at detector
location'-rI due to an isotropicdistributedsource spanned by rk. Here
SQ(rR)is the number of source particlesemitted at space point rk in
energy group g per unit time per unit surface area, AAk is the area on
the source disk associatedwith S_(rk),and #Q(rk,rl)is the number of
mean-free-pathsalong the vector from rk to ri. The evaluationof
Equatlon (3-I) produces estimatesof the direct and transmitted
contributions,providingrk spans the resolved and backgroundsources,
respectively.

GRTUNCL then generatesa space-,angle-,andenergy-dependentfirst
collision sourcegiven by

l m g'

exp[-_g,(rk, r/)] (3 -- 2)
×Z '%'(rk) 4"_Ir_- rk J2k

× A I'm (f_k) AAk

where flkrepresentsthe unit vector from rk tor i, the At,m(fl)are
reduced surfaceharmonicsthat result from two-dimensionalsymmetry,and
the Zt(g'_g,ri)are the l'th coefficientsin Legendre expansionsof the
energy group-to-groupscatteringcross sections. The DORT code uses the
first collisionsource distributionto calculate the distributionsof
the collided fluencemoments throughoutthe geometry mesh.

Q
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The above procedureis implementedin GRTUNCL in the followingmanner: 0

I. The geometry is described with the same space mesh and
material zones for the DORTproblem.

2. The uncollided fluence (magnitude and angle) is calculated for
each space point and energy group.

3. The first collision source, S, a function of radial interval,
I, axial interval, J, angular moment, L, and group, G, is
calculated for each space point, angular moment, and energy
group.

4. The source array, S, and the scalar uncollided fluence are
written to an output file.

5. DORThas been modified to use, as an option, the anisotropic
source array, S, as the fixed source. The result of such a
calculation is the collided fluence _c._(r,_) where the
arguments are as before except that _," for angle, is added.
At the end of the calculation, an option is available to
produce either the collided fluence or the total fluence
(collided plus uncollided)o

0
3.2 GRTUNCL INPUT REQUIREMENTS

The followinginput cards are required to executeGRTUNCL. Default
values are in brackets_([]).

Title Card (72 alphanumericcharacterdescription)

INPUT DATA BLOCK I

15 Array- IntegerControlParameters

ITH input cross-sectionlibraryflag
0/I = forward/adjointcross-sectionlibrary

ISCT maximum order of Legendreexpansionof cross sections
IZM number of material zones
IM number of radial intervals
JM number of axial intervals

IGM number of energy groups
IHT position of total cross section in cross-section table

3-4



IHS position of self-scatter cross section in cross-section
table

IHM cross-sectiontable length per energy group
(usually IHM = IHT + IGM)

MS cross-sectionmixing table length

- 10---

MCR number of materialsread from cards
MTP number of materialsread from 'inputcross-section

library tape (nuclideor GIP format)
MT total number of materials (MCR+MTP+MIXTURES),
IDATI cross-sectionstoragecontrol flag

: 0 impliesstore cross sections in clare
= I impliesstore cross sectionson tape
= 2 impliescross sectionson input GIP tape

NOA number of quadraturepoints in azimuthalspatia'l
integrationfor ring source
(6* and 7* arrays required if > O)

- 15---

IMODE output fluencefile format flag
3/4 = DOT III/DOIIV format

IPRTC output cross-sectionprint control flag

0/I = print all materials/none
NFLSV uncollidedfluencemoments output control flag

= 0 impliesno effect ,
> 0 'implieswrite uncollidedfluencemoments on NFL,SV

NPSO first collisionsource output contro'iflag
= 0 impliesno effect
> 0 implieswrite first collisionsource on NPSO

IPRTF number of groups of uncollided fluenceto be printed

- 20 ---

IPRTS number of groups of first collisionsource to be printed
IZ3 source distributiontable control flag

= 0 impliesno effect
> 0 implieslengthof source distributiontable

IDFAC density factor controlflag
= 0 impliesno effect
> 0 impliesdensityfactors specifiedin 3* array

NBUF number of k-bytesof"core
NTNPR = 0 impliesno effect

> 0 impliesNTNPR is large scale print output unit
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A
2* Array - RealControlParameters

XNF < 0 impliesIXNFI is multiplicationfactor--7

. 0 impliesno normalization ,._I---ifIZ3- 0> 0 impliesXNF is normalizationfactor

,,,,.,,...

0 implies!XNFIis multiplicationfactor
<-0 implies _nter different f(_)

for each energy group in --If IZ3 > 0
14' array of INPUTDATABLOCK3

> 0 'implies XNF'is normalization factor

ZPT axialpositionof source(cre)
RPT radialpositionof source(cm)

T (terminateblockwith "T") [T alwaysrequired]

INPUTDATABLOCK2

135Array- NuclideID Numberson LibraryFile (MTPentries
requiredonly if IDATIis not equalto 2)

14"Array- CrossSectionsfor NuclideI,ANISN3 format,all groups 0
o

, [eachnew nuclidemus____ttstarton a new card]
4

- CrossSectionsfor NuclideMCR,ANISNformat,all groups
(IHM*IGM*MCRentriesrequired)

T (terminateblockwith "T")[T alwaysrequired]

INPUTDATA BLOCK3

I* Array- fissionspectrum(IGMentries)

2* Array- axialintervalboundaries(JM+Ientries)

3* Array- densityfactorsby interval(IM*JMentriesif IDFAC>O)

4* Array- radialintervalboundaries(IM+Ientries)

6" Array-,angularquadratureweightsfor azimuthalspatial
integration(NOAentries)

7* Array- discretevaluesof integrandfor azimuthalspatial del
integration(NOAentries) 11w
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Q iB$ Array - zone numbers by interval (IM*JMentries)

95 Array - material numbersby zone (IZM entries)

105 Array - Material Numbers (MS entries)

115 Array - ComponentNumbers (MS entries) --Mixing Table

12" Array - DensityMultipliers (MS entries)

13' Array - directioncosines,7, for source input (IZ3 entries)
(inputnegativer/'sfirst)

14' Array- input source shape, f(r/)(IZ3 or IZ3*IGMentries
dependingon XNF)

15" Array - source by energy group (IGM entries)

T (terminateblock with "T") [T always required]

3.3 GRTUNCL INPUT DATA NOTES

Except for the title card, all data are read using the FIDO input

system. A detailed descriptionof the FIDO input system is given inAppendix A. Data arrays are entered in blocks,each terminatedby a
"T". Unused data arrays (e.g., 105 if MS=O) are not entered, but a "T"
must still be enteredto signal the terminationof each block.

15 Array l"hedefinitiorlsof many of the parameters in this array are
compatiblewith GIP (Section2.0) and DORT (Section4.0).

ITH This flag only applies to the cross sections. If ITH=I, the source
must be input in reverse order by energy group. If ITH=I, two major
reorderingsteps are carried out to producean adjoint cross-section
Iibrary:

I. l'heinscattermatrix is transposed,i.e., the table position
associatedwith group g describingscatteringfrom g' to g is
changedto describe scatteringfrom g to g_.

2. Tileorderingof the groups is reversed, i.e., data for group
IGM appear first in the output file, followed by IGM-I,etc.

A simple three group example is illustratedin Section 3.3.1.

ISCT When the order of scatter is greaterthan zero, GRTUNCL expects
the PIcross sectionto be material M+I, the P2cross section to be M+2,
etc., where M is the Pomaterial number:

Q
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Po Data, Nuclide I _II
PI
Pz
4

I

+

Px_cTData, NuclicleI

Po Data, Nuclide 2
Pi
P2
+

i

I

PtscTData, Nuclide 2
¢

i

For componentsother than Po, cross sectionpositionsother than
positions IHT+I through IHM may be zero.

IZM 'Thenumber of material zones specifiedin GRTUNCLshould correspond
to the number of material zones specifiedin DORT. This is not a
requirement,however, because in DORT the user has the option of
specifyingthe convergenceby zone and consequentlymay have more zones
defined than are required in GRTUNSL. lt is generallyuseful to set the
number of material zones accordingto the DORT requirementsand utilize
the same input for GRTUNCL.

IM, ,IM The number of radial (IM) and axial (JM! intervalsmust
correspondto the number of intervalsutilized In DORT. Since GRTUNCL
calculates+the uncollidedfluence and first collisionsource by
interval,the number of intervalsand intervalboundariesmust
correspondto the DORT intervals. In setting up the interval
boundaries,the positionof 'thesource (both axiallyarldradially)must
be consideredso that the fluencedoes not differ by more than a factor
of two between adjacent intervals, lt should be noted that the interval
next to the source intervalwill always exhibitgreater than a factor of
two difference in the fluence. A guod rule of thumb for an air-over-
ground calculationis to assume an initial"source" intervalsize and
apply a factor of 1.3 to that inte.rvalsize to determinethe interval
boundaries. For example, assume the source is positionedat r-O.O and
the source intervalis 10-cm wide. The radial intervalboundarieswill
be 0.0, 10.0, 13.0 (10.0 x 1.3), 17.0 (13.0 x 1.3), 22.0 (17.0 x 1.3),
29.0 (22.0 x 1.3), etc., until the intervalsize reaches some
predeterminedmaximum size, such as 25 meters for air. A similar
sequence could be used for axial intervalboundaries.

NOTE: GRTUNCL cannot handle a variablemesh. Therefore, in
modeling tLheair-over-groundproblem, ignore the DORT
variablemesh option.
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O IHT, IHS, IHM The discussionof these input parameters is given in
Section3.4.2.

MCR, MTP, MT 6RTUNCL assigns storagespace (IHM*IGMwords/set)for MT
sets of cross sections,called "materials." The first MCR spaces are
filled with data read from cards in the 14" array in INPUT DATA BLOCK 2.
The next MTP material spaces are filled with nuclide data read from the
data set mounted on the input librarylogicalunit (dq_fault=4)and
stored in the order indicatedby the 135 array. The remainingspaces
betweenMCR+MTP and MT are availablefor preparingmixtures.

NOTE: If MCR=O, and IDATI=2,the 135 and 14" arrays in INPUT DATA
BLOCK 2 and correspondingdata block terminatorare not
required. This correspondsto pre-mixingthe material
cross sections in GIP and is the recommendedmethod of
supplyingcross-sectiondata to GRTUNCL.

IDATI This parametercontrolsthe cross-sectiondata storage. If
IDATI=O,MCR materials are read in from cards, MTP materialsare read in
from an ANISN formattedlibraryon logicalunit 4, a_;dMT materials are
stored in core. If IDATI=I,MCR cross sectionsare read in from cards,
MTP materialsare read in from an ANISN formattedlibrary on logical
unit 4, and MCR+MTPmaterialsare stored on logical unit one prior to
mixing. MT materials (GIP formatted)are then stored or}logical unit
two after mixing. If IDATI=2,MTP materials are read in from a GIP

O formattedlibraryon logicalunit four and stored on logicalunit two,IDATI=2 is the recommendedoption for cross-sectionstorage

NOA This parametercan be zero for on-centerlinesources. Further
discussion is given in the data notes for the 6* and 7* arrays.

IMODE This parameter identifiestwo possible output fluencefile
formats. Only the DOT IV format is discussed since it is used in
presentday applications. The DOT III format was retainedfrom earlier
versionsof GRTUNCL, and although still eperational,should be avoided,
unless DOT III will be used in the final calculations.

IPRTC If IPRTC=O,printedcross-sectionedits for all materials will be
output, lt is recommendedthis parameterbe set to one to avoid a large
amount of output.

NFLSV If NFLSV is greater than zero, the uncollidedfluencemoment data
are writtenon NFLSV. If IMODE = 4, the output is written in the VARSOR
format, (see Section3.5) which is suitable for use with DORT.

NPSO If NPSO'is greaterthan zero, the first collisionsource data are
writtenon NPSO. If IMODE=4,the output is written in the VARSOR
format, (see Section3.5) which is suitable for use as DORT input. If
NPSO equals zero, the input parametersIPRTF and IPRTS are ignored.

O
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IPRIF If IPRTF is greater than zero, IPRTF groups of uncollidedfluence I
edits will be output. For a large number of intervals (IM*JM),it is
recommendedthis parameterbe set to a small number (less than five).
Analyzingthe first non-zero group of the _;ncollidedfluencewill
indicatethe adequacy o? the intervalbouf_dariesin the spatialmesh.

IPRTS If IPRTS is greater than zero, IPRTS groups of first collision
source edits will be output, lt is recomm_imdedthis parameterbe set to
zero because it generatesa large volume oi:'output.

IZ3 This parametercontrols the number of directioncosines, 7, used to
describe the source input in the 13" array and thenumber of points used
to describe the source shape, f(_), input in the 14" array. If IZ3=O,
only an energy dependentsource distributionis entered in the 15"
array, and the 13" ard 14" arrays are omitted.

NBUF This parametertimes 1000 is the initialmemory objectiveof
GRTUNCL on the CRAY. GRTUNCLdividesthe calculationinto blocks where
the number of blocks ranges from one to JM dependingon how much memory
has been allocated. A smallernumber of blocks requiresmore memory.
Consequently,a trade off betweenmemory and I/O requirementsresults
from the choice for NBUF. The minimummemory requirements(forJM
blocks) will appear on the printededits.

XNF This parameter is typicallyused as a normalizationfactor. For
example, if the source distributionis per source particle,XNF can be
used to obtain the absolutenormalizationif the total number of source
particles is entered here. The meaningof the value of XNF is dependent
on the parameter IZ3 and impactsadditionalinput to GRTUNCL.

ZPT and RPT If RPT=O, the sourcewill be a point source locatedaxially
at ZPT. If RPT>O, the sourcewill be a ring source located axially at
ZPT.

135 Array A negative entry in the 135 array replaces the following ISCT
entries with successiveID's. Thus:

135 135
I I

-101 101
-101 is equivalentto 102
-I01 103

14" Array The input of the 14" array is performedby subroutineswhich
have certain restrictionsin additionto those of normal FIDO input:

a. The nuclidespaces are presetto 0.0, so that "E" or '°FO"
will have the effect of fillingthe remainingspace with 0.0,
but "E" and "F" must not be used in the input for the last
nuclide. I

=
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b. The 14" or 14"* designationmay precede each nuclide block,
but is not required except in the first block.

c. Entries, includingoperatorssuch as "T", followingthe
last data item for nuclidesother than the last, and on the
same card as the last item, will be ignored.

d. The "T" which terminatesthis block must appear alone in
column 3 of a separatecard.

7* Array The integrationlimits are assumedto be from -I to I so
.1_If(X)dXis assumedto be _f(X_)Wi where the W_'s are entered in the 6*
array and the X_'s are entered in the 7* array.

85 Array The material zone numbers by intervalare entered by IM
entries by JM entries. For example, the material zone numbers are
entered for the first axial interval,then the second axial interval,
etc.

95 Array Negative numbersentered in this array indicatesan
anisotropicmaterial and ISCT higher order moments must follow
immediatelyon the cross-sectionunit. For example if a -I and -7 are
entered in this array for the first two material zones, and ISCT=5,
GRTUNCL will expect to read the Po throughPs componentsof the first

material then the Po through P5 componentsof the second material on thecross-sectionunit.

105, 115, and 12" Arrays The cross sectionmixing table is u;ed to
combine elements into macroscopicmixtures. Experiencewill reveal that
only the imaginationlimits its flexibility. As with DORT, the integers
in the mixing table refer to a continuousarray of MT cross sectionsets
of which the first MCR+MTP are nuclidedata read from card-image input
and a library file, respectively. All of the sets beyond MCR+MTP are
preset to zero before the mixing table is executed. In non-search
problemswhere cross-sectionstorage is difficult, i.e., large problems
that do not involvematerial bucklingor concentrationsearches,
material spaces originallyused for input nuclides can be reused for
mixtures. While the general rules for creatingmixtures are equally
applicablefor GIP, GRTUNCL, and DORT, it should be noted that reference
to eigenvaluemodificationin the DORT mixing table descriptionhas no
applicationto GRTUNCLmixing. The interpretationrules applicableto
GRTUNCL are as follows:

a. If the mixturenumber is N and the componentnumber is O, then
the cross sections in mixtureN will be multiplied by the
number entered in the density column:

* DENSITY

GMIXTURE N(NEW) = OMIXTURE NiOLD)

r_
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b. If the mixture number is N and the componentnumber is M, then
the cross sectionsin componentM, multipliedby the density,
will be added to the cross sections in mixtureN:

OMIXTURE N(NEW) " OMIXTURE N(OLD) + GCOMPONENT M w DENSITY

Note: Either a mixture or a componentmay be made up of
microscopicor macroscopiccross sectionsfor a single
isotopeor mixture of isotopes.

A samplemixing table showingthe various options is given below.

MIXTURE COMPONENT DENSITY
(105 ARRAY) (115 ARRAY) (12"ARRAY)
............................... _ 'II IIIII I IIIpll

6 I 04
6 3 0.5
7 2 0.4
7 4 0.5
7 0 3.0

The mixture table given above would do the following"

(I) Add components I and 3 with densities0.4 and 0.5,
respectively,to form mixture 6:
a6 = aI * 0.4 + a3 * 0.5

(2) Add components2 and 4 with densities0.4 and 0.5,
respectively,to form mixture 7:
.a7 = oz * 0.4 + a4 * 0.5

(3) Multiply mixture7 by 3.0" a7 = a7. 3.0

105 Array If the 105 entry is tagged with a negative,the next ISCT
componentswill be treatedas PLcomponents. For example:

105 115 12" (with ISCT = 3)
_LIII '11 III

-13 I 1.0

will be equivalentto

105 115 12" (with ISCT = O)

13 I 1.0
14 2 1.0
15 3 1.0

16 4 I.0

q__
_
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13", 14", and 15" Arrays These arrays controlthe source descriptionin
GRTUNCL. If IZ3=O, the source is entered only as a functionof energy
in the 15" array and the 13" and 14" arrays are omitted. This would be
indicativeof an isotropicallyemitted source spectrum. If IZ3>O, then
the directioncosines, _, of the source are entered in the 13" array
(IZ3 entrieswith negative_'s entered first), and the source shape f(_)
is entered in the 14" array (IZ3or IZ3*IGMentries dependingon the
value of XNF), and the energy dependenceis entered in the 15" array
(IGM entries). The units of the entries in the 14" array are
particles/unitweight, i.e.,.4_*particles/steradian.Typically, if
IZ3>O and XNF=O, the 13" array would contain IZ3 entries,the 14" array
would contain IZ3*IGMentries, and the 15" array would be filled with
IGM ones.

3.3.1 Adjoint ReorderingExample

A three-groupexample showingthe relationshipbetweena forwardand
adjointcross-sectionset is shown below. In this example,there is no
upscatter,one activationcross section, IHT = 4, IHS - 5, and IHM = 7.

Direct Adjoint

aF(1) oF(3)
A aA(1) a^(3)

var(I) vaF(3)
GT(1) aT(3)

o(I_I) a(3_3)
0 0
0 0

aF(2) oF(2)
OA(2) OA(2)

uoF(2) voF(2)
aT(2) oT(2)

o(2._2) (?(2-2)
o(I-2) a(2-3)
0 0

oF(3) oF(I)

oA(3) oA(1)
Ua F (3) voF( I )

aT(3) aT(1)

o(3_3) a(I_I)
o(2-3) o(I_2)
u(I_3) o(I_3)

Q
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3.4 INPUT LIBRARYFORMAT

GRTUNCL inputs two differenttypes of cross sectionfiles dependingon
the value of IDATI. If IDATI-Oor I, the ACLI4 prepared input library
format is expected. If IDATI=2,the GIP formattedlibrary format (see
Section3.4.3) is expected.

3.4.1 ACLI FormattedCross-sectionInput File

If IDATI=Oor I, the ACLI prepared input libraryformat from which MTP
nuclides are taken is defined in the followingmanner:

ALC Cross Section LibraryFormat
l

C._._****_*****_**_****_****_,_,_._**___._,_**_,

C PROPOSED 19 MAY 80
C
CF ALC
CE TRANSPORTCODE CROSS SECTIONDATA
C
C___'k____'_______

C
CD THE TERMINATIONRECORD DEFINESTHE LENGTH OF THE
CD DATA SET AND THE NUMBEROF NUCLIDES
C
CD THE ID VALUES MUST BE IN ASCENDINGORDER
C
C
CS FILE STRUCTURE
C
CS RECORD TYPE PRESENT IF
CS
CS ***********************FOR ALL NUCLIDES)
CS * CONTRALDATA FOA A NUCLIDE ALWAYS
CS * CROSS SECTIONDATA FOR A NUCLIDE ALWAYS
CS ****************
C
CS TERMINATION ALWAYS
C

C
C
C
CR CONTROLDATA FOR A NUCLIDE
C
CL NOG,NCTL,NCC,NCID,(NAME(1),I=1,12)
C
CW 16=NUMBEROF WORDS

c 0
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CD NOG NUMBER OF ENERGY GROUPS FOR THIS SET
CD NCTL LENGTH OF CROSS SECTIONTABLE FOR THIS SET
CD NCC -0 SET WAS ADDED TO LIBRARY
CD -2 SET REPLACEDAND EXISTING SET

l

CD NCID IDENTIFICATIONNUMBER
CD NAME ARBITRARYDESCRIPTION,A4 FORMAT
C

C
C
C
CR CROSS SECTIONS FOR A NUCLIDE
C

CL ((CRX(IH,IG),IH=I,NCTL),IG=I,NOG)
C
CW NCTL*NOG=NUMBEROF WORDS
C
CD CRX CROSS SECTIONDATA ORDERED
CD AS PER SECTION 2.4.1
CD NCTL AS SPECIFIEDBY PREVIOUSRECORD
CD NOG AS SPECIFIEDBY PREVIOUSRECORD
C
C
C
C
C
CR TERMINATION
C

CL NOG,NCTL,NCC,NCID,(NAME(1),I=I,12)
C
CW 16=NUMBEROF WORD_
C
CD NCC 7, ALWAYS
CD OTHER ITEMS ARBITRARY
C

3.4.2 ANISN Nuclide FormatCross-sectionFile

In a normal GRTUNCL problem,cross sectionsare read from card input
and/or from an externaldata set in nuclide-organizedformat, i.e., all
the cross sections for one group of one nuclide,followed by other
groups for that nuclide,and finally followedby data for other
nuclides. Within a group, GRTUNCLexpects the ordering of data in the
cross sectiontable in the followingformat:

3-15
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0
Table Position Entry Cross SectionType
iiii L__L_Z I __ J II IIIIIIII I I II I II I I _ lP I I

I al(g) First activation cross section
(if any)

o

IHT-3 oL(g) Last activation cross section
(if any)

IHT-2 oA(g) Absorption

IHT-I v_F(g) Neutron Production

IHT oT(g) Total removal

IHT+I oTUS(g) Total upscattercross sectionfrom
group g (omit this entry if NUS=O)

IHS-NUS o(g+NUS_g) Scatteringfrom group g+NUS to g

IHS-.I a(g+1_g) Scatteringfrom group g+1 to g

IHS o(g_g) Scatteringfrom group g to g

IHS+I a(g-1_g) Scatteringfrom group g-1 to g

• o

IHM #(g-NDS_g) Scatteringfrom group g-NDS to g
i L I .. J i i qll i

From this, it can be seen that"

NUS = IHS-IHT-2= number of upscattergroups, if greater than O,

NDS = IHM-IHS= number of downscattergroups,

L = IHT-3 = number of activationcross sections.

Special illustrationsof interestare"



IHM = IGM + 3

IHS = 4 m Full downscatter; no upscatter;
no activation cross section

IHT = 3

and,

m

IHM = IGM + 5 + NUS
Full downscatter; NUSupscatter;

IHS = 6 + NUS --- room for an activation cross
section in position 1.

IHT = 4

,, _,

Thus the parameters IHT, IHS, and IHM completely describe the format of
the cross sections. If there are no activity cross sections, IHT=3. If
there is no upscatter IHS = IHT + i. If 'there is no downscatter IHM =
IHS (i.e,, a one group problem). If there is upscatter, GRTUNCLwill
compute a total upscatter cross section for each group of each material
and place that cross section in position IHT + I. The activity cross

sections are only used for activity calculations and not used in the•transport process itself.

3.4.3 GIP FormattedCross-sectionInput File

If IDATI=2,GRTUNCLexpectsto read a GIP formattedlibraryon logical
unit four. Also, if IDATI=Oor I, GRTUNCLwill create a GIP formatted
cross-sectionfile. The GIP input file is group-orderedfor transport
codes and this format is compatiblewith both ANISN, GRTUNCL, and DORT
requirements. The groups are normallyorderedfrom high to low neutron
energy, then from high to low photon energy, if any photon groups are
present.

GIP Cross SectionLibrary Format

C
CR PRINCIPALCROSS SECTIONDESCRIPTION
C
CL (PCSD(IH),IH=I,IHT)
C
CW NUMBEROF WORDS= MULT*IHT
C
CD PCSD(IH) PRINCIPAL CROSSSECTIONLABELS- (A6)
C

C" .... ""-'''''-'''''''''--''''''--''''-'-"''''-'''''-''''
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C
CR NUCLIDEIDENTIFICATION
C
CL (NUC(MT),MT=I,MTM)
C
CW NUMBEROF WORDS- MULT*MTM
C
CD NUC(MT) NUCLIDELABELS- (A6)
C

C
C
CR CROSSSECTIONDATA
C
CL ((SIG(IH,MT),IH:I,IHP),MT:I,MTM)
C
CW NUMBEROF WORDS_ IHP*MTM
C
CD SIG(IH,MT) CROSSSECTIONDATABY TABLEPOSITION,
CD 'THENBY NUCLIDE. TABLEPOSITIONSCONTAIN:
CD I TO IHT-5 ARBITRARYDATA,SPECIFIEDBY USER,OR ABSENT
CD IHT-4 FISSIONYIELDFRACTION(RECOMMENDED)
CD IHT-3 FISSIONCROSSSECTION (RECOMMENDED)
CD IHT-2 ABSORPTIONCROSSSECTION
CD IHT-I NEUTRONPRODUCTIONCROSSSECTION
CD IHT-O TOTALCROSSSECTION
CD IHT41 UPSCATTERFROMGROUPIG+(IHS-I-IHT)TO IG
CD ............
CD ........ _ . . ,

CD IHS-I UPSCATTERFROMGROUPIG+ITO IG
CD IHS SELF SCAITERFORGROUPIG
CD IHT+I DOWNSCATTERFROMGROUPIG-ITO IG
CD ............
CD ............
CD IHM DOWNSCATTERFROMGROUPIG+IHS-IHMTO IG
CD IHM+I TOTALSCATTERFROMGROUPG TO ALL GROUPS
CD (PRESENTONLY IF IHS IS GREATERTHAN IHT+I)
CD
CD IHSMAY BE IHT+IIF UPSCATTERIS ABSENI'.
CD TRANSFERSFROMGROUPSLESSTHAN I OR GREATER
CD THAN IGMARE ZERO. POSITIONSLESSTHANOR
CD EQUALTO IHTARE ZERO FOR PL COMPONENTS
CD OTHERTHANTHE OTH.
CD EACHCOMPONENTOF A PL SET IS TREATEDAS A
CD SEPERATENUCLIDE. THUS,M SETS WOULD
CD COMPRISEM*NQUAD+MNUCLIDES
CD IFIP EQUALSIHMUNLESSIHS.GI'.IHT+I,THEN IHM+I
C

--'"'''--''--'--'''''''''''''''''''"'''''''''"'"'''''''"'''''''''''''' O
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3.5 GRTUNCLOUTPUTFILE

GRTUNCLcan outputeithera DOT IIIor DOT IV formattedfiledepending
on the valueof IMODE, Currentapplicationsonlyuse the DOT IV format
- referredto as the VARSORformatin thisdocument, Both the first
collisionsourceand uncollidedfluencemomentdata arewrittenin this
format. The VARSORformatis definedin the followingmanner:

C -VSORO010
C VSORO020
************************************************************************
C REVISED10 NOV 76 -VSORO040
C -VSORO050
CF VARSOR -VSORO060
CE VARIABLEMESHSOURCEMOMENTDATA -VSORO070
C -VSORO080
************************************************************************
C VSOR0100
CD ORDEROF GROUPSIS BY DECREASINGENERGY VSOR0110
CD I IS THE FIRST-DIMENSIONINDEX VSOR0120
CD J IS IHE SECOND-DIMENSIONINDEX VSOR0130
CD JM:l FOR I-DIMENSIONALGEOMETRY VSOR0140
CD IF ISOP.GT.O,SOURCEIS FIRST-COLLISIONTYPE VSOR0150
C VSOR0160
C.............. VSOR0170

CS , FILESTRUCTURE -VSOR0180CS -VSOR0190
CS RECORDTYPE PRESENTIF -VSOR0200
CS ....... ,............VSOR0210
CS FILE IDENTIFICATION ALWAYS -VSOR0220
CS FILELABEL ALWAYS -VSOR0230
CS FILECONTROL ALWAYS -VSOR0240
CS FILE INTEGER PARAMETERS ALWAYS -VSOR0250
CS -VSOR0260
CS *********************OVERALL GROUPS) -VSOR0270
CS * SOURCEMOMENTS ALWAYS -VSOR0280
CS **************** -VSOR0290
C -VSOR0300
CS *********************OVeRALL GROUPS) -VSOR0310
CS * SCALARUNCOLLIDEDFLUX ISOP.GT.O -VSOR0320
CS **************** -VSOR0330
C -VSOR0340
C........................................................VSOR0350
C VSOR0360
C VSOR0370
C...................................................................VSOR0380
CR FILE IDENTIFICATION -VSOR0390
C -VSOR0400
CL HNAME,(HUSE(1),I=I,2),IVERS -VSOR0410
C _VSOR0420

CW I+3*MULT=NUMBEROF WORDS -VSOR0430C -VSOR0440
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-VSOR0450 0CD HNAME HOLLERITHFILENAME - VARSOR - (A6)
CD HUSE(1) HOLLERITHUSER IDENTIFICATION- (AB) -VSOR0460
CD IVERS FILEVERSIONNUMBER -VSOR0470
CD MULT DOUBLEPRECISIONPARAMETER -VSORO4BO
CD I- A6 WORD IS SINGLEWORD .VSOR0490
CD 2- AB WORD IS DOUBLEPRECISIONWORD .VSORO500
C -VSORO510
C................................................... VSOR0520
C VSOR0530
C VSOR0540
c......................................................................VSOR5550
C -VSORO560
CR FILELABEl. -VSOR0570
C -VSOR0580
CL DATE,USER,CHARGE,CASE,TIME,(TITL(1),I=I,12) -VSOR0590
C -VSOR0600
CW 17*MULT=NUMBEROF WORDS -VSOR0610
C -VSOR0620
CD DATE AS PROVIDEDBY TIMEROPTION4 - A6) :VSOR0630

CD USER AS PROVIDEDBY TIMEROPTION5 - A61 -VSOR0640
' A6 -VSOR0650CD CHARGE AS PROVIDEDBY TIMEROPTION6 -

CD CASE AS PROVIDEDBY TIMEROPTION7 - A6 -VSOR0660
CD TIME AS PROVIDEDBY TIMEROPTIONB - A6) -VSOR0670
CD TITL(1) TITLEPROVIDEDBY USER - A61 -VSORO6BO
C ..VSOR0690
C.................................................................. VSOR0700
C VSOR0710
C VSOR0720
C.........................................................................VSOR0730
CR FILECONTROL VSOR0740
C -VSOR0750
CD IGM,NEUT,JM,LM,IMA,MMA,ISM,IMSISM,ISOP,(IDUM(N),N=I,16)-VSOR0760
C -VSOR0770
CW 25:NUMBER OF WORDS -VSOR0780
C -VSOR0790
CD IGM NUMBEROF ENERGYGROUPS -VSOROBO0
CD NEUT LASTNEUTRONGROUP -VSOROBIO
CD (IGMIF ALL NEUTRONS,0 IF ALL GAMMA) -VSOROB20
CD JM NUMBEROF SECOND-DIMENSION(J) INTERVALS -VSOROB30
CD LM MAXIMUMLENGI'HOF MOMENTEXPANSION -VSORO840
CD IMA MAXIMUMNUMBEROF FIRST-DIMENSIONINTERVALS-VSOROB50
CD MMA NUMBEROF BOUNDARYDIRECTIONS -VSOROB60
CD ISM NUMBEROF I-BOUNDARYSETS -VSOROB70
CD IMSISM TOTALNUMBEROF I-INTERVALS,ALL.I-SETS -VSOROBBO
CD ISOP UNCOLLIDEDFLUXFLAG -VSOROB90
CD 0 - NO UNCOLLIDEDFLUX RECORDSPRESENT -VSOR0900
CD I - UNCOLLIDEDFLUXRECORDSPRESENI' -VSOR0910
CD IDUM(1) ARRAYSET TO 0 -VSOROg20
C -VSOR0930
C..................................................................VSOR0940

C VSOR0950 0
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C VSOR0960
C ...................................... VSORO970
CR FILEINTEGERPARAMETERS -VSORO9BO
C -VSORO990

Ck * IMBIS IS),IS-I,ISM ,(ISET(J),J-I,JM) -VSORIOIO
C -VSORI020
CW IGM+ISM+JM-NUMBEROF WORDS -VSORI030
C -VSORI040
CD LMBIG(IG) LENGTHOF MOMENTEXPANSIONFOR GROUPIG -VSORI050

C -VSORI080
C......................................................VSORI090
C VSOR1100
C VSOR1110
C........................................................................VSOR1120
CR SOURCEMOMENTS VSOR1130
C -VSOR1140
CL ((SORM(I,L),I_I_IMS),L-I,LMS) -VSORI150
C -VSOR1160
CW IMS*LMS=NUMBEROF WORDS -VSORI170

' C -VSOR1180
C DO I J:I,JM -VSOR1190
C 1 READ(N) *LISTAS ABOVE* -VSOR]200

C -VSOR1210CD SORM SOURCEBY INTERVALAND MOMENTINDEX -VSORI220
CD IMS IMBIS(IS)FOR IS CORRESPONDINGTO J -VSOR1230
CD LMS LMBIG(IG) -VSOR1240
C -VSOR1250
C.......................................................................VSOR1260
C VSOR1270
C VSOR1280
C...................................................................VSOR1290
CR SCALARUNCOLLIDEDFLUX -VSOR1300
C -VSOR1310
CL (FLUM(1),I-I,IMS) -VSOR1320
C -VSOR1330
CW IMS:NUMBEROF WORDS -VSOR1340
C -VSOR1350
C DO I J:I,JM -VSOR1360
C I READ(N) *I..ISTAS ABOVE* -VSOR1370
C -VSOR1380
CD FLUX UNCOLLIDEDFLUXBY INTERVAL -VSOR1390
C -VSOR1400
C..................................................................VSORI410
C VSOR1420
C VSOR1430
C VSOR1440
C VROR1450

C END VSOR1460
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3.6 LOGICALUNIT REQUIREMENTS

Below is a listingof the files required to executea GRTUNCL case along
with the default values used in'the code. In settingup a GRTUNCL case,
effortsmust be made for these units to be available.

I. Logical Unit i - SCRATCH,(holds group independent cross
sections from input if logical unit 4 is
not a group-independent (GIP) tape

2, Logical Unit 2 SCRATCH,(holds GIP cross sections after
mixi ng)

3, Logical Unit 4 - ANISN/GIP formatted Cross-section Library
Input depending on value for IDATI
(required if MTP>O)

5, Lngical Unit NPSO- First Collision Source Output
6, Logical Unit NFLSV - Uncollided Flux Moments Output
7, Logical Urlit NTNPR- Large Scale Print Output
8, Logical Unit 91 -SCRATCH
9, t,ogical Unit 92- SCRATCH

10, Logical Unit 6 - Printed Output
11, Logical Unit 5 - Card Input

3.7 PROGRAMMERINFORMATION 0

3.7,1 Inter-machineAdaptability

The GRTUNCL code is intendedto be easily adaptableto any type of
sophisticatedcomputer,and yet to take advantageof certain localized
structuralfeatureswhich may be machine-dependent.

In general, the guidelinesof ANS-STD.3-19716are followed. This
requiresgeneral adherenceto a simple,standard FORTRANlanguage except
where deviationsprovide importantimprovementsin capabilityand can be
documented. In addition,machine-dependentfeatureshave been kept
localizedand have not been includedin the subroutineswhich perform
actual computation.

The recommendedproceduresof the Committeeon ComputerCode
Coordination(CCCC)5,7have been followedwhere practical. Compliance
with these standardshas been incompletewhere cost was prohibitive,the
nature of the codes did not allow it, or the expectedlevel of
performancecould not be obtained in that fashion.

Where minor or certainmachine-dependentfeaturesare required,
alternativefeaturesare enclosed in pairs of 3-character"language
flags." The alternative statements remain in the source program, with
inappropriate sections transformed into comment statements. If the code
'is set up for IBM operation, for example, it might contain:
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CIB
ENTRY IBCDC(H,E,L,P)

CIB
CDC
C ENTRY IBCDC
CDC

The correspondingCDC configurationwould be:

CIB
C ENTRY IBCDC(H,E,L,P)
CIB
CDC

ENTRY IBCDC
CDC

All versionsof a given procedureare thus availablefor inspectionby
all users. The selectionof options is made by a con@uter program at
distributiontime. A listingof machine-dependentsectionscan also be
prepared in that process.

i

The language flags achievethe major objectiveof having a single,
unified source for each programwhich is maintained for all users. With
'theseprov|sions,the basic FORTRANprograms are operableon IBM, cdc,
UNIVAC,CRAY, Amdahl, and other computers,except that system-dependent
service routinesas specifiedby CCCC must be provided.

Optional packages and procedureswhich provide enhancedconvenienceare
also available. The optional run-time storageallocationrequires
system-dependentroutines. Instructionsfor installingthese options
are distributedwith the source programs. All known users at this time
use all of the optional enhancementsavailableto them. Even so, the
basic operationwith FORTRANroutinesplus the CCCC package remains
availableif needed.

3.7.2 Service Subroutines

Certain standard service subroutinesare specifiedby the CCCC for use
in reactorphysics codes. The serviceroutines used in these codes
include:

TI_IER Providestiming and job identificationdata

REED

"--I--Providesequentialaccess to data files

RITE

.__J
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OREO-] O- Provide random access to data files
DRIT

DOPC Provides initiating,closing, and certain repositioning
of data files

CRED
--_ Provideblock transferof data between fast and slow

CRIT ---J memory.

Many of these subroutinesalso call other subroutines. Many are
entirely systemdependent. Each configurationto be distributed
contains an appropriateset of servicesubroutines,insofaras possible.
The realitiesof computingenvironmentsmay require local modification
or substitution. The specificationsgiven in Reference4, together with
extensivein-streamcomments,provideguides for such modification.
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3o9 SAMPLE PROBLEM

The sample problemdemonstratesthe calculationof the air-over-ground
environmentfor the two-meterbox experiments.B,9 Figure 3-I shows a
simple diagramof the geometry modeled in the GRTUNCL input. A complete
listingof the input cards for the sample problem is given in Figure
3-2, and some selectedoutput is shown in Figure3-3.

In viewing Figure3-2, the input illustrates;8 material zones (IZM),66
radial intervals(IM),84 axial intervals(JM), 69 energy groups (IGM),
a cross-sectiontable length (IHM) of 72, no upscatter(IHT=3,and
IHS=4),and a mixing table length (MS) of O. No material data was read
in from cards (MCR:O)and 54 materials (9 differentmixtures, each with
a Po through P5 component)were read in from a GIP tape (MTP=54,and

IDATI=2). Thus, the total number of materials (MT) was 54, and no printwas requestedfor the printed output (IPRTC=I).A DOT IV formattedfirst
collision source file was output (IMODE=4)on logical unit 23 (NPSO=23)
and the first five groupsof uncollidedfluencewere printed (IPRTF=5).
'Theinput sourcewas a point source located16.143 meters above the
z=O.O plane (ZPT),at r=O.O (RPT),and was entered as an angular/energy
dependentsourcewith 40 directionsspecified(IZ3=40). Eighteen
materials (3 mixtures)were used in the calculationwhich correspondto
the first eighteenmaterialsoutput 'inthe GIP sample problem shown in
the last section (ground,boratedconcrete,and air). The three
mixtures and eight materialzones illustratesthe multiple zone option
per material eluded to in Section3.3. All comments after the slash (/)
are ignored in FIDO input and are only useful for quick identification
of the input parameters. "[heGRTUNCLsample input in Figure 3-2 shows
an angularand energy dependentsource distributionwith units
4_*particles/steradianper leakingneutron. The energy dependence (15"
array) is already representedin the shape function (14" array) and is
thereforeentered as ones.

The selectedGRTUNCLoutput shown in Figure3-3 first illustratesthe
input parametersread in the first data block, followed by the blocking
and memory requirementsto run this particularGRTUNCL case with this
order of blocking,and an indicationthat the second data block has been
successfullyread. The output then produces the zone number by interval
map, the material number by intervalmap, and a table listingthe input
in the 2* 3* 4* 6* 7* 9* 105, 115 and 12" arrays This output is

O , , , _ , , , •u_':fulfor checkingthe input to make sure there are no errors. This
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table is followed by a listingof the fission spectrum (I* array), then 0
the source distribution(13", 14", and 15" arrays). The output then
shows some messages informingthe user of the completionof the
calculations(by block) and the time required to perform each block.
After the calculationis complete (all blocks calculated),GRTUNCL
prints the balancetable. This table is useful for checking the source
normalization,and leakagesfor the system. Errors in the model, cross
sections,or mesh should make themselvesevident in this table.
Finally,the output lists the fissiondensity by intervaland the first
collisionsource by interval (for the number of groups specified in the
input).

0
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0
I __ I r iii III II II III IIIIII I Illlrl ................

' aprf air-over-groundusing new saic 1989 angle-energyleakage source
' 16.143msource height, simple topographyout to 400m test site
' 34% ground moisture,I0/24/89(a)air parameters

155 0 5 8 66 84 / ith,isct,izm,im,jm
69 3 4 72 0 / igm,iht,ihs,ihm,ms
0 54 54 2 0 / mcr,mtp,mt,idatl,noa
4 1 0 23 5 / imode,iprtc,nflsv,npso,iprtf
0 40 0 300 0 / iprts,iz3,idfac,nbuf,ntnpr

2** 0 1614.3 0 / xnf,zpt,rpt
t
I** fO /fission spectrum

2** /axii (jm+I)
-80 -75 -70 -65 -60 -55 -50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 -2.5
-I 0 50 150 250 489 749 949 1102 1220 1311 1381 1435 1476 1508 1532
1551 1566 1577 1585 1592 1597 1601 1604 1607 1608.5 1610 1614.3 1619
1620.5 1622 1624 1627 1631 1636 1643 1651 1662 1677 1696 1720 1752
1793 1847 1917 2008 2126 2279 2479 2739 3076 3514 4085 4826 5789 7042
8670 10787 13000 16000 19000 22000 25000 28000 31000 34000 37000 40000

4** /radii (im+l)
0 4.6 6 7.8 10 13 17 22 29 37 48 63 82 106 138 179 233 303 394 512 665
865 1125 1462 1900 2471 3212 4175 5428 7056 9000 11000 13000 15000
16500 17500 19000 21000 23000 25000 27000 28500 29500 30500 31500
33000 35000 37000 38500 39500 40500 41500 43000 45000 47000 49000
51000 54000 57000 60000 63000 66000 69000 72000 75000 78000 80000

855 / zone numbersby interval
' zones I, 2, & 3-aprfground, 4 & 5-boratedconcrete,6, 7, & 8-air
66ri 8q66 /j-ints i-9
19r5 47ri 2q66 /j-ints 10-12
19r4 3r3 8rI 3r3 3r2 5r3 3r2 4r3 3r2 3 14ri 5q66 /j-ints 13-18
33r7 3r6 5r7 3r6 4r7 3r6 7 14r8 3q66 /j-ints 19-22
52r7 14r8 3q66 /j-ints 23-26
66r8 71q66 /j-ints27-98

955 3r-I 2r-7 3r-13 / mat by zone

Figure3-2. Sample GRTUNCL Input for the
Two-MeterBox Air-Over-GroundAnalysis_
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0
13"* / angular directionsof source (-I. is down +I. is up)

-.99794 -,98973 -.97337-.94900-.91680 -.88117-.84355 -.80122
-.75441 -.70316-.64809-°58978-.52822 -.46383-.39684 -.32761
-.25670 -,18443 -.11105- 0370S ,_,,03705+,11105+.18443 + 25670
+ 32761 +.39684 +.46383+152B22 ,_:,_8978+.64809+.70316 +175441

+.80122 +.84355+.88117+.9168_+,9_900+/I, , .97337+.98973 +.99794

14**
' aprf angularleakagesource, s(angle,energy)/40angles/dab169/(3-1-90)
' units are 4*pi*particles/steradianper leakingneutron
1.41e-061.43e-06 1.65e-061.85e-062.02e-062.37e-06 2.49e-06 2.60e-06
2.67e-06 2.74e-062.70e-062.75e-06 2.81e._062,86e-06 2.91e-06 3.00e-06
3.03e-06 3.05e-063.07e-063.07e-06 3.07e-063.07e-06 3.07e.-063.07e-06

• [IZ3*IGMentries]
i

3.05e-07 2.88e-07 2.60e-072.21e-07 1.88e-071.88e-07 1,92e-07 1.94e-07
2.00e-07 1.99e-072.02e-072.04e-072.04e-07 2.02e-072.02e-07 2.09e-07
2.11e-07 2,11e-07 2.04e-071.34e-079.76e-088.75e-08 7.01e-086.14e-08

15"* / source multiplierfor each energy group

t69r1.0

I r III I I _ , i I_ ' I

Figure 3-2. (continued)
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O 4.0 DORT: A TWO-DIMENSIONALDISCRETEORDINATESTRANSPORTCODE*

4.1 INTRODUCTIONTO DORT

4.1.1 Background

A summaryof the mathematicalbasis for the method of discrete ordinates
as we use in DORTI today is given by Lathropand Brinkley.z Mynatt et
al.3 give a full mathematicaldevelopment,applications information,and
comparisonsof resultswithexperiments. Carlsonand Lathrop4 give a
full developmentof the method with emphasis on physicalprinciples and
evaluationtechniques. They also give an annotatedbibliographyof
earlywork in the field includinga very early report by Carlson in
1953._ A 1958 paper by Carlson and Bell6 may have been the first
widely-distributeddescriptionof the "discreteSn method" as they
called it. In 1960, Carlson, Lee, and Worlton publisheda description
of the DSN code, which used their method.7 Davison,'in 1957, gave a
thorough review of fundamentaldiscrete-ordinatestheory, and a review
of Carlson'swork in an Appendix. Davison acknowledgesa 1953 book by
Chandrasekhar9 as the origin of the method as he presents it, and a 1943
paper by WickI°as the origin of the basic idea.

In this section,we follow the notationof Lathropand Brinkley to some
extent. Their TWOTRAN II code was useful to us in constructingDOT 411,
and it may be worthwhileto comment on the relationshipbetween TWOTRAN
and DOT. The earlier versionsof DOI actuallydescendedfromthe LASL
codes DTK and DDK, and from the LASL/UNC code DDF/2DF,,A version of DOT
was distributedinformallyin 1966, althoughformalpub']icatio_lwas not
made until the DOT III version in 1973.I_Early versi,_l_ef TWG_TRANwere
published in a 1968 GA report13and elsewhere.

Descendantsof both TWOTRAN and DOT remain in widespread use 'today,and
their very differentcapabilitiesapparentlyjustify this dual
existence. Numerousother writings pertinentto DOT development_ppeBr
in ANS Transactionsand elsewhere. A reasonablycomplete bibliography
of relatedmaterial is give in Appendix C of Reference!4,

4.1.2 The Probl em Solved

DORT is primarily intendedto solve large neutron and photon _:r_ns_oY"L
problemson a wide varietyof computertypes using the method of'
discrete ordinates. Most DORT problemsdeal with the calcu°!ationof

*W. A. Rhoades and R. L. Chi'ids,"The DORT Two-DimensionalDiscreLe
Ordinates TransportCode," Nuclear Science& Engir)eeringg9, I.,

O pp. 88-8g, (May 1988).
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radiationresultingfrom a given extraneoussource, i•e., "fixed-source"
problems. If such a system has fissilematerial and is subcritical,the
multiplicationcan be calculated. The code also has Keffcapabilityand
varioustypes of searches. A diffusiontheory sectionis valuable for
initiatingsuch problems or as an alternativeto the primarydiscrete
ordinatessectionwhere applicable•

Specialremeshingfeatures allow the number of first-dimension(i) mesh
intervalsto vary with the seconddimension (j) index. An arbitrary
coarse mesh can be used for fluenceacceleration,saving memory and CPU
time. The directionalquadratureset can be chosen from an arbitrary
number of input sets. The choicecan vary with spatialoption and with
energy group. The flexibilityhas proven quite effectivein
concentratingCPU effort in areas needing attention,such as streaming
§aps• Biased direction sets can be used when streamingis primarily in
the upward/downwarddirections.

A variety of options allow sourcesto be specifiedat internalor
external boundaries,distributedby space and energy, or determinedfrom
an input fluenceguess. "First-collision-source"data, actually an
analyticalfirst-flightscatteringsource,can be accommodated. Output
files for an "analytical-last-flight"integrationcan be obtained.
These featuresprovide increasedaccuracywhen dealingwith out-of-
system or localizedsourcesor detectorlocations.

A single output file containsboth distributedfluencemoments and
boundarydirectionalfluences,so that this file, plus the original
input data, provide an "exact"restart. This allows a large problemto
be solved in several computerruns without loss of efficiency.

Both I-D and 2-D geometriescan be treated• Discreteordinates
geometries includeI-D plane or slab and 2-D XZ, RB, or RZ. The
diffusion-theorysectionhas triangular-meshcapabilityas weil. A
powerful slab reflection/transmissionfeature is available. A variety
of accelerationoptions are available• Extensiveuse of input options
and output edits give the user very direct control over the iteration
process• While this places a burden of decision-makingon him, it is
essentialto the solutionof large and difficultproblems. Default and
recommendedvalues assist the uninitiatedin solving problemswithout
much prior use of the code.

Output source informationto be used in couplingto other problems can
• " in which abe obtained Typical applicationsinclude "bootstrapping,

very large problem is solved in severalsegments;core-vessel
combinations,in which a core is solved in an eigenvaluecalculationand
then representedby internalboundaryconditionsin a fixed-source
vessel calculation;coupled discrete-ordinates-MonteCarlo calculations;
and RZ air-groundcalculationscoupledto 3-D discreteordinates
analysisof local features.

O
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e Portif)nsof this sectionwere extractedfrom Reference 14 for
compl!_teness.The interesteduser should consultthat document for a
full descriptionof the DORT code. An extensiveproblem set and a
tutorialdescriptionis availableto demonstratethe variousfeatures
and problem setup techniques.

4.1.3 Code Structure

This icodeand its predecessorshave been adapted to a large variety of
compuitersfrom the IBM 7090 to modern Crays. In order to maintain
compa:tibilitywithout undue confusion,a "unifiedsource file" concept
is us!cd;only a single versionof the basic code is kept, with final
confi!!gurationdetails suppliedwhen a file is prepared for compilation.
Standard language and programmingpracticesare used throughoutthe main
body of the code. In-stream"languageflags" make minor language
adjuSth_entsas requiredwhen a specificconfigurationis tailored.
Interchangeableinterfacepackagesprovidecoupling with system-
dependentIibrary features.

On all computers,direct (random)access scratchfiles are used as an
exten_sionof memory. Data are retrievedfrom the files into large
bufferscontrolledby the I/O managerroutine. The working program then
uses and updatesthe buffersbefore their return to the scratch files.
Since communicationwith the buffers is processedentirelythrough the

interfacepackage, the buffers can be located in a large cache memorysuch as the LCM on the late CDC 7600 or, presumably,on a Cray SSD
device. The code attempts to make the maximum use of availablememory
in order to minimize I/O costs and delays. Reversionto more extensive
use of scratch-filesis automaticwhen required.

The '(_lexibilityprovided,togetherwith the close controlof the
solution process,requires an extensiveand complicatedinput data list.
Most of these data can be ignoredfor most problems. A diverse set of
sample problems serves as a guide to actual requirementsfor practical
problems.

4.2, THEORETICALBASIS

4.2.1 The Integro-DifferentialTransportEquation

The Boltzmanntransportequation,as appliedto static neutron and
photon transport,2 can be expressed:

4-3
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+ _ x (__.El .(__.E')_r (_.E')q.(_.E'.a')ea' eE'+ o c_,E,al

In this,oIlis a differentialsolidangleaboutthe directionvectorft,
dE is a differentialenergyaboutE, and r is a positionvectorwith
referenceto an arbitraryorigin. The directionalfluencefunction,@,
is definedsuchthatthe numberof particlesmovingin volumedr aboutr

with energiesfallin_withindE anddirectionsof motionwithind9 will
be @ch3dEdr.Also,a andaf are macroscopiccrosssectionsfor total
interactionand fission,respectively,anda' is the crosssectionfor
scatteringfromenergyE' and directionft'to energyE and direction_.
The functionsv and X representthe totalfissionyieldof secondary
particlesand the correspondingenergydistribution.O representsan
extraneoussource,if any.

Althoughthe generalBoltzmannequationincludestimedependence,
removalof thatdependencein the staticformpresentedhere is an

importantsimplification.Certainothersimplificationswill alsobe 0
made later. As a practicalmatter,scatteringis generallyindependent
of initialdirection,so that it can be expressedin termsof the single
scatteringangle:

ratherthanas a functionof two directionvectors. Althoughsome
applicationsexistfor.thedependenceof aT on _, they are unusual,and
thisdependenceis not allowedin DORT. A somewhatweakerjustification
existsfor the removalof the dependenceof X on space. In fact,if
more than one fissilespeciesexistsin the system,and if the species

• do not alwaysfissionin the sameproportion,x will dependon space.
Nonetheless,the codedoesnot presentlyallowsuchdependence.

4.2.2 The FiniteDifferenceFormulation

The proceduresfor obtaininga finite-differenceequationfrom Equation
J 4-I are discussedthoroughlyin References3 and 4, althoughthe form

presentedherefollowsReference2:
g
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+ Wm T,n(Bi,j+ ½ Ni,j+½,m,. q - Bi,j_} Ni,j_½,m,o ) (4- 3)

+ aT, WmI, ,i = W.. l,q,i|_J_9 t

lt can be shown that the formulationof Mynatt et al.3 is equivalentto
this.

In this notation,subscriptsi and j representmesh intervals in the
first and second space dimensions. The subscriptm refers to the
direction in a orderedset of directionsalong which fluence is to be
evaluated. Subscriptssuch as i + I/2 refer to the interval boundaries,
e.g., boundary i + I/2 is the boundary Separating interval i from
interval i + I. In the case of m, this is somewhatartificial,since
each m representsa discretedirectionwith no definedsector of solid

angle associated. In fact, directionsrepresentedby successivem's maynot even be "adjacent"in directionspace. Even so, the equation
requirescoupling betweencertain fluenceshaving consecutivem values,
and the coupling terms, a, will be defined in a consistentmanner.
Subscriptssuch as m + I/2, then, merely denote artificial intermediate
values. The subscript9 refers to ene,'gygroup.

lt may be noted at this point that obvious subscriptsare frequently
omitted in discrete-ordinateswritings,e.g., the first term of Equation
4-3 might later be written:

Wla (Ai+ ½Ni+½ - Ai_.½ Ni_½)

In practice, this approach is probably less confusingthan the inclusion
of long lists of redundantsubscripts.

In certain discussions,I and J are understoodto be the upper limits of
i and j. lt may also be noted that space mesh positionsare discussed
such that boundarieshaving i - I/2, i = I + I/2, j _ I/2, and j = J +
I/2 are spoken of as "left,""right," "bottom,"and "top," boundaries,
regardless of geometry.

Q
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The ordered set of directionsof particle travel are characterizedby e
their directioncosines, (#m,_m, _m). In all geometries,Pm is the
cosine of the angle which the directionof travel makes with the first-
dimensionaxis, i.e., X or R, while _m is the cosine of the angle with
the Z axis (Table4-I). In each case, _m is the cosine with the
remainingdirectionvector,e_ther along the Y axis, or in the azimuthal
direction in the case of RB.

Due to symmetry,no flow is associatedwith one of the direction
cosines, either _ or _. Thus, f is used to representeither _ oy"_, as
shown in Table 4-I. Also, _ is allowedto representthe remaining
cosine. The parametersA and B are cell areas perpendicularto the ax,_s
from which _ and • are measured.

Each directiDnhas an associatedweight,Wm. Quantities involving
integralsover all directionsare to be evaluatedby sums with Wm as the
weighting function. N representsthe directionalFluence,@, in
direction,m, althoughit will be seen that N has different units. V
and S are the volume and source in a given mesh cell, and oT is the
macroscopictotal cross section, lt is assumed that S includes
extraneoussources,scatteringfrom other energy groups, scatteringat
the given energy from other directions,fission, and any other particle
sources,e.g., (n,2n).

Table 4-I. DirectionalPropertiesof the Geometries. e
i

1-D 2-D

Geometry XZ RZ Re XZ RZ Re

DimensionsSolved X R R X,Z R,Z R,B

DimensionCorrespondingto _ X R R X R R

DimensionCorrespondingto Y e e Y e e

Dimension Corresponding to _ Z Z Z Z Z Z

Cosine Correspondingto • _ _ _ _ _

Cosine Correspondingto _ _ _ _ _

DimensionPerpendicularto A X R R X R R

DimensionPerpendicularto B Z Z e Z Z e

III I I I I II IIi I m m

e
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As indicated in Table 4-1, the I-D geometries evaluate fluencedependence in only the first dimension. In such cases, the usual
evaluation procedures are used, but B=O.

It can be observed that, except for the terms in a, Equation 4-] is
simply a statement of particle balance for a given cell, and could have
been wrttten down directly. Fro_ this, it is evident that the discrete-
ordinates equation conserves particles inherently, if the o terms are
defined such as to conserve.

The terms in o are effective only in curved geometry, RZ or RO. Their
physical meaning can be made apparent by considering a particle moving
inward along a path which will take it closer to the axis of a cylinder.
While _ is a constant fnr such a path, F constantly increases from
negative, through zero, and ultimately toward # = +1 as the particle
moves away from the centerline. Thus, the discrete-ordinates equation
must show a comparable flow toward directions of larger /_ for comparable
particlepaths.

In order to allow manageableevaluationof the terms in o, an ordering
discipline is imposedupon the directionsrepresentedby m. Since the o
terms must coupledirectionsof like _, directions of like rtare grouped
contiguously,in order of increasingF. The groups of directionswith
like _ (_ levels")are ordered such that all directionswith tl< 0
precede all directionswith _ > O. Thus, the o-flow, followingan

actual path inwardand then outward,is always toward directionsofincreasingmwithin an _ level, lt can also be seen that there must be
no flow between_ levels in order to be consistentwith the physical
model.

The recursionrelationshipfor the o's can be obtained at this point by
observing that Equation4-3 must be valid in a source-freeregion where
N is uniform. Since no constraintmay be placed upon (a,T,A, B, or V,
then it must follow that, for a given _ level:

Since it is requiredthat a couplingbe only betweendirectionswithin
an _ level, then o_.I/z- 0 for the first directionof the level, lt is
essentialthat, for each level-

Z Wm Pm = 0 , (4-5)
m
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so that c_l/z will be 0 for the last m of that level, and there will be 0no net flow into or out of the r/ level. This insures that particle
conservation is rigorously met. Symmetrical quadrature sets always obey
this condition, and it is important that unsymmetrical sets obey this
condition, also.

There is certain advantage to be gained by substituting a new variable,
# for =:

I

_m = _ (a_+_ + a___) . (4-6)

The recursionrelationshipfor the /_,can be obtained by applying its
definition to the recursionrelationshipfor a:

Win/3., = C_m+½ + arn_ ½ , (4-7)

Wm+l /3,.,,+1 = am+] + am+_ , (4-8)

(4-9)
_,.+½ = _,,,__ . W,_ _,,,

and O

C_m+] = c_m+½ - Wm+l P,n+I , (4-10)

Therefore

Wm+_ /3m+_ = Wm /3,.- (W_+_ pm+l + W,n _,.) (4-11)

Recalling that o_.I/2- 0 for the first directionof each 17level, then
it follows that /_,- /_ for such levels; at least if W,P 0o As will
be discussed later, this relationshipis assumedeven when Wm-O.

lt is important,both in applyingboundary conditionsand in obtaining
proper stability,to "followthe flow" in writing the recursion
formulas; i.e., all directionswith p < 0 must be evaluatedfrom large X
or R values toward small, and so with the other dimension. Similarly,
positive /Jvalues requireevaluationfrom small X to large, etc. These
procedures can be written in a single formula by use of subscript
incrementsdefined in terms of the signum function (Sg); which has value =I_
± ] accordingto the sign of its argument"
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c = -_ Sg(#m) ; d = _ S9('r',r,) . (4-12)

Written in terms of _, c, and d, Equation 4-3 can be simplified to:

Iu J(A_+_N_+_- Ai-c Ni-c) + lr IB(Nj+a - Nj-d)

+ _A A{(/3m- #,,_)Nm+½--(/3,7,+ #_)N,.._½}+ VaT N = VS ,

where

A A = A,+½ - Ai_ ½ (4- 14)

and where N is simply a simplifiedrepresentationof Ni,j,m,g, etc.

0
4.2.3 Fluence EvaluatlonStrategy

Evaluation"followingthe flow,"as discussedabove, is also evaluation
"sweepingaway from boundaryconditionsinto the mesh." Since
evaluation always begins with m- I, the first sweep must be toward
smallervalues of i and j. Where I and J representthe largest values
of i and j, then the boundaryvalues Nx, Iizand Nj. I/zare decided a
priori based on physicalconsiderationsa1_the outer boundaries of the
system. No such physicalconsiderationsgovern the boundary fluence at
m- I/2, however, as will be seen.

Before dealingwith NIl2, let us observethat, even with Nx.c and Nj.d
known from boundaryconsiderationsand Nm.I/zto be definedby a yet-
unspecifiedprocess, Equation4-3 would still involve4 unknowns. The
three advance boundary values,Ni.c, Nj,d, Nra.Iz have been treated as
completely independent,and are, therefore,not completelydefined by
Equation4-3. In fact, all of the values of N representvalues of a
single continuous function@ at adjacentlocations,and cannot vary more
freely than @ does. If we suspectthat @ can be approximatedadequately
by straight-linesegmentsbetween_djacentboundaries,then the
following"linear"or "diamond"differencemodel results:

4-9
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N = _(N..+_ - N,_._½) , (4-15c)

As previouslydiscussed,/_I= "#i. Accordingly,Equations4-13 and 4-15
cannot yield direct informationas to an appropriatevalue of NIl2, and

the other resultsare independentof this value. Accordingly,N1/zis
arbitraryand unknown. If N, Is to be relatedto NI/2and N3/2,the only
acceptableassumptionis :

N_ = N1 . (4-16)
2

Since each I?level begins with a 8, = -#m,each must start with an
"Initiatingdirection"having:

Nra+ ½ = N,,, ; /3 =-# . (4-17)

If an initiatingdirectionoccurs for m > I, and m' is the predecessor
to m, then Equation4-15 defines values for m' + I/2 and m - I/2 which
do not agree. In fact, the fluence is not required to be continuous
between directionson differentq levels,and they do not, in general_
describe adjacentdirections. Thus, there is neither physical nor
mathematicalrequirementfor continuityof fluence between them.

lt has been traditionalin the early DOT codes to allow these initiating
" " and to adjustdirections to have Wm= O, i.e., zero-weightdirections,

their directions such that _= O. Carlsonand Lathrop describethis

procedure4 On the other hand, TWOTRAN II uses directionshavin_small,
finite weights and having W_ small, but not O. Tomlinsonet al
showed that, other factorsbeing equal, this choice does not affect the
results of test problems significantly. Both types of calculationsare
available in DORT, althoughthe directionsets input to the code must
always containdirectionswith W,= 0 to signal the beginningof a new
level. When TWOTRAN-Iikecalculationsare done, or in XZ geometry,
fluence is not calculatedin directionshavingW_ = O.
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O Having decided on boundary values for initiating the sweeps, Equations4-15 and 4-17 define the remaining unknowns in terms of the single
unknown, N, for the initial direction of each _ level:

Ni+c = 2N - Ni-c , (4-1S)

Ni+d = 2N - Ni-d , (4- 19)

Defining, as a matter of convenience:

ft. = 1_2(Ai+} + A_._½) , (4-20)

observing that:

21ulA_+c + AA(_-#) = 21uIA + AA/3, (4-21)

O and recallingthat p = -# for the initialdirectionof each rr-level,the
value of N can be writtenexplicitly:

N = VS+2I_IAN_-c + 2lr IBgj-d . /_ = -#. (4-22)
V_T + 2l_13 + 2Iris '

This equation appliesto the initiatingdirections,whetherW = 0 for
such directionsor not. For all other directions,Equation 4-17 does
not apply, and Nm.I/2is obtained by applyingEquation 4-15c to the
precedingdirections"

Nra+ ½ = 2N- Nra_ ½ ; /3 # -#. (4-23)

Since p = -p for such directions,terms in _ appear in the formulation
for N:

VS + 2 Iu Ifi.N_-_+ 2lT IBNi_a + AA#Nm_I
N = Va T + 21t_13 + 21TIB + _A/3 2 ; /3¢ -#. (4-24)

Q
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At this point, an explicit sweep pattern has been found. Determining

N'IL2' itNI.112, and Nj.I/2 as described, Equation. 4-22 gives nghN"Ji:'atexplic ly. Equation 4-18 gives Nx.I/2explicitly,recalli p <0
for the first direction, and thus c - -I/2. This evaluationcan proceed
for all i's down to the boundaryvalue at i - I/2. With these values in
storage,values for m - 1 I/2 can be found using Equation4-17. If that
_-level contains additionaldirectionswith # < O, values for m = 2 are
evaluatedfrom Equation4-24, and extrapolatedwith Equation4-23. This
processcontinuesfor all m's for which r/< 0 and # < O. Having these
values,the values for directionshaving r/< 0 and p > 0 at i = I/2 can
be determinedfrom physical boundaryconditions. The sweep proceeds as
before,except, of course,that evaluation is from i = I/2 to i = I +
I/2. From these values, Equation4-19 determinesNj.I/2,and the process
proceeds as before downwardto j - I/2. Boundary values at j = I/2 for
directionshaving r/> 0 are determinedfrom physical boundaryconditions
at the bottom boundary,and the sweep resumes,this time from j - I/2 to
J - o + I/2.

4.2.4 Additional Theory Information

There is an excellent description of the detailed inner workings of the
DORTcode given in Reference 14. In this document, the interested user
will find the detailed information on the various fluence weighting
models, sweep strategies, source terms, boundary conditions, iteration
strategies,rebalanceand accelerationtechniques,spatialand
directionalremeshingtechniques,directionalquadraturesets, and other
informationrelevantto a full understandingof the DORT code. This
informationwill not be repeatedhere.

4.3 DORT INPUT DATA SPECIFICATIONS

4.3.1 Card-lmage Format

The card-image input data for a problemconsist of a title card followed
by a variablenumber of blocks of data separatedby "T" delimiters.
Within each block, a variablenumber of data arrays are specified,keyed
accordingto an array number,and identifiedas to real or integer type.

A separatorcard must be placed between successiveproblemdecks. If it
contains the word "DIAG" in the first four columns, a non-fatal
diagnosticwill be given by ERRO. If the word "DUMP" appears,a fatal
diagnostic is given. If the word "-END" appears,executionwill stop.
Otherwise,the next problembegins immediately. No data are retained in
memory betweenproblems. At the end of execution,all data files are
closed. Control is then returnedto the driver, if the code was invoked
by a driver, or else to the operatingsystem.

0
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All of the card-imageinput except the title card and separatorcard are
read by the FIDO input processor. The format requiredfor FIDO data
entries is described in AppendixA. The data arrays and blocks to be
read are described in followingsections. The first four blocks of data
are permanent,and their "T" delimitermust be suppliedwhether array
entries are requiredor not.

Blocks, after the first four, containingarrays numbered91 and higher,
are options suppliedto allow certainsimple problems to be solved
without the labor of preparingformal f_,uenceand source input files.
The conditionsunder which these blocks are requiredare included in
their description.

As each array of data is read, its length is comparedwith the required
length, and an error message is given if appropriate. After each block
of data, a call to subroutineERRO is made if any of the arrays in the
block were of improper length,or if the data were otherwiseunsuitable.
ERRO prints an explanationof the error and sets an error flag. Data
are edited as soon as possibleafter each block is completed.

Processingof input continuesfor as long as possible,even after an
error. In most cases, this allows the user to test all of his data
blocks in spite of an early error. Executionis terminatedat the end
of input processingif a sufficientlysevere error has been encountered.

_ lt is possiblethat one error will cause subsequentdata to be
_w

erroneouslyflagged as wrong. If data which appear correct are flagged
by an error message,this possibilityshould be considered. An error
can also cause subsequentsystem related failures,such as addressingor
storageerrors.

The first four blocks of data contain, in general terms:

I. controlparameter input arrays (61-63)which set array lengths
explicitly and controlexecutionoptions.

2. primary input arrays (71-78)whose lengthsdepend upon arrays
(61-63),and whose contentsdetermine'laterarray lengths. These
arrays describe variable-mesh,variable quadrature,variable PL,
and super-meshfeatures.

3. secondaryinput arrays (81-87),whose length depend upon arrays
(61-78),and whose contentsdeterminelater array lengths. These
includethe directionalquadraturespecificationset, coarse mesh
specification,assignmentof directionsets to super-meshcells,
and assignmentof material zones to edit regions.

4. general input arrays (I-30),which do not determinethe lengths
of other input arrays. These includespace-meshspecifications,
cross-sectionmixing instructions,specificationof activity

edits, and much more.
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In the remainderof Section4.3 of this report,the broad concepts 0
required to understandthe input data are discussed,followed by a
detailed specificationof the input data, and finally,clarificationof
several input-relatedtopics.

4.3.2 Space Meshes

Five different subdivisionsof the problem space are determinedfrom the
input data. Two sets of fine-meshintervalboundaries (2* and 4*
arrays) are input,correspondingto the two spatial dimensions. The
intersectionof these boundariesforms the fine-meshgrid cells. (In RB
geometry,the 2* array is entered in units of revolutions,not radians.)

A coarse mesh, specifiedby an additional2 sets of intersecting
boundaries (85* and 86* arrays), is used in the fluence acceleration
routines. A good choice of coarsemesh can save both memory space and
executiontime without impairingthe convergenceof a problem. In some
cases, proper applicationof the coarsemesh can help the convergence
rate as weil. A coarse mesh of one mean-free-pathis ideal for many
problems. Defaultoptions allow the coarsemesh to be identicalto the
fine mesh if the variable space mesh feature (describedlater) is not
used. A coarse-meshI-boundarymust also be a boundary in each of the
fine-mesh I-boundarysets. A coarse-meshJ-boundarymust also be a
fine-meshJ-boundary.

A super mesh is similarlyspecified (75* and 76* arrays) for use with
the variablequadraturefeature (describedlater),and with certain
search options. A super-grouprepresentation(745 array) is also
required when variable quadratureis used. The location of the super-
mesh and super-groupboundariesis chosen by the user as desired,except
that the super-meshboundariesmust also be fine-meshboundaries.

Material zones (85 array) are always specified. A material zone must
contain only one cross section set, althoughmany zones may share a
single cross sectionset. In additionto cross section assignment,
certain input and edit features depend upon material zones.

Edit regions (845 array) are groupingsof material zones used for the
purpose of condensingcertainoutput tables. Certain input and edit
features depend upon edit regions.

4.3.3 Variable Space Mesh

The fine mesh can be specifiedsuch that the I mesh depends upon J. To
accomplish this, several"I-sets"are specified,with differentnumbers
of intervalsand differentintervalboundaries. The ISET(J)array then
relates the proper set of boundariesto the J-level. Prudent use of
this feature can save computationtime and storage by concentratingwork
in areas requiringa fine mesh. I-directioncoarse-meshand super-mesh
boundaries must be containedin all fine-meshI-sets. Left and right
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O boundariesof all I-setsmust coincide. A "standard"I-set, which is as
large as any of the I-sets,must be chosen. Boundary fluences and
sources are kept in the standard I-set format.

4.3.4 Variable DirectionalQuadrature

The directionalquadraturesets, "M-sets,"are specifiedby super-zone
and super-group. For example, this allows the user to specify a highly
biased quadrature in the area of a streamingcrack at high energy
without wasting such detail elsewhere in the problem. A standardM-set
must be chosen which:

I. has as many directionsup and as many down as any set,

2. has exactly IMMIdirections,and

3. has as many r/levels upward and as many downward as any set.

4.3.5 Variable Legendre Expansion

The order of moment expansion (PL)may be specifiedby cross sectionset
(785) and by energy group (775). The formeroption allows selective

O examinationof anisotropiceffects,while the group dependencecan save
computationtime in lower energy groups,where anisotropyis less
pronounced.

NOTE: These featureshave not been made operable irlcurrent
versionsof the code.

4.3.6 AdjointData

If an adjoint problem is to be solved,all data in the first four blocks
are entered in the normal manner. All input files supplied by the user,
and any arrays numbered91 and higher,must be supplied in adjoint form,
i.e., reversedwith respectto energy. For files having directional
information,the user should remember that an adjoint problem is solved
as a function of -ii,rather than IIwhere IIis a directionspecifiedby
the quadratureset. In other words, if #>0 and r/>0for a given
direction, the adjointdata calculatedfor that directionwill be that
appropriateto a particlemoving in the (-#, -7) direction. Directional
input files must be similarlyreversed,and directionaloutput files
will be. Output files have the energy groups in the order calculated,
i.e., reversed from the usual order.
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4.3.7 Card-lmage Input Specifications 0

in the following section, the symbol "@" Indicates that a detailed
discussion is given elsewhere in this region. The symbol "#" denotes
the word "number," and "RV" means "recommendedvalue." After each array,
the length is specified in parentheses. If an array or block is not
always supplied, the conditional requirement is given in brackets. The
symbol "*" denotes a feature not presently operable.

4.4 DORTINPUT REQUIREMENTS

The followinginput cards are requiredto executeDORT. Default values
are specifiedin parentheses.

Title Card (72 alphanumericcharacterdescription)

INPUT DATA BLOCK I

615 Array - Data Set LogicalUnit ReferenceNumbers @

(lengthsubjectto change)

NOTE: Leavinga unit as 0 disablesthe correspondingfeature.

NTFLX fluenceguess input unit
NTFOG fluenceoutput unit
NTSIG cross-sectionunit (default- 8)
NTBSI external boundarysource input
NTDSI distributedsource input unit

(must supply scratchunit if INPSRM > O)

5 _mm

NTFCI reserved (enterO)
NTIBI internalboundarysource input unit
NTIBO internalboundaryfluenceoutput unit
NTNPR large-scaleprint unit

(all print goes on standardoutput unit if NTNPR = O)
NTDIR directionalfluenceoutput unit

- 10---

NTDSO distributedsource output unit

E (terminatearray with "E")

Q
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O (125Array - Integer Control Parameters (length subject to change)

IADJ 0/i - forward/adjointcalculation'
ISCTM maximumorderof scattering(L of PL)

(negativeindicatesPLcalculation{s specifiedby
energygroup(775array))*

IZM numberof materialzones
IH maximumnumberof Ist-dlmenslonal(I)spatialintervals

in any l-set(negativeindicatesnumberof intervals
varieswlth 2nd dimension,i.e.,variablemesh)

JM numberof 2nd-dlmension(J) spatialintervals

qmm 5 m,_N

IGM numberof energygroups
IHT positionof totalcrosssectionin cross-sectiontable@
IHS positionof self-scattercrosssectionin cross-section

table@
IHM lengthof cross-sectiontablefor each energygroup@
MIXL cross-sectionmixingtablelength@

- 10---

MMESH numberof materialzone bodies(0 u no effect)
MTP numberof cross-sectionsetsfromNTSIG

O (0 has the effectof MTP _ MTM) @MTM totalnumberof materials,includingmixtures@
IDFAC densityfactorinputoption

0 impliesfeaturenot used
I impliesDNIJ(I,J)inputas 3*, usedto modify

crosssections
MM maximumnumberof directionsin any M-set

(negativeindicatesvariablequadratureis used)

- 15---

INGEOM geometryoption@
0 X-Z slab
I R-Z cylinder
2 R-B circle
3 180' - 360' triangular
4 60° triangular
5 90" 'triangular
6 120'triangular

IBL leftboundarycondition
0 void
I reflected
2 periodic
3 cylindrical
4 fixedboundarysource

O 5 albedo
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IBR right boundarycondition0/I/2/3/4/5(see IBL) 0
IBB bottom boundary condition0/I/2/3/4/5(see IBL)
IBT top boundarycondition0/I/2/3/4/5(see IBL)

- 20 ---

ISRHX source (outer)iterationmaximum (default= I)
IFXMI initialfluence (inner)iterationmaximum per group

Idefault= 20) @
negative indicatesmaximum given by group (285 array))

IFXMF alternatefluence (inner)iterationmaximum per group @
(no effect if O)

MODE fluenceextrapolationmodel (default= 4)
0 linearwith negativesset to 0
1 linearwith no fixup of negatives
2 scalarweighted
3 zero weighted
4 theta weighted
5 vectorweighted

KTYPE calculationtype @
0 fixed source
I K eigenvalue
2 DB2 search
3 concentrationsearch
4 dimensionsearch

- 25 ---

IACC rebalancemethod in discrete ordinatessection
(default= 2) @
0 single groupwiserebalancefactor
I diffusionacceleration
2 partialcurrent rebalance

KALF rebalancestabilization@
0 standardmethod
I alternatemethod

IGTYPE solutionmethod @
0 discreteordinatesused always
N method selectedby group (75 array) for first

N outers, then finishingwith discrete ordinates
INPFXM fluence input option

0 fluenceset to O, or read from unit NTFLX
if NTFLX > 0

I FIJ(I,J)read as 93* array for each group
2 FIJ(I,J)*FG(G),uses 93* and 95* arrays
3 FI(1)*FJ(J)*FG(G),uses 93*, 94*, and 95* arrays

INPSRM distributedsource input options 0/I/2/3
(optionsare analogousto INPFXM;use 96*, 97*,
98* arrays) (NTDSI> 0 is requiredif INPSRM > O)

•. 30 --- =._

g
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O NJNTSR interiorboundary source at NJNTSR J-boundarieswi;i be
input from NTIBI (may be O)

NINTSR interiorboundary source at NINTSR I-boundarieswill be
input from NTIBI (may be O)

NJNTFX interiorboundary fluence at NJNTFX J-boundarieswill be
written on NI'IBO(may be O)

NINTFX interiorboundary fluenceat NINTFX i-boundarieswill be
writtenon NTIBO (may be O)

IACT number of region and pointwiseactivitiescalculated @
(negativeindicatesregion activitiesonly)

- 35---

IRED balance table output control
In general, IRED is the largestnumber in the 845 array,
except that:
IRED:IZMone region for each zone, balances for

IZM regions
IRED= I combinesall zones into a single region
IRED= 0 no balancetable output, but one region for

each zone
IRED= -1 providesone region per zone, balance tables

will be given for the entire system only
IPDB2 punch J-directionDB_ from balancet_ble output

0 no DB2 produced

I single averageDB2
2 IGM groupwiseDB2 values
3 IGM*NREGgroupwiseand regionwiseDB2 values
(use negativeentry to bypass balancetable print)

IFXPRT scalar fluenceprint option (default: I)
0 scalar fluence for all groups printed in output phase
I scalar fluencenot printed
2 scalar fluenceprinted as calculated

ICSPRT cross sectionprint option (default: I)
0 cross sectionsprinted
I cross sectionsnot printed

IDIRF directionalfluence
0 directionalfluence not saved
I directionalfluencesaved and printed ,,
2 directionalfluence saved but not printed
(directionalfluencewill be written onto NTDIR
if IDIRF > 0 and NTDIR > O)

- 40 ....

JDIRF first J-intervalfor directionalfluenceoutput
JDIRL last J-intervalfor directionalfluenceoutput
NBUF system buffer space @

IBM: I/O system block space, kbytes (default: 90)
CRAY: no effect

Q
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IEPSBZ zone importanceconvergence(uses 24* array) @
0 feature not used
I zone importanceused

.' 11 as I & zone convergenceprinted after convergence
21 as I & zone convergenceprinted after each iteration

MINBLK minimum J-blockingfor fluencemoment storage (rv=O) @
0 I space block per group, all groups in memory allowed
1 I space block per group, I group in memory allowed
N at least N space blocks required,I group in memory

- 45 ---

MAXBLK maximumJ-blocking@
0 JM space blocks per group allowed
I only I space block per group allowed
N maximum of N space blocks per group allowed

ISBT standard I-set for boundary fluences (default= I)
MSBT standardM-set for boundary fluences (default= I
MSDM standardM-set for dimensioning(default= I

(MSDM = MSBT always in this version)
IBFSCL number of fluenceiterationsbefore first rebalance

in first source iteration(default= I) L_

- 50 ---

INTSCL minimum number of rebalanceiterations (default= 41)@
ITMSCL maximum number of rebalanceiterations (default= 50) @ Iv

NOFIS fission spectrumoption (default= 1)
0 fission calculatedwith X normalizedto 1.0
I fission calculatedwith input X values
2 fission calculationbypassed,savingmemory space
(NOFISwill be set to 2 if the I* array is O)

IFDB2Z DB( input option
0 option not used
I DB2Z(IG,IZ)enteredas 6" array by group,

then by region
ISWP type of diffusiontheory sweep (rv=4 or 5)

0 line inversionin dire,ction of,largestnumber of mesh
intervals

1 alter,latingdirection(line-column)on consecutive
outer iterations

2 line inversion
3 column inversion
4 alternatingdirection (line-column)on consecutive

inner iterations
5 alternatingdirection (column-line)on consecutive

inner iterations
6 line inversionoutward from center J interval

- 55---

Q
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KEYJN J-interval for key fluenceprint (ignoredif O)
(default- I) @

KEYIN I-intervalfor key fluenceprint (ignoredif O)
(default= I) @

NSIGTP cross sectioninput file (NTSIG)format @
0 GIP format
] ORDOSW format

NORPOS cross sectiontable positionfor output normalization
(option not used if NORPOS=O)

NORMAT cross-sectionmaterial number for output normalization
(0 impliesuse macro cross sectionset; negative implies
do not use density factor in normalization)

- 60 ---

MSTMAX maximum number of M-sets (0 impliesJM sets allowed)
NEGFIX negative scatteringsource fixup (default= -I) @

0 option not used
I full source fixup used
2 initialfixup used
-I economy fixup used

LOCOBJ fast memory objectiveinto which problem
will try to fit @
IBM: no effect
CRAY" fast memory objective,words*t000

(0 impliesuse default)
LCMOBJ slow memory objectiveinto which problem

will try to fit @
CRAY CTSS: sequentialfile size, kwords
(0 implies use of systemdefault)

NKEYFX length of key fluencearrays (295, 305) @
(0 bypasses feature,negative causes print only at
convergenceor iterationlimit for each group)

- 65 ---

NCNDIN maximum user conditioncode allowed (default= 4)
NEUT last neutrongroup number (0 impliesNEUT = IGM)

E (terminatearray with "E")

63* Array- Real Control Parameters (lengthsubjectto change)

TMAX maximum minutes of CPU time for this problem (0 ignored)@
XNF value to which source is normalized (0 ignoredif

KTYPE = O, otherwise0 impliesXNF = 1.0}
EPS eigenvalueconvergencecriterion (sourceiterations)

(default= 1.0E-4)@
EPP pointwisefluenceconvergencecriterion

(fluenceiterations)(negative" source iterationscanhalt withoutmeeting EPP) (default= 1.0E-3)@
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EPV volumetricfluence convergencecriterion
(fluenceiterations)@

n 5 mmm

EPF Pointwisefissionconvergenc_criterion
(default- 1.0E-3)@

EKOBJ k-effectivesought in search (KTYPE > I) or initial
k-effective(KTYPE-I ) (default= 1.0) @

EVTH k-effectiveconvergenceratio (default= 0.2) @
EVCHM maximum EV change ratio per iteration(default= Io5) @
EVMAX maximum EV change ratio, overall (default= 10.0) @

- ]O---

EVKMX maximum allowed ]K-effective- EKOBJI(default _ 1.0) @
EVI initialeigenvalue (default= 1.0) @
DEVDKI initialeigenvalueslope (default= -1.0) @
EVDELK initialeigenvalueincrement(default= 0.3) @
SORMIN maximum source iterationacceleration(default= 10.0) @

- 15---

CONACC fluence accelerationacceptancecriterion(default= 1.0)
CONSCL fluence accelerationconvergencecriterion

(default_ 1.0E-4)@
CONEPS fluenceaccelerationconvergenceratio (default= 0.01) IIF

WSOLOI reserved (enterO)
WSOLII fluenceaccelerationdamping increment(default = -1.5)

(negativeindicatesuse only as required)

- 20 ---

WSOLCN fluenceaccelerationdamping constant (default= 1.5)
ORF diffusiontheory fluence accelerationfactor

(default= 0.6)
FSNACC reserved (enterO)
FLXMIN minimum fluencefor convergencetests

(default= 1.0E-60)@
SMOOTH reserved (enterO)

- 25 ---

EPO source iterationfluence convergencecriterion @
EXTRCV source iterationextrapolationconvergencecriterion@

(default_ 0.2)
THETA theta-weightedextrapolationmodel parameter

(default= 0.9)

E (terminatearray with "E'°)

T (terminateblock with "T") [T always required] 0
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INPUT DATABLOCK2

PrimaryDimension-SettingArrays (Omit arrays not needed)

715 Array ISET(J) (# = JM) [IM < OI
Index of radial mesh set to use at each J level.
(default- Set I)

725 Array IMBIS(ISET) (# - JM) JIM < O]
Number of intervalsin each I set;
then fill array with O's.

735 Array MMBMS(MSET) (# = MSTMAX) [MM < O]
Number of directionsin each M set;
then fill array with O's.

745 Array ISZNG(IG) (# = IGM) [MM < OI
Super group numberby group
(default= a single supergroup)

75* Array SZNBZ(JSZ) (# = JM) [MM < 0 or KTYPE > I]
J super mesh boundaries
Enter as many boundariesas desired. Then #ill with O.
(default= a single superzone)

I 76" Array SZNBR(ISZ) (# = IIMI) [MM < 0 or KTYPE > I]
I super mesh boundaries
Enter as in 75*

775 Array ISCTG(IG) (# = IGH) [ISCTM< O]
Order of Legendreexpansionused in calculation

785 Array NSIG(MT) (# = MTM) [MCR < O]
Order of Legendreexpansionof cross section sets

T (terminateblock with "T") IT always required]

From these, the followingare determined:

MGSZN = largestsuper group number [I if MM > O]
NJSZN = number of J super zone boundaries [I if MM > OI
NISZN = number of I super zone boundaries [1 if MM > OI
ISM = # non-zeroentries in 725 [I if IM > OI
MSM = # non-zeroentries in 735 [I if MM > OI
IMSISM = sum of IMBIS,all I sets [IM if IM > O]
MMSMSH = sum of MMBMS, all M sets [MM if MM > OI
IMSJM = sum of IMBIS(ISET(J)),all J [IM*JMif IM > OImL
IMA _ IIMI
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M.A -IM.! Q
MMSIMS - MMA*IMA
MMSJM - MMA*JM
IHP - IHM + I if IHS > IHT + I; otherwise- IHM

INPUT DATABLOCK3

Secondary Dimension-Setting Arrays (Omit arrays not needed)

81" Array W(M,MSET) (# = MMSMSM)
Directional weights

82* Array EMU(M,MSET) (# = MMSMSM)
p, cosine of angle with X or R direction

83* Array ETA(M,MSET) (# = MMSMSM)
T, cosine of angle with Z or B direction

845 Array IZNRG(IZ) (# = IZM) [IRED g 0 or IACT _ O]
Region number by zone (defaultcontrolledby value of
IRED, one region per zone if IRED-IZM,O, or -.I;one
region if IZM - I; otherwiseIZNRG must be specified
in full)

85* Array ZCMB(JC) (# = JM) l
J coarse mesh boundaries
Enter as many boundariesas desired up to the limit,JM.
Then fill with any number at least as large as the last J
fine-meshboundary. (default= I course mesh for each
interval)

86* Array RCMB(IC) (# = IMA)
I coarse mesh boundaries,as in 85"

875 Array IJGSZ(ISZ,JSZ,IGSZ) (# : NISZN*NJSZN*NGSZN) [MM < O]
M set by I super mesh,
then by J super mesh,
then by super group

T (terminateblock with "T") IT always required]

From these, the followingare determined:

JCM = # of coarse mesh boundariesentered in the ZCMB array
ICM = # of coarse mesh boundariesentered in the RCMB array
NREG = maximum of IZNRG(IZ)array
ICMJCM = ICM*JCM

ICPJCP = (ICM + I)*(JCM+ 1)
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INPUT DATABLOCK4

General Input Arrays (Omit arrays not needed)

I* Array CHI(IG)fission spectrum fractions,X, by group (# - IGM)

2* Array ZIN(J) Z or e fine-meshboundaries(# - JM + ])

3* Array DNIJ(I,J)density factor (# - IMSJM) [IDFAC > OI
(default- 1.0)

4* Array RIN(I,ISET)X or R fine-meshboundaries
(# - IMSISM+ ISM)

5* Array ENER(IG)top neutronenergy group boundaries+ bottom
energy of last neutrongroup + top photon energy group
boundaries+ bottom energy of last group (# = IGM + 2)
[NTFOG> O] @

6" Array DB2Z(IG,IZ)DB2 by group, then by region
(# = IGM*NREG) [IFDB2Z> O]

75 Array ITHYG(IG)theory by group (# - IGM) [IGTYPE > O] @

85 Array IJZN(I,J)material zone by fine space mesh (# - IHSJM)@
0

95 Array IZMT(IJZN)material number by material zone (# = IZM)

105 Array MIXT(MIX)mixture ID (# = MIXL)

115 Array NUCL(MIX)nuclide ID (# = MIXL)

12" Array DE_S(MIX)number density (# - MIXL)

135 Array _ATL(MT) ID number by material (# = MTM)
(defaultMATL(MT) = MT)

14" Array ZNTSR(JNTSR)Z or e boundarypositionsfor J-boundary
source input (# = NJNTSR)

15" Array RNTSR(INTSR)X or R boundarypositionsfor'I-boundary
source input (# = NINTSR)

16" Array ZNTFX(JNTFX)Z or e boundarypositionsfor J-boundary
fluenceoutput (# - NJNTFX)

17" Array RNTFX(INTFX)X or R boundaryposition_for I-boundary
fluenceoutput (# = NINTFX)

18" Array FJSRZ(JSZN)J-Super zone search fraction (# = NJSZN) @

0 [KTYPE- 4]
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Array FISRZ(ISZN)I-Superzone search fraction (# - NISZN) @ 0
19"

[KTYPE - 4]

20* Array ABDOL(IG,J)left boundaryalbedo (# - IGM*JM)
[IBL = 5]

, 21" Array ABDOR(IG,J)right boundary albedo (# = IGM*JM)
[IBR = 5]

22* Array ABDOB(IG I) bottom boundary albedo (# = IGM*IMA)
[IBB =5],

23* Array ABDOT(IG,I) top boundary albedo (# = IGM*IMA)
[IBT = 5]

24* Array EPSBZ(IZ) fluence error importance by material zone
(# = )IZM [if IEPSBZ > OI @

255 Array ICMAT(IAC) material to be used in activity calculations
(# = IIACTI) @

265 Array ICPOS(IAC)cross sectiontable positionfor activity
(# = IIACTI)@

27* Array ACMUL(IAC)activitymultiplier (# = IIACT()@

285 Array ITMBG(IG)initialiterationlimit by group (# : IGM)
[IFXMI < O] @

2g$ Array KEYAJ(NKEY)J positionsof key fluences in ascending
order (# : INKEYFXI)@

305 Array KEYAI(NKEY)I positionsof key fluences in ascending
order for like J (# : INKEYFXl)@

T (terminateblock witL "T") [T always required]

INPUT DATA BLOCK 5

ExternalBoundary Source Input

[requiredif INGEOM < 20 and IBL, IBR, IBB, or IBT = 4]

Bl* Array SII(M,J) (# = MMA*JM) [IBL = 4 or IBR = 4]
I boundarysource for a group

92* Array SJI(M,I) (# = MMA*IMA) [IBB = 4 or IBT = 4]
J boundarysource for a group

(terminateblock with "T") IT required if any arrays are required] 0
T
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Q Left and right sources are intermingledin the same array accordingto
direction. If # > O, the source appliesto the left boundary;if # < O,
to the right, Likewise,if T > O, a J-boundary source applies to the
bottom; if r < O, the sourceappliesto the top boundary. If any
blocks of this type are required,IGM are required.

,,

If IADJ > O, the energy groups must be entered in reversedorder. Omit
block and delimiter if INGEOMm 20, or if no arrays are required.

INPUT DATA BLOCK6

FluenceGuess Input [requiredif INPFXM > OI

g3* Array FIJ(I,J),FIJ(I,J)or FI(1) as INPFXM = I, 2, or 3
(# = IMSJM ,IMSJM, or IM) [INPFXM> OI

g4* Array FJ(J) (# = JM) [INPFXM: 3]

95" Array FG(IG) (# :'IGM) [INPFXM> I]

Note: Each array of this block must be followedby "T". If no
arrays are required,no "T" is required. If IADJ > O, energy

groups must be specifiedin reversed order.

INPUT DATA BLOCK 7

DistributedSource Input [requiredif INPSRM > O]

g6* Array as 93* Array above

97* Array as 94* Array above

g8* Array as 95* Array above

4.5 DORT INPUT DATA NOTES

4.5.1 SpecialGeometry Features

If INGEOM_ 10, a one-dimensionalproblemwill be solvedwith vertical
flow suppressed. Use void boundaryconditionat top and bottom. RZ
direction sets must be used with INGEOM : 11, while RB sets must be used
with INGEOM= 12. Solutionswith INGEOM = 11 or 12 yield essentially

the same result.
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If INGEOM = 20, KTYPE - O, and IBR - 4, a combined
reflection/transmissionproblem in slab geometry is solved. Omit the
91" and 92* array blocks,and supply the input spectrum as CHI. The
code will generate a boundary source in the leftmostdirectionof non-
zero weight of each downward q level. The value of JM must be the
number of downward_ levels. In this case, J correspondsto the
incident_ level, not to a Y-directionmesh. The 2* array should be

filled with the values 0.0, 1.0, _ . JM The first _ level willcorrespond to the last J level. I(IGM)Iparticleswill enter each
level in each group. If CHI(1) < O, the emerging fluence is printedby
direction, then by space interval.

If INGEOM = 30 the calculationproceedsas with INGEOM = 20, except
that emerging fluencewill be calculatedfor a source entering eacH

group JDIRF _<IGI s JDIRL in turn,and leaving in all groups IGI s IGO_<
IGM. The total source per group in each J-level is ICHI(IGI)I.IfCHI
< O, the fluencefrom sourcesentering that group will be printed. The
problem is "doubledifferential,"in that the fluence leavingeach group
resultingfrom a source in each individualinput group is calculated.

If 3 s INGEOMs 6, and if all iterationsare to be performedin
diffusiontheory,equilateral-triangulargeometry is available.
Geometry options,togetherwith the requiredvalue of IM, are:

INGEOM TRIANGULARGEOMETRYOPTION VALUE OF IM
_lin I I II I I ' iiItlll , I II

3 180°-360" Symmetry User's option
4 60° Symmetry 2*JM-I
5 (not operable) 90° Symmetry 2*JM+I
6 120° Symmetry 2*JM

The resultinggeometry is illustratedin Figure 4-I.

The mesh input data involvecertain unusu_lrequirements. In most
cases, the value of IM is a functionof JM as shown above. Also, the
radial dimensionsused for input do not corresponddirectly to the
actual dimensionsof the mesh. For all but 90" symmetry,every mesh
interval is an equilateraltriangle with sides having a length S.
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INGEOM SYMMETRY

3 180-360
4 60
6 120

Figure4-I. TriangularGeometryOptions.

JM + I J-intervalboundariesare enter'ed,beginningwith O_ and with
spacing,/_S/2. With 120', 180', or 360" symmetry, IM + I I-interval
boundaries are entered,beginningwith O, and with spacing S/2. With
60" symmetry,the code will automaticallyset IM to negative,and
requirethe entry of JM I-sets. The jth I-set has 2j boundarieswith
spacingS/2. The descriptionapplicableto 90' symmetry is not
available.

For all cases, the (1,1)mesh intervalis a trianglewith vertex down.
Examplemeshes are shown for the various triangulargeometry options.

For 60' symmetry,the parameterISBT should be set equal to JM, and the
bottom boundary conditionmust be reflected. For 120" symmetry,the
left and bottom boundariesmust be periodic if periodic boundary
conditions are selected.
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4.5.2 Spectal Theory Options 0

If IGTYPE> O, then the first IGTYPEouter iterationswill be performed
using alternatetheory specifiedby group in the 75 array. If the (lth
entry is Ng then the first JNgJinner iterationsof the first IGTYPE
outer iterationson group, g, will be performed using diffusiontheory
if Ng > O. If JNal is less than the applicablemaximum number of
iterations,thei-terationswill be completed in transporttheory, even
though the alternatetheory may have achievedconvergence.

4.5.3 Cross Section Input and Mixing

The internalcross sectionstoragecomprisesMTM sets of cross sections
'Foreach energy group. The first MTP sets are read from logicalunit
NTSIG, which is always required. The remainderare prepared using a
"mixingtable,"describedbelow. [lt is intendedthat the first MTP
"materials"will be microscopicnuclidedata, and the remainderwill be
macroscopicmixtL!res,althoughother uses are possible.]The material
numbers entered in the IZMT array (95) must be integersbetween I and
MTM, correspondingto the appropriatedata.

Each material consists of IHP cross sections as indicatedin the
descriptionof the ORDOSW input file. If ISCTM > O, then ISCTM sets of
Legendreexpansiondata must followeach set designatedin the IZMT
array. If MCR < O, then the requirednumber of expansionsets is
indicatedin the NSIG array (785) (this feature is not presently IIF

operable).

If MIXL > O, cross sectionsare to be modified by a mixing table,
specifiedby the MIXT, NUCL, DENS, and MATL arrays (105, 115, 12", and
135). The MATL array assigt_san arbitraryID number to each material.
If it is not entered, the ID's 1,2,......,F_,TMare assumed. Each integer
entered in the MIXT and NUCL arraysmust be one of these ID's, or O. In
the following:

m _ number of the material having ID IPJ if p _ O; otherwise0

n = number of the material having ID JqJ if q _ O; otherwise0

and the interpretationof the tableis as follows:

MIXT NUCL DENS
mmz_ _

p q d

(a) If q = O, then the data of material m will be multiplied by d.
(b) If q > O, then the data of material n, multipliedby d, will be

added t,_that of materialm.

g
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m(c) If eqi p, the data o_ materialm will be modifiedby thegenvaluein concentrationsearches.
(d) If p < O, the appropriateLegendreexpansioncomponentswill be

treatedas was the principalset.

Each set of entriesis executedin sequence. In searches,the tablemay
be executedrepeatedly.As an example,withMIXL - 6, MTM - 11, and
ISCTM- 3.

I MIXT NUCL DENS MATL
............ I III III I Ill ii I I II I III I I III I II I I

I tOO0 0 0 I0
2 I000 I0 .I 20
3 I000 20 .2 30
4 1000 1000 0 40
5 -2000 0 0 5O
6 -2000 30 .3 60
7 1000
8 2000
9 3000
I0 400O
II 5000

Material7 willconsistof:

MaterialI * .I+ material2 * .2

and will be modifiedby the eigenvalue.

Materials8, g, 10, 11 will be:

Materials3, 4, 5, and 6 * .3.

Althoughthe valueof aA doesnot affectthe fluencein a calculation
directly,it mustbe usedto obtaincorrectbalancetables, lt should
meet the condition:

T A
ag = O'g

gt

If oT(g)is replacedby a "transportcrosssection"in reactorcore
problems,a must be aw._,reducedsuchas to maintaino_ constant.

lt may be importantto notethatmany standardcrosssectionfilessuch
as ISOTXSandMATXShaveLegendreexpansiondatawhichmust be
multipliedby 21 + I, where l is the expansionindex,for use in DORT.
lt is intendedthatthisbe done in the codewhichpreparesthe ORDOSW

(or optionalGIP inputfile).
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4.5.4 Activity Edits 0

A very general provision for obtaining energy-integrated reaction rates
is provided. The arrays ICMAT, ICPOS, and ACMULdefine an "activity
table," interpreted as follows:

ICMAT ICPOS ACMUL

r s t

Ai,j - t di,j Ci,j,r,s _ q_g,j,i (Tg,r,s
g

Bz = _ Xi,j,, Ai,i V_,j
a,l

where

i,j - space mesh indices

I i = energy group index
r - materialnumber
s - cross sectiontable positionnumber

t - arbitrary multiplier
d - density factor if used, else I
¢ - fluence
a = cross section
C - the "numberdensity"of material Irl in space cell i,j
X - I if cell i,j is in edit region Z, else 0

The value of C is determinedas follows:

(a) If r is the macro material used in cell i,j, then C n l,
(b) If r is O, then C _ I, and the cross sections for the macro

material in material in c I i,j are used,
(c) If r < O, then C - I,
(d) If r > 0 and i_ not the macro, then C is the sum of all

assignmentsof r to the macro accordingto the mixing
table. Suppose IACT - 4 and the followingtable is
entered, referringback to the mixing table illustrated
above; and supposematerial7 is named as a macro in a
portion of the problem:

I ICMAT ICPOS ACMUL

1 7 3 1.
2 -7 3 1.
3 0 4 500.
4 1 5 I.
5 1 -5 I.
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Activity ] will use position 3 of material l, but will be 0 where 7 is
not the macro. Activity 2 will be similar, but will be calculated
whether 7 is the macro or not. Activity 3 will use position 4 of the
macro in each space cell, and will multiply the result by 500. Activity
4 will use position 5 of material I and a "number density" of .I
wherever 7 is the macro, since .I* material I was added to material 7 in
the mixing table.

As a specialfeature,if/sl>IHP, then the value of CHI (1") for the
group will be used to replaceo, and c and d will be everywhere I. This
can be useful in adjointproblems.

If s < O, the activitywill be written on the punch data set. This can
be used for fissiondensityoutput, for example, as in Activity 5 of the
illustration.

4.5.5 Negative Source Removal

Any problem using ISCTM > 0 may incur negative source generation. This
is simply due to the failureof a truncatedPL expansionto describe the
cross sectionadequately. If the problem has no areas of
monodirectionalflow or void, this effect will probably not be noticed,
and will usuallycause no harm. Voids or monodirectionalflow, however,
can result in severedistortions,or even negative scalar values for the

fluence. The NEGFIX > 0 option will remove these distortionsin mostcases. The penalty in CPU time is usually in the range of 15-30%,
although it can be higher if a major portionof the problem is so
affected.

4.5.6 ProblemType Specification

Five major types of calculationare available,chosen by KTYPE:

KTYPE = 0 M calculation- fixed source or subcriticalmultiplication
= I K calculation- determinesK,_f
= 2 B search- modify DB2 to proclucespecifiedKef_
= 3 C search - modify concentrationsto produce specifiedKel#
= 4 D search - modify dimensionsto produce specifiedKe(f

When KTYPE = 0 and CHI : 0 (I* array) or NOFIS = 2, a simple fixed-
source problem is solved. Fluencefrom the input source is determined
in one source iterationunless upscattercross sectionsare used.
Upscatter requires ISRMX > I and EPO > 0 for satisfactoryresults.

If some values of CHI ¥ 0 and NOFIS # 2, fissions resultingfrom the
fixed source and the input fluenceguess, if any, are calculated in the
first source iteration. These are added to the fixed source to l_egin
the second iteration,and so on until subsequentfission generations

have been accountedfor. Since these subcriticalmultiplicationproblems tend to be slowly convergent,source iterationacceleration,
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discussedelsewhere,is used. If the system is, by itself,
supercritical,this calculationwill surely fail; a reflectionof the
fact that the fluencewould be divergent in such a physicalsituation.
The number of fissionneutronsproduced per source neutronis determined
by iteration. Several source iterationsare required. When KTYPE - I,
a calculationof K,ffis performed. Accelerationof the source
iterationsis discussedelsewhere.

,,

K calculationscan be improvedsomewhat be setting EVI equal to the
best-availableestimate of K. This is especially importantin the case
of restarts.

When KTYPE > I, propertiesof the system configurationare changed in
order to drive Kerr,calculatedas described above, to a specified
value, EKOBJ. For each configuration,the value of K,ffis partially
converged,_ne configurationis changed, and the processcontinues until
Kelf has stabilizedand it is near the objective value. Additional
details of this processare given in another section.

4.5.7 Iteration Limits and Convergence

In general, source iterations will be performed until the time TMAXis
exceeded (IXX = 8), the iterationslimit ISRMX is exceeded (IXX = I), or
convergenceis reached.Source iterationconvergencehas not been

reached if" 0
(IXX - 2) the problemuses diffusion-theorysource iterations

followedby transporttheory, and transporttheory has
not begun.

(IXX = 3) the searchhas not converged; i.e., KTYPE > I,
EPS > O, and:

i K Iv - EKOBJe° = KN > EPS

where" Ks is the value of Kelf for the
latest (Nth) source.

(IXX = 4) iterationfluenceiterationsfor some group have not
converged;i.e., EPO > 0 and"

¢N. _ ¢N-_
(:F _. I,.j,g i,j,g

CN. > EPOI,l,y

0
q
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(IXX = 5) fissiondensity has not converged;i.e., EPF > 0 and"

FN. - F.N-_
_D = =,J =,j

F N, > EPF

(IXX = 6) K,ffhas not converged;i.e., EPS > 0 and"

K N _ KN-1
_" = > EPS

K N

(IXX = 7) No source iterationshave been completed.

The value of IXX is printed at each iteration,togetherwith each of the
above measuresof convergence.

In general, problemswith KTYPE > 0 require severalouter iterationsfor
convergence,while problemswith KTYPE = 0 requireonly I. In the
latter case, performingseveralouter iterationscan be very wasteful.
Exceptionalcases are fixed-source(KTYPE = O) problemswith non-zero

fissionor with upscatter. In these cases, severalouter iterationsarerequired.

The fluence iterationlimit for each source iterationwill be IFXMI or,
if IFXMI < O, the groupwisevalue from input array 285. After KW and
fissiondensityhave converged,the iterationlimit is changed to IFXMF
if IFXMF > O. Fluenceiterationsproceeduntil the time TMAX is
exceeded,the iterationlimit is exceeded,or convergenceis reached.
Fluence convergencehas not been reached if:

° Pointwisefluenceconvergencehas not been reached;
i.e., EPP > 0 and:

¢. _ ¢.,1
_P "J'g "J'g W,.: > EPO

n * fluence iterationindex

Where Wi,j is the value of the importancefunction (24* array) for the
position i,j if IEPSBZ > O, and otherwise 1.0. The largest(e for any
group after the last fluence iterationis called "group convergence,"
(G

®
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, Volumetric fluence convergence has not been reached; 0i.e., EPV > 0 and:

n n--]

tj3
> EPV

F, w,,i, . 1,3,g

Fluences less than FLXMIN are not considered in the tests. This
prevents values near zero, which are badly affectedby roundoff, from
thwartingconvergence. FLXMIN also is used as a minimum coarse-mesh
fluence by the fluenceaccelerationroutines,preventingsimilar
degeneracythere.

a.5.8 Search Strategy

The searches proceed by successiveadjustmentof the eigenvalue,EV. EV
is constrainedto be positive,and extensivechecks prevent oscillation
and overextrapolation. Each search seeks a value of EV which adjusts
Keffto an input value, EKOBJ. EV is used to adjust the system
parametersas follows:

* EV 0B search" (DBZ)eff - (DB2)input

C search" (C)eff- (C)in_ut*(l+ f(EV - l))

To adjustmaterial m in this way, an entry is made
in the mixing table:

105 115 12"

m m f

D search" (Ad),ff= (Ad)input*(l+ f(EV - I))

Here, d representseither dimensionand f is the
superzonesearch fraction input (18" or 19" array)

The initialestimate of EV is EVI. Defining search convergenceas"

COI_VSR= (KW- EKOBJ)/KW

Q



and eigenvalueconvergenceas:

CVK: (KN - KN'I)/KN

the initialvalue of EV is used until'

CVK < EVTH*max(EPS,min(O.I,CONVSR))

The second value of EV is determinedby linear extrapolationif EVDELK
- O, using the input value of eigenvaluedependenceon K, DEVDKI. If
EVDELK_ O, the second EV is"

EVI ± EVDELK

where the sign of DEVDKI is used to determinethe correct step
direction. Subsequentvalues of EV are obtained by nonlinear
interpolationif possible,and linear when nonlinearfails.

Each new value of EV is constrainedto the range betweenEV*EVCHM and

EV/EVCHM. EV is always limitedto the range betweenEVI*EVMAX andEVl/EVMAX. If EV moves to its limit and stays there, or if K exceeds
the range between EKOBJ+EVKMAXand EKOBJ-EVKMAX,the search is stopped.

4,5.9 Upscatter Rebalance

If upscatteris present in a problem, upscatterrebalanceis performed
after source iteration2 and successive iterations. All fluenceswithin
the upscatterenergy range are multiplied by a factor DVUPS"

DVUPS- UPSS/(UPSS- (UPSP - UPS))

where: IGUPS : first group irlto which upscatter is non-zero
UPS: previous upscatter sum

UPSP= new upscatter sum
UPSS= sum of all scatter into groups m IGUPS

from groups < IGUPS

This factor is applied to fluences for all energy groups _ IGUPS,
bringing the system into global balance. This procedure is usually
helpful, and has not been observed to cause erratic behavior. The value
of (u : DVUPS-I is printed in the output data as upscatter convergence.
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4.5.10 Fission Rescaling

An approach analogous to upscatter rebalance is used when a fixed source
is used with a multiplying medium. In these cases, fluences for all
energy groups are multiplied by FSNORM:

FSNORM - FXSUM/(FXSUM- (SRNEW - FSOLD))

where: FXSUM = total fixed source
SRNEW : new fission source estimate
FSOLD - previousfission sourceestimate

Since the upscatterrebalanceis appliedbefore fission sums are
calculated,there is no conflict betweenthese procedures,and one
supplementsthe other.

4.5.11 FissionExtrapolation

After these rebalanceand rescalingprocedures,a feature is providedto
use a fixed fissionaccelerationfactor:

(FSNIJ)extrap: (FSNIJ)catc+ f[(FSNIJ)catc- (FSOIJ)finat] e

where: FSNIJ = new fissiondistribution
FSOIJ = previousfissiondistribution

f = FSNACC,an input parameter,adjusteddownward as
necessaryto insure that no fissionvalue is changed
more than 20%

No extrapolationof fluences is attemptedwith this procedure. Tests
have shown that reasonablychosen values of FSNACC speed the convergence
of certain problems,especiallyM calculations,and cause oscillationin
others. Its use is not generallyrecommended. The option of FSNACC has
been removed from DORT.

4.5.]2 Error-ModeExtrapolation

To accomplisherror-modeextrapolation,DORT accumulatesthe sum FERAH
and the eigenvalueestimate _"

FERAH : Sl(FSNIJ)ex,rsp- (FSOIJ)ex,r.pl

= (FERAH)_w/(FER/_H)previou_

Q
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and an error-mode removal parameter 0:

e = /

When estimatesof e in three successiveiterationsare in fractional
agreementwithin EXTRCV,the fission is extrapolatedaccording'to:

(FSNIJ)fI_L- (FSNIJ)extrap+ O'[(FSNIJ)extr,p" (FSOIJ)fln,t]

where O' is e adjustedso that the fissiondensity will change by no
more than ISORMINI, where SORMIN is a input value. The fluences are
similarlyextrapolatedby the factor 0','with each fluence limitedby
the ISORMINI ratio.

Tests show this procedureto be safe and effective, lt is compatib]e
with upscatterrebalanceand can be used togetherwith fission
rescaling.

If fission rescalingis not used, O, in certain cases, may be 100 or
larger. In such cases,single-precisionIBM calculationsmay not be
sufficient to providea stable value of e, and so the extrapolationis

not effective, lower e in such toRescalingmay cases a manageable
value, i.e., to 25 or less.

As a counter example,if a system is driven'by a source at its
periphery, the unmultipliedfluencedue to the source is so differentin
shape fFom the final fluencesolutionthat fissionrescalingmay slow or
thwart convergence. A negative value of SORMIN must be used in such
cases, so that fissionrescaling is disabled.

4.5.13 Fluence IterationAcceleration

Five types of fluenceiterationaccelerationcan be selected"

IACC KALF Result

0 any Groupwise rebalance
I 0 Diffusionacceleration,corner mesh
I I Diffusionacceleration,centered mesh
2 0 (Conventional)Partialcurrent

rebalance,J stabilized
2 1 (Conventional)Partialcurrent

rebalance,@ stabilized

0
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Corner-meshdiffusionacceleration(CNRDA) is usuallybest for "normal" 0
problems. High-energyneutrongroups in problemshaving complex
geometrymay be better solved by partial-currentrebalance (PCR). The
choices of stabilizationwith PCR are of roughlyequal merit, in the
case of problems having two facing reflectedor periodicboundaries,
such as cell or RB problems,it is often helpfulto use the coarse-mesh
feature to specify only one intervalin the reflected(or periodic)
direction,and to specifyPCR. (In such a case, the code will arrange
one intervalas a default unless the 85"/86" array is entered
explicitly.)

All of the fluence iterationaccelerationschemesexcept the groupwise
rebalancerequire the performanceof a certainnumber of rebalance
iterationsafter each fluence iteration. Default input parameters
constrainthis number between4 and 50 (INTSCLand ITMSCL). In I-D
problems,or if the coarse mesh has only I intervalin either direction,
INTSCL- I is appropriate. In K calculationsand searches,a lower
value of ITMSCL (e.g.,8) can loweY"costs. Within the iterationlimits,
the iterationsare terminatedwhen:

d3K-1

MAX ¢ -
< CONSCL

where K is the iterationindex.

If the upper iterationlimit is reachedwithout satisfyingCONSCL, the
improveddata are accepted for use if'convergencehas reached CONACC.
Otherwise, unaccelerateddata are used.

lt Is often effective to make CONSCL less than EPP by roughly a factor
of 10, and to leave CONACC at its defaultvalue. Other combinationsare
often used, however.

If IBFSCL > O, rebalance iterationsare bypassedon the first fluence
iterationof the first source iteration. This sometimessaves CPU time
on very difficultproblems,and sometimespreventscertaintypes of
early iterationfailure. On less difficultproblems,especiallythose
using diffusion acceleration,it may lower efficiencyslightly.

If WSOLOI > O, fluence accelerationwill not be performedon those
energy groups for which, for all materialsof a problem:

as/a T < WSOLOI

lhis can save unneeded CPU effort without impairingconvergencerate.

0
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O 4.5.14 Stabilization

The partial-currentrebalancemethod requires choice of a "stabilization
factor,"F. The effect of this factor is to adjust the rebalancematrix
in such a way as to insurepositive factors if F > 1.0. The user inputs
an initialvalue, WSOLCN, and an increment,WSOLII. If WSOLII > O, F is
increasedby WSOLII after each rebalance. If WSOLII < O, F is increased
by IWSOLIIIonly when incipientoscillationis detected.

The choice of these factors has a very large effect on the running time
of difficult problems. Somecombinations are shown in Table 4-2. If
diffusion acceleration can be used, this difficult choice is avoided.

Table 4-2. TypicalStabilizationValues
I .n ..-- I I nnnln I III II

WSOLCN WSOLI I Comment!s
1.0 0 Satisfactory for many well-behaved core

problems which are probably better
solved by diffusion acceleration.

1.0 1.0 Satisfactory for many difficult fixed.-
sourceproblems

O 4.0 1.0 One solver of very difficultproblem
uses this

1.0 -1.5 This may be a "best-buy"single choice.
I III I IIIII III II I I

4.5.15 Input Source and FluenceSpecification

For Keffand configurationsearch problems,the initialsource is
generatedinternallybased on the fissioncross sectionsand the fluence
guess. For fixed-sourceproblems,the user must supply an external
source of particles. This can be done by supplyingan external source
file containingan internalor externalboundary source,a distributed
source,or a first-collisionsource. The external boundary source and
distributedsource can be generatedinternallyby card-image input in a
few simple cases. At least one non-zero source type must always be
supplied.

An external boundary source is indicatedby the approFriatechoice of
boundarycondition. If input parameterNTBSI > O, the logical unit
NTBSI is to contain the information. Otherwise, it is to be found in
the card-image input. Formatsfor these inputs are explainedelsewhere

e in this region.
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A distributedsource is to be suppliedon logical unit NTDSI ifNTDSI >
0 and INPSRM- O. If INPSRM > O, NTDSI must point to a scratchdevice
onto which a sourcegeneratedfrom card imageswill be placed.

A first-collisionsource is to be suppliedon NTFCI if NTFCl > O. This
source is simply a specialtype of distributedsource, and is specified
by a specialtype of distributedsource file format. In such a case,
the file also gives the "uncollidedfluence"the scatteringof which
will lead to the source. This fluence is added to the fluence
calculated by the code in some of the output results. (lt is Subtracted
from a fluenceguess on NTFLX, if any.)

Internal boundarysourcesare indicatedby NJNTSR > 0 and/or NINTSR > O.
In these cases, internalboundariesare specifiedin the 14" and 15"
arrays at which sources input from logicalunit NTIBI are located.

In principle,severaltypes of sourcescan coexist. Little actual
experience is availablein these areas, however, and such resultsshould
be carefullychecked.

4 If KTYPE > O, a non-zero fluenceguess is always required. If NTFLX > 0
and INPFXM = O, the fluence is to be suppliedon 'logicalunit NTFLX. If
INPFXM > O, the fluenceguess is to be generatedfrom card images.
Problemswith KTYPE = 0 are usually startedwithout a fluence guess,
unless the problemhas been partially solved in a previous execution.

Q
4.5.16 Key FluenceMonitoring

In many cases, the convergenceof all of the fluencedata is of less
interestthan convergenceof one or a few key fluences. If KEYJN > 0
and KEYIN > O, the value of a single key fluencewill be printed in the
fluence-iterationmonitorline. If not, the position of maximum fluence
change at the second fluence iterationwill be so monitored. In
addition,an arbitraryarray of key fluencescan be specifiedby
adjustingNKEYFX. If desired, these fluencescan be printed only after
the convergenceof each energy group.

4.5.17 Energy Boundary Input

The energy boundariesare used only for transfer to the output files.
They may be ignoredfor most applications. The ordering is:
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Neutron Ptmoton

Combined Neutron-Photon Only Onlz."

o '

E_Ax1
I
1
I
I
I

E_fAX/last neutron group) E_ E_,_'UT_

bl 0

E_+Al_(t'irstphotongroup)

E_(last photon group)

4.5.18 Fluence ExtrapolationModel

The choice of mode can have a importantinfluenceon both CPU time
requirementsand the accuracyof the solutions. In general, the O-
weighted model gives reasonableresultsfor a wide range of problems.
The linear-zeromodel is similarto the tried-and-provenmethod used in
TWOTRAN..II.lt gives well-acceptedand rapid solutionsto problemssuch
as a reactor core not containingsevere heterogeneities, lt will often
fail to conwerge or give inaccurateresultsfor difficultdeep
penetrationproblems,however. The ordinaryweighted model almost
always convergesbetter than the other models. Its results are usually
not suitable for Keffcalculations,but it is used exclusivelyby many
deep-penetrationanalysts.0
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4.5.19 Alternate Zone Map Input qlP

An alternate"combinatorial-geometry"option 'isavailable. Rather than
the usual B$ description,supply the following:

-zl ii Jl 11 Jt

-z2 i2 J2 12 J2

etc.

FO

Each set of five integerscontains:

-z: The zone number,tagged with a negative

! ] Indicesof lower, lefthandcorner of zone in
3 zone map

I Indicesof upper, righthandcorner'of zone in
J ] zone map

e
As many descriptorsas requiredto a limit of IMSJM are used, and tile
remainderof the array is filledwith O. Zones can be overlaid as
desired. This type of 85 array must not be intermingledwith the
traditionaltype within a given problem. When used with variable mesh,
the zones are understoodto be cylindricalin space, althoughthey may
be discontinuousin the zone map printout.

4.5.20 Notes On DORT Mesh For An Air-Over-GroundProblem

When settingup an air-over-groundDORT problem,both radial and axial
mesh near'the source must be chosen to restrict I/R2 attenuationbetween
boundariesto about a factorof 2. In the sample problemgiven 'in
below, a basic 100..cmexclusionradius is used, and only one interval is
needed within that. Then, mesh is chosen such that:

Ri = Ro + di.1 (i=I, 2, .....)

di = di.I + ad

ad = _di.I or in other words, so that no ri is more than
I+_ times di.I. 0 < _ ._]

(A-_ of .3 is a good choice for all air-over-groundproblems.)
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Table 4-3 shows the radialmesh, where Ro=O, do-t00,and _=0.3. When
the calculatedAd exceeds 3000, 3000 should be used. The same approach
is used above the source,as shown in Table 4-4, The mesh downward from
the source (Table4-5) is begun the same way, but it will meet the mesh
upward from the ground (Table4-6).

The basic mesh upward from tileground uses a larger value of do, and
proceedsupward until the Ad it predictsis larger than AT predictedby
the downward mesh. Thetwo sets are joined at 6500 in this
illustration,a compromisebetween6096 and 6943. In the actual
problem,additional intervalsare added below 550 to accountfor ground
effects. A small intervalnear the vehiclemay be desired, also.
Meshes for other source heightscan be deduced from this illustration.

Table 4-3. Radial mesh Table 4-4. Mesh upward
away from source, from source.

...... m . I ' '.' """ '"' L_ I II IIIIII ' _ I

R _d d ' Z Ad d

0 - 100 12,750 - 100
100 30 130 12,850 30 130

130 39 169 12,880 39 169• 169 51 220 12,919 51 220
220 66 286 12,970 66 286
286 86 371 13,036 86 371

' 371 111 483 13,121 111 483
483 145 627 13,233 145 627
627 188 816 13,377 188 816
816 245 1,060 13,566 245 1,060

1,060 310 1,379 13,810 310 1,379
1,379 414 1,792 14,129 414 1,792
1,792 538 2,330 14,542 538 2,330
2,330 699 3,029 15,080 699 3,029
3,029 909 3,937 15,779 909 3,937
3,937 1,181 5,119 16,687 1,181 5,119
5,119 1,536 6,654 17,869 1,536 6,654
6,654 1,996 8,650 19,404 1,996 8,650
8,650 2,595 11,246 21,400 2,595 11,246
11,246 3,374 14,619 23,996 3,374 14,619

............. _ _IL . Ill . I mll II II
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Table 4-5. Mesh downward Table 4-6. Mesh upward

from source, from ground.
ii IIII I , III ' II II I ........ II ............ II

Z Ad d Z _d d

12,750 - -I00 50 - 500
12,650 -30 -130 550 150 650
12,620 -39 -169 '700 195 845
12,581 -51 -220 895 254 1,098
12,530 -66 -286 1,148 330 1,428
12,464 -86 -371 1,478 428 1,856
12,379 -111 -.483 1,906 557 2,413
12,267 -145 -627 2,463 724 3,137
12,113 -188 -816 3,187 941 4,079
11,934 -245 -1,060 4,128 1,224 5,302
11,690 -3]8 -1,379 5,352 i,591 6,893
11,371 -414 -1,792 +6,943 2,068 8,961
10,958 ..538 -2,330
10,420 -699 -3,029 9,011 2.,688 11,649
9,721 -909 -3,937 11,699 3,495 15,144
8,813 -1,181 -5,119 _.... '
7,631 -1,536 -6,654

+6,096 -1,996 -8,650
...,w..

4,100 "2,595 -11,426
.II ' .........

lIP

4.6 DORTINPUT ANDOUTPUTFILE FORMATS

The DORT user input and output data files are expressed in formats
designed accordingto recommendationsof DOE's Committeeon Computer
Code Coordination(CCCC).17 The particularfiles and which format they
use are listed in Section4.7. Two exceptions,retained for backward
compatibility,are an optional capabilityto process a "GIP" cross
section input file and to producea "DOT Angular FluenceTape" as
output.

The GIP file is defined exactly as the recordslabeled "CROSS SECTION
DATA" in the ORDOSW file (of which only the cross-sectionportion is
listed), and has no other record types. The "DOT Ill Angular Fluence
Tape" is defined in the DOT III User's Manual,12and is simulatedby
DORT as accuratelyas possible. The user shouldconsult Reference 14
for the full descriptionof the ORDOSW file.
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0
C -VSORO010
C VSORO020
************************************************************************
C REVISED10 NOV 76 -VSORO040
C -VSORO050
CF VARSOR -VSORO060
CE VARIABLEMESHSOURCEMOMENTDATA -VSORO070
C -VSORO080
************************************************************************
C VSOR0100
CD ORDEROF GROUPSIS BY DECREASINGENERGY VSOR0110
CD I IS THE FIRST-DIMENSIONINDEX VSOR0120
CD J IS THE SECOND-DIMENSIONINDEX VSOR0130
CD JM=l FOR I-DIMENSIONALGEOMETRY VSOR0140
CD IF ISOP.GT.O,SOURCEIS FIRST-COLLISIONTYPE VSOR0150
C VSOR0160
C.....................................................................VSOR0170
CS FILESTRUCTURE -VSOR0180
CS -VSOR0190
CS RECORDTYPE PRESENTIF -VSOR0200
CS -VSOR0210
CS FILE IDENTIFICATION ALWAYS -VSOR0220
CS FILELABEL ALWAYS -VSOR0230
CS FILECONTROL ALWAYS -VSOR0240

CS FILEINTEGER PARAMETERS ALWAYS -.VSOR0250CS -VSOR0260
CS *********************OVERALL GROUPS) -VSOR0270
CS * SOURCEMOMENTS ALWAYS -VSOR0280
CS **************** -VSOR0290
C -VSOR0300
CS *********************OVERALL GROUPS) -VSOR0310
CS * SCALARUNCOLLIDEDFLUX ISOP.GT.O -VSOR0320
CS **************** -VSOR0330
C -VSOR0340
C..................................................................VSOR0350
C VSOR0360
C VSOR0370
C...................................................................VSOR0380
CR FILE IDENTIFICATION .-VSOR0390
C -VSOR0400
CL HNAME,(HUSE(1),I=I,2),IVERS -VSOR0410
C ..VSOR0420
CW I+3*MULT=NUMBEROF WORDS -VSOR0430
C -VSOR0440
CD HNAME HOLLERITHFILENAME - VARSOR - (A6) -VSOR0450
CD HUSE(1) HOLLERITHUSER IDENTIFICAIION- (A6) -VSOR0460
CD IVERS FILEVERSIONNUMBER -VSOR0470
CD MULT DOUBLEPRECISIONPARANETER -VSOR0480
CD I- A6 WORD IS SINGLEWORD -VSOR0490

CD 2- A6 WORD IS DOUBLEPRECISIONWORD -VSOR0500C -VSOR0510
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C VSOR0520 0
C VSOR0530
C VSOR0540
C..................................... VSOR5550
C -VSOR0560
CR FILE LABEL VSOR0570
C --VSOR0580
CL DATE,USER,CHARGE,CASE,TIME,(TITL(1),I=I,12) -VSOR0590
C -VSOR0600
CW 17*MULT=NUMBEROF WORDS -VSOR0610
C --VSOR0620
CD DATE AS PROVIDED BY TIMER OPTION 4 - (A6) -VSOR0630
CD USER AS PROVIDEDBY TIMER OPTION 5 - (A6) -VSOR0640
CD CHARGE AS PROVIDEDBY TIMER OPTION 6 - (A6) -VSOR0650
CD CASE AS PROVIDEDBY TIMER OPTION 7 - (A6) -VSOR0660
CD TIME AS PROVIDEDBY TIMER OPTION 8 - (A6) -VSOR0670
CD TITL(1) TITLE PROVIDEDBY USER - (A6) -VSOR0680
C -VSOR0690
C -VSOR0700
C VSOR0710
C VSOR0720
C ' VSOR0730
CR FILE CONTROL VSOR0740
C -VSOR0750
CD IGM,NEUT.JM,LM,IMA,MMA,ISM_IMSISM,ISOP,(IDUM(N),N=I,16) -VSOR0760

C -VSOR0770 0CW 25=NUMBER OF WORDS -VSOR0780
C -VSOR0790
CD IGM NUMBER OF ENERGY GROUPS -VSOR0800
CD NEUT LAST NEUTRONGROUP -VSOR0810
CD (IGM IF ALL NEUTRONS,0 IF ALL GAMMA) -VSOR0820
CD JM NUMBER OF SECOND-DIMENSION(J) INTERVALS -VSOR0830
CD LM MAXIMUM LENGTHOF MOMENT EXPANSION -VSOR0840
CD IMA MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FIRST-DIMENSIONINTERVALS-VSOR0850
CD MMA NUMBER OF BOUNDARYDIRECTIONS -VSOR0860
CD ISM NUMBER OF I-BOUNDARYSETS -VSOR0870
CD IMSISM TOTAL NUMBER OF I-INTERVALS,ALL I-SETS -VSOR0880
CD ISOP UNCOLLIDEDFLUX FLAG -VSOR0890
CD 0 - NO UNCOLLIDEDFLUX RECORDS PRESENT -VSOR0900
CD I - UNCOLLIDEDFLUX RECORDSPRESENT -VSOR0910
CD IDUM(1) ARRAY SET TO 0 -VSOR0920
C -VSOR0930
C...................................................... VSOR0940
C VSOR0950
C VSOR0960
C..................................................................VSOR0970
CR FILE INTEGERPARAMETERS -VSOR0980
C -VSORO990
CL (LMBIG(IG),IG=i,IGM), -VSORIO00
CL *(IMBIS(IS),IS=l,ISM),(ISET(J)_J=l,JM) -VSORI010

C -VSORI020 0CW IGM+ISM+JM=NUMBEROF WORDS -VSORI030
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C -VSORI040
CD LMBIG(IG) LENGTH OF MOMENT EXPANSIONFOR GROUP IG -VSORI050
CD IMBIS(IS) NUMBER OF INTERVALSIN ISET IS -VSORI060
CD ISET(J) I-SET ASSIGNEDTO INTERVALJ -VSORI070
C -VSORIO80
C- -VSORI090
C VSOR1100
C VSOR1110
C -VSOR1120
CR SOURCE MOMENTS VSOR1130
C -VSOR1140

CL ((SORM(I,L),I=I,IMS),L=I,LMS) -VSOR1150
C -VSORII60
CW IMS*LMS=NUMBEROF WORDS -VSOR1170
C -VSOR1180
C DO I J=I,JM -VSOR1190
C I READ(N) *LIST AS ABOVE* -VSOR1200
C -VSOR1210
CD .SORM SOURCE BY INTERVALAND MOMENT INDEX -VSOR1220
CD IMS IMBIS(IS)FOR IS CORRESPONDINGTO J -VSOR1230
CD LMS LMBIG(IG) -VSOR1240
C -VSOR1250
C -VSOR1260
C VSOR1270
C VSOR1280

C........... VSOR1290CR SCALAR UNCOLLIDEDFLUX -VSOR1300
C -VSOR1310
CL (FLUM(I),I=l,IMS) -VSOR1320
C -VSOR1330
CW IMS=NUMBEROF WORDS -VSOR1340
C -VSOR1350
C DO I J=I,JM -VSOR1360
C I READ(N) *LIST AS ABOVE* -VSOR1370
C -VSORI3BO
CD FLUX UNCOLLIDEDFLUX BY IN'FERVAL -VSOR1390
C -VSOR1400
C............................................ VSORI410
C VSOR1420
C VSOR1430
C VSOR1440
C VSOR1450
C END VSOR1460
C -VRFLO010
C VRFLO020
**************************************************************************
C REVISED 10 NOV 76 -VRFLO040
C -VRFLO050
CF VARFLM -VRFLO060
CE VARIABLE MESH FLUX MOMENT DATA WITH BOUNDARY FLUXES -VRFLO070

C -VRFLO080
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************************************************************************* 0
C VRFL0100
CD ORDEROF GROUPSIS BY DECREASINGENERGY VRFL0110
CD I IS THE FIRST-DIMENSIONINDEX VRFL0120
CD J IS THE SECOND-DIMENSIONINDEX VRFL0130
CD JM=I FORI-DIMENSIONALGEOMETRY VRFL0140
C VRFLOI50
C VRFL0160
CS FILE STRUCTURE -VRFL0170
CS -VRFL0180
CS RECORDTYPE PRESENTIF -VRFL0190
CS VRFL0200
CS FILE IDENTIFICATION ALWAYS -VRFL0210
CS FILE LABEL ALWAYS -VRFL0220
CS FILE CONTROL ALWAYS -VRFL0230
CS FILE INTEGERPARAMETERS ALWAYS -VRFL0240
CS FILE REAL PARAMETERS ALWAYS -VRFL0250
CS -VRFL0270
CS ********************* OVERALL GROUPS) -VRFL0280
CS * FLUX MOMENTS ALWAYS -VRFL0290
CS * BOUNDARYDIRECTIONALFLUX ALWAYS -VRFL0300
CS **************** -VRFL0310
C VRFL0320
C VRFL0330
C VRFL0340

C VRFL0350 0C -VRFL0360
CR FILE IDENTIFICATION -VRFL0370
C -VRFL0380
CL HNAME,(HUSE(1),I=I,2),IVERS -VRFL0390
C -VRFL0400
CW I+3*MULT:NUMBEROF WORDS -VRFL0410
C -VRFL0420
CD HNAME HOLLERITHFILE NAMEVARFLM - (A6) -VRFL0430
CD HUSE(1) HOLLERITHUSERIDENTIFICATION - (A6) -VRFL0440
CD IVERS FILE VERSIONNUMBER -VRFL0450
CD MULT DOUBLEPRECISIONPARAMETER -VRFL0460
CD I- A6 WORDIS SINGLEWORD -VRFL0470
CD 2- A6 WORDIS DOUBLEPRECISIONWORD -VRFL0480
C VRFL0490
C................................................... VRFL0500
C VRFL0510
C VRFL0520
C VRFL0530
C -VRFL.0540
CR FILE LABEL -VRFL0550
C -VRFL0560
CL DATE,USER,CHARGE,CASE,TIME,(TITL(1),I:],12) -VRFL0570
C -VRFL0580
CW 17*MULl:NUMBEROF WORDS -VRFL0590

C -VRFL0600 0
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CD DATE AS PROVIDEDBY TIMER OPTION 4 - (A6) -VRFL0610
CD USER AS PROVIDEDBY TIMER OPTION 5 - (A6) -VRFL0620
CD CHARGE AS PROVIDEDBY TIMER OPTION 6 - (A6) -VRFL0630
CD CASE AS PROVIDEDBY TIMER OPTION 7 - (A6) -VRFL0640
CD TIME AS PROVIDEDBY TIMER OPTION 8 - (A6) -VRFL0650
CD TITL(1) TITLE PROVIDEDBY USER - (A6) -VRFL0660
C -VRFL0670
C VRFLO6BO
C VRFL0690
C VRFL0700
C - VRFL0710
CR FILE CONTROL -VRFL0720
C -VRFL0730
CD IGM,NEUT,JM,LM,IMA,MMA,ISM,IMSISM,ISBT,ITER,(IDUM(N),N=I,15)-VRFL0740
C -VRFL0750
CW 25=NUMBEROF WORDS -VRFL0760
C -VRFL0770
CD IGM NUMDEROF ENERGY GROUPS -VRFL0780
CD NEUT LAST NEUTRONGROUP -VRFL0790
CD (IGM IF ALL NEUTRONS,0 IF ALL GAMMAS) -VRFLOBO0
CD JM NUMBEROF SECOND-DIMENSION(J) INTERVALS -VRFLOBIO
CD LM MAXIMUMLENGTH OF MOMENT EXPANSION -VRFL0820
CD IMA MAXIMUMNUMBER OF FIRST-DIMENSIONINTERVALS-VRFL0830
CD MMA NUMBEROF BOUNDARYDIRECTIONS -VRFL0840
CD ISM NUMBEROF I-BOUNDARYSETS -VRFL0850

CD IMSISM TOTAL NUMBEROF I-INTERVALS,ALL I-SETS -VRFL0860
CD ISBT I-SET FOR SYSTEM BOUNDARIES -VRFL0870
CD IIER OUTER ITERATIONNUMBER AT WHICH FLUX WAS -VRFL0880
CD WRITTEN" -VRFL0890
CD IDUM(1) ARRAY SET TO 0 -VRFL0900
C -VRFL0910
C...................................................................VRFL0920
C VRFL0930
C VRFL0940
C -VRFL0950
CR FILE INTEGERPARAMETERS -VRFL0960
C -VRFL0970
CL (LMBIG(IG),IG=I,IGM), -VRFL.0980
CL *(IMBIS(IS),IS=I,ISM),(ISET(J),j=I,JM) -VRFL0990
C -VRFLIO00
CW IGM+'ISM+JM=NUMBEROF WORDS -VRFLI010
C -VRFLI020
CD LMBIG(IG) LENGTHOF MOMENT EXPANSIONFOR GROUP IG -VRFLI030
CD IMBIS(IS) NUMBEROF INTERVALSIN ISET IS -VRFLI040
CD ISET(J) I-SETASSIGNED TO INTERVALJ -VRFLI050
C -VRFLI060
C..................................'.................................VRFLI070
C '_ ... VRFLI080
C VRFLI090
C VRFL]IO0

CR FILE REAL PARAMETERS -VRFL1110C -VRFL1120
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A
CL (Z(J),J=I,JMI),((R(I,IS),I_I,IMI),IS_I,ISM), -VRFL1130
CL *(ENER(IG),IG=I,IGM),EMIN,ENEUT,EV,DEVDK,EFFK,POWER, -VRFL1140
CL *(DUMRL(1),I=I,13) -VRFL1150
C -VRFL1160
CW JM+IMSISM+ISM+IGM+20=NUMBEROF WORDS -VRFL1170
C -VRFL1180

CD Z(J) J-INTERVAL BOUNDARIES -VRFL1190
CD R{I,IS) I-INTERVALBOUNDARIESFOR I-SET I -VRFL1200
CD ENER(IG) TOP ENERGY BOUNDARYOF GROUP IG -VRFL1210
CD EMIN BOTTOM ENERGY BOUNDARYOF GROUP IGM -VRFL1220
CD ENEUT BOTTOM ENERGY BOUNDARYOF GROUP NEUT -VRFL1230
CD (0 IF NEUT=O*) -VRFL1240
CD EV EIGENVALUE -VRFL1250
CD DEVDK DERIVATIVEOF EV VS. EFFK -VRFL1260
CD EFFK EFFECTIVEMULTIPLICATIONFACTOR -VRFL1270
CD POWER POWER (WATTS)TO WHICH FLUX TS NORMALIZED -VRFL1280
CD DUMRL ARRAY SET TO 0 -VRFL1290
CD JMI JM+l -VRFL1300
CD IMI IMBIS(IS)+I -VRFL1310
C -VRFL1320
C.................. VRFL1330
C VRFL1340
C VRFL1350
C VRFL1360
C VRFL1370

C -VRFL1380 0CR FLUX MOMENTS -VRFLI390
C -VRFL1400

CL ((FLUM(I,L),I=I,IMS),L=I,LMS) -VRFL1410
C -VRFL1420
CW IMS*LMS=NUMBEROF WORDS -VRFL1430
C -VRFL1440
C DO I J=I,JM -VRFL1450
C I READ(N) *LIST AS ABOVE* -VRFL1460
C -VRFL1470
CD FLUM FLUX BY INTERVALAND MOMENT INDEX -VRFLI4BO
CD IMS IMBIS(IS)FOR IS CORRESPONDINGTO J -VRFL1490
CD LMS LMBIG(IG) -VRFLISO0
C -VRFL1510
C....................... VRFL!520
C VRFL1530
C VRFL1540
C .......VRFL1550
CR BOUNDARYDIRECTIONALFLUX -VRFL1560
C -.VRFL1570
CL ((FIO(M,J),M:I,MMA),J=I,JM),((FJO(M,I),M=I,MMA),I=I,IMB) -VRFL1580
C -VRFL1590
CW MMA*(JM+IMB)=NUMBEROF WORDS -VRFL1600
C -VRFL1610
CD FIO DIRECTIONALFLUX OUTGOING BY DIRECTIONAND -.VRFL1620
CD J-INTERVAL -VRFL1630

W
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CD FJO DIRECTIONALFLUX OUTGOINGBY DIRECTIONAND -VRFL1640
CD I-INTERVAL.FJO_O FOR A I-D GEOMETRY -VRFL1650
CD IMB IMBIS(IS)FOR IS CORRESPONDINGTO ISBT -VRFL1660
C -VRFL1670
C............................................ VRFLI680
C VRFLI6gO
C VRFL1700
C VRFL1710
C VRFL1720
C END VRFL1730
C -BNDSO01O
************************************************************************
C PROPOSED 8 OCT 76 -BNDSOO3O
C -BNDSOO4O
CF BNDRYS -BNDSO05O
CE MULTIPLEBOUNDARY SOURCE DATA -BNDSO06O
C -BNDSO070
************************************************************************
C BNDSOO9O
CD ORDER OF GROUPS IS BY DECREASINGENERGY BNDSOIOO
CD I IS THE FIRST-DIMENSIONINDEX BNDSOI10
CD J IS THE SECOND-DIMENSIONINDEX BNDSO120
CD JM=I FOR I-DIMENSIONALGEOMETRY BNDSO130
CD NINTSR=NJNTSR=IFOR EXTERNALBOUNDARY DATA, BNDSO140
CD AND Z(1)=R(1)_OIN THAT CASE BNDSOISO
C BNDSO160
C BNDSO170
CS FILE STRUCTURE -BNDSO180
CS -BNDSO190
CS RECORD TYPE PRESENT IF -BNDSO200
CS -_ -BNDSO210
CS FILE IDENTIFICATION ALWAYS -BNDS0220
CS FILE LABEL ALWAYS -BNDSO230
CS FILE CONTROL ALWAYS -BNDSO240
CS MESH DESCRIPTION ALWAYS -BNDSO250
CS -BNDS0260
CS *********************OVER ALL GROUPS) -BNDS0270
CS * I-BOUNDARYDIRECTIONALSOURCE NINTSR.GT.O -BNDSO2*O
CS * J-BOUNDARYDIRECTIONALSOURCE NJNTSR.GT.O -BNDS*290
CS **************** -BNDSO300
C -BNDSO310
C BNDSO320
C BNDSO330
C BNDSO340
C BNDSO350
CR FILE IDENTIFICATION -BNDSO360
C -BNDSO370
CL HNAME,(HUSE(1),I=I,2),IVERS -BNDSO380
C -BNDSO390
CW I+3*MULT=NUMBEROF WORDS -BNDSO4OO

Q * -BNDSO410
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A

CD HNAME HOLLERITHFILE NAME - BNDRYS - (A6) -BNDS0420
CD HUSE(1) HOLLERITHUSER IDENTIFICATION - (A6) -BNDS0430
CD IVERS FILE VERSIONNUMBER -BNDS0440
CD MULT DOUBLE PRECISIONPARAMETER _BNDS0450
CD 1- A6 WORD IS SINGLE WORD -BNDS0460
CD 2- A6 WORD IS DOUBLE PRECISIONWORD -BNDS0470
C -BNDS0480
C BNDS0490
C BNDS0500
C BNDS0510
C BNDS0520
CR FILE LABEL -BNDS0530
C -BNDS0540
CL DATE,USER,CHARGE,CASE,TIME,(TITL(1),I=I,12) -BNDS0550
C -BNDS0560
CW 17*MULT=NUMBEROF WORDS -BNDS0570
C -BNDS0580

CD DATE AS PROVIDEDBY TIMER OPTION 4 - (A6) -BNDS0590
CD USER AS PROVIDEDBY TIMER OPTION 5 - (A6) -BNDS0600
CD CRARGE AS PROVIDEDBY TIMER OPTION 6 - (A6) -BNDS0610
CD CASE AS PROVIDEDBY TIMER OPTION 7 - (A6) -BNDS0620
CD TIME AS PROVIDEDBY TIMER OPTION 8 - (A6) -BNDS0630
CD TITL(1) TITLE PROVIDEDBY USER (A6) -BNDS0640
C -BNDS0650
C.............. BNDS0660
C BNDS0670
C BNDSO6BO 0
C BNDS0690
CR FILE CONTROL -BNDS0700
C -BNDS0710
CL IGM,JM,IMA,MMA,NINTSR,NJNTSR,(IDUM(1),I=I,19) -BNDS0720
C -BNDS0730
CW 25=NUMBEROF WORDS -BNDS0740
C -BNDS0750
CD IGM NUMBER OF ENERGY GROUPS -BNDS0760
CD JM NUMBER OF SECOND-DIMENSION(J) INTERVALS -BNDS0770
CD IMA NUMBER OF FIRST-DIMENSIONINTERVALS -BNDS0780
CD MMA NUMBER OF BOUNDARYDIRECTIONS -BNDS0790
CD NINTSR NUMBEROF I-BOUNDARYSOURCES -BNDS0800
CD NJNTSR NUMBEROF J-BOUNDARY SOURCES -BNDSO810
CD IDUM(1) ARRAY SET TO 0 -BNDS0820
C -BNDS0830
C.................................................................BNDS0840
C BNDS0850
C BNDSO860
C--,................................................................BNDS0870
CR MESH DESCRIPTION -BNDS0880
C -BNDS0890
CL (Z(J),J=I,NJNTSR),(R(1),I=I,NINTSR) -BNDS0900
C -BNDS0910
CW JM+IMA=NUMBEROF WORDS -BNDS0920

C -,BNDS0930 0



CD Z(J) POSITIONFROM WHICH J-BOUNDARYSOURCESTAKEN -BNDSOg40
CD R(1) POSITION FROM WHICH I-BOUNDARYSOURCESTAKEN -BNDSOg50
C .-BNDSO960
C BNDSO970
C BNDSOg80
C BNDSOg90
C BNDSIO00
CR I-BOUNDARYDIRECTIONALSOURCES -BNDSI010
C -BNDSI020

CL (((BIJ(M,J,N),M=I,MMA),J=I,JM),N=I,NINTSR) -BNDSI030
C -BNDSI040
CW MMA*JM*NINTSR=NUMBEROF WORDS -BNDSI050
C -BNDSI060
CD BIJ(M,J,N) SOURCE IN DIRECTIONM, INI'ERVALJ, SET N -BNDSI070
C -BNDSI080
C BNDSI090
C BNDS1100
C BNDS1110
C BNDS1120
CR J-BOUNDARYDIRECTIONALSOURCES -BNDS1130
C -BNDS1140
CL (((BJI(M,I,N),M=I,MMA),I=I,IMA),N=I,NJNTSR) -BNDS1150
C -BNDS1160
CW MMA*IMA*NJNTSR=NUMBEROF WORDS -BNDS1170
C -BNDS1180

CD BJI(M,I,N) SOURCE IN DIRECTIONM, INTERVALI, SET N -BNDS1190C -BNDS1200
C..................................................................BNDS1210
C BNDS1220
C BNDS1230
C BNDS1240
C BNDS1250
C END BNDS1260

NOTE: This is only the cross section portionof the ORDOSW file.

... ..... .N.--.......,,

C
CR PRINCIPALCROSS SECTIONDESCRIPTION
C
CL (PCSD(IH),IH=I,IHT)
C
CW NUMBER OF WORDS = MULT*IHT
C
CD PCSD(IH) PRINCIPALCROSS SECTION LABELS - (A6)
C
C



A
CR NUCLIDE IDENTIFICATION
C

CL (NUC(MT),MT_I,MTM)
C
CW NUMBER OF WORDS _ MULT*MTM
C

CD NUC(MT) NUCLIDE LABELS - (A6)
C
C

C
CR CROSS SECTION DATA
C

CL ((SIG(IH,MT),IH=I,IHP),MT_I,MTM)
C
CW NUMBER OF WORDS = IHP*MTM
C

CD SIG(IH,MT) CROSS SECTIONDATA BY TABLE POSITION,THEN BY
CD NUCLIDE. TABLE POSITIONSCONTAIN - -
CD I TO IHT-5 ARBITRARYDATA, SPECIFIED BY USER, OR ABSENT
CD IHT-4 FISSION YIELD FRACTION (RECOMMENDED)
CD IHT-3 FISSIONCROSS SECTION (RECOMMENDED)
CD IHT-2 ABSORPTIONCROSS SECTION
CD IHT-I NEUTRON PRODUCTIONCROSS SECTION
CD IHT-O TOTAL CROSS SECTION IF

CD IHT+I UPSCATTERFROM GROUP IG+(IHS-]-IHT)ro IG
CD ...........
CD ............
CD IHS-I UPSCATTERFROM GROUP IG+I TO IG
CD IHS SELF SCATTERFOR GROUP IG
CD IHT+I DOWNSCATTERFROM GROUP IG-I TO IG
CD ............
CD ............
CD IHM DOWNSCATTERFROM GROUP IG+IHS-IHMTO IG
CD IHM+I TOTAL SCATTERFROM GROUP G TO ALL GROUPS
CD (PRESENTONLY IF IHS IS GREATERTI4ANIHl+1)
CD
CD IHS MAY BE IHT+I IF UPSCATTER IS ABSENT.
CD TRANSFERSFROM GROUPS LESS THAN I OR GREATER
CD THAN IGM ARE ZERO. POSITIONSLESS THAN OR
CD EQUAL TO IHT ARE ZERO FOR PL COMPONENTS
CD OTHER THAN THE OTH.
CD EACH COMPONENTOF A PL SET IS TREATEDAS A
CD SEPERATENUCLIDE. 'THUS,M SETS WOULD'
CD COMPRISEM*NQUAD+MNUCL.IDES
CD IHP EQUALS IHM UNLESS IHS.GT.IHT+I,THEN IHM+I
C
C ... .............-...---..-.......-..-....--.--...-.-..--......

0
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4.7 LOGICAL.UNIT REQUIREMENTS

4.7.1 Input and Output Data Ftles

All of the user input and output data files are expressed in formats
designed accordingto recommendationsof DOErs Committeeon Computer
Code Coordination(CCCC).17 The specificationsof these files are
contained in Section4.6. Two exceptions,retained for backward'
compatibility,are an optional capabilityto process a "GIP" cross
section input file and to produce a "DOT Angular FluenceTape" as
output.

The GIP file is definedexactly as the recordslabeled "CROSS SECTION
DATA" in the ORDOSW file, and has no other record types. The "DOT Ill
Angular FluenceTape" is defined in the DOT III User's Manual,12and 'is
simulatedby DORT as accuratelyas possible. An alternateformat is
used when the albedogenerationoption is used.

The correspondenceof file type to use in the code is:

. ......
I I IIIII I II II Illilll I II II I I IIII I I II [ .

SYMBOL FI LE TYPE USE

NTFLX VARFLM Fluence and moment input
NTFOG VARFLM Fluence and moment output
NTSlG ORDOSWor GIP Cross section input
NTBSl BNDRYS External boundary source input
NIDSI VARSOR Distributed source moment input
NTFCI VARSOR First collision source input
NTIBI BNDRYS Internal boundary source input
NTIBO BNDRYS Internal boundary fluence output
NTDIR DOT III "Angular

Fluence Tape" Directional fluence output
NTDSO VARSOR Directional fluence moment output

......... ._ l ii ..... mill IJIIIH ._ " n i _ mi

Logical units 5 and 6 are also used by DORT as the standardcard image
input and printed output units respectively.

4.7.2 Scratch Data Sets

The followinglists the scratchdata sets, the length of each record,

and the number of records"
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Un1t Un1t Record Length Rec:ord_
N_,er Sy_x_l Desortpt4on (1 record) (nrao) Roqu4red If,
...... 1,i,,,|, : . : ............... ......................... iii J i ....

81 Scalar FtLtenge ScratcJi INA*JM I_ Not Used at
thts time

B2 NDSlO Crosa-Sect ion Scratch I HM*MTM i_ Alwayq
8] NDBTL Balance Table Scratch NREO*IO+IZM+8 IQM IRED? 0
84 NDBSI Boundary Source scratch (I_+JM)*H_A lM NTBSI > 0

(IMA*NJNTSR (NINTSR > 0
+JM*Nl NTSR)*le4A o_'
+ICMJCM+NREG II:lM NJN'PgR> O)

91 NDFLX FLuence scratch IMA*LM*JBLK1 NJBLK*IGM NJBLK> 0
92 NDSOR Total Source scratch INAeLH*JBLKI NJBLK NJBLK> 0
9] NDBIN IN-Source Scratch IMA*LM*JB6K1 NJBLK NJBLK> 0
94 NDBFX Boundary FLuence Scratch (IHA.JM)*HR_ IGM A!ways
95 NDFIJ Scalar _Luence Scratch IMA*JM I_ ALway_

.......... '.... . " .... ' ,,,i i

NOTE: The symbol "#" denotesthe word "number."

JBLKI : #J levels per J block, I s JBLKI _ JM
NJBLK - #J blocks, MINBLK_ NJBLK _ MAXBLK (NJBLK- 0 if fluences are

stored in workingmemory)
LM - maximum number of moments (includingO!h) in spherical

harmonic expansion,LM - I + IISCTI*((IISCTI+3))/2
NREG - number'of edit regions
IZM - number of materialzones

For unit 84, If NTBSI > 0 and NINTSR > O, for example, 0
this file will have IGM + IGM records.

The number of J blocks,NJBLK, is controlledby input data. When
default values of MINBLK and MAXBLK are used, the code will attemptto
hold all fluence and sourcedata in fast memory, i.e., NJBLK : O.
Failing in this, it will attemptto allocate space for the entire mesh
to be held as I block in the user-bufferarea, i.e., NJBLK = I. Failing
in this, the space mesh is broken into as many blocks as required.
NJBLK is restrictedto limits specifiedby MINBLK and MAXBLK.

4.B DETAILS OF DORT OOB REQUIREMENTS

4.8.1 CPU Time Usage

A reasonablyaccuratetime limit should be calculatedand entered as
TMAXfor all problems which run more than a few minutes. "Themaximum
time given to the operator or operating system should be somewhat larger
than TMAX. This allows DORTto complete Its I/0 and data summaries if
the time is exceeded during the iteration phase. The CPUtime,_equired,
C, (:an be estimated by the following formula: 0
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P G F J I

where

FW = fluence work
MM = number of directions
l,J = space-mesh indices
F = inner (fluence) iteration index
G - energy group
P - outer (source) iteration index
FR = fluence rate on the reference machine, the IBM 370/3033
SF = the speed factor for the machine used
A = overhead (I/O, problemsetup, and summaryactivities)

The value of A is typically0 to 2 minutes on the IBM 360/91. Suggested
speed factors are shown in Table 4-7.

®
"Table4-7. Speed Factor
(Basedon IBM 709 = I)

CDC 7600 250
IBM 360/195 250
IBM 370/3033 150
IBM 360/91 150
CDC 6600 30
IBM 7094 10
IBM 7090 5

Ml I II I II IIIIII I I

The value of FR depends somewhatupon the class of problemsolved. FR
is about 1.0 million fluencesper minute for large P_ problems using the
weighted differencemodel. The linear-zeromodel sometimesruns a bit
'Faster, and a Po calculation runs as much as 40% faster. The IBM speeds
assume the use of optional assembler language fluence routines.
Assembler language routines are not available for CDCuse. Expert
opinions offered to us differ as to how much the CDCperformance would
benefit from the use of assembler language.

Q
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System Buffer Space (NBUF) and MemoryRequirements 04.8.2

A discussionon the system buffer space is given in Reference 14 for
many of the machineson which the DORT code is operable. This parameter
is machine dependentand the interesteduser should consult this
reference. The use of the default given in the input will usuallygive
the user _dequatebuffer space,

The user must understandthe variousstorage arrangementsin order to
provide enough space for data storage. An exact formula for the amount
of storage required is not practical. Numerous small arrays are
assigned,and array_ overlap in storage in many cases. Approximate
methods have proven satisfactory,however. A detailed presentationof
the memory requirementscan be found in Reference14.

4.8.3 Problem PrintedOutput

Each DORT job startswith a notice of the date and time, followedby a
record of the particularversionof the code being used, and messages
from the programmerinformingthe user of warnings or specialfeatures.
The title suppliedby the user as input data is next. As each array of
input data is read, a notice of the array number and length is made.

The first array edits are of the 61$ (logicalunit assignments!;625 Q
(integercontrolparameters),and 63* (real control parameters The
initialallocationof fast memory and (CDC only) slow memory a listed_
followed by primarydimension-settingarrays,mixing table information,
material assignment,importance,fission spectrum,and search fractions.

The next section is a set of data describingthe directionalremesh
process,MM < O. These tables are largelyfor the benefit of
programmersin diagnosingtroublesomeproblems. The quadrature set
assignmentby super-zoneis an input array. The transitiontable
indicateswhich transitionset governsthe transition from the row M-Set
to the column M-Set.

The unpackingarrays follow;one For each M-Set. These integers simply
indicateplaces in a full IMMl-directionarray where data corresponding
to a smallerM-Set can be kept withoutbeing overwritten.

The actual transitionsets are givennext. Each set consists of two
columns of integers. Each position in each column correspondsto a
direction in the correspondingM-Set. The remeshingroutinedecodes the
integers in order to determinehow to constructfluences in a new M-Set
which correspondto a previousM-Set. Since the tables are given in
unpacked form, as needed by the code, unused positionsare filled with
II I , II

Tiledirection sets are listed, togetherwith "BETA" (thep-flow coupling
term), #-mates, r-mates, and level-mates. The p-mate of direction (#,r)

(-_,r). The r-mate is direction (#,-r). The level-mate 0is direction
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is the first direction in the _-level containingthe r-Mate.
Unsymmetricdirectionsets may not possess all of these mates, if a
mate required for a boundaryconditioncan not be found, an error flag
is set.

The values of the coupling set Cre,J are edited followed by the J fine-
mesh and I fine-meshsets. The real values oi_ super-meshand coarse-
mesh boundariesare interpretedinto integerassignmenttables edited at
this point. The total size of these meshes, number of super groups, and
of edit zones are given, togetherwith related input array edits.

Maps of the zone and material assignmentsare given, togetherwith the
integralvalues of the unnormalizedinput sourcesby group, with the
total as group IGM + I. A table of storageusage gives data useful to
the programmer,as well as items needed in adjustingthe input data, as
discussedelsewhere.

A source iterationmonitorline ends each source iteration,and initial
values are indicatedin an "iteration0" line. Entrieson this line
are:

ITN Source iterationnumber
FLX Number of fluence iterationscompletedfor this source

iteration

CUM Cumulativenumber of source iterationsCNV IO*IXX+ IFCONV
IXX as noted earlierin Section4.5.7
IFCONV= 0 Source iterationsare to continue

= I One more iterationis required
= 2 Iterationsare to stop at once
= 3,4,5 As in 0,1,2, but configuration

recalculationis required
ACC tOO*ISR+ IO*NEWCFG+ IACX

ISR = 0 No eigenvalueextrapolationwas performed
= I Linear eigenvalueextrapolationwas

performed
= 2 Nonlineareigenvalueextrapolationwas

performed (2-point)
= 3 Nonlineareigenvalueextrapolationwas

performed (3-point)
NEWCFG = 0 Old configurationis to be used

= 3 New configurationis to be used
IACX = 0 Extrapolationof fluenceswas bypassed

I Extrapolationof fluenceswas performed
IFX I-positionof maximum fluencechange between source

iterations

JFX J-positionof maximum fluencechange between source
iterations

GFX Group of maximum fluencechange between source

iterationsEV Eigenvalueedit
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K K°effectiveedit
K-CNV K convergence,(K
FSN-CNV Fissionconvergence,e°
FLX-CNV Fluenceconvergence,_
GRP-CNV Group-convergence,e_
SRH-CNV Search convergence,es
UPS-CNV Upscatterconvergence,eu
EXTRAP Fissionextrapolationfactor
TIME Time iterationwas completed

The interpretations of EV and K are"

KTYPE EV edit Kedi t
I I IIIII I IIIIIIII I I

0 T_Vua_@(7_JCV_for adjoint) 7_J_VvaF_

2,3,4 search eigenvalue "

If the )C'sdo not sum to I, K will differ from EV in a K-calculationby
a ratio equal to the sum of X. Even if _ is preciselynormalized to 1
by selectingthe input value NOFIS - O, EV and K may be slightly
differentdue to roundoff.

As each fluence iterationis performedon each energy group, another
monitor line is printed, lt contains"

GRP Energy group number

ITN Fluence iterationnumber

IMFD I-positionof maximum fluencechange

JMFD J-positionof maximum fluencechange

MX FX DV Relativemaximum fluencechange

MX DV FX Most rapidly changingfluencevalue

REBL Number of rebalanceiterations- a negative value means
the rebalancefactorswere not used

REBL ERR Maximum relativechange in rebalancefactors in the last
iteration

0
z
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MAX REBL Largest amount by which any factor deviates from I

GRP REBL Amount by which groupwiserebalance factor (whetherused
or not) deviates from 1

VOLM ERR Volumetricconvergence,discussed earlier,except that
absolutevalue is not used

KEY FLUX Value of single key fluencerequestedby input data,
after acceleration

NEGFIX Max}mum fraction of negative total source at any
position, if NEGFIX = I

SOURCE Total of all sourcesinto a group, includingexternal
boundary sources

TIME The time at which group iterationis begun is given at
the end of the headingcolumn. Arbitrarydiagnostic
informationis given below the time indication.

Iterationsperformedusing diffusiontheory will provide onlythe first
six items. Edits of key fluencevalues and/or convergenceby region may
follow each iterationor the set of iterationsfor"each group, according
to the optionschosen. The interpretationof fluenceconvergencealso
depends on options chosen, as discussedearlier.

If a dimensionsearch has been performed,the final dimensionsare
edited. Fluenceand fission sourceedits follow, togetherwith activity
edits by intervaland region.

System balancetables follow by group and region. Group and system
totals are given as IGM + I and NP.EG+ I. The columns are largely self-
explanatory. One may note that an externalboundary source is external
to the system,and is, therefore,included in these tables as a flow at
the correspondingboundary. Flow and leakage signs are such that a
positive value is outward from the region. Fission source is source
used to calculatethe fluence,while fission rate is the fissionwhich
results from the fluences. They will tend to differ by K times the sum
over g of the >C_in a K-calculation. Inscatterand outscatterare
scatter"to andfrom the energy group. They should, in general, be equal
in neutron-onlyproblems. This will not be true in coupled n-_
problems. The outscatter is calculatedfrom:

outscatter= collisions- selfscatter- absorption

and will be valid only if the absorptioncross sectionmeets the balance
condition.

0
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The edit of selfscatterper collision is valuablein judging the
difficulty of convergingfluences for a given energy group. In general,
values larger than 0.85 may give the PCR fluenceacceleration
difficulty. The averagedensity factor is collisionweighted.

The value of OUT/IN approachesunity for well-convergedproblems, lt
is:

Collision + DB2 Loss + Positive Boundary Outflow
Fixed Source + Fission Source + Inscatter + Negative Boundary Outflow

Sources, flows, "leakage,and OUT/IN may not be correct in the case of
groups in which no iterationsare performed.

The fluences,as well as balancetable informationwhich depend on them,
are not divided by Kelf, and will, in general,tend to vary accordingto
Kelf. Some users speak of this conditionas "fluencesnormalized
according to K."

Each problem ends with a summaryof clock and CPU time binned according
to major sectionsof the code. Dependingon configuration,some bins
may not have labels. These are for diagnostic informationonly.

Some output may not appear in certain problems,dependingon the options
chosen. The use of NTPRT can alter the order of printing on some
systems, or can transfersome output items to alternateoutput devices.

4.g PROGRAMMER INFORMATION

4.9.1 Inter-machineAdaptability

The DORT code is intendedto be easily adaptableto any type of
sophisticatedcomputer,and yet to take advantageof certain localized
structuralfeatureswhich may be machine-dependent.

In general, the guidelinesof ANS-STD.3-197116are followed. This
requires general adherenceto a simple,standardFORTRAN language except
where deviations provideimportantimprovementsin capability and can be
documented. In addition,machine-dependentfeatures have been kept
localizedand have not been included in the subroutineswhich perform
actual computation.

The recommendedproceduresof the Committeeon Computer Code
Coordination(CCCC)15,17have been followedwhere practical. Compliance
with these standardshas been incompletewhere cost was prohibitive,the
nBture of the codes did not allow it, or the expected level of
performancecould not be obtained in that fashion.

1
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Where minor or certainmachine-dependentfeaturesare required,
alternativefeatures are enclosed in pairs of 3-character"language
flags." The alternativestatementsremain in the source program, with
inappropriatesectionstransformedinto comment statements. If the code
is set up for IBM operation,for example, it might contain:

CfB
ENTRY IBCDC(H,E,L,P}

CIB
CDC
C ENTRY IBCDC
CDC

The correspondingCDC configurationwould be:

ClB
C ENTRY IBCDC(H,E,L,P)
CIB
CDC

ENTRY IBCDC
CDC

All versions of a given procedureare thus availablefor inspectionby
all users. The selectionof options is made by a compute__ program at
distributiontime. A listingof machine-dependentsectionscan also be
prepared in that process.

The language flags achievethe major objectiveof having a single,
unifiedsource for each programwhic'_is maintainedfor all users. With
these provisions,the basic FORTRANprograms are operable on IBM, CDC,
UNIVAC,CFtAY,Amdahl, and other computers,except that system-dependent
serviceroutines as specifiedby CCCC must be provided.

Optionalpackages and procedureswhich provideenhancedconvenienceare
also available. 'Theoptional run-time storageallocationrequires
system-dependentroutines. Instructionsfor installingthese options
are distributedwith the source programs. All known users at this time
use all of the optional enhancementsavailableto them. Even so, the
basic operationwith FORT_N routines plus the CCCC package remains
availableif needed.

4.9.2 Service Subroutines

Certain standard servicesubroutinesare specifiedby the CCCC for use
in reactorphysics codes. The serviceroutines used in these codes
include:

Q
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TIMER Providestiming and job identificationdata

REED

Providesequentialaccess to data files
RITE __J

DRED _ ,
Providerandom accessto data files

DRIT

DOPC Provides initiating,closing,and certainrepositioning
of data files

CRED
--l--Provide block transferof data between fast and slow

CRIT ---] memory.

Many of these subroutinesalso call other subroutines. Many are
entirely system dependent. Each configurationto be distributed
contains an appropriateset of service subroutines,insofaras possible.
The realitiesof computingenvironmentsmay require local modification
or substitution. The specificationsgiven in Reference16, together
with extensivein-streamcomments,provideguides for such modification.

Q
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4.11 SAMPLEPROBLEM 0

The sample problem demonstratesthe calculationof the air-over-ground
environmentfor the two-meterbox experiments.IB,19Figure 4-2 shows a
simple diagram of the geometrymodeled in the DORT input. (lt should be
noted again that the DORT and GRTUNCLgeometry models are equivalent for
the analysis performedin MASH.) A complete listingof the input cards
for the sample problem is given in Figure 4-3, aridsome selected output
is shown in Figure 4-4.

'[heDORT input stream shown in Figure 4-3 includesa tremendousamount
of controlparametersin the first data block (625, 625, and 63*
arrays). The user will note that most of these parametersare system or
code defaults. Consequently,only those parametersof particular
importanceto the sample problemwill be emphasized. The 615 array
parameters indicatethe input and output files utilized in this
calculation, lt should be noted that this particularDORT case utilized
an input fluenceguess (NTFLX). This was becausethis calculationwas
restartedfrom a previousone. If no input fluenceguess is used, this
unit would be zero. The scalar fluenceswere written on unit 21
(NTFOG),the cross sections (from GIP) were input on unit 4 (NTSIG),the
directionalfluenceswere writtenon unit 22 (RTDIR),and the
distributedsource was read in from unit 23 (NTDSI). The distributed
source representsthe output file from the GRTUNCL sample problem
discussed in Section3.0, and the cross sections are from the GIP sample
problemdiscussed in Section 2.0. The user should comparethe

V

parametersused in these two problemswith the ones used in the DORT
case to see how the differentprograms interact.

In viewing Figure 4-3, the inputillustrates;8 material zones (IZM),66
radial intervals(IM), 84 axial intervals(JM), 69 energy groups (IGM),
a cross-sectiontable length (IHM) of 72, no upscatter(IHT=3,and
IHS=4),and a mixing table length (MS) of O. 54 materials (9 different
mixtures,each with a Po throughP5 component)were read in from a GIP
tape (MTMP=54). The total number of materials (MT)was 54, and no print
was requestedfor the printedoutput (ICSPRT=I). The problem included;
240 directions in the quadratureset (MM=240),RZ geometry (INGEOM=I),
group dependent fluence iteration(IFXMI=-4),theta weighted fluence
extrapolationmodel (MODE=4),directionalfluences saved (IDIRF=2),and
20 key fluences printedat the group convergence (NKEYFX=-20). The
group dependent fluence iterationscheme is given in the 245 array. The
axial and radial intervalsfor the key fluencesare given in the 295 and
305 arrays. The first directionalfluence axial intervalsaved was 13
(JDIRF),and the last intervalsaved was 25 (JDIRL). The user should
note these two parametersmatch parameters used in the VISTA sample
problemgiven in the Section 5.0. A zone dependentconvergence
criterionwas chosen (IEPSBZ=11)and the convergenceparametersfor each
material zone are in the 24* array. This parameteris useful when
performing a large air-over-groundproblem, and the user does not want
to convergethe entire mesh to a fine convergencecriteriawhen only a
portionof the mesh is really important. In the sample problem, there
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was a tight convergencecriteriaused at the locationsof importance in
the mesh, a less strict criteriaused around these areas, and then a
minimalcriteria used for the areas of lee importance. The zone numbers
by intervalare entered in the 85 array, and the material by zone is
entered in the g$ array. These arrays along with the axial intervals
(2* array) and radial intervals(4* array) match the same arrays in the
GRTUNCL sample problem,with the exceptionthat GRTUNCL requires a
negativeentry in the g$ array for to indicatethe higher order of cross
sectionscattering.

A full descriptionof the DORT printedoutput is given in Section4.8.3
above. The user should consultthis section for viewing the sample
problem output° The selectedDORT output shown in Figure 4-4 first
illustratesthe input parametersread in the first data block,followed
by the initialmemory requirementsto run this particularDORT case.
The output then produces the directionalremesh arrays,followed by
indicatorsthat the second,third,_and fourth data blocks have been
successfullyread. A listingof some of the parametersin the third
data block (105, 115, 12", 95, 24*, etc.) are next in tabular form.
This table is followed by the quadratureinformationand Legendre
coefficientsfor scatteringintegrals. This informationis followed by
the fine mesh sets, the zone number and material number by interval
maps. This table is followedby a listing of storageinformationuseful
to the programmer. Next, the source iterationinformationfollowed by
the key fluence array is printedfor each group. This is an important

table in that the problem is illustratedhere. Finally,theconvergence
system balance tables,dependingon the option chosen, (IRED) are
printed,.In this sample problem,a balance table was chosen for each
zone in the problem along with a system table. The last line printed on
the sampleproblem output is a summaryof clock and CPU time used.
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0

' dort - aprf aog using saic 1989 angle-energyleakage source,mm - 240
' ]6.143m source height,simple topographyout to 400m test site
' 34% ground moisture,I0/24/89(a)air parameters

6155 20 21 4 0 23 / ntflx,ntfog,ntsig,ntbsi,ntdsi
0 0 0 0 22 / ntfci,ntibi,ntibo,ntnpr,ntdir
0 e / ntdso

6255 0 5 8 66 84 / iadj,isctm,izm,im,jm
69 3 4 72 0 / igm,iht,ihs,ihm,mixl
0 54 54 0 240 / mcr,mtp,mtm,ldfac,mm
i I 0 0 0 / ingeom,ibl,ibr,ibb,ibt

I -4 0 4 0 // isrmx,ifxmi,ifxmf,mode,ktype2 0 0 0 0 iacc,kalf,igtype,inpfxm,inpsrm
0 0 0 0 0 / njntsr,nintsr,njntfx,nintfx,ia_t
8 0 I 1 2 / ired,ipdb2,ifxprt,icsprt,idirf
13 25 !20 11 I / jdirf,Jdirl,nbuf,iepsbz,minblk
1 i I I I / maxblk,isbt,msbt,msdm,ibfscl
4 50 2 0 0 / intscl,itmscl,nofis,ifdb2z,iswp
19 28 0 0 0 / keyjn,keyin,nsigtp,norposnormat
0 0 250 250 -20 / mstmax,negfix,locobj,lcmobj,nkeyfx
4 46 0 0 0 / ncndin,neut,itally,ispl,isp2

Q
63** 120 0.0 I-4 I-2 0.0 / tmax,xnf,eps,epp,epv

I-3 1.0 0.2 1.5 10.0 /epf,ekobj,evth,evchm,evmax
1.0 1.0-1.0 0.3 I0.0 /evkmx,evi,devdki,evdelk,sormin
1.0 1..4I-2 0.3-1.5 /conacc,conscl,coneps,wsoloi,wsolii
1.5 0.6 0.0 1-60 0.0 /wsolcn,orf,fsnacc,flxmin,smooth
I-2 0.2 0.9 / epo,extrcv,theta
e t
t

81"* / wts mm240
0 2ri02900-80 2r307825-80 2r510200-80 2r708425-80
2r901350-80 563869-8316131-8 n2 0 641385-8359590..8n2 0
714976-8 400849-8n2 0 784547-8439853-8n2 0 857529-8
480771-8 n2 0 642875-8 293289-8479164-8n3 0 681415-8
310872-8 507890-8n3 0 716550-8326901-8534077-8 n3 0
745915-8 340298-8555965-8 n3 0 775565-8353825-8 578064-8
n3 0 489468-8 386282-8 513536.-8364389-8n4 0 500102-8
394674-8 524693-8372306-8 n4 0 508580-8401365-8 533587-8
378617-8 n4 0 515474-8406806-8540820-8383750-8 n4 0
517107-8 408094-8 542534.-8384965-8n4 q120

Figure 4-3. Sample DORT Input for theTwo-MeterBox Air-Over-GroundAnalysis,
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0
82** / mus mm240

-641230-7-421582-7ml -142963-6-939923-7ml -229252-6
-150724-6ml -315291-6-207291-6ml -399349-6-262555-6ml
-472796-6-411087-6-143488-6m2 -537046-6.466952-6
-162988-6m2 -595374-6-520275-6-181600-6m2 -656401..6
-570729-6-199211-6m2 -711034-6-618231-6,.215791-6m2
-761567..6-713133,.6-470428-6-164201-6m3 -B07567-6
-756207-6-498843-6-174119-6m3 -849108-6-795106-6
-524503-6-183075-6m3 -885925-6-829582-6-547246-6
-191013-6m3 -917890-,6-859514-6-566991-6-197905-6m3
-944812-6-922954-6-765692-6-505099-6-176303-6m4
-966490-6-944130-6-783260-6-516688-6-180348-6m4
-982847-6-960108-6-796516-6-525433-6-183400-6m4
-993815-6-970823-6-805405-6-531297-6-185447-6m4
-999313-6-976194-6-809860-6-534236-6-186473-6m4 q120

83** / etas mm240
3r-,9979423r-.9597283r-,9733673r-,9489953r-,916799
5r-,8811725r-,8435535r-,8012175r-.7544125r-,703158
7r-.6480867r-,5897767r-.5282227r-,4638257r-.396835
9r-.3276139r-.2567049r-.1844259r-.1110459r-.037054g120

8455 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 / reg nos by zone

0
I** fO / fission spectrum

2** /axii (jm+1)
-80 -75 -70 -65 -60 -55 -50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -I0 -5 -2.5
-I 0 50 150 250 489 749 949 1102 1220 1311 1381 1435 1476 1508 1532
1551 1566 1577 1585 1592 1597 1601 i604 1607 1608,5 1610 1614,3 1619
1620.5 1622 1624 1627 1631 1636 1643 1651 1662 1677 1696 1720 1752
1793 1847 1917 2008 2126 2279 2479 2739 3076 3514 4085 4826 5789 7042
8670 10787 13000 16000 19000 22000 25000 28000 31000 34000 37000 40000

4** /radii (im+1)
0 4.6 6 7,8 10 13 17 22 29 37 48 63 82 106 138 179 233 303 394 512 665
865 1125 1462 1900 2471 3212 4175 5425 7056 9000 11000 13000 15000
16500 17500 19000 21000 23000 25000 27000 28500 29500 30500 31500
33000 35000 37000 38500 39500 40500 41500 43000 45000 47000 49000
51000 54000 57000 60000 63000 66000 69000 72000 75000 78000 80000

5** fl / energy group boundaries

Figure 4-3. (continued)

®
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855 / zone numbers by interval
' zones I, 2, & 3-aprf ground,4 & B-boratedconcrete,6, 7, & B-air
66ri Bq66 /j-inis 1-9
igr5 47ri 2q66 /j-ints i0-12
19r4 3r3 8ri 3r3 3r2 5r3 3r2 4r3 3r2 3 14ri 5q66 /j-ints 13-18
33r7 3r6 5r7 3r6 4r7 3r6 7 14r8 3q66 /j-ints 19-22
52r7 14r8 3q66 /j-ints 23-26
66r8 71q66 /j-lnts 27-98

955 3ri 2r7 3r13 / mat by zone

24** I.-I0 1,0 I.-I I.-2 I,-10 1,0 I,-I I.-I0 / importanceby zone

2855 35r8 11r25 23r8 / inners by grp

2955 13r19 3r20 3r21 22 / key flx J.pos's

3055 31 34 35 36 39 42 43 44 49 50 51
53 56 35 43 50 Iq3 50 / key flx i-pos's
t

I...... I_ ..... -i-- ................ I

0 Figure4-3. (continued)

®
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5.0 VISTA: A VEHICLE INPUT SOURCETRANSFORMATIONANDASSEMBLYCODE*

5.1 ]NTRODUCITIONTO VISTA

5.1.1 Background

The Vehicle Input Source Transformation and Assembly (VISTA) code
proc_iisses di_:ectional fluences from a tWo-dimensional directional
fluence file lproduced by DORT1. These fluences in the DORTfluence file
are l'nodifiedand reformattedfor use in the forward-adjointfolding
process of t_i,eDRC module in MASH or for use in DOTTOR_ to produce a
boundary sou!"cefor TORT3.I

VISTA was developedby W. A. Rhoades to replacethe VISA module of the
Vehi_cleCodelSystem(VCS)4,5as the code for processingthe scalar and
angular fluencesfrom DORT and the uncollidedfluence file from GRTUNCL.
An additionaTIlincentivefor the developmentof VISTA was to have a code
capableof processingthe DORT directionalflux files for eventual use
in the TORT ((:ode.VISTA representsan improvementto VISA through
increasedgeneralization,and the additionof several new output
options. In particular,VISTA can producea file formattedfor use in
the DRC module of MASH, or a file formattedfor use in DOTTOR (a code

which transforms 2-D fluence informationinto a 3-D boundary source at
or near the coupling surfacefor use in TORT). Furthermore,VISTA can
copy old MASH or DOTTORformatted files to new files, convertMASH
formattedoutput files to DOTTOR formattedoutput files, and combinetwo
MASH or DOTTOR formattedfiles into new DRC or DOTTOR formattedfiles.

The basic approach in VISTA is similarto that of an unpublishedcode
from the 1960's named LIMBO. The exact authors of LIMBO are unknown,
but they may have includedR. D. Rodgers, F. R. Mynatt, and/or M. L.
Gritzner. C,redit for the preservationand availabilityof LIMBO belongs
to J. V. Pace, III.

5.1.2 Method Used

Becauseof the large volume of data, it is not practical'Loproduce
properly-normalizeddirectionalfluencefiles from DORT. Further,when
the GRTUNCL code is used to producea first-collisionsource for DORT,
the uncollidedfluence, i.e., the fluenceresultingfrom the particle
flight before the first collision, is not includedin the DORT output.

*VISTA is an updated and undocument'edversionof the VISA program found
in the followingreference: W. A. Rhoades,M. B. Emmett, G. W.
Morrison, J. V. Pace, III, and L. M. Petrie, "VehicleCode System

(VCS) User's Manual,"ORNL-TM-4648,Oak Ridge National Laboratory,(August1974).
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VISTA repairs the normalizationproblemby calculatingthe scalar O
fluencefor each mesh cell, comparingthis with the scalar fluence file
producedby DORT, and normalizingthe directionalfluencesuch that it
correspondsexactly to the DORT result. Then, the uncollidedfluence
from GRTUNCL is added to the directionalfluence in the direction
applicableat each mesh cell. The processingcan be restrictedto a
subset of the space mesh, reducingthe volume of the output file.

As the new data are calculated,they are dumped to a random-access
scratch file. Then, the data are retrieved in the order required by the
requestedoutput format and transferredto the output file. On some
computer systems,readingand writing in the sortingstep can proceed
concurrently, For convenience,limitedabilityto transformbetween
formats is included. Certain 'inputand output files can be either
formattedor unformattedas a conveniencein using data shipped between
computersthrough a network.

5.2 VISTA INPUT REQUIREMENTS

The followinginput cards are requiredto executeVISTA. Default values
are in brackets ([]).

Title Card (72 alphanumericcharacterdescription) O

INPUT DATABLOCK!

I$ Array - IntegerControl Parameters

NIP number of radial intervalsoutput
JPL first axial intervaloutput
JPU last axial intervaloutput
NED print edit controlparameter

= 0 impliesno effect
> 0 impliesprint NED source groups

NORM scalar fluence normalizationcontrol flag
0/I - normalize/donot normalizeto scalar fluence

m 5 Im_

i

ISGRP number of groups on uncollidedfluence File
= 0 impliesuse collided fluenceonly
< 0 impliesuse uncollidedfluenceonly

NFLSV logical unit number of scalar fluence input.,[I]
NAFT logical unit number of angular fluence input, [2]
NUNCL logical unit number of uncollidedfluence input, [3] dmh
NDATA logical unit number of source output: [4] W
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f

- 10---

N5 logicalunit number for card input, [5]
N6 logical unit number for printed output, [6]
NJI first axial intervalinput control flag

- 0 implies set NJI - I
> 0 implies first axial interval input

NJM last axial intervalinput controlflag
0 impliesset NJM- JM

> 0 implieslast axial interval input
NAFTI NAFT missinggroups controlflag

< 0 impliesfirst NAFTI groups : 1.0, all others = 0.0
= 0 impliesno effect
> 0 impliesnumber of groups missing at beginningof NAFT

t

- 15---

NTYPE fluence file output option control flag
= 0 impliesprocessDORT files on NFLSV, NAFT, NUNCL

into MASH output on NDATA
= I impliesprocessDORT files on NFLSV, NAFT, NUNCL

into DOTTOR output on NDATA
- 10 impliescopy MASH output file on NFLSV to a new

MASH output file on NDATA
11 impliescopy DOTTOR output file on NFLSV to a new

DOTTOR output file on NDATA- 21 impliesconvertMASH output file on NFLSV to a
DOTTOR output file on NDATA

30 impliescombineMASH output fi'leson NUNCL and
NFLSV to a new MASH output file on NDATA

= 31 impliescombineDOTTOR output files on NUNCL and
NFLSV to a new DOTTOR output file on NDATA

NEUI last neutrongroup controlflag
(requiredif NGAMX > 0 and NTYPE - 0 or i)
< 0 impliesgamma output only
> 0 implieslast neutrongroup on input fluence files

NGAMX initialmissing gamma group control flag

- 0 impliesno effect I

i

> 0 impliesNGAMX initialgamma J NTYPE=O or I

groups missing on all input
files (NFLSV,NAFT, and NUNCL)

: 0 impliesno effect --7

> 0 impliesNGAMX initialgamma __ NTYPE=30 or 31
groups missingon input file NUNCL

E (terminatearray with "E")

O T (terminateblock with "T") [T always required]
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INPUT DATABLOCK2 [omit data block if NTYPE> 10] 0

2* Array

SH height of point source
HSA cosine of angle with z axis intowhich source is emitted
XNEUT NFLSV fluence file multiplier (if NTYPE - 30 or 31) [1.0]
XGAM NUNCL fluence file multiplier (if NTYPE = 30 or 31) [1.0]

E (terminatearray with "E")

45 Array

IVAL values of radial intervalsto be output (NIP entries)

T (terminateblock with "T") IT always required]

5.3 VISTA INPUT DATANOTES

Except for the title card, all data are read using the FIDO input
system. A detaileddescriptionof the FIDO input system is given in
Appendix A. Data arrays are entered in blocks, each terminatedby a
"T". Unused data arrays (e.g., 2* and 45 if NTYPE>-IO)are not entered,
but a "T" must still be enteredto signalthe terminationof each block.

NIP The number of radial intervalsoutput should encompassthe TORT
geometry for a DOTTOR formattedsourcefile. At present, the DRC module
in MASH only uses one radial intervalfor the source. Therefore,the
value for NIP is usually set to one, althoughit is not required to be
just one. lt should be noted that a new version of DRC is in the
testingstage that will allow interpolationin the DORT radial mesh and
then NIP will have the same meaning for MASH as it does for DOTTOR.

NFLSV, NAFT, and NUNCL Logical unit numbersfor these input fluence
files specifiedless than zero (i.e.,negativeentries) imply FORMAlTED
or BCD files insteadof binary files.

JPL and JPU The output axial intervalsmust be equal to, or a subset
= of, the input axial intervals(NJI and NJM) from the DORT file. These

intervalsshould also encompassthe TORT or MASH geometry in the Z
direction°

NED This parametercontrolsthe print of the output source file by
group. Care should be taken in using this control flag because it could
producelarge amountsof output.

Q
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Q NJI and NJM These parametersmust correspondto the parametersJDIRF
and JDIRL in the 625 array of DORT. These parameters in DORT give the
axial intervalsthat are written out on the directionalfluence file.

Consequently,the same NJI and NJM valuesmust be read as input into
VISTA.

NAFTI This parameteris primarilyused to tell the number of initial
groups on NAFT which had a zero source. For instance,if the initial
source distributionused in GRTUNCLand DORT did not have any values in
the first eight groups,then NAFTI would equal eight (assumingno
upscatt_r).

NEUI This parameteris used to output a gamma only file from a coupled
neutron-gammafile if input negative.

NOTE: If you execute a coupled neutron-gammaDORT problem
with all neutron sourcegroups zero and with or without
gamma source groups zero, you must output a full
neutron-gammacoupled source file. You cannot output a
gamma only source file.

NGAMX This parameteris only used to indicatemissing (or deleted)
gamma groups from the input fluencefiles.

SH The source height enteredhere must correspondto the source height

used in GRTUNCL and/or DORT.

IVAL This parametershould correspondto the NIP interval(s)of the
DORT mesh requiredto encompassthe TORT geometry,or the radial
distance for the sourcefor MASH requiredby the DRC module.

5.4 VISTA INPUT FLUENCEFILE FORMAT

As stated earlier,VISTA's primary functionis to process, modify, and
reformat directionalfluence files from the DORT code into a suitable
format for use in either MASH or DOTTOR. Also, VISTA can perform a
number of utility functions (i.e.,copy, convert,and combine)on
previously processedVISTA files. Consequently,VISTA will read several
differenttypes of input file formats dependingon the value of NTYPE.
For this section,only the primary functionof VISTA will be addressed.
The MASH formattedsource file will be addressedin the next section,
and the interestedreader should consultthe DOTTOR manual (Ref. 2) for
informationon the DOTTOR formattedsource file.

To accomplishits primaryfunction,VISTA reads a DOT IV formattedfile
- referred to as the VARSOR format in this document. Both the
uncollided fluenceon unit NUNCL and the scalar and directionalfluence
files on NFLSV and NAFT, respectively,are written in this format. The

VARSOR format is defined in the followingmanner:
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C -VSORO010 0
C VSORO020
************************************************************************
C REVISED IO NOV 76 -VSORO04O
C -VSOROOSO
CF VARSOR -VSOROO60
CE VARIABLE MESH SOURCE MOMENT DATA -VSORO070
C -VSOROO8O
************************************************************************
C VSOROlOO
CD ORDER OF GROUPS IS BY DECREASING ENERGY VSOR0110
CD I IS THE FIRST-DIMENSIONINDEX VSORO120
CD J IS THE SECOND-DIMENSIONINDEX VSORO130
CD JM=l FOR I-DIMENSIONALGEOMETRY VSOR0140
CD IF ISOP.GT.O,SOURCE IS FIRST-COLLISIONTYPE VSORO150
C VSORO160
C VSORO170
CS FILE STRUCTURE -VSORO180
CS -VSOROlgO
CS RECORD TYPE PRESENT IF -VSOR020O
CS -VSORO2]O
CS FILE IDENTIFICATION ALWAYS -VSORO220
CS FILE LABEL ALWAYS -VSORO230
CS FILE CONTROL ALWAYS -VSORO240
CS FILE INTEGER PARAMETERS ALWAYS -VSORO250

CS -VSORO260 0CS *********************OVER ALL GROUPS) -VSORO270
CS * SOURCE MOMENTS ALWAYS -VSORO280
CS **************** -VSORO290
C -VSORO3OO
CS *********************OVER ALL GROUPS) -VSOR0310
CS * SCALAR UNCOLLIDEDFLUX ISOP.GT.O -VSORO320
CS **************** -VSORO330
C -VSORO340
C VSORO350
C VSORO360
C VSORO370
C VSORO380
CR FILE IDENTIFICATION -VSORO390
C -VSOR04OO
CL HNAME,(HUSE(1),I:I,2),IVERS -VSOR0410
C -VSOR0420
CW I+3*MULT=NUMBEROF WORDS -VSORO430
C -VSORO440
CD HNAME HOLLERITHFILE NAME - VARSOR - (A6) -VSOR0450
CD HUSE(1) HOLLERITHUSER IDENTIFICATION - (A6) -VSOR0460
CD IVERS FILE VERSIONNUMBER -VSORO470
CD MULT DOUBLE PRECISIONPARAMETER -VSORO480
CD I- A6 WORD IS SINGLE WORD -VSORO490
CD 2- A6 WORD IS DOUBLE PRECISIONWORD -VSORO50O
C -VSORO510

C -VSORO520 0
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O C VSOR0530
C VSOR0540
C- -VSOR5550
C -VSOR0560
CR FILE LABEL -VSOR0570
C -VSOR0580
CL DATE,USER,CHARGE,CASE,TIME,(TITL(1),I=I,12) -VSOR0590
C -VSOR0600
CW 17*MULT=NUMBEROF WORDS -VSOR0610
C -VSOR0620
CD DATE AS PROVIDEDBY TIMER OPTION 4 - (A6) -VSOR0630
CD USER AS PROVIDEDBY TIMER OPTION 5 - (A6) -VSOR0640
CD CHARGE AS PROVIDEDBY TIMER OPTION 6 - (A6) -VSOR0650
CD CASE AS PROVIDEDBY TIMER OPTION 7 - (A6) -VSOR0660
CD TIME AS PROVIDEDBY TIMER OPTION 8 - (A6) -VSOR0670
CD TITL(1) TITLE PROVIDEDBY USER - (A6) -VSOR0680
C -VSOR0690
C............"....................................................VSOR0700
C VSOR0710
C VSOR0720
C -VSOR0730
CR FILE CONTROL VSOR0740
C -VSOR0750
CD IGM,NEUT,JM,LM,IMA,MMA,ISM,IMSISM,ISOP,(IDUM(N),N=I,16) -VSOR0760
C -VSOR0770

O CW 25=NUMBER OF WORDS -VSOR0780C -VSOR0790
CD IGM NUMBER OF ENERGY GROUPS -VSOR0800
CD NEUT LAST NEUTRONGROUP -VSOR0810
CD (IGM IF ALL NEUTRONS,0 IF ALL GAMMA) -VSOR0820
CD JM NUMBER OF SECOND-DIMENSION(J) INTERVALS -VSOR0830
CD LM MAXIMUMLENGTH OF MOMENT EXPANSION -VSOR0840
CD IMA MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FIRST-DIMENSIONINTERVALS-VSOR0850
CD MMA NUMBER OF BOUNDARYDIRECTIONS -VSOR0860
CD ISM NUMBER OF I-BOUNDARYSETS -VSOR0870
CD IMSISM TOTAL NUMBER OF I-INTERVALS,ALL I-SETS -VSOR0880
CD ISOP UNCOLLIDEDFLUX FLAG -VSOR0890
CD 0 - NO UNCOLLIDEDFLUX RECORDS PRESENT -VSORO900
CD I - UNCOLLIDEDFLUX RECORDS PRESENT -VSOR0910

CD IDUM(1) ARRAY SET TO 0 -VSOR0920
C -VSOR0930
C -VSOR0940
C VSOR0950
C VSORO960
C -VSORO970
CR FILE INTEGERPARAMETERS -VSOR0980
C -VSOR0990

CL (LMBIG(IG),IG=l,IGM), -VSORIO00
CL *(IMBIS(IS),IS=l,ISM),(ISET(J),J=I,JM) -VSORI010
C -VSORI020

,_ CW IGM+ISM+JM=NUMBEROF WORDS -VSORI030
g C -VSORI040
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CD LMBIG(IG) LENGTHOF MOMENT EXPANSION FOR GROUP IG -VSOR1050
CD IMBIS(IS) NUMBER OF INTERVALSIN ISET IS -VSORI060
CD ISET(J) I-SET ASSIGNED TO INTERVALJ -VSORI070
C -VSORI080
C ,- -VSORIO90
C VSOR1100
C VSOR1110
C ....VSOR1120
CR SOURCE MOMENTS VSOR1130
C -VSORII40
CL ((SORM(I,L),I=I,IMS),L=I,LMS) -VSOR1150
C -VSORII60
CW IMS*LMS=NUMBEROF WORDS -VSOR1170
C -VSOR1180
C DO I J=I,JM -VSOR1190
C I READ(N) *LIST AS ABOVE* -VSOR1200
C -VSOR1210
CD SORM SOURCE BY INTERVALAND MOMENT INDEX -VSOR1220

CD IMS IMBIS(IS)FOR IS CORRESPONDINGTO J -VSOR1230
CD LMS LMBIG(IG) -VSOR1240
C -VSOR1250
C - -VSOR1260
C VSOR1270
C VSOR1280
C.............................. VSOR1290
CR SCALAR UNCOLLIDEDFLUX -VSOR1300
C -VSOR1310
CL (FLUM(I),I=l,IMS) -VSOR1320
C -VSOR1330
CW IMS=NUMBEROF WORDS -VSOR1340
C -VSOR1350
C DO I J=I,JM -VSOR1360
C I READ(N) *LIST AS ABOVE* -VSOR1370
C -VSOR13(30
CD FLUX UNCOLLIDEDFLUX BY INTERVAL -VSOR1390
C -VSOR!400
C VSORI4]LO
C VSOR1420
C VSOR14"_O
C VSOR1440
C VSOR1450
C END VSOR1460

5.5 VISTA OUTPUTFILES

The VISTA code producestwo types of output file - a DOTTER formatted
source file and a MASH formattedsourcefile. The DOTTOR formatted
source file will not be addressedin this manual, and the interested
reader should consultReference2. The MASH formattedsource file is as
follows"
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Record I: TITLE, TDOT - 144 AlphanumericCharacters

Record 2:

MM - Number of quadraturedirections
IM - Number of radial intervals
JM - Number of axial intervals
IGM - Number of energy groups
IGP - Number of energy groups plus I
MMDN - Number of directionsdownward
NJP - Number of axial fluences
ISH - Heightof source point
ISHA - Cosine of source angle (with Z-axis)
NIP - Number of radial fluences
JPL - Index of first J intervalon file
JPU - Index of last J intervalon file
11 additionalVISTA input values not used in MASH

Record 3: IVAL - Array of radialinterval numbersbeing output

Record 4: [MM values per array; 3*MM total values]

_VT - Weightsfrom DORT quadrature

AMU - Mu's from DORT quadratureETA - Eta's from DORT quadrature

Record 5: [NIP + NJP values]

R - Midpointsof radial bins
Z - Midpointsof axial bins

Record 6 to END: [NANG*NJFLXvalues per record]
[IGM recordsper radius,and NIFLX radii]

FLUX - Directionalfluences

lt should be noted that much of the informationon the DOTTOR formatted
source file is similarto the infor_ationgiven above in the MASH
formatted source file.

5.6 LOGICALUNIT REQUIREMENTS

Below is a listing of the files required to executea VISTA case along

with the default values used in the code. In settingup a VISTA case,effortsmust be made for these units to be available.
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I. LogicalUnit NFLSV - DORT Scalar fluence input file
2. LogicalUnit NAFT - DORT directionalfluence input file
3. LogicalUnit NUNCL - GRTUNCL uncollidedfluence input file
4. LogicalUnit NDATA - MASH or DOTTOR formattedoutput source

file
5. LogicalUnit 91 - SCRATCH
6. LogicalUnit 6 - PrintedOutput
7. LogicalUnit 5 -Card Input

Default logicalunit assignmentsfor the first four data files are I, 2,
3, and 4.

NOTE: Logicalunit numbersfor the input fluence files
(NFLSV,NAFT, NUNCL) specifiedless than zero
(i.e.,negativeentries) imply FORMATTEDor BCD
files insteadof binary files.

5.7 PROGRAMMERINFORMATION

5.7.1 Inter-machineAdaptability
mk

The VISTA code is intendedto be easilyadaptableto any type of
sophisticatedcomputer,and yet to take advantageof certainlocalized
structuralfeatureswhich may be machine-dependent.

In general, the guidelinesof ANS-STD.3-19717are followed. This
requires general adherenceto a simple,standard FORTRANlanguage except
where deviationsprovide importantimprovementsin capabilityand can be
documented. In addition,machine-dependentfeatures have been kept
localizedand have not been includedin the subroutineswhich perform
actual computation.

The recommendedproceduresof the Committeeon Computer Code
Coordination(CCCC)6,ahave been followedwhere practical. Compliance
with these standardshas been incompletewhere cost was prohibitive,the
nature of the codes did not allow it, or the expected level of
performancecould not be obtained in that fashion.

Where minor or certainmachine-dependentfeatures are required,
alternativefeatures are enclosed in pairs of 3-character"language
flags." The alternativestatementsremain in the source program,with
inappropriatesections transformedinto comment statements. If the code
is set up for IBM operation, for example, it might contain:

CfB

ENTRY IBCDC(H,E,L,P)CIB
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CDC
C ENTRY IBCDC
CDC

The correspondingCDC configurationwould be:

CIB
C ENTRY IBCDC(H,E,L,P)
CIB
CDC

ENTRY IBCDC
CDC

All versionsof a given procedureare thus availablefor inspectionby
all users. The selectionof options is made by a computer program at
distributiontime. A listing of machine-dependentsectionscan also be
prepared in that process.

The languageflags achieve the major objectiveof having a single,
unified source for each programwhich is maintained for all users. With
these provisions,the basic FORTRANprogramsare operable on IBM, CDC,
UNIVAC, CRAY, Amdahl, and other computers,except that system-dependent

service routines by CCCC must be provided.
as specified

Optional packagesand procedureswhich provideenhanced convenienceare
also available. The optional run-timestorage allocationrequires
system-dependentroutines. Instructionsfor installingthese options
are distributedwith the source programs. All known users at this time
use all of the optionalenhancementsavailableto them. Even so, the
basic operationwith FORTRANroutinesplus the CCCC package remains
available if needed.

5.7.2 ServiceSubroutines

Certain standard servicesubroutinesare specifiedby the CCCC for use
in reactorphysicscodes. The serviceroutines used in these codes
include"

TIMER Providestiming and job identificationdata

REED
Providesequentialaccessto data files

RITE __J

DRED _ Providerandom access to data filesDRIT
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DOPC Providesinitiating,closing, and certain repositioning
of data files

CRED
--7--Provideblock transfer of data between fast and slow

CRIT --J memory.

Many of these subroutinesalso call other subroutines. Many are
entirely system dependent. Each configurationto be distributed
contains an appropriateset of service subroutines,insofaras possible.
The realitiesof computingenvironmentsmay requirelocal modification
or substitution. The specificationsgiven in Reference6, together with
extensive in-streamcomments,provideguides for such modification.
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"Analysisofg. J. O. Johnson, J. D. Drischler,and J. M. Barnes, the
Fall-lgBgTwo-MeterBox Test Bed ExperimentsPerformedat the Army
Pulse RadiationFacility(APRF),"ORNL/TM-III77,Oak Ridge
National Laboratory,(May Iggl).

5.g SAMPLEPROBLEM

The sample problem demonstratesthe processingof the DORT and GRTUNCL
fluencefiles from the calculationof the air-over-groundenvironment
for the two-meterbox experimentsat 400 meters.9 Figure 5-I depicts a
simple diagramof which portionof the DORT geometry is being processed
for output from VISTA. A completelistingof the input cards for the
sample problem is given in Figure 5-2, and some selectedoutput is shown
in Figure 5-3.

In viewing Figure 5-2, the input illustrates;I radial intervaloutput
(NIP),DORT interval 13 as the first axial intervaloutput (JPL), and
DORT interval25 as the last axial intervaloutput (JPU). No source
groups were printed (NED) and the output fluenceswere to be normalized
to the scalar fluence (NORM). There were 69 energy groups (IGM), DORT
interval 13 was the first axial interval input (NJI),and DORT axial
interval25 was the last axial interval input (NJM). There were no
groups missing in the inputdirectionalfluence file (NAFTI),46 neutron

energy groups (NEUI),and no initialgamma groups missing (NGAMX). AMASH formattedoutput sourcefile was requested (NTYPE:O). All comment_
after the slash (/) are ignoredin FIDO input and are only useful for
quick identificationof the input parameters. Finally,the VISTA sample
input in Figure 5-2 shows a source height (from GRI'UNCL)of 16.143
meters (SH) and a value of 50 for the DORT radial interval (IVAL).

The selectedVISTA output shown 'inFigure 5-3 firsL illustratesthe
input parametersread in the first two data blocks along with some of
the parametersobtained from the DORT input directionalfluencefiles.
The memory requirementsare also given in this output. This output is
followed by an "angle number by DORT interval"arraywhich represents
the particulardirection in the DORT quadratureof the uncollided
componentof the fluence. This array is followed by more information
from the DORT directionalfluencefile, i.e., quadratureinformation,
radial position of the interval IVAL (400 meters), and the axial
positionscorrespondingto the axial intervalsinput (NJI and NJM) and
output (JPL and JPU). Finally,the output illustratesthe progress of
the source output reformatting(and normalizationif selected)by group.
The source is written to the SCRATCHunit (91) and after completion
written to the output unit NDATA. If source group edits (NED>O)had
been requested,they would appear at this point. One check for proper
executionof VISTA is by examiningthe scalingadjustmentfactors
printed by group. These factorsshould be on the order of 10.2or less
if correct information(input)has been given and there is a reasonable

degree of convergencein the DORT directionalfluencefiles.
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I_ l I 1 Iilli J I II] II I II I II I II II I II I ....

aprf aog/4OOm/simpletopo/16.14msh/34% ground moisture/lO-Z4-8g(a)air

155 i 13 25 0 0 /nip,jpl,jpu,ned,norm
69 21 22 23 24 /isgrp,nflsv,naft,nuncl,ndata
5 6 13 25 0 /nS,n6,nJl,njm,naftm
0 46 0 /ntype,neui,ngamx
et

2** 1614.30 e /sh,hsa

455 50 e /ival
t

,,I,L. IIII I JJIIL_._ I IIII I " "IIII II I

Figure 5-2. Sample VISTA Input for the
Two-MeterBox Air-Over-GroundAnalysis.
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6.0 MORSE: A MULTIGROUPOAKRIDGESTOCHASTICEXPERIMENTCODE*

6.1 INTRODUCTIONTO MORSE

The Multigroup Oak Ridge Stochastic Experiment code (MORSE)1 is a
multTpurpose neutron and gamma-ray transport Monte Carlo code. Someof
its features includethe abilityto treat the transportof either
neutrons or gamma rays or a coupled neutron and secondarygamma-ray
problem. The MORSE code also incorporatesmultigroupcross sections,an
option of solvingeither the forwardor adjointproblem, and modular
input-output,cross section,analysis,and geometrymodules. MORSE
contains time dependencefor both shieldingand criticalityproblems,an
albedo option at any material boundary,a three-dimensional
combinatorialgeometrypackage, and severaltypes of optional importance
sampling. Finally,MORSE includesa set of debuggingroutines
accessiblefrom anywhere in the program.

Traditionally,Monte Carlo codes for solvingneutron and gamma-ray
transportproblemshave been separatecodes. This has been due to the
physics of the interactionprocessesand the correspondingcross-section
informationrequired. However,when multigroup cross sections are
employed,the energy group to energy group transferscontain the cross

sections for all processes. Also, for anisotropicscatteringeachgroup-to-grouptransferhas an associatedangulardistributionwhich is
a weighted averageover the various cross sectionsinvolved in the
energy transferprocess. Thus, these multigroupcross sections have the
same format for both neutronsand gamma rays. In addition,the
generationof secondarygamma rays may be consideredas just another
group-to-grouptransfer. Therefore,using multigroupcross sections,
the logic of the randomwalk process (the process of being transported
from one collisionto another) is identicalfor both neutrons and gamma
rays.

"[heuse of multigroupcross sections in a Monte Carlo code means that
the effort required to producecross-sectionlibrariesis reduced.
Coupled neutrongamma-raycross-sectionlibrariesare available from the
RadiationShielding InformationCenter at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

Cross sectionsmay be read in either the DTF-IV2 format or ANISN_ and
DOT46 format. The ANISN/DOTformattedcross-sectionfile may be in
either fixed or free form. The auxiliary informationgiving the number
of groups, elements,Legendrecoefficients,etc., is used to producethe
necessaryprobabilitytables needed by the random walk module. The
possible transportcases that can be treatedare neutron only, gamma ray
only, coupled neutron-gammaray, gamma ray from a coupled set, and

"M. B. Emmett, "The MORSE Monte Carlo RadiationTransportCode

D System," ORNL-4g72 (1975),ORNL-4972/RI(1983),ORNL-4972/R2(1984),
Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
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fission,with all of the above optionsfor either a forwardor adjoint 0
case and for isotropicor anisotropicscatteringup to a P16expansion
of the angulardistribution. The option of storingthe Legendre
coefficientsfor use in a next-eventestimator is also provided.

While the capabilitiesand versatilityof MORSE are well documentedfor
applicationsto a wide varietyof problems in both the forwardand
adjointmode of operation, in the MASH code system, MORSE is only used
in adjointmode for the analysisof the complex target description
(vehicle)and to create the leakagetape for input to DRC.

6.1_I TheoreticalBasis

Monte Carlo like discrete ordinatessolves the Boltzmanntransport
equation to obtain the estimatesof the neutron or gamma-rayfluence.
The generaltime-dependentintegro-differentialform of the Boltzmann
transportequation,the derivationof which can be regarded as a
bookkeepingprocess that sets the net storage of particleswithin a
differentialelement of phase space (drdEdfl)equal to the particlegains
minus the particle losses in (drdEdfl)and leads to the followinguseful
form:

t) +

= S(r, E, f/, t) + f f dE' dfl' l],(r,E' _ E,f_' --+ ft) (I,(r,E' ft' t)

where

(r,E,fl,t)denotes the general seven-dimensionalphase space,

r = positionvariable,

E - the particle'skineticenergy,

v - the particle's speed correspondingto its kineticenergy E,

fl- a unit vector which describesthe particle'sdirectionof
motion,

t - time variable,

(_(r, E, f/, t) =

the time dependent angularfluence, 0
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@(r,E,f_,t)dEd_ =

i

the number of particlesthat cross a unit area normal to the
(Idirectionper unit time at the space point r and time t with
energies in dE about E and with directionsthat lie within the
differentialsolid angle dllabout the unit vectorIf,

_10¢(r,E,_,t)dEdF t ._-V

net storage (gainsminus losses)per unit volume and time at
the space point r and time t of particleswith energies in
dE about E and with directionswhich lie in dfiabout If,

0 _. V¢(r,E,_,t)dEd_/ =

net convectiveloss per unit volume and time at the space
point r and time t of particleswith energies in dE about E
and directionswhich lie in dIlabout fl,

Z_,(r, E) =

the total cross sectionat the space point r for particles
of energy E,

Zt(r, E)q_(r, E, Ft, t )dEd_l =

collisionloss per unit volume and time at the space point r
and time t of particleswith energies in dE about E and
directionswhich lie in dflaboutIf,

0
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the differentialscatteringcross sectionwhich describes the
probabilityper unit path that a particlewith energy E' and
an initialdirectionft'undergoesa scatteringcollisionat
the space point r which places it into a new direction that
lies in dflabout flwith a new energy in dE about E,

[f f Z_,(v,E'-_ E,_' -_ _)_(r,E,F_,t)dE'd_']dEd_2 -

inscatteringgain per unit volume and time at the space
point r and time t of particleswith energies in dE about E
and directionswhich lie in dflabout ft,

source particlesemitted per unit volumeand time at the space
point r and time t of particleswith energies in dE about E
and directionswhich lie in dflabout ft.

An effect of interestsuch as biologicaldose, energydeposition, or
particle fluence (denotedby x) for a given problemcan De expressed in
terI,_of the fluencefield _(r,E,fl,t)and an appropriateresponse
function P*(r,E,fl,t)due to a unit angularfluenceand is given by:

Consistentwith the MORSE code, the energy dependenceof Equation (6-I)
is representedin terms of energy groups. A "group"form of Equation
(6-I) is obtainedby integratingeach term with respectto the energy
variable over the energy intervalAEg. MORSE solvesthe integral form
of the Boltzmanntransportequation. Section4.10 of Reference 1
details the derivationof many integralforms of the Boltzmanntransport
equation and its adjoint. In this report only a summaryof the two
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particularequationsused for the forward and adjointanalysis will be
given, and the interesteduser should consult Reference] for further
details.

The solutionof the forwardintegraltransportequationby Monte Carlo
generally involvesa solutionfor ×o(r,_,t),referredto as the 'integral
emergent particledensity, i.e., th_ density of particleswith phase
space coordinates (r,_,t)leavingcollisions. Quantitiesof interest
are then obtained by summingthe contributionsover all collisions,and
frequently over most of phase space. The "IntegralEmergentParticle
Density Equation" is written (in operator notation)as:

x_(,,£._) = s_(,,£,_) + c_,._,(_,_' --+_) T,,(_'-. _,£') x,,(,'_',t') (6.-3)

where

Tg,(r'-_r,Ft')= the transport integraloperator, and

Cg,_g(r,_'-4_) = the collision integraloperator.

0
The "IntegralEmergent ParticleDensity Equation"was selectedas the
basis for the forwardrandomwalk since the source particleswould be
introducedaccordingto the naturaldistrlbution.

The random walk based on the above Equation (6-3) would introducea
particle into the systemaccordingto the source function. The particle
travelsto the site of its first collisionas determinedby the
transportkernel (operator). Its weight is modifiedby the non-
absorptionprobabilityand a new energy group and flightdirection are
selected from the collisionkernel (operator). The transport and
collisionkernels are appliedsuccessivelydeterminingthe particle's
emergent phase space coordinatescorrespondingto the second, third,
etc., collision sites until the random walk is terminateddue to the
reductionof the particle'sweight below some cut-off value or because
the particle escapes from that portion of phase space associatedwith a
particularproblem (for example,escape from the system,slowing down
below and energy cut-off,or exceedingsome arbitrarilyspecifiedage
cut-off).

In some cases, particularlyin MASH, it is of interestto solve the
adjoint problem. This involvessolvingthe "AdjointIntegro-
DifferentialBoltzmannEquation"given below.
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-v_t-@'(,',E,_,t) - 12, V@*(r,E,_,T) + _t(,', E) @'(r, E, _, t) (8-4.)
- S'(r,E,a,_) + f f _,(r,E --, E',a--, a') @'(r,E',_',t)dE'd_'

where

@*(r, E, f_, t) --

the time dependent angular adjoint fluence,

and the othertermsdefinedfor the forwardtransportequationhave
equivalentmeaningfor the adjointequation.The adjointfluenceis
sometimesreferredto as the particle'simportance.

The solutionof the adjointintegraltransportequationby MonteCarlo
generallyinvolvesa solutionfor G:(r,fl,t),referredto as the integral
emergentadjunctondensity,i.e.,the densityof adjunctonswith phase
spacecoordinates(r,O,t)leavingcollisions.Quantitiesof interest I
are then obtainedby summingthe contributionsover all collisions,and
frequentlyovermost of phasespace. The "IntegralEmergentAdjuncton
DensityEquation"iswritten(inoperatornotation)as:

c,,(,.,a,t) = P:(_,a,t) + c,,._,(_,a'-, a) %,(_'-4_,a') a,,(,.',a',t,') (6- 5)

o

where

Z_,(r'--.r,f2')= the transportintegraloperator,

Cg,_g(r,f_'-,f2)= the collisionintegraloperator,and

P2(r,,Q,t)-_-the sourceof adjunctons.

Equation(6-5)is almostidenticalto the forwardequationgivenin
Equation(6-3)whichdefinesthe forwardemergentparticledensityand

the formalbasisof the randomwalk in MORSE. Consequently, 0servesas
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0 the samelogic in MORSEcan be used for both the forward and adjointmodeof solution, The Monte Carlo solution of Equation (6-5) will
generate data from which the adJunctonfluence xg'(r,g,t) and other
quantities of interest can be determined. The general use ofxo*(r,[],t)
must take into account the reversal of directions between adJunctonsand
real particles, i.e, Q (adjoint) - - _ (forward). Further, if outward
boundary crossings would be scored in the forward problem, the
corresponding source adjunctons would be introduced in the inward
direction. Likewise, adJunctonswould be scored for entering a volume
from which the source particles 'in the forward problem would be emitted.
It should be noted that manysources and response functions are
isotroptc, and the problem of directional reversal need not be
considered. The various relationships betweenthe adjoint and forward
quantities are derived in Section 4.10 of Reference 1.

6.1.2 In-Group Energy Biasing

One featureof MORSEalludedto in the introductionwas thatseveral
typesof optionalimportancesamplingtechniquesare availableto the
user. In standardMORSE,theseincludesplitting,Russianroulette,
exponentialtransform,and sourceenergybiasingto namea few. In the
MASH versionof MORSE,thereis an additionalbiasingschemereferredto

as in-groupenergybiasing. _n.-groupenergybiasingis a methodology
developedby W. Scottof SAIC ioto adjustfor irregularitiesobserved
in adjointMonteCarloanalysesin thickmediawherethe weightsof
adjointparticlescould,in undergoingmultiplescatteringevents
becomeverylarge,i.e.,"thefat particle"problem. Such particlesmay
be scoredwith a wide varietyof weightvalues. This resultsin a very
inefficientcalculationwith poorstatisticalprecision,whichis not
improvedby longerrun times, The procedurewas firstimplementedin
the MIFT2Ivversionof the VCS2°,21MORSEcodeby SAIC, Aftertestingby
both SAICand ORNL,the procedurewas installedintothisversionof
MASH. A detaileddescriptionof the theoreticalbasisfor in-group
biasingis presentedin AppendixB. The usershouldexaminethis
sectionto understandthe physicsof the biasingtechnique.Hereonly a
cursoryexplanationof how in-groupbiasingworksis given.

In-groupenergybiasingis easyto use. UnlikeotherMonteCarlo
biasingmethods,in-groupbiasingdoes not requirethat the userset up
and input,basedon his judgment,arraysof data to improvethe
efficiencyof the MonteCarlocalculation.Thismeansthata person
'lessskilledin adjointMonteCarlocan oftensuccessfullyuse MASHor
adjointMORSE,sinceuse of in-groupbiasrequiresonly the settingof a
switchin MASH. Successin the useof the otherbiasingmethods
generallyrequiresconsiderableadjointMonteCarloexperience.

The majorobjectiveof the in...groupbiasingschemeis to eliminatethe
instabilityin the variancefor randomwalks. This is equivalentto
eliminatingthe problemin whichtheweightof an adjointparticlecan

grow unboundedby many repeatedin-groupscatterings.
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The defining featureof in-groupenergy biasing is that for all hut the
last group, a particleSsweight only changeswhen it scatterst,'_,_new
group. If the particle stays in the same group, its weight does not
change. Thus, when an adjointparticle has a probabilityof non-
absorption(PNAB)greater than 1.0, its weight will not increase so long
as it scatters in the same group. When it finallyupscattersto a new
group, its weight will be increasedby a fixed amount that is a function
only of the cross sectionsand not of how many times the particle
scatteredin the same group, With standardadjointMORSE, such a
particlewould have its weight increasedby PNAB each time that it
scatteredso that its final weight upon upscatterwould depend upon how
many in-group scatteringsthat it had.

6.2 MORSECODESTRUCTURE

Input to MORSE is read in five separatemodules: (i) random walk; (2)
cross section; (3) user; (4) source; and (5) geometry. The random walk
input is read in subroutinesINPUI'Iand INPUT2 and includesall
variablesneeded for the random walk process. The cross-sectioninput
is read in cross-sectionmodule subroutinesXSEC, JNPUT, and READSG.

' The parametersneeded to set aside storageare read in XSEC, the mixing
parameters are read in JNPUT, and the actual cross sections are read by
READSG. Cross sectionsmay be either on card or on tape. Input
informationrequiredfor analysisof the historiesis read by subroutine
SCORIN of the analysispackagewhich is called from INPUT2. Since the
source varies from problemto problem, input may also be read in by
subroutineSORIN for the definitionof the source. The geometry input
is read by subroutineJOMIN. Any additionalinput required by tileuser
may be read in by subroutineINSCORwhich is called from SCORIN.

In general, output of input parametersoccurs in the same routine in
which the input was read. In addition,there are two routines (OUTPT
and OUTPT2) for the output of results of the random walk process.
Output of analysis results is generallyperformedin subroutineNRUN,
but may also be done in a user-writtenroutiw ENDRUNwhich is called by
NRUN.

The input sectiontakes care of settingup all variablesneeded in the
transportprocess, lt shouldbe noted that initialcalculationsby the
cross-sectionmodule stem from subroutinecalls in XSEC. The analysis
portionof the code is interfacedwith MORSE through BANKR with several
uses made of cross-sectionroutines in making estimatesof the quantity
of interest. With the exceptionof output from the random walk process,
the rest of the code consistsof subroutinecalls by MORSE. The
geometry module is interfacedthrough GOMST, and the source is
interfacedthroughMSOUR. The diagnosticmodule is independentand any
part of lt may be executed from any routine.

The diagnostic module providesan easy means of printingout, in useful
form, the informationin the variouslabelled commonsand any part of
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e blank con_non. The XBM-360 version also has the following features: a
specialroutine is provided for printingout the particlebank; by
loadingparts of core with a Junk word, the diagnosticpackage can
determinewhich variableshave been used; a "repeatingline" feature is
also included.

The usual geometry module for MORSEis the combinatorial geometry
package (CGIr. However, the MORSEcode in MASHcontains the GIFT5
geometry package developed at BRL8"11. The GIFT5 geometry package is
similar to CG; however, it contains a significant increase in the number
of primitive bodies or "solids" and some added advantages relative to

Monte Carlo tracking in complex geometries. The.GIFT5 geometry packagewas first installed into the MIFT219code by SAIC After considerable
testing, the package was installed into this version of MORSEfor the
MASHcode system.

An albedo scattering may be forced to occur at every entry into a
specified medium. A sample subroutine is provided for specular
reflection and a subroutine call is provided (ALBIN, called from XSEC)
for reading and storing albedo data of any degree of complexity. Thus
transport of particles may be carried out in parts of the problem and an
albedo scattering treated for other parts of the problem.

Time dependence is includedby keeping track of the chronological age of
the particle. For neutrons the age is incremented by the time needed to

e travel the distance between collisions if it traveled at a velocitycorresponding to the average energy of the group. Provision is made for
inputting a thermal group velocity separately. Nonrelativistic
mechanics are assumed. The age of secondary gammarays is determined
from the neutron age at the collision site and is incremented by
determining the time required to travel between collisions at the speed
of light. For fission problems the age of the parent is given to the
daughters at birth.

There are several types of importance sampling techniques included in
the code. The Russian roulette and splitting logic of 0SR12 is an
option in MORSE. Also, the exponential transform is provided with
parameters allowed as a function of energy and importance region.
Source energy biasing is an option as well as energy biasing at each
collision. In fission problems the fission weights may be renormalized
as a function of an estimate of Keff so that the number of histories per
generation remain approximately constant. If desired, all importance
sampling may be turned off.

Some other general features include the ability to run problems without
the use of magnetic tapes, the ability to terminate a job internally
after a set elapsed CPUtime and obtain the output based on the number
of histories treated up to that time, batch processing for the purpose
of determining statistics for groups of particles, and a repeat run
feature so that results for a time-dependent fission problem may be

e obtained with statistical estimates. The output of numerous counterspermits one to obtain an insight into the physics of the problem.
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A
6,2,1 RandomWalk Module

The basic random walk process of choosing a source particle and then
followingit through its historyof events is governed by the routines
in this module of MORSE. A given problem is performedby followinga
number of batchesof particleswhich then constitutea run. Multiple
runs are also permitted. The batch process feature is used so that
statisticalvariationsbetweengroups of particlescan be determined.
Thus, a batch of source particlesis generatedand stored in the bank.
The random walk for this batch of particlesis determinedby picking one
particle out of the bank and transportingit from collisionto
collision,splittingit into two particles,killingby Russianroulette,
and generatingsecondaryparticles (eithergBmma rays or fission
neutrons)and si,_ingthem in the bank for future processing.
Terminationof a historyoccurs when a particle leaks from the system,
reaches an energy cutoff,reaches an age limit, or is killed by Russian
roulette.

The random walk module performsthe necessarybookkeepingfor the bank
and the transportationand generationof new particlesand relays this
informationto the analysismodule for estimationof the desired
quantities. Use is made of the cross-sectionmodule and the geometry
module during the randomwalk processand the input-outputroutines for
the readingand printingof pertinentinformationabout the problem.

In this module the main program is used to set aside the storage
required in blank common and to pass this informationto subreutine
MORSE which is the executiveroutinefor the randomw_Ik process. After
performingthe necessaryinput operationsand settingup storage
requirements,the walk processconsistsof three nested loops: one for
runs, one for batches, and the inner-mostis for particles. After each
terminationof the batch loop, some bookkeepingis required before the
generationof a new batch of sourceparticles. After the terminationof
a run, a summaryof the particle terminations,scatteringcounters,and
secondaryproductioncounters are output,as well as the resultsof
Russian rouletteand splittingfor each group and importanceregion.

There are only two main labelledcommons (APOLLOand NUTRON) in the
random walk routines. Tables 4.4 and 4.5 in Reference I list the
definitionsof the variables in these two commons. The parameters
stored in these commons are labelledby "current"and "previous"
descriptorswhich refer to values of parametersleaving the current and
previous event sites, respectively(WTBC is the exception,being the
weight enteringthe current event site). Also note that "event"
includes boundary crossings,albedo collisions,etc., as well as real
collisions. The user is afforded accessto these parametersthrough
several differentcalls to subroutineBANKR throughoutthe random walk.
The calling routine and location in the randomwalk where BANKR is
called is given in Table 6-I. The user can then interactwith the
random walk through additionalprogrammingonly in subroutineBANKR and
not need to work with the random walk routinesthemselves. The user
also has an input option to write a collision tape for further analysis. W
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0
Table 6-I. BANKR Arguments.

IlL I II IInIII I

BANKR Called Locationof BANKR
Argument From Call in RandomWalk

-I MORSE After call to INPUT - to set parameters
for new problem.

-2 MORSE At the beginningof each batch of NSTRT
particles.

-3 MORSE At the end of each batch of NSTRT particles.

-4 MORSE At the end of each set of NITS batches
a new problem is about to begin.

I MSOUR At a sourceevent.

2 TESTW After a splittinghas occurred.

3 FPROB After a fissionhas occurred,

4 GSTORE After a secondaryparticle has been
generated.

5 MORSE After a real collisionhas occurred
post-collisionparameters are available.

6 MORSE After an albedo collisionhas occurred -
post-collisionparametersare available.

7 NXTCOL After a boundarycrossingoccurs (the
track has encountereda new geometry medium
other than the albedo or void media).

8 NXTCOL After an escape occurs (thegeometry has
encounteredmedium zero).

9 MORSE After the post-collisionenergy group exceeds L
the maximumdesired.

10 MORSE After the maximum chronologicalage has
been exceeded.

11 TESTW After a Russianroulette kill occurs.

12 TESTW After a Russianroulette survivaloccurs.

13 GSTORE After a secondaryparticle has been generated

but no room in the bank is available.I I_ II m I I I i I I I i I I
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input allows the user to specifywhich of the thirteen positive 0The

BANKR Argumentsto put on the tape as well as which of the 36 parameters
listed in Table 6-2. These featuresof MORSE prove useful in applying
the code to new and differentproblems.

Table 6-2. VariablesThat May be Written on CollisionTape (NBIND).
- ill ii iiHi -- 1 ......

Variable Variable Variable Variable
Number Name Number Name

I NCOLL 19 WTBC

2 NAME 20 ETAUSD

3 IG 21 ETA

4 U 22 AGEC

5 V 23 OLDAGE

6 W 24 NREG

7 X 25 NMED

8 Y 26 NAMEX

g Z 27 WATEF

10 WATE 28 BLZNT

11 IGO 2g BLZON

12 UOLD 30 VEL(IG)

13 VOLD 31 VEL(IGO)

14 WOLD 32 TSIG

15 XOLD 33 PNAB

16 YOLD 34 NXTRA

17 ZOLD 35 EXTRAI

18 OLDWT 36 EXTRA2
-- iii I I ............... I I II I m I ' II III I III iii

0
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6.2.2 Multigroup Cross-Section Modul_,

The function of this module in the multigroup Honte Carlo code is to
read ANISN-typez cross sectionsfor media or elements,mix several
elementstogetherto obtain media cross sections,determinegroup-to-
group transferprobabilitiesand determinethe probabilitiesand angles
of scatteringfor each group-to-grouptransfer. All variablesare
flexiblydimensionedand are part of blank common.

Varioustypes of cross sectionscan be processedby the cross-section
module. Neutrononly, gamma ray only, neutron gamma-raycoupled,or
gamma rays from coupled neutrongamma-raycross sectionscan be
processedfor either a forwardor an adjoint problemwith or without
fission. The Legendrecoefficientsare stored if a next-eventestimator
is to be used. Table 6-3 indicatesthe relationshipbetweenthe various
input parametersin the randomwalk module and the cross sectionmodule.
The user must be careful that these particularparametersmatch.

The cross sectionsare read for one coefficientand one element into a
buffer area. Then these cross sections are decomposedinto total,
fission,and downscattermatrix and stored in temporaryarrays so that
they may be mixed to form media cross sections. The total and fission
cross sections are stored only once for an element, but the downscatter
matrix is stored for each coefficient.

The cross sectionsare transposedas stored if an adjointproblem is
being solved. Two major reorderingsteps are carried out to produce an
adjointcross-sectionlibrary:

I. The inscattermatrix is transposed,i.e. the table position
associatedwith group g describing scatteringfrom g' to g is
changed to describe scatteringfrom g to g'.

2. The ordering of the groups is reversed, i.e.data for group
IGM appear first in the output file, followedby IGM-I, etc.

After all cross sections are stored,the contributionof each element to
the cross sectionfor the media is determined. Also at this time the
sum of the downscattervector for each group is determinedfor the
future calculationof the nonabsorptionprobability;the gamma-
productioncross section is also determinedby summingthe transfers to
the gamma groups. After the cross sections for the medium have been
determined,the nonabsorptionprobability,fissionprobability,and
gamma-productionprobabilitiesare formed by dividing by the total cross
section. The downscattermatrix is convertedto a probabilitytable by
dividing by the scatteringcross section.

Q
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Table 6-3. Examplesof the RelationshipBetween Random Walk
and Cross SectionModule Group Input Parameters.

I III li I '1 , , ,,i,,, _ II II Illlrl I

Case A - Neutron Only Cross Sections (22 groups)
Case B - Gamma-RayOnly Cross Sections (18 groups)
Case C - Neutron Gamma-RayCoupled Cross Sections (22-18 groups)

ProblemType

Case A Case B Case C Case C Case C
Input Top 14 Top 17 n only _ only n +

Variable groups groups Top 14 gps Top 17 gps 14n + 17_

MORSE
Input

m,

NGPQTN 14 0 14 0 14

NGPQTG 0 17 0 17 17 CARD B

- •NMGP 22 18 22 18 40 Variables

NMTG 22 18 22 18 40

NGP 22 IB 22 0 22a
CARD XB

NGG 0 0 0 18 18 -
Variables

INGP 22 18 40 40 40

_-- I IIII I I' II_ II' I 1 111 lllmll II

aMust be equal to total number of neutrongroups in the
data; otherwiseit picks up the gammas from the wrong location.

Note= For Cross sectionswith full downscatter,NDS = NGP,
NDSG = NGG, INDS = INGP, and ITBL = number of
downscatters+ number of upscatters+ 3. Usually,
ISGG = number of upscatters+ 4; i.e.,NUS + 4.
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O A simple three group example showingthe relationshipbetween a forwardand adjoint cross-sectionset is shown below. In this example, there is
no upscatter, one activationcross section and the cross-sectioninput
parameters (definedin Sectior,6.3.3) are IHT = 4, ISGG - 5, and ITBL =
7.

Direct Adjoint

oF(l) oF(3IoA(1) o_(3
voF(I) voF(3)
oT(1) oT(3)

o(I_I) G(3-.3),
0 0
0 0

OF(2) _I 2)O_(2) 2)
vaF(2) voF(2)

oT(2) OI(2)

0(2_2) o(2_2)
o(I_2) a(2_3)
O 0

O or(3) oF(1)

o'(3) o'll)vaF(3) vo(1)
GT(3) oT(I)

a(3-_3) a(1-.1)
o(2-.3) o(1-,2)
o(I_3) o(1_3)

The Legendre coefficientsfor each group-to-grouptransfer are converted
to angles and probabilitiesof scatteringat those angles by the use of
a generalizedGaussianquadratureusing the angulardistributionas a
weight function. That is,

S"If(#)_(#)d = f(p,i)wi,
1 i=1
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where O

](#) is any polynomialof order 2n-i or less,

_(#)is the angulardistributionfor #, the cosine of the
scatteringangle,

#_ is a set of discrete cosines,and

_ is the probabilityof the correspondingcosine.

Thus, a set of l_!'sand_i's that satisfythe equationmust be found.
To do this, a set of polynomials,Qi,which is orthogonal with respect
to the angulardistribution,is defined such that

r_+1 Qi(#)Qj(/_)_v(/_)d/_ = 6q N_1

where Ni is a normalizationconstant. O

orthogonalpolynomials,Qi, 1=1,n.'The desiredcosines,l_i,are given
by the roots of Qn,

= o,

and the correspondingprobabilitiesare

-1

In the processof deriving the orthogonalpolynomials,some restrictions
on the moments of the angulardistributionare obtained. These
restrictionsarise if both the originaldistributionand the derived
point distributionare to be everywherenon-negative. The restrictions
are" O
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O I) _> 0 for i_1,n.is restrictionmay be written in terms of the determinant
of the determinantof the moments:

I M! M2 . , , Mi
MI M2 M3 , , ' Mi+1
o

i

, >0
o

o

Mi Mi+l Mi+2 . . . M2i

2) "Theroots of Qi(#)must all lie in the interval

lt must be emphasizedthat the restrictionarising from the original
distributionbeing everywherepositive (or zero) does not restrictthe
truncatedexpansionof the distributionto be everywhere positive. That
is, moments from a truncateddistributionthat is not necessarily
everywherepositive are used to derive a discrete distributionwith
positive probabilities.

Other characteristicsof this representationare that the informationis
compact, the angles are clusteredwhere the angular distributionis
peaked, and becauseof the restrictions,cross sections that have
blunders in them are rejectedbecausethey produce angles outsidethe
range of -I to +I.

An option on input makes it possibleto write a tape containingthe
processedcross sections and all variablesfrom Common LOCSIG needed
during the random walk process. In starting anew case, the normal
cross-sectioninput, except for the cross sections and the mixing cards,
is required.Both the informationfrom input and from tape are printed
for compatibilitychecks. Note that if an adjoint problem is being
solved, the input informationand the informationfor tape will not be
identical.

One of the more importantoptionsprovided for in this package is the
ability to treat upscattering.Thus, multigroupcross sectionswith many
thermal groups may be utilized.(In a crude way photoneutronproduction
may be treated as an upscatterprocessfrom a gamma-raygroup to a
neutron group.)Also, the capabilityof using cross sectiorlswith
partial downscatteris present.

O
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The downscatterarray made it possible to have a feature that is helpful
in reducingcross-sectionstorage requirementsfor neutron problems
involvingmaterialsother than hydrogenwhen a cross-sectiontape is
used. For non-hydrogeneousmedia there is very seldom complete
downscatterto thermalenergy, so a routinewas added to search the Po
array to determinethe minimumdownscatteredenergy group for any
element and for each group. The zero cross sectionsfor downscatters
below this energy group are not stored,and thus the storage
requirementsare reduced.

Another importantfeatureof=this module is the abilityto use a point
cross-sectionrepresentationfor the total, scattering,and fission
cross sections. Either an 05R12or an 06R13,14(variablesupergroup
boundaries)format tape (CODE7)may be used over a specifiedenergy
range. The energy of a particleis chosen uniformlywithin an energy
group for the purposeof selectingthe particletrack lengths or
calculatinga nonabsorptionprobability.For gamma rays or for neutron
energies outside the specifiedrange, the total cross section from the
multigroupcross sectionsis used. (Point,total, and scatteringcross
sections for the adjointcase can also be used.) For some applications,
detailed nonabsorptionprobabilitiesand fissionprobabilitiesmay also
be required. The logic was includedin the new module for the cross-
sectionmanipulationrequiredfor the use of the point cross sections.
Up to 16 point cross-sectionmedia with up to 100 supergroupsare
allowed.

One major change in philosophyhas been made for the case in which point
cross sectionsare used. The modular frameworkof MORSE is broken in
this case in that SubroutineGTSCT uses the energies correspondingto
the multigroup boundariesin order to set up an array of indices, lt is
assumed by GTSCT that the energies exist in the first NTG cells of Blank
Common.

An executiveprogramXCHEKR15may be used in conjunctionwith this
cross-sectionmodule independentof MORSE for the purpose of checking
and editing multigroupcross sections. Also, this executiveprogrammay
be used to generate a processedcross-sectiontape independentof a
MORSE calculation.

6.2.3 The GIFT5 Geometry Package

GIFT5 geometry is similarto the older MORSE combinatorialgeometry in
that specifiedgeometricshapes (spheres,cylinders,parallelepipeds,
etc.) may be combinedto describe complexgeometryconfigurations. As
with MORSE combinatorialgeometry,a GIFT5 geometry file is comprised
largelyof a "body" or "solids"table followedby a "zone" or "region"
table in which the bodies are combined by (+), (-), or (OR) operators.
In GIFT geometry, however,"bodies" (MORSEterminology)are called
"solids" and "zones" (MORSEterminology)are called "regions". In the
GIFT5 graphics code there is no equivalentto the "regions"as used in
MORSE. In MASH, where the term "region"could have a double meaning, W
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the MORSE equivalentof "region" is called "importanceregion" to
minimize any confusion. In this section'theGIFT terminology,i.e.,
solids and regions, equivalentto bodies and zones in MORSE, will be
used.

Installationof the GIFT5 geometry in MASH was greatly facilitatedby
BRL's initial installationof GIFT into MORSE to derive MIFT, in which
they (BRL) had developedthe necessary interfacesbetweenMORSE and the
GIFT geometry,and SAIC's installationof GIFT5 into MIFT2. SAIC's
Installationof GIFT5 in MIFT consistedlargelyof replacingGIFT
geometry routineswith GIFT5 routines. The subsequentinstallationof
GIFT5 into the MORSE code in MASH invo'Ivedmainly a transfer of the
MIFT2 logic into the MORSE logic with a few changesnecessary to
accommodatethe minor differencesin the two codes.

MASH interfaceswith the GIFT5 geometry routines illfour major
locations:INPUTI for processingof the input geometrydata, LOOKZ to
identifythe region (zone)for startingparticles,and GOMST and NXTCOL
to track particlesduring the random walk. INPUTIcalls GIFTM, which
sets a few switches and calls GENI.

GENI calls SOLIN, which processesthe solids (bodies)table, REGIN,
which processesthe regions (zones)table, IDIN, which processesthe
identificationtable, and RPPIN which processesany boundary RPP
information. SOLIN calls ALBERT,which processesARB input data, and

ARIN, which ARS input data. Severalother routines, includingprocesses
DOT, CROSS, EQUIV, UNITV, UN2, ARANG2, CPOINT, and PLANE, are called by
these routines to performmiscellaneousoperationssuch as vector dot
products,cross productsand sorts. GENI and routinescalled by GENI
analyze the geometry for obvious errors,such as XMAX smallerthan XMIN
For an RPP or non-coplanarpoints on an ARB, and print error messages
when such errors are found. GENI then stores the geometry data with
XMAX, XMIN, VMAX, YMIN, ZMAX, and ZMIN boundingvalues for each region
(zone)for use in subsequentanalyses.

LOOKZ calls RAY to identifythe startingregion "locationfor starting
particles. RAY calculatesthe region numbers and interceptdistances
for all regionson a line-of-sightfrom the particle start point to exit
from the defined geometry.

GOMST and NXTCOL determinethe particle coordinatesat the next
collisionsite by calculatingthe expected flight path distance in mean
free paths, then trackingthe particle through the different regions and
materialsof the geometryuntil the mea_ free path is "expended"or
until the particleescapes from the geometry.

First, in NXTCOL, the mean free path for the particlepath is calculated
with a call to GETETA, a flag, MARK, is set to I, and the call to GOMST
is made. In GOMST the distanceDISTO for the particlemean free path in
the currentmedium is calculated. Then the particlestarting

coordinatesand directioncosines, XB and WB are stored. A call to theGIFT5 REGION subroutineis made to determinethe distance along the
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particle line-of-sightto exlt from the current region, and a test is
made to determinewhether the particledoes, in fact, exit the region.
If it does exit the region, a call to GIFT5 subroutineRAY is made to
calculate interceptsof the particleline-of-sight,MARK is set to 0
(indicatinga region boundarycrossing)and the distance traveled is
cumulated. A test on MARK is then made, If MARK is equal to I, the
collisionsite is in the same region as before and GOMST and NXTCOL are
exited. If MARK 'iszero, a boundarycr_ssing occurred and.testsare
made first for the extended path scoringoption (if "Yes", a score is
made) then for particleescape (if "Yes", , an escape is scored), if
there is iloescape,the flight distance in the new medium is calculated.

As seen in the foregoingparagraph,particle tracking uses calls to
GIFT5 subroutinesRAY and REGION. Given a particle line-of-sight
defined by a startingpoint and a direction,REGION calculates the
distance along the ray to all entry and exit points for a specified

region. Becausea region can have complicateds.hapes,it i_ Iossiblefor a ray to have severalentry and exit points WIlileREG 0
calculatesentry and exit points for only one specifiedregion, RAY does
so for all regionsorlthe line-of-sight.

The particle tracking logic with GIFT5 routines is considerably
different'Fromthe tracking logic in combinatorialgeometryMORSE-CG.
In MORSE, each time a particle exits a region,MORSE-CG searches an
"experience"table to determinecandidateneighboringregionswhich the
particlemight be entering. If analysisshows that the particle is not
entering any of the regions in the experiencetable, or if'there are no
candidateregions in the table, all regions are checked sequentially
until the new region is found. When the new region is found, it is
added to the experiencetable.

MASH, during the processingof the input geometrydata, performs three
steps which facilitatelater particletracking. First, bounding X, Y,
and Z values are found for'each region,and the resultingXMIN, XMAX,
YMIN, YMAX, ZMIN, ZMAX are stored in the MASTER/ASTERarray (the Region
RPP Table discussedin Appendix C). Second, these XMIN, XMAX, YMIN,
YMAX, etc., data sets are each sorted,high value first, carrying along
the region number,and stored in the MASTER/ASTERarray. Third, the
bounding RPP for the entire problemgeometry is defined and stored.

During particletracking,MASH first derivesthe RPP which bounds the
particle flight path line-of-sight(ray) from its startingpoint to
escape from the definedgeometry. Next it compares the XMIN, XMAX, ...,
ZMAX data for this bounding RPP to the region min.-maxtable to derive
the shortestlist of candidateregionsthat the ray might intercept.
Therlfor each region on the list, it compares the region rain/maxvalues
with the ray RPP, eliminatingany region RPP that doesnSt 'Intersectthe
ray RPP. Next a "fly by" test is performed,then a check of whether the
ray actually penetratesthe region bounding RPP. Last, if all of the
above tests are passed, a check is made, via a call to REGION,to
determinewhether the ray penetratesthe region.

W
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Ii The above procedure is performed in RAY for all candidate regions. When
it is found that tile ray does penetrate a region, the RIN and ROUT
distances (distances along the ray to region entry and exit,
respectively) are added to a list (RAYIN and RAYOUT), in commonRAYINT,
along with the region number, IREGON,and a count of the number of
entries on the list, NINT, Last, the RAYIN/RAYOUTlist is checked for
overlapping regions. If' overlapping regions are found, an error message
is written,

In initialtestingof MIFT2 after 'installationof the GIFT5 geometry
routines,SAIC found that particletrackingresulted in undetected
errors wheneverthere were undefinedregions in the geometry. While
vehicle geometriesfor VCS analysishave not intentionallybeen
developedwith undefinedregions,undefinedregions could result from

'Ierrors in developingthe complexvehic e geometry, The result or"
undefinedregions in MIFT, before correctionswere implemented,was 'that
particlesgot lost in the sense that their X,Y,Z coordinatesdid not
correspondto the regions. In tileanalysisof a test case vehicle, for
example, in which the interiorair region was intentionallyleft
undefined,the effect was to fill the interiorwith the steel boundary
material.

In MORSE-CG,entry of particles into an undefinedregion also results in
the particle getting lost. MORSE-CG,however, kills the particlesby
settingthe weight (WATE) to zero and picks up a new particle after

writing a message.

The error in the treatmentof undefinedregionswas corrected (by SAIC)
in MIFT2 by the addition of subroutineRAYCIIK,which is called by NXTCOL
immediatelyafter tilecall to subroutineRAY. Fortunatelythe RAYIN and
RAYOUT arrays from RAY containall the informationnecessaryto
reconstructthe ray penetrationparametersfor the undefinedregion.
When a particleencountersan undefinedregion, RAYCHK reconstructsthe
ray parametersand assigns a region number of -99 and a material number
of 1000 (void)to the undefinedregion. RAYCHK then prints a message
for each of the first 25 undefinedregionencounters,giving the region
numbers of adjacentregionsto help locatethe problem area. The RAYCHK
subroutinewas included in the installationof GIFT5 into the MASH
versionof MORSE.

There is, of course, a danger of analyzingan erroneousgeometry with a
code that treats geometricundefinedregions or overlappingregions or
both. '[hebest solutionappearsto have the code print a limitednumber
(e.g., 20) of messages indicatingthat it has Found undefinedor
overlappingregions and then to continuethe calculation. Users could
alter the logic to terminateafter the message, if they wish. In any
event, the user must be responsibleto generate the correct code input.

The bulk of the data used in GIFI'5is stored in a single large array in
COMMON GIFTCM. This array has variousnames in differentroutines,but

usually appears as MASTERor ASTER. MASTERand ASTERare equivalencedfor storage of both real and integer data. This array is currently
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dimensioned to 5,000 in the GIFT5 geometry routines and subroutine GOMST
of the HORSErandomwalk interface routines. The value of 5,000 defines
the storage used throughout the code, and a user who wishes to
redtmenston this value either upward or downwardneeds to change this
common size throughoutthe code. This size Us sufficientfor a medium
size problem, SAIC used a MASTER/ASTERarray size of 15,000 for the
analysisof some very large problems, lt was, for example, sufficient
for the analysisof the HPGS (MobilePositionGun System) test case,
which consists of 2BI solids and 233 regions, and the Long Island
Barracks,which consistedof 308 solids and 311 regions,

There are 12 sets of data stored in the MASTER/ASTERarray as follows:

I. Solid pointers,one word per solid plus I, integerdata. Two
values are packed in each word, ITYPE in the right 15 bits and
LOCDA in the next 16 bits. ITYPE is the solid type, and LOCDA is
the beginninglocationat which specificdata for tilesolid are
stored.

2. Solid data, as requiredto describe the solids, real.

3. Region pointers,integer,one word for each region. Two values

are packed in each word, NUMDES in the right 15 bits and LOCDES in 0the next 16 bits. NUMDES 'isthe number ,)fsolids in the region
descriptionand LOCDES is the beginninglocation at which the
region descriptorsfor the specificregion are stored.

4, Region descriptors,integer,one word per descriptor,NUMDES
descriptorsper region. Two numbers are packed in each word, the
solid number in the right 15 bits and an operatorcode number in
the left 16 bits. The operatorcode is I for OR+, 2 for OR-,
3 for RG4.,4 for RG-, 5 for+ and 6 for -,

5. Region circumscribingRPP data (XMIN,XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, ZMIN, ZMAX
limits for each region). Six words of real data are stored for
each region (zone).

6. Ordered region numbers, integer, sorted into the order large to
small, first based on XMIN values for circumscribingRPP, then an
XMAX, on YMIN, on YMAX, on ZMIN, and last on ZMAX. The total size
of this part of' the MASTER/ASTERarray is six times the number of
regions, beginningat storage locationLREGON.
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Q 7. XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, ZMIN, and ZMAX for RPP that circumscribes
the overalldefined geometry, Six words, real, beginningat
storagelocation LENRPP.

8. Identificationtable, integer,one word for each region. Two
values are packed in each word, ISPACE in the right 15 bits and
ITEM in the next 16 bits, ISPACE is the space code number
(columns11-15 of the input identificationtable) and ITEM is the
componentcode number (columns6-10 of the input identification
table).

9. Region ray table, integer,one word per region. Three values are
packed in each word. The right 15 bits stores the ray number,the
next 10 bits stores the locationwhere the ray end is stored and
the next 10 bits stores the locationwhere the ray start is
stored.

10. Ray 'Intersectiontable storingdistance (RIN) from start of ray to
first intersectionof solid. Real, not packed. One word per
solid.

11. Ray intersectiontable storingdistance (ROLIT)from start of ray
to last intersectionof solid. Real, not packed. One word per
solid.

12. Surfacesand ray count, one word per solid. Three integerspacked
per word, the ray number is the right 14 bits, the surface number
at ray exit in the next 9 bits, and the surfacenumber at ray
entry in the next g bits.

6.2.4 Modificationsto MORSE for In..GroupBiasing

Several routines in the MORSE module of MASH were modified to

incorporatethe changes to add the in-groupbiasingoption. Subroutines
COLISN, GPROB, GSTORE,GTIOUT, and INPUTIwere modified,and a new
subroutineGETLOC was added Also, invokingthe in-groupbias option
changesthe definitionof the quantity GWLO from the probabilityof
secondaryparticle productionto the fractionof the probabilityof
secondaryparticle productionspecified-bythe cross sections (natural
probability).

SubroutineINPUTI was modified to read the in-groupbiasing switch INGB
as the eighth parameteron CARD I. Variable INGB turns on the in-group
when equal to i; otherwise,the option is off. INGB is in

COMMON/IGBABS/ SubroutineCOLISN handles scatteringprobabilitiesPIjwhich give the probabilityof scatteringto group j when a scattering

i
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has occurred in group i. Originallythe particle weight WATE was 0
multiplied by PNABi,the non-absorptionprobabilityfor group i where i
was the group coming into the collision;and then a random number was

comparedwith the probabilitiesPIjto select the outgoinggroup. This
sampling schemewas modified for in-groupbiasing. The same coding'is
used except that the random number is comparedto F*Pij, where F is a
bias factor as follows:

if i : j : I, then F : 1.0

if i : j ¢ I, then F : PNABi

if i ¢ j, then F = I - PiiPNABi

I - Pii

After the outgoinggroup has been sampled,the weight is correctedby

WATE= WATE* PNAB/F.

The method implementedcorrectlytreats in-groupbiasingwith or without
energy biasingand includeslogic for splittingwhen WATE exceeds WTMAX.
The splittinggame actually resamplesthe upscatterdistributionfor
each splittingsecondaryparticle. In this way each secondaryis
independentof the others so that the probabilitytransitionis more
completelyrepresentedthan in the original schemewhere all splitting
secondarieshad the same energy group and the same directioncosines.

6_2.5 Modificationsto MORSE-CG for the MASH Code System

The current versionof MASH containsthe newest MORSE-CG routines.The
main differencesbetweenthis and the previousVCS have been explained
elsewhere in this report. The routinesthat are peculiarto MASH have
been rewrittenwith the followingcharacteristics:

I. Ali arrays are now variablydimensioned. This requiredthe
additionof severalarraysof data to blank common. Table 6-4
defines these variables.

2. All tape unit numbers are variables.

3. Common structureis revised,having fewer commonswith more
variables in each. A labelledcommon IVCS was added for this
purpose, and it is definedin Table 6-5.
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Q 4. Subroutinestructureis slightlydifferent. One of the changes
was to split subroutineBANKR into two routines,BANKR and
NBANKR.

5. Problemsterminatein an orderlymanner. If a job fails
becausethe particle name exceedsthe maximum storageallowed
(IMAXN),data generatedfor all but the last batch is copied
from the scratchunit to the user's save unit. A message is
printedby the new routineEREND to notify the user of this and
of how many batcheswere actuallycompleted.

6. A new MORSE leakagetape format is used in order to provide
more definitiveinformationon the case that was run.

Table 6-4. Locationof MASH Arrays in BLANK COMMON.
lUll I ' I .......

Mnemonic Location in
variable blank common
name BC(1) or NC(1) Purpose

ILEAK(NB) I = NLAST + NB - I N_imberof particles/batch

that leak from system

ILEAK{NITS+I) I = NLAST + NITS Number of recordsof leakage
parameters

ASORC(NB) I = LOCLK + NB - I Total source weight for
batch NB

z

BUF(IPOS) I = LOCASC+ IPOS - I Temporary storageof leakage
z parameters

IGRUP(IN) I = LOCBUF+ IN - I Group number of source
: energy in forwardmode

IDET(IN) I = LOCIGP + IN - I Detector number where response
for escaping particle IN will

-_ be stored
z

IVEH(IN) I = LOCIDT + IN - I Signal indicatingwhere (_,n)
conversion occurred

RDEN(NR) I = LOCIVH + NR - I Density factor for altering
total cross sectionfor
importanceregion NR

'_ '"' I I I 11 I
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Table 6-5. Definitionof Variablesin Common IVCS.
I I l liI III li l I I

Variable Definition

SWATE Total sourceweight for current batch

TOTS Total particleweight for the entire run
(i.e., the summationfrom I to NITS batchesof SWATE)

IMAXN The size of arrays IVEH, IGRUP, IDET - defined as 5*NMOST

MAXSZ The size of the buffer for the leakageparameters
(set at I000)

IGRND Media numberof ground

IAIR Media numberof air

NREC Number of recordswritten to scratchunit ISCU

NAMEI The name of the particlethat split 0

ISCU Logical unit number of scratch unit for leakage parameter
storage (set to 23)

ICTU Logical unit number of MORSE leakagetape (set to 24)

IPOS Counter for number of leakage parametersin buffer

LOCLK Starting locationin blank common of ILEAK array

LOCASC Starting locationin blank common of ASORC array

LOCBUF Starting locationin blank common of BUF array

LOCIGP Starting locationin blank common of IGRUP array

LOCIDT Starting locationin blank common of IDET array

LOCIVH Starting locationin blank common of IVEH array

LOCRDN Starting location in blank common of RDEN array

TTL(IO) Title of problem (will be written to leakage tape)

L I I I lr II II I III ...... ! Q
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6.3 NORSEINPUT REQUIREMENTS

This section describes the input data for the HORSEprogram. The data
is free-form. Most of the rules governingFIDO free-forminput in
AppendixA are appropriate. MORSE free-form input requiresthat the
'$$' and the "**' no___ttbegin in column I. Error messageswill be printed
in this case, but users ofte_ misinterpretthem. Therefore,begin the
"$$" and "**" parameters in column 2. MORSE input also _does_notrequire
data block terminators"T". StandardMORSE includesthe SAMBO input
(afterthe cross-sectionmodule input). The MORSE componentin MASH
does not includethe SAMBO routinessince the analysisof the adjoint
leakagetape is performedin DRC. Consequently,the additionalinput
data after the cross-sectioninput are specialdata required by MASH.
This data replaces the usual SAMBO analysis input.

6.3.1 RandomWalk Input Instructions

This input is read by subroutineINPUTI.

CARD A Job Title Card [20A4]

TITLE 80 alphanumericcharacterdescription

[NOTE: Any characterother than a blank or alphanumericin column onewilI terminatethe job.]

CARD B Job Control Parameters [Begin array with "$$"]

$$

NSTRT number of particlesper batch
NMOST maximum numberof particlesallowedfor in the

bank(s);may equal NSTRT if no splitting,fission,
and secondarygeneration

NITS number of batches
NQUIT number of sets of NITS batches to be run without

calling subroutineINPUT
NGPQTN number of neutrongroups being analyzed

" 5 ,d,4,,m

NGPQTG number of gamma-raygroups being analyzed
NMGP number of primaryparticlegroups for which cross

sections are stored;should be same as NGP (or the same
as NGG when NGP : O) on Card XB read by subroutineXSEC

NMTG total number of groups for which cross sections are
stored; should be same as NGP+NGG as read on Card XB
read by subroutineXSEC
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NCOLTP set greaterthan zero if a collisiontape is desired; the

collisiontape is writtenby the user routine BANKR
IADJM set greaterthan zero for an adjointproblem

[NOTE: For MASH analysis,IADJM is always set > O]

- IO---

MAXTIM maximumclock time in minutesallowed for the problem
to be on the computer; [15.5 hrs is max]

MEDIA number of cross-sectionmedia; should agree with NMED
on Card XB readby subroutineXSEC

MEDALB albedoscatteringmedium is absolutevalue of MEDALB;
MEDALB = O, no albedo informationto be read in,
MEDALB < O, albedo only problem - no cross sections

are to be read,
MEDALB > O, coupledalbedo and transportproblem.

[NOTE: For MASH analysis,MEDALB is always set - O]

[NOTE: See Table 6-3 in Section 6.2.2 for exampleson parameters
NGPQTN,NGPQTG,NMGP, and NMTG.]

CARD C Source Control Parameters [Use "$$" and "**" as indicated]

ss •
ISOUR sourceenergy group if > 0

[if ISOUR < 0 or if ISOUR = 0 and NGPFS _ O,
SORIN is called for input of Cards El and E2.]

NGPFS numberof groups for which the source spectrum is
to be defined. [If ISOUR < O, NGPFS _ 2]

ISBIAS no sourceenergy biasing if set equal to zero;
otherwisethe source energy is to be biased,
and Cards E2 are required.

NOTUSD an unusedvariable. Must specifya "0".

_c_c

WTSTRT weight assignedto each sourceparticle
EBOIN lower energy limit of lowestneutron group (eV)

(groupNMGP)
EBOTG lower energy limit of lo_Pstgamma-raygroup (eV)

(groupNMTG)
TCUT age in sec at which particlesare retired;

if TCUT = O, no time kill is performed
VELTH velocityof group NMGP when NGPQTN > O;

i.e., thermal-neutronvelocity(cm/sec)
_

0
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I CARD D Source ControlParameters [Beginwith "**".]

XSTRT
YSTRT X, Y, Z coordinatesfor sourceparticles
ZSTRT

AGSTRT startingage for source particles.

UINP -7 source particledirectioncosines;

VINP _ if all are equal to zero,
WINP isotropicdirectionsare chosen in MORSE

[NOTE: Source data on Cards C and D will be overriddenby any changes
in subroutineSOURCE.]

CARDS El Input Source Distribution [Beginwith "**"]

[NOTE: Omit if ISOUR on Card C > 0 or if ](SOUR_ NGPFS - OI

FS NGPFS values of FS, where FS equals the unnormalized
fractionof source particlesin each group

CARDS E2 Relative Importanceof Group Source [Beginwith "**"]

[NOTE: Omit if ISOUR > 0 or if ISOUR _<0 and ISBIAS - O]

BFS NGPFS values of BFS, the relative importanceof a
source in group I. (If ISBIAS> O)

CARDS F Energy Group Boundaries [Beginwith "**"]

ENER NMTG valuesof ENER, the energies (irleV) at the upper
edge of the energy group boundaries

[NOTE: The lower energies of groups NMGP and NMTG were read on Card C°]



A

CARD 6 CollisionTape Control Parameters [215,SX,3611,SX,1311]

[NOTE: Omit if NCOLTP on Card B _ O]

NHISTR logicaltape number for the first collisiontape.
NHISMX the highestlogical number that a collisiontape

may be assigned.
NBIND(J),J=I,36 an index to indicatethe collisionparametersto

be writtenon tape.
NCOLLS(J),J=I,13 an index to indicatethe types of collisionsto

be put on tape.

[NOTE: See Tables 6-I and 6-2 in Section 6.2.1 for information
concerningNBIND and NCOLLS.]

CARD H Random Number

RANDOM startingrandom number.

IBM 3033 - (Z12 Format)
CRAY - (4X,020Format)
CDC 6600 - (4X,020format)
UNIVAC 1108 - (4X,012Format)

CARD I BiasingControl Parameters [Begin with "$$"] O

$$

NSPLT index indicatingthat splittingis allowed (if > O)
NKILL index indicatingthat Russian roulette is allowed (if > O)
NPAST index indicatingthat exponentialtransform is invoked

(if > O) (SubroutineDIREC required)
NOLEAK index indicatingthat non-leakageis invnked (if > O)
IEBIAS index indicatingthat energy biasing is allowed (if > O)
MXREG number of importanceregionsdescribedby geometry input

(will be set to one if _ O)
MAXGP group number of last group for which Russianroulette or

splittingor exponentialtransformis to be performed.
[Note: For adjoint,set - NMTG or overstoringresults.]

INGB in-groupbias switch (INGB = I recommended)
= I impliesuse in-groupbiasing
= 0 impliesdo not use in-group biasing
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e CARD 0 BiasingParameters [use "$$" and "**" as indicated]

[NOTE: Omit if NSPLT + NKILL + NPAST - O]

$$

- The followingweight standardsand path-stretching
NGPI parametersare assignedfrom energy group NGPI to
NDG energy group NGP2, inclusive,in steps of NDG and
NGP2 from importanceregionNRGI to importanceregion
NRGI -- NRG2, inclusive,in steps of NDRG. If NGPI = O,
NDRG groups I to MAXGP will be used; if NRGI = O,
NRG2 importanceregions I to MXREG will be used (both

- in steps of one). Usually, NDG = I and NDRG = I.

WTHIHI weight above which splittingwill occur.
WTLOWI weight below which Russianroulette is played.
WTAVEI weight given those particlessurvivingRussianroulette.
PATH path-lengthstretchingparametersfor use in

exponentialtransform(usually0 _<PATH _ I).

[NOTE: The above informationis repeateduntil data for all groups
and importanceregionsare input.]

Q [NOTE: End Card(s)0 with a negativevalue of NGPI, i.e., NGPI[]-I
example $$ -I 0 0 0 0 0 ** 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0]

CARDS K EnergyBiasing Parameters [Beginwitil"**"]

[NOTE: Omit if IEBIAS on Card I _-O]

((EPROB(IG,NREG),IG : I, NMTG), NREG = I, MXREG)

Values of the relativeenergy importanceof particles
leaving a collisionin importanceregion NREG. Input
for each region must start on a new card.

CARD L ProblemIdentification [Beginwith "$$"]

$$

NSOUR set _<0 for a fixed sourceproblem; otherwisethe source
is from fissionsgeneratedin a previous batch

MFISTP index for fission problem,if_< 0 no fissionsare allowed

e NKCALC the number of the first batch to be included in theestimate of Kerr;if _ 0 no estimate of Kelf is made
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NORMF the weight standardsand fissionweights are unchanged
if s O; otherwisefissionweightswill be multiplied,at
the end of each batch, by the latestestimate of K_fand
the weight standardsare multipliedby the ratio o7
fissionweights produced in previousbatch to the average
startingweight for the previousbatch_ For
time-dependentdecaying systems,NORMF should be > O.

CARDS M FissionNeutronWeights [Beginwith "**"]

[NOTE: Omit if MFISTP on Card L_ OI

(FWLO(1),I : I, MXREG)

values of the weight to be assignedto fission neutrons.

CARDS N Fission InducedSource Particle Fractions [Beginwith "**"]

[NOTE: Omit if MFISTP on Card L_ OI

(FSE(IG,IMED), IG = I, NMGP), IMED = I, MEDIA)

the fractionof fission-inducedsource particles in
group IG and medium IMED.

[NOTE: Input for each medium must start on a new card.]

CARDS 0 SecondaryParticleProductionProbability [Beginwith "**"]

[NOTE: Omit if NGPQTN - 0 or NGPQTG . O, i.e., include if
coupledneutron gamma-rayproblem]

((GWLO(IG,NREG)IG = I, NMGP or NMTG - NMGP), NP,EG = I, MXREG)

values of the probabilityof generating a secondary
particle. The secondaryparticlewill be a gamma ray
in the forwardproblem and a neutron in the adjoint
problem. NMGP groups are read for each importance
region in a forwardproblem and NMTG-NMGPfor an
adjointproblem.
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[NOTE:_ The definition of 6WLOdepends on whether or not
tn-group biasing is specified (Card I, vartable INGB),
as follows"

INGB-1 (in-group biasing invoked) GWLOis the fractton
of the natural production probability as specified
by the cross sections and may be assigned values
greater than, equal to, or less than one.

INGB.O (no in-group biasing) GWLOis the probability of
generatinga gamma ray (adjointneutron).]

[NOTE: Input for each importanceregion must start on a new card.]

6.3.2 GIFT5 Geometry Input Instructions

This input card is read in subroutineGIFTM,

CARD GA GIFT5 ProgramControlCard [1011,2FI0.0,315 format]

[NOTE: Option is not set if - O_ otherwisethe option is set]

IPRNT print MASTER-ASTERarray of processedgeometry
ITEMPR print identificationtable by item
IMNMAX print orderedregion rpp equivalents
ISOLEQ print solid rpp equivalents
NOPRNT suppressGENI printing

m 5 " " "

IWSOL print solid table
IWREG print region table
IWRPP print region rpp table
IWID print region identificationtable
IWSUM print summarytable

- 10---

TOL geometry tolerance
TOLLOS line-of-sighttolerance
IVOID void space code
IFANTM phantom item code
IEND signal end of componentsalong ray

The control specificationscard consistsof first, a series of ten print
control switcheson I011 format, for which a 0 usuallymeans "do not

print" and a I means "print". "0000100000" appears useful for thiscard. Next are tolerances, for which 0.001 appears adequate+ The last
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inputs on 'thecard are void, phantomand ray end codes, I, O, and O,
respectively,

The GIFT5 input geometryconsists of five parts as follows:

I. Title Card

2, Target SpecificationCard
3, Solids 'Table
4. RegionsTable
5. Region IdentificationTable

Detailed descriptionsof all these sectionsof input are given in
Appendix C. Here, only the input instructionswill be presented,

i - _ ' ................ IIII .... ........[_ " __ " ' ......... ;i _ I I ..

,OTEi  ext  e tloo.ofi.put throughc. d.GG)
for MASH are read from LOGICALUNIT 8 (as currently
configured). This is noted because the rest of the input
is read from LOGICALUNIT 5.}

- " '....................................... _ II IIILI III I I I IIIIII ....

A

CARD GB GIFT5 Title Card TA2, 3X, A60 format]

TGTUN target unit specification[(cm) only for MASH]
ITITLE target geometry descriptiontitle

This input card is read in subroutineGENI.

CARD GC GIFT5 Target SpecificationCard [215 format]

NSOLID number of geometry solids in Solids Table
NRMAX number of geometry regions in RegionsTable

This input card is read in subroutineGENI.

CARD GD GIFT5 Solids Table [AS, A3, AI, IX, 6FI0.0,AIO format]

These input cards are read in subroutineSOLIN.

The solids table defines the basic geometricshapes. Table 6-6
summarizesthe input for the differentsolid types. The basic format
for all cards in the solids table is (AS, A3, AI, IX, 6FI0.0,AID) with
the first field (AS) in the format normallyused for the sequence number
of the solid in the solid table, the second field (A3) used to designate
solid type (e.g., RPP for rectangularparallelpipedor SPH for sphere)
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l'able6-6, SunBaryDescriptionof Inputfor SolidsTable,

1,.5 6.8 9-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80

NO, RPP XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX ZMIN ZMAX COMMENTS

NO. BOX VX VY VZ HX HY HZ COMMENTS
NO, WX WY WZ DX DY DZ COMMENTS

NO. RAW VX VY VZ HX HY HZ COMMENTS
NO. WX WY WZ DX DY DZ COMMENTS

NO, SPH VX VY VZ R COMMENTS

NO. ELL. VX VY VZ AX AY AZ COMMENTS
NO, B COMMENTS

NO. ELL G VX VY VZ AX AY AZ COMMENTS
BX BY BZ CX CY AZ COMMENI'S

NO. TOR VX VY VZ NX NY NZ COMMENTS
R1 R2

NO. RCC VX VY VZ HX HY HZ COMMENTSNO. R COMMENTS

NO, REC VX VY VZ HX HY HZ COMMENTS
NO. AX A¥ AZ BX BY BZ COMMENTS

NO. TRC VX VY VZ HX HY HZ COMMENTS
NO, RI R2

NO. TEC VX VY VZ HX HY HZ COMMENTS
NO. AX AY AZ BX BY BZ COMMENTS
NO. RATIO COMMENTS

NO. TGC VX VY VZ HX HY HZ COMMENTS
NO. AX AY AZ BX BY BZ COMMENTS
NO. T(A) T(B) COMMENTS

NO. HAF A B C D COMMENTS

NO. ARS NC NP NR COMMENTS
NO. Xl YI ZI X2 Y2 Z2 COMMENTS
NO. X3 Y3 Z3 ETC. COMMENTS

(STARTNEW CARDWII'HEACHCURVE)
CONVEXARS HAS SAME INPUTEXCEPTCOLS 9-10NOT BLANK
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Table6-6. SummaryDescriptionof Inputfor SolidsTable(Continued),
| II I I I I -" -- II IIII IIII I J I ...... I IIII I ........ BIIII I I I

1-5 6_8 9-I0 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-80 61-70 71-80

NO, ARB 4 Xl YI ZI X2 Y2 Z2 COMMENTS
NO, X3 Y3 Z3 X4 Y4 Z4 COMMENTS

FACESGENERATED 123 412 423 431

NO, ARB 5 Xl YI Zl X2 X2 Z2 COMMENTS
NO, X3 Y3 Z3 X4 Y4 Z4 COMMENTS
NO. X5 Y5 Z5 COMMENI'S

FACESGENERATED 1234 512 523 534 541

NO. ARB 6 Xl YI ZI X2 Y2 Z2 COMMENTSNO. x3 Y3 z3 x4 Y4 z4 CO,,ENTSNO. YS Z5 X6 Y6 Z6 CO,,ENTS
FACESGENERATED 1234 2365 1564 512 634

NO, ARB 7 X1 Yl Z1 X2 Y2 Z2 COMMENTS
NO. X3 Y3 Z3 X4 Y4 Z4 COMMENTS
NO, X5 Y5 Z5 X6 Y6 Z6 COMMENTS
NO, X7 Y7 Z7 COMMENTS

FACESGENERATED 1234 587 145 2376 1265 4375

NO. ARB 8 Xl YI Zl X2 Y2 Z2 COMMENTS
NO. X3 Y3 Z3 X4 Y4 Z4 COMMENTS
NO. X5 Y5 Z5 X6 Y6 Z6 COMMENTS
NO, X7 Y7 Z7 X8 YB Z8 COMMENTS

FACESGENERATED 1234 5678 1554 2376 1265 4378

NO, AR_ N Apr NPE NEQ NAE COMMENTS
NO, Xl YI ZI ETC. COMMENTS

NPE.NE.O [6(14,2130] (NEG.=-Y)
NO, FACEI FACE2 FACE3 ETC. COMMENTS

NEQ.NE.O
NO. AI BI CI DI COMMENTS
NO. A2 B2 C2 D2 COMMENTS
NO. ETC. COMMENTS

NAE.NE,O [2(FI0.4,110)]
NO, AZI ELI PNl AZ2 EL2 PN2 COMMENTS
NO, AZ3 EL3 PN3 ETC. COMMENTS

_-\ IIII I I I I I IIII IIII - II1[ ...... II I'1 I ii ii
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Table6-6. SummaryDescriptionof Inputfor SolidsTable(Continued).
..................................... I II III I i IIIIIII [ .... I I Iii I III

SOLIDTABLESYMBOLS(AB,AI,A2,6FIO.O,AIO)
V - VERTEX
H - HEIGHTVECTOR
W - WIDTH
D - DEPTH
N - NORMAL
A - SEMI-MAJORAXIS
B - SEMI-MINORAXIS
C - SEMI-MINORAXISOF ELLIPSEOF XSECT(ELLG)
R - RADIUS
T - LENGTHOF TOP AXISWITH SAMEDIRECTIONAS BOTTOMAXIS
NC - NUMBEROF CURVES
NP - NUMBEROF POINTSPER CURVE
NR - NUMBEROF POINTSREADDIRECTLY

ARBN AND HAF SYMBOLS
NPT ..NUMBEROF POINTS
NPE - NUMBEROF FACESDEFINEDBY 3 POINTS
NEQ - NUMBEROF FACESDEFINEDBY EQUATION
NAE -.NUMBEROF FACESDEFINEDBY AZ, EL AND POINT
A,B,C,D- PLANEEQUATIONCOEFFECIENTS AX + BY + CZ - D
AZ - AZIMUTHANGLE

EL - ELEVATIONANGLEPN - POINTNUMBER

II IIII IIIII II I r i i i iiii i ii ii iii _ _ " iii I

or blankif a continuationcard forthe solid,the third(AI)fieldused
to designatea variantof the solidtype (e.g.,a 6 for a six-vertex
arbitrarypolyhedronor ARB6),the fourthfield(6FI0.0)used for the
solidparameters,and the final(AIO)fieldreservedfor usernotesor
comments.

The parametersrequiredto definethe varioussolidsare differentfrom
one typeof solidto another. Usually,however,the parameterscan be
classifiedas beingone of threetypes,a "vertexpoint",a "vector"or
a "scalar".The vertexpointis specifiedby its X,Y,Zcoordinates,a
vectoris specifiedby itscomponentsin the X, Y, and Z directions,and
a scalaris a singlenumericvalue,for examplethe radiusof a sphere.

The summaryof the solidstableinputdatagivenby Table6-6 will be
usefulfor personsfamiliarwith combinatorialgeometry,but a more
detaileddescriptionof the geometrysolidtypesand theirinputis
necessaryfor new usersand for usersusingnew andmore exoticsolid
types, Thereforea more detaileddescriptionof the varioL1sgeolnetry

solid types, including pictures, has been included. Becauseof itsbulk, this description has been placed in Appendix C.
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CARD GE GIFT5 RegionsTable [15, IX, g(A2, 15) IX, AIO format]

These input cards are read in subroutineREGIN.

The GIFT5 geometry_ table is very similarto the __zonestable in
MORSE combinatorialgeometry. Via the regions table, the shape and
space of several solids can be "combined"to define a componentof the
system being described. Three operators,a "+", a "-" and an "OR", and
combinationsthereof, are used to define the "intersection"
"subtraction"or "union"of solids to form a more complex shape. A
detailed descriptionof how to use these operators, along with several
examples,is given in AppendixB. The un-initiateduser of
combinatorialgeometry should refer to these examples before attempting
to model a complex ]eometry.

The generalformat for the regionstable is 15, IX, 9(A2,15) IX, AIO.
The first (15) field is the region sequencenumber. Each line has
provisionsfor nine pairs of OR operator fields and solid numberswith +
or - sign, followedby 10 spaces for comment. (The IX means an unused
column on the card). Continuationcards can be used for regions
describedby the combinationof more than nine bodies. For continuation
cards, the region (first 15) entry is left blank.

[NOTE: The cards of the above formatdefining the various regions in
the configurationare followed by a card with a -I in columns4 and 5.
This "-I CARD", as it is called, is the flag that marks the end of the
region table.]

CARD GF GIFT5 Region Identification"Fable [515, 5X, A40 format]

These input cards are read in subroutineIDIN

The identificationtable is used to assign identificationcode numbers
and additionalinformationto the regionsdefined in the region table.
Entries in the identificationtables, in format (515, 5X, A40), are as

: follows:

....... I'I II ........ IIII I

Columns Parameter

I - 5 Region number
6 - 10 Componentcode number (I-9999)

11 - 15 Space code number (1-99)
16 - 20 Material code

! 21 - 25 Percentdensity
31 - 70 Alphanumeric region description

.... _,I I I I I II

a
=
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Most of the above informationis not used by the GIFT5 package in MORSE;
neverthelessthe table must be includedin input runstreams. For MORSE,
only the region number (columnsI-5) need be entered. All the other
columnsmay be left blank (materialnumbers are assigned in other input
to MORSE).

CARD 6G GIFT5 Region RPP Table

[NOTE: The Region RPP Table discussedin Appendix C is optional and
typicallyis not input in MASH. The GIFT5 programwill
automaticallyproducea Region RPP Table. Consequently,the
user does not have to enter any data here.]

IIII I r'-__-"Im

I REMINDER: The remainingsectionsof input for MASH are read from

LOGICALUNIT 5. This is noted becausethe previous
six sectionsof the input (CardsGB throughCards GG)
were read from LOGICALUNIT 8.

i I ............... L " III I I I II I I II I

CARD GH GeometryRegion MaterialSpecificationTable [1415 format]

This input card is read in subroutineOVER.

MED material number
NOMED number of regionswhich are made up of materialMED

IZONE(1),I = I, NOMED

NOMED region numbers havingthe material number MED

[NOTE: These cards are entered (in sets) for each code material number
until all regions have i)designatedmaterial. The first two

parameters (MED and NOMEp) are on a card by themselves. The

region numDers are then _nteredon a second card.]
\

CARD GI ImportanceRegion Assignr,_entTable [1415 format]

This input card is read in subroutineOVER

IR(1), I = I, NRMAX

the importanceregion assignmentfor each geometry region
is read in this array.

®
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6.3,3 Cross-Section Module Input Instructions 0

This input is read by subroutine XSEC.

CARD XA Cross SectionTitle Card [20A4]

[NOTE. This title is also written on tape if a
processedtape is written; therefore,it is
suggestedthat the title be definitive.]

CARD XB Cross SectionControl Parameters [Beginwith "$$"]

$$

NGP the number of primary groups for which there are cross
sectionsto be stored. Should be same as NMGP input
in MORSE.

NDS number of primarydownscattersfor NGP (usuallyNGP).
NGG number of secondarygroups for which there are cross

sectionsto be stored.
NDSG number of secondarydownscattersfor NGG (UsuallyNGG).
INGP total numberof groups for which cross sections are to

be input.

ITBL table length,i.e., the number of cross sections for each
group; (usuallyequal to number of downscatters
+ number of upscatters+ IHT).

ISGG locationof within-.groupscatteringcross sections;
(usuallyequal to number of upscattersplus IHT+I).

NMED number of media for which cross sectionsare to be stored;
should be same as MEDIA input in MORSE.

NELEM number of elements for which cross sectionsare to be read.
NMIX number of mixing opera'lions(elementstimes density

operations)to be performed (must be _ I).

- 10 ---

NCOEF number of coefficientsfor each element, includingPo.
NSCT number of discrete angles (usuallythe integervalue

of NCOEF/2).
ISTAT flag to store Legendrecoefficientsif greater than zero°
IHT location of total cross section in the table.

[NOTE: See Table 6-3 in Section6.2.2 for examples on parameters
NGP, NGG, and INGP.]

0
_
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O CARD XC Cross Section I/O parameters [Beginwith "$$"]

$$

IRDSG switch to print the cross sections as they are read
(if > 0).

ISTR switch to print cross sections as they are stored
(if > 0).

IFMU switch to print intermediateresults of p's calculation
(if > 0). (Ignoredif IXTAPE < O)

IMOM switch to print moments of angulardistribution(if > 0).
(Ignoredif IXTAPE< O)

IPRIN switch to print angles and probabilities(if > 0).
(Ignoredif IXTAPE< O)

m 5 ,..mw

IPUN switch to print resultsof bad Legendrecoefficients
(if > 0).

IDTF switch to signal that input format is DTF-IV format
(if > 0); otherwise,ANISN format is assumed.
(Ignoredif IXTAPE< O)

IXTAPE logicaltape unit if binary cross sectiontape; set equal
to 0 if cross sectionsare from cards. If negative, then
the processedcross sections and other necessarydata from

a previousrun will be read; in this case (IXTAPE< O) nocross sectionsfrom cards and no mixing cards may be input.
The absolutevalue of IXTAPE is the logicaltape unit.

JXTAPE logical tape unit of a processedcross-sectiontape to be
written. This processedtape will containthe title card,
the variablesfrom common LOCSIG and the pertinentcross
sections from blank common.

I06RT logical tape unit of a point cross-section tape in
06R format.

- 10---

IGQPT last group (MORSEmultigroup structure) for which the
06R point cross sections are to be used (_<NMGP).

CARD XD Element Identifiers [Beginwith "$$"]

[NOTE: Omit if IXTAPE_ O]

Element identifiersfor cross-sectiontape. If element
identifiersare in same order as elementson tape, the
efficiencyof the code is increaseddue to fewer tape
rewinds.

0
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CARDS XE Cross Sections from Cards [Beginwith "**" if free-form] 0

[NOTE: Omit if IXTAPEk O]

If cross sectionsare in free-form,a card with "**" in
columns2 and 3 must precedethe actual data. ANISN
format if IDTF _ O; otherwise,DTF-IV format. Cross
sectionsfor INGP groups with a table length ITBL for
NELEM elements each with NCOEF coefficients.

CARDS XF Cross-SectionMixing Table [Use "$$" and "**" as indicated]

[NOTE: Omit if IXTAPE< OI

$$

KM medium number.

KE elementnumber occurringin medium KM (negativevalue
indicateslast mixing operationfor that medium).
Failureto have a negativevalue causes code not to
generate angularprobabilitiesfor that media, i.e.

(LEGENDand ANGLE not called). 0

RHO densityof elementKE in medium KM in units of
atoms/(barncm).

Example Card XF: $$ KM KE ** RHO

[NOTE: NMIX (see Card XB) cards are required.]

CARDS XG 06R Tape Control Parameter [Beginwith "$$"]

[NOTE: Omit if I06RT_ OI

$$

NXPM number of point cross-sectionsets per medium Found
on an 06R tape.
= I, total cross sectiononly,
= 2, total + scatteringcross section,
= 3, total, scattering,and v'fission cross section.

0
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6.3.4 Spectal MASHInput Instructions

In addition to the HORSEinput described above, the following input data
is required for a MASHrun. These parameters are either included on the
leakage tape read by DRC, or are used to determine parameters used on
the leakage tape.

CARD AA LeakageTape Title [IOA4]

TTf. Title to be placed on leakagetape

CARD BB Region DensityFactors [Beginwith "**"]

J

RDEN(1), I = I, MXREG

Densityfactor for each importanceregion

CARD CC Air/GroundMedia Indicators [Beginwith "$$"]

• ss
IGRND Media number of the ground
IAIR Media number of air

Two media numbersmust be specifiedwherein a flag is
placed on the product of secondaryparticle (neutron)
generation. The variable names assignedto these numbers
indicate that the conventionalapplicationof this input
is to flag neutronsgeneratedin the ground (IGRND)and
the air (IAIR). Any media may be specified,with the
understandingthat the contributionof the flagged
particleswill be labeledGROUND and AIR, regardlessof
their true source.

6.4 ANISN NUCLIDE FORMAT CROSS_.SECTIONFILE

In a MORSE problem,cross sections are read from card input and/or from
an external data set in nuclide-organizedformat, i.e., all the cross
sections for one group of one nuclide,followedby other groups for that
nuclide, and finallyfollowed by data for other nuclides. Within a
group, MORSE expectsthe ordering of data in the cross sectiontable in
the followingformat:

0



O
Table Position Entry Cross SectionType --

..... IIIII I II _ llrlll II I I I I ' "'" '"" "'"' I IIIIIIII I I IIIII I

I al(g) First activationcross section
(if any)

i

IHT-3 aL(g} Last activationcross section
(if any)

IHT-2 _(g ) Absorption

IHT-I vaF(g) NeutronProduction

IHT aT(g) Total removal

IHT+I aTUS(g) Total upscattercross section from
group g (omit this entry if NUS=O)

IHS-NUS a(g+NUS+g) Scatteringfrom group g+NUS to g

e ,

: : •
IHS-I a(g+l+g) Scatteringfrom group g+l to g

IHS o(g+g) Scatteringfrom group g to g

IHS+I a(g-1+g) Scattering from group g-1 to g

+ +

IHM a(g-NDS+g) Scattering from group g-NDS to g
..... IIIIIII IIII ...........................

From this, it can be seen that"

NUS = IHS-IHT-2= number of upscattergroups, if greaterthan O,

+ NDS = IHM-IHS= number of downscattergroups,

L = IHT-3 = number of activationcross sections.

O
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Special illustrationsof interestare:

,..,,...

IHM = IGM + 3

IHS = 4 u Full downscatter;no upscatter;
no activationcross section

IHT : 3

and,

IHM = IGM + 5 + NUS
Full downscatter;NUS upscatter;

IHS = 6 + NUS -- room for an activationcross
sectionin position I.

IHT : 4

Thus the parametersIHT, IHS, and IHM completelydescribe the format of
the cross sections. If there are no activitycross sections,IHT=3. If
there is no upscatterIHS = IHT + I. If there is no downscatterIHM =
IHS (i.e. a one group problem). If there is upscatter,MORSE will

compute a total upscattercross sectionfor each group of each materialand place that cross section in position IHM + I. The activitycross
sectionsare not used in the MORSE code.

6.5 MORSE LEAKAGETAPE OUTPUT FILE FOR DRC

Because of the large amount of core storagerequired for the VISTA free-
field fluences,the forward-adjointcoupling could not be accomplished
as the Monte Carlo calculationwas performed. The coupling involved the
calculationof the integral

R = J"¢(P)¢*(P)(_.n)dP

over the coupling surface S.

We define

¢(P) = VISTA free-fieldfluences in phase space P.

¢*(P) = MORSE adjoint fluencein phase space P.

_.n = cosine of angle betweenparticledirection and
inwardnormal.

0
z
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The adjoint fluenceat the rs, the positionof the surface S, is written 0
on a leakage tape along with other variablesnecessaryfor couplingthe
MORSE resultswith the VISTA results in DRC. The variableswritten on
tape for each adjointleakageare as follows:

I. IG - the group number,
2. IGS - the source group,
3. WTBC the weight,of the adjointparticle at leakage,
4. U - X directioncosine,
5. V - Y directioncosine,
6. W - Z directioncosine,
7. Z - heightof leakage point,
8. IDET - detectortype in which particle is to be scored.

An output buffer was blocked to transferthe data from core to tape
efficientlyat the end of each batch. This permittedbatch statistics
to be calculatedin the DRC code which reads the MORSE leakage tape and
the VISTA fluencetape and performsthe coupling. The leakage tape
generated by MORSE containsthe followingdata:

I I - III Hl|Iii I I II I I _-" I II .... _. _ i

Record I - Title and date of MORSE run
Record 2 - InitialData Record - 24 words
Record 3 - EnergyGroup Structure,Velocities,Source Spectra

and BiasingFunction - 4*NMTG words
Record 4 - Array of Number of ParticlesLeakingPer Batch -

NITS+I words

Record 5 -.Array of Source Weights Per Batch - NITS+I Words
Record 6 - A Block of Leakage Informationfor 125 Adjoint Particles-

1000 words
II II I! I! I! II II II ti tt tt 1! t! II I! I1 II I! II II 11 II II II I! !1 |1

II II II I! II II 11 li 11 I! II 11 II 11 II 11 II II 11 II 6l II II II li I! I!

I! II 11 I! II II II I! II li li li II II II I| II II |! I! 11 I! II tl I! I! I!

Record N -

A detailed descriptionof the contents of the above records is
given below"

I. Record I - A 40 charactertitle plus a 32 characterdate of run

II. Record 2 - The USER labeledcommon (plus parameter INGB) is
written in Record 2. The total number of groups,
number of batches,etc., are contained in this record,

defined in Table 6-7.as
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III, Record 3 - "Fhemultigroupenergy structureand group velocities
are containedin Record 3. The data are:

E(1) - Upper energy limit of Group 1,
6

4

I

E(NMTG) - UIper energy limit of Group NMTG,VEL(I) - Ve ocity of Group 1.
i

t

VEL(NMTG) - Velocityof Group NMTG,
F(1) - Fraction of Source in Group 1

o

0

FINMTG) Fractionof Source in Group NMTGB I) _ Biased Fractionin Group I
I

0

B(NMTG) - Biased Fraction of Source in Group NMTG

IV. Record 4 - The number of particlesthat leak per batch are givenin Record 4. This data is necessary in order to
normalizethe batch resultsper source neutron.

L(1) - Number of; leakage particles in batch 1.

t

o

L(NITS) - Number of leakage particlesin batch NITS.

L(NITS+I) - Total number of leakage records written on tape.

V. Record 5 - "Fhe sum of the source weights of' the particles ill a
batch.

ASORC(1) - Sum of weights of source particles in batch 1.
ASORC(NITS)- Sum of weights of source particlesin batch NITS

VI. Record 6 - The adjoint leakage fluence blocked in groups oF 125
particles.

Q
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B Ii - IG Energy@roupI

B 2 - IGS Sourc_JGrou

_ 3 W'FBr Weightat eakage4 - U-, direction ---.ParticleI

B BI V cosines

B 6 W _F-- at leakage
B 7 - Z Heightat leakage
B _ - IDETDetectorType

tl II II

II ii II

11 II II

" " " -- Particle2
II II II

II II It

II II 11

II II II

I

i

¢

B(IO00)- IDEI'DetectorType

VII. Additionalrecordsin the formatof Record6 to a totalof 0
L(NITS+I) leakage records.

I ' I I I I _ " " I I I --- ii ..... IIIII

6.6 LOGICALUNIT REQUIREMENTS

Belowis a listingof the filesrequiredto executea MORSEcase alongwith
the defaultvaluesused in the code. In settingup a MORSEcase,effortsmust
be made for thes,e unitsto be available.

I. Logical"Unit,IXTAPE- CrossSectionInputFile [Default=t0]
2. LogicalUnitJXTAPE- CrossSectionOutputFile [Default=2]
3. LogicalUnit.FT16 - CG GeometryScratchUnit [Default=t6]
4. LogicalUnit ISCU - MORSEAdjointLeakageScratchFile [Defau'It=23]
5, Logica:lUnit ICTU - MORSEAdjointLeakageFile [Default=24]
6. LogicalUnit lO - PrintedOutput[Default=6]
7. LogicalUnit 11 - MORSECard InputFile [Default=5]
8. LogicalUnit lOB - GIFT5Card InputFile [Default=BI
9. LogicalUnit i09 - GIFT5GeometryScratchUnit [Default=9]

fr

[NOTE: Logic;alUnit FT16 is not usedwith the GIFT5GeometryPackage., 0
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Table 6-7, Definitionsof Variables in USER COMMON,
t --- i 'lr_'-- .................................................... I ] ii]II _ "L

Number Variable Definition

I AGSTRT Initialchronologicalage to be assignedto source
particles

2 WTSTRT Initialweight to be assignedto source particles
3 XSTRT Initialx positionto be assigned to source

particles
4 YSTRT Initialy positionto be assigned to source

particles
5 ZSTRT Initialx positionto be assigned 'tosource

particles
6 DFF Normalizationfor adjointproblems
7 EBOTN Lower energy boundary (eV) of last neutrongroup

(groupNMGP)
8 EBOTG Lower energy boundary (eV) of last gamma-raygroup

(groupNMTG)

9 TCUT Chronological age 'limit
10 I0 Logical unit for output
11 II Logical unit for input
12 IADJM Adjoint switch (> 0 for adjoint problem)
13 NGPQTI Problem-dependent energy group limit
14 NGPQT2 Problem-dependent energy group limit
15 NGPQT3 Problem-dependent energy group limit
16 NGPQTG Group number of lowest energy gamma-ray group

to be treated
17 NGPQTN Group number of lowest energy neutron group to

be treated
18 NITS Number of batches to be run
19 NLAST Last cell in BLANKCOMMONused by random walk

package
20 NLEFT Number of cells in BLANKCOMMONavailable to user
21 NMGP Number of primaryenergy groups
22 NMTG Total number of energy groups
23 NSTRT Number of sourceparticlesfor each batch

__a,,![ .... ' II li I i I ie. .......... I ]1 IL' , i ,,.,. _'i

0
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A
6.8 SAMPLEPROBLEM

The sample problem demonstratesthe adjointMonte Carlo analysis of the
two-meterbox experiments.22,_ The two-meterbox, i.e., "NATO standard
test bed" is a large cubical steel walled box with a layer of 5.08-cm-
thick steel plates mountedon the top, bottom, and all four sides. The
exterior set of plates yield overalloutsidedimensionsfor the box of
220.32 cm x 220_32 cm x 220.32 cm, and are removable. The interior
steel box has outsidedimensions210.16 cm x 210.16 cm x 210.16 cm with
each wall having a thicknessof 5.08 cm. This yields an interior air
space with dimensionsof 200 cm x 200 cm x 200 cm and thus gives the
test bed the common name - "the two-meterbox." The box also contains
lift tabs (for movement by crane),drainage holes at the base, a cable
access hole at the base on the back side of the box, and two hatches.
The hatchesare located in the center of the top and back faces of the
box and the hatch diametersin ?.heinteriorbox and outsideplates are
s;taggeredto mitigate radiationstreamingpaths into the box. The
hatches are includedfor loadingand unloadingexperimentalequipment,
e.g., detectors,phantoms,etc., and for simulatingopen-hatchvehicle
experiments. An isometricview of the two-meterbox test bed is shown
in Figure6-I.

A complete ;Istingof the input cards for the sampleproblem is given in
Figure 6-2, and Figure 6-3, and some selectedoutput is shown in Figure
6-4. Figure 6-2 representsthe input on logicalunit 5 which contains
the random walk input,the GIFT5 geometry cards (GA, GH, and GI), the
cross-sectioninput,and the specialMASH input for output to DRC.
Figure 6-3 illustratesthe GIFT5 geometry input read on logical unit 8
for the Two-MeterBox for geometry Cards GB, GC, GD, GE, and GF). In
viewing Figure 6-2, the input illustrates;the descriptivetitle for the
MORSE case, 1000 particle per batch (NSTRT),50 batches (NITS),and a
maximum number of particlesto be stored in the banks of 1500 (NMOST).
Only one set of 50 batcheswas to be run (NQUIT). The energy group
numbers being analyzed include46 neutrongroups (NGPQTN),23 gamma
groups (NGPQTG),46 primary particlegroups (NMGP),and 69 total groups
(NMTG). The adjointmode switchwas set to one (IADJM=Ialways), 120
minutes of CPU time was allowed (MAXTIM),and there were four cross
sectionmedia for the problem (MEDIA).

The sourcewas sampledfrom the distributionon Cards El (ISOUR=O,and
NGPFS=69). Also, the input sourceenergy spectrumwas biased (ISBIAS=I)
and the biasingparameterswere read from Cards E2. Each starting
particle had an initialweight of 1.0 (WTSTRT),and was initiatedfrom
the X, Y, Z position correspondingto (0.0, 0.0, 110.16 cm) in the
geometry. Since UINP, VINP, and WINP were all zero, the source was

= assumed to be isotropic. The energy gro_Jpboundariesare read from
Cards Ft. Card G was omittedbecauseno collisiontape was requested
(NCOLTP= 0 on Card B). After the energy group boundaries,the starting
random number seed is input (CardH).

_ The next input card (Card I) indicatesthe splittingand Russian
rouletteare to be used (NSPLT and NKILL --I) on four importanceregions

_
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(MXREG=4)for all 69 energy groups (MAXGP=6g). Furthermore,in-group
energy biasingis turned on (INGB_I).

Four Card J's are input,one for each importanceregion, to give the
weight standardsfor the splittingand Russianroulette. MXREG could
have been defined as 3 since the second and third Card J are identical.
Then the secondthree parameters (NRGI,NDRG, NRG2) on the second Card J
would have read (2 I 3). This input is terminatedby the -I for NGPI
on the last Card J.

Card K is omittedbecause IEBIASwas equal to zero. All parameterson
Card L are zero for this problem and consequently,Card M and Card N are
not required. Card 0 is input four times, one for each importance
region (MXREGon Card I). In this example, a GWLO parameterwas set to
1.0 for all regionsand all groups. This has proven to be the most
efficientuse of this parameterwith in-groupbiasing turned on.

The GIFT5 programcontrolcard (CardGA) is next in the input stream,
with the first 10 controlparametersset to zero, the tolerancesset to
1.0 and the final three parametersset to zero. If the last three
parametersare set to zero, GIFT5 will use the defaults.

This input is followed by the geometry region material specifications
cards (CardsGH) and importanceregion assignmentscard (CardsGI). The
other GIFT5 geometry input is read from logical unit 8 and is presented

in Figure 6-3. There are five sets of material region specificationcards, four for the four differentcross sectionmaterials,and one for
the external void (MED=O). Even thoughthere are four importance
regionsspecifiedon Card I, only one region was used in the calculation
since the Card GI parametersare all ones. There are 24 entrieson the
Cards GI correspondingto the number of regions in the GIFT5 geometry.

The next sectionof input is the cross sectionCards XA throughXG. The
energy group parameters (on Card XB) match the parametersread in Card
B. There are four cross sectionmedia (NMED),24 elements (NELEM)to be
read in from logical unit 10 (IXTAPE)_41 mixing operations(NMIX) to be
performedand an output file written to logical unit 2 (JXTAPE). The
cross section set was Ps, (NCOEF=6),and the number of discreteangles
was 3 (NSCAT=NCOEF/2)o All of the cross-sectionprint triggerson Card
XC are turned off. The element identifiers(all Pi components)are
entered on the Cards XD. There are 144 (_ntrieson these cards (NCOEF
times NELEM). Card XE is omittedsince the input ANISN libraryis on
unit IXTAPE. The next 41 cards correspondto the mixing table on Card
XF. The four differentmaterialsare constructedon these cards.

Finally,the input in Figure 6-2 shows the specialMASH input for use
with DRC. This includesthe short title card (40 characters)on Card
AA, the importanceregiondensity factors(all 1.0 in this problem) on
Card BB, and the air and ground identifiers(3 and I, respectively)on
Card CC.
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A
Figure 6-3 illustratesthe five GIFT5 geometry input Cards GB throughGF
read in on logicalunit 8. The title card indicatesunits of
centimetersand 'thetarget. The second card indicates49 solids in the
solid table, and 24 regions in the region table. The 49 solids follow
(CardsGD) and then the 24 regions (CardsGE) Note the "-I" card to end
the region table. Finally,the input shows the region identification
table (24 cards, one for each region)The only informationused from
this card is the first column.

The coupling surfaceused in the MORSE samplecalculationto tabulate
the adjoint leakagecurrentwas a RPP centered about the box (solid I in
the solid table)° Other coupling surfaces such as a sphere, right
circular cylinder,etc., could be used also. Yhe only assumption is
that the VISTA free-fieldfluenceat a given height does not vary
between X-V positionsin the vehiclecoordinatesystem. In order to
includethe particle leakagefrom the top and bottom of the vehicle, the
RPP extended from below the air-groundinterfaceto several centimeters
above the top surfaceof the vehicle. The couplingsurface is always
the exterior boundaryof the Monte Carlo geometry,i.e. where the
particle enters the externalvoid. Adjoint particlesthat cross this
surfaceare terminatedand recordedon the histov'ydata set.

The selectedMORSE output shown in Figure 6-4 first illustratesthe
input parametersread in the firRt four input data cards from logical
unit 5, followedby t_bles of the input source spectrum and biasing
parameters (Cards El and E2 and the input energy group boundaries (Cards
F) This is followedby the splittingand Russianroulette parameters
for the different importanceregions (Cards I and J) and the secondary
productionparametersby energy group for the importanceregions (Cards
0). The next sectionsof input are from the GIFT5 geometry package and
give detailed edits of the geometry input data on logical unit 8. This
print can be suppressedby settingthe NOPRNT switch on Card GA to one.
The geometry input arY_,.yedits are followedby a storage summaryfor the
geometry data, and then edits of the mater_al region and importance
region specificationcards (CardsGH and GI).

The output in Figure 6-4 then edits the processingof the cross section
input on Cards XA throughXG. On this sample problem,this information
is suppressed. Large amountsof'printoutcan be generated if the user
is not carefulwith the print triggers on Card XC. lt should be noted
that the output shows a table of parametersthat are read from tape and
that the IXTAPE parameterin the "input/outputoptions" table is set to
=2. The input in Figure6-2 illustratesthe input the first time the
sample problem was executed. This output reflectsthat the cross-
section set generatedin that run was saved and input for this case.
The input illustrateswhat is required for an initialcase. Once that
case is run, and the cross-sectionset is saved for future use, only
Cards XA, XB, and XC are required for the cross section input. Then the
output would reflectwhat is being shown in the sample problem.

The cross section edits are followed by a statementinformingthe user
of the last location used in blank common. This is an indicationof how
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much core space the problemrequiredbased onthe input received from
the user. The normalizedCDF for the adjointsource sampling is printed
next, followed by the adjointgroup structure. The next sectionof
printout illustratesthe actual random walk (by batch). Each batch will
give the starting random number for the batch, the average source
particlesstarting parameters,the time requiredto execute the batch,
and a sequence of countersfor the batch which correspondto the 13
positiveargumentsfor subroutineBANKR illustratedin Table 6-I of
Section6.2.1 of this report. This informationis useful in determining
how well the user has set the problemup. Unfortunately,the best
teacher in properly interpretingthese counters is experience. The
output also indicatesseveralcalls to subroutineRAYCHK, indicatingan
undefinedregion(s) in the geometry. This sequenceof output is ended
by the total time requiredto process all NITS batches.

The last sectionof output comes from the analysisroutines which
summarizethe events that occurred in the random walk process for the
entire run. The first table is a summarytable of the particle deaths,
labeled "neutrondeaths"followedby a table of scatteringsby medium.
The next severalpages of output are differentcounters (by importance
region and group) for the entire random walk. These tables includethe
real scatteringcounters,track length counters,secondaryproduction
counters,number of splittings,number of upscattersplittings,number
of Russian roulette kills,and the number of Russian roulette survivals.
Unfortunately,like the batch summary counters,only experiencewill

increasethe users full understal_dingand interpretationof all these
arrays. The last output line informsthe user of the total amount of
CPU required to run the problem.

®
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0
......... _ -- • _ " I I j II _ I ni '111 i IIII I pll I p

mash 2m box exPl4insteelldabl46n-23glib/detailedgeometry model
$$ 1000 1500 50 I 46 23 46 69 0 I 120 4 0
$$ 0 69 I 0

• - . _** I 0 1.0 05 1 0+04 0_0 2,_*0_
** 0.0 0.0 110.16 0.0 O,G ,/0.0 0.0
** 69ri.0 _ r.' " ''

** 8rl.O Iir2.08r4.0 3r2.0 16rI,0 4r3,0 11r6,08r3.0
** 1.9640+7 1.6905+7 1,4918+7 1.4191+7 1.3840+7 1.2523+7 1.2214+7

1.1052+7 1.0000+7 9.0484+6 8,1873+6 7,4082+6 6.3763+6 4.9658+6
4,7237+6 4.0657+6 3.0119+6 2.3852+6 2.3069+6 1.8268+6 ],.4227+6
1.1080+6 9.6164+5 8.2085+5 7.4274+5 6.3927+5 5.5023+5 3.6883+5
2.4724+5 1.5764+5 1.1109+5 5.2475+4 3.4307+4 2.4788+4 2.1875+4
1.0595+4 3.3546+3 1.2341+3 5.8295+2 2.7536+2 1.0130+2 2.9023+I
1.0677+I 3.0590+0 1.12535+04.1399-I 2.0000+7 1.4000+7 1.2000+7
1.0000+7 8.0000+6 7.0000+6 6.0000+6 5.0000+6 4.0000+6 3.00004.6
2.5000+6 2.0000+6 1.5000+6 1.0.00+6 7.0000+5 4.5500+5 3.0000+5
1,5000+5 1.0000+5 7.0000+4 4.5000+4 3.0000+4 2.0000+4
0000343276244615

$$ I I 0 0 0 4 69 I
$$ I I 69 I I I ** 5.0+00 5.0..02 2.0-01 0.0
$$ I I 69 2 I 2 ** 2.0+00 2.0-02 1.0-01 0.0
$$ I I 69 3 I 3 ** 2.0+00 2.0-02 1.0-01 0,0
$$ I I 69 4 I 4 ** 2.0+00 2.0-02 2.0-01 0.0

$$ -I 0 0 0 0 0 ** 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0$$ 0 0 0 0
** 23r1,0
** 23ri.0
** 23ri.0
** 23ri.0
0000000000 1.0 1.0 0 0 0

0 I
24
I I

23
3 6
I 6 9 12 19 20
4 16
2 3 4 5 7 8 10 11 13 14 15 16 17 18
21 22
I 1 I I I I I 1 I I ] I I i
I 1 I I I I 1 I 1 I

2m box exp/aprf ground (34%),borated concrete,10-24-89(b) air,1020 steel
$$ 46 46 23 23 69 72 4 4 24 41 6 3 0 3
$$ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 2 0
$$ I 2 3 4 5 6 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64
65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 79 80 81 82 83 84
85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98

Figure 6-2. SampleMORSE Input for the Two-Meter Box Analysis.
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99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 I09 110 111 112
113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126
127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 157 158
159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172
173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186
199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 223 224
225 226 227 228

$$ I I ** 4.2362-2
$$ I 2 ** 9.5862-9
$$ I 3 ** 3.5093-8
$$ I 4 ** 3.7748-4
$$ I 5 ** 4.7522-5
$$ I 6 ** 4,1776-2
$$ I 7 ** 1.4267-4
$$ I 8 ** 9.1263-5
$$ I 9 ** 1.3765-3
$$ I 10 ** 9,5141-3
$$ I 12 ** 3.6104-6
$$ I 13 ** 3.5373-6
$$ I 15 _ 2.0477-4
$$ I 16 ** Z.5994-5
$5 I 17 ** 7.1994-6
$5 I 18 ** 3,2129-4
$$ I 19 ** 2.7828-7
$5 I 20 ** 2.7934-7
$$ i 21 ** 4.8583-7
$$ I -24 ** 7.3150-8
$!" 2 1 ** 7.0199-3

: 55 2 2 ** 2.8868-4
$$ 2 3 ** 1.1678-3
$$ 2 6 ** 5.9080-2
55 2 8 ** 1.6591-3
55 2 9 ** 4.6560-3
$$ 2 10 ** 1.0799-2
$$ 2 16 ** 3.4859-3
$$ 2 18 ** 1.4310-3
$$ 2 22 ** 7.6671-4
$$ 2 -23 ** 6.7087-4
$$ 3 I ** 6.1220-7
$5 3 5 ** 3.9851-5
$$ 3 6 ** 1.0997-5
55 3 -14 ** 2.3834-7
$$ 4 4 ** 8.0783-4
55 4 10 ** 4,2132-,4
$$ 4 11 ** 6,1126-5
$$ 4 12 ** 7,3810-5
$$ 4 17 ** 3.8771-4
$$ 4 -18 ** 8.3911-2
2m box (4" ss)/46n-23ggps/ingb=1
** 4ri.0

$$ 1 3
I__ I,IIII ' III . - ...... _11 , ....... i _ I 11w

Figure 6-2. (continued)
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_ ___ _ I II'I I II IIIIIIIII ' flllllIlllIII II III II II I III " "

cm 2.0 meter cubic box geometry (4 inchesof steel)
49 _ 24
Irpp -1000.00001000.0000-1000,00001000,0000 -15.0000 gO0.O000
2rpp -115.2398 115,2398 -115.2398 115.2398 0.0000 5.0800
3rpp -110,1598 110.1598 -110.1598 110.1598 5.0800 10.1600
4rpp -gg.ggg8 -89,8398 -gg,9gg8 -89,8398 10.1600 15.2400
5rpp 89.8398 gg.ggg8 -99.9998 -89.8398 10,1600 15.2400
6rpp 89.8398 99.9998 89.8398 99,9998 10.,1600 15.2400
7rpp -99,9998 -89,8398 89.8398 99,9998 10.1600 15.2400
8rpp -105.0798 105,0798-105,0798 I05,0798 10.1600 215.2396
grpp -99.9998 99,9998 -99.9998 gg.9gg8 10,1600 210.1596
10rpp -79.6798 -69,5198-112.0598-110.1598 5.0800 15.2400
11rpp 69.5198 79.6798 -112.0598-110.1598 5,0800 15.2400
12rpp 110.1598 112.0598 -79.6798 -69.5298 5.0800 15.2400
13rpp 110.1598 112,0598 69,5_98 79.6798 5.0800 15.2400
14rpp 09.5198 79.6798 110.1598 112.0598 5.0800 15.2400
15rpp -79.6798 -69.5198 110.1598 112.0598 5.0800 15,2400
16rpp -112.0598-110.1598 69.5198 79.6798 5.0800 15.2400
17rpp -112.0598-110.1598 -79.6798 -69.5198 5.0800 15.2400
18rpp -99.9998 -89.8398-1i7.!398-115.2398 0.0000 15.2400
19rpp 89,8398 99.9998 -117.1398-115.2398 0.0000 15.2400
20rpp 89.8398 99.9998 115.2398 117.1398 0.0000 15.2400
21rpp -99.9998 -89.8398 115.2398 117,1398 0.0000 15.2400

22rcc -94.9198-117.1398 10.1600 0.0000 1.9000 0.00002.5400
23rcc 94,9198 -117.1398 10.1600 0.0000 1.9000 0.0000

2.5400
24rcc 94.9198 115.2398 10.1600 0.0000 1.9000 0.0000

2.5400
25rcc -94.9198 115.2398 10.1600 0.0000 1.9000 0.0000

2.5400
26rcc 0.0000 0.0000 210.1596 0.0000 0.0000 5.0800

25.4000
27rcc 99.9998 0.0000 110.1598 5.0800 0,0000 0.0000

25.4000
28rcc 99.9998 -49.1998 10.1600 I0.1600 0.0000 0_0000

5.0800
2grpp -110.1598 110.1598-110.1598-I05.0798 10.1600 215.2396
30rpp I05.0798 110.1598-,I05.0798I05.0798 10.1600 215.2396
31rpp -110_1598 II{).1598105.0798 110.1598 10.1600 215.2396
32rpp -110.1598-I05.0798-105.0798 I05.0798 10.1600 215.2396
33rpp -110.1598 110,1598 -110.1598 110.1598 215.2396 220.3196
34rcc 0.0000 0.0000 215.2396 0.0000 0.0000 5.0800

37.4650
35rcc 105.0798 0,0000 110.1598 5.0800 0.0000 0.0000

37.4650

Figure 6-3. Sample GIFT5 Input for the Two-MeterBox Analysis.
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0
36rpp -5.0800 5.0800 -112.0598-110,1598 205,1596 228,0196
37rpp 110.1598 112,0598 -5,0800 5.0800 205.1596 228,0196
38rpp -5.0800 5,0800 110,1598 112.0598 205.1596 228,0196
39rpp -112.0598-110.1598 -5.0800 5.0800 205.1596 228.0196
40rcc 0.0000 -112.0598 222.9396 0,0000 1.9000 0.0000

2.5400
41rcc 110,159B 0,0000 222.9396 1.9000 0.0000 0.0000

2.5400
42rcc 0.0000 110.1598 222.9396 0.0000 1.9000 0.0000

2.5400
43rcc -112.0598 0.0000 222.9396 1.9000 0.0000 0.0000

2.5400
44rcc -85.0000-110.1598 11.4300 0.0000 10,1600 0.0000

1.2700
45rcc 85.0000 -110.1598 11.4300 0.0000 10,1600 0,0000

1.2700
46rcc 85.0000 99.9998 11.4300 0.0000 10.1600 0,0000

1.2700
47rcc -85.0000 99,9998 11.4300 0.0000 10.1600 0.0000

1.2700
48rpp -1000.00001000,0000-1000.00001000.0000 -15.0000 0.0000
49rpp -10000.010000.0000-10000.010000.0000-10000,0 10000.0000
I I -2 -3 ,.8 -I0 -11 -12 -13 -14

-15 -16 -17 -18 -19 -20 -21 -22 -23
-24 -25 -28 -29 -30 -31 -32 -33 -34 IIW

-35 -36 -37 -38 -39 -40 -41 -42 -43
-44 .-45 -46 -47 -48

2 2 -3 -10 -11 -12 -13 -14 -15 -16
-17 -18 -19 -20 -21

3 3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -10 -11
-12 -13 -]4 -15 -16 -17 -29 -30 -31
-32

4 or 4or 5or 6or 7
5 8 -9 -26 -27 -28 -44 -45 -46 -47
6 9 -4 -5 -6 -7 -26 -27 -28 -44

-45 -46 -47
7 or 10or 11or 12or 13or 14or 15or 16or 17
8 or IB -22or 19 -23or 20 -24or 21 -25
9 or 22or 23or 24or 25
10 26
11 27
12 28 -3
13 29 -8 -30 -32 -33 -36 -44 -45
14 30 -8 -33 -35 -37 -28
15 31 -8 -30 --32 -33 -38 -46 -47

Figure 6-3, (continued) 0
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16 32 -8 -33 -39
17 33 -8 -34, -36 -37 -38 -39
18 or 36 -40or 37 -41or 38 -42or 39 -43
19 or 40or 41or 42or 43
20 or 44or 45or 46or 47
21 34 -26
22 35 -27
23 48 -2
24 49 -I
-I
I 0 0 3 0
2 0 0 4 0
3 0 0 4 0
4 0 0 4 0
5 0 0 4 0
6 0 0 3 0
7 0 0 4 0
8 0 0 4 0
g 0 0 3 0
I0 0 0 4 0
11 0 0 4 0
12 0 0 3 0
13 0 0 4 0

14 0 0 4 015 0 0 4 0
16 0 0 4 0
17 0 0 4 0
18 0 0 4 0
19 0 0 3 0
20 0 0 3 0
21 0 0 4 0
22 0 0 4 0
23 0 0 I 0
24 0 0 0 0

III II IIII I II III I IIIII I I'1 - -11111 •--- I I -- --

Figure 6-3. (continued)
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e 7.0 DRC: A DETECTORRESPONSECODE*

7.1 INTRODUCTIONTO DRC

7.1.1 Background

The Detector ResponseCode (DRC) in the MASH code system is used to
couple the MORSEI Monte-Carloadjointleakage informationwith the DORT2
free-fieldfluencesto compute the estimatesof the fluences and doses
within the vehicle interior. Furthermore,DRC utilizes the free-field
fluences and estimatesfrom the in-vehiclefluences (and doses) to
calculateneutronprotectionfactorsand reductionfactors for the
vehicle.

The DRC code in MASH has undergone severalmodificationsfrom its
predecessorin the VehicleCode System (VCS)3,4. The currentversion of
DRC contains the newestSAMBO analysisroutinesfrom the MORSE code
system. The main differencebetweenthis and previous SAMBO versions is
that input data is free-formand subroutineENRGYSdefines an array,
IARR, which is a key to the correspondencebetween the DRC analysis
group number and the MORSE random walk group number for use by
subroutine FLUXSTwhen scoringgroup-dependentdata. This eliminated

qp the requirementin the old VCS-DRC of havingthe DORT free-field
fluences and MORSE adjointleakages calculatedin the same group
structure. Furthermore,with the developmentof the new 69 group
(46n-23_)cross sectionset, it was advantageousto modify DRC to couple
MORSEadjoint leakagecalculationsin 69 energygroups with previously
calculated DORT free-fielddata in the old 58 group (37n-21_)group
structure.

In the current versionof DRC, the routinesthat are unique to DRC have
been rewrittenwith the followingcharacteristics'

I. All arrays are now variably dimensioned. This required the
additionof several arrays of data to BLANK COMMON.

=

2. All logicalunit numbers are variableswithin the coding,
however,the programmingpre-assignsparticularnumbers to

z each unit.

3. The common structureis revised,having fewer commonswith more
variablesin each. Two labeledcommons,TDTI and IDRC, contain
all the necessaryvariables.

"Originaldocumentationfor the DRC pr._gramis found in the following
; _ reference" W. A. Rhoades,M. B. Emmett,G. W. Morrison, J. V. Pace, III,

. . " ORNL-TM 4648,and L M Petrie,"VehicleCode System (VCS) User's Manual,
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Ridge National Laboratory,(August 1974). 0Oak

4. Use of only one radial (r)-binis now allowed. Linear
interpolationof the DORT fluences in the axial (z) direction
is used based on adjacentz-bins. Severalerrors in choosing
bins for coupling surfaces,discovered in the old VCS-DRC, have
been corrected.

5. Tapes produced with the new VISTA format are used. However,
the programminglogic is still includedto read the old VISA
tape formats.

6. A new MORSE collisiontape format is used. However, it may be
disabled to allow readingthe previous format.

7. A new feature (mentionedabove) is the abilityto couple VISTA
resultsfrom one group structurewith MORSE results from a
differentgroup structure. This was added becausethere are
VISTA results from the old 37n-21_ group structurewhich will
need to be coupledwith the new 46n-23_group structurewhich
MORSE runs will begin using. The method used is to bring all
VISTA data to the MORSE structul-eat the start of the DRC
analysis. This featurerequiresthe energy structurefor
VISTA; and since it is not presenton the VISTA file, it was
added to the DRC inputdata.

0
7.1.2 Hethod Used

The general structureof the MASH code system illustratedin Section 1.0
of this report shows all data relevantto the calculationof the vehicle
protectionand reductionfactorsas input to the DRC module. In
particular,the GRTUNCL/DORTair-over-groundanalysisof the radiation
environmentis passed throughVISTA for renormalizationand reformatting
for use in DRC in calculatingthe free-field fluencesand doses and for
foldingwith the adjoint leakageinformationfrom MORSE to calculatethe
in-vehiclefluences and doses along with the vehicleprotection and
reductionfactors as a functionof range and vehicleorientation
relativeto the source. A specialfeatureof MASH is that the MORSE
adjointleakage informationcontainsboth the leakingparticle's
startingenergy (sourceenergy) and final energy (leakingenergy). This
allows DRC to calculatean energy fluence inside of the vehiclewhich
can then be folded with any input dose response functionsuch as a
detector response functionor a tissue dose responsefunction.
Consequently,one MORSE calculationcan be used to analyze several
differentpossibledose responsesand/or severaldifferentradiation
environments(GRTUNCL/DORTcalculations). The basic equation used by
MASH to calculate the dose insideof a vehicle is given in Equation I.s
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where x is the dose,
x is the space variablewhich is integratedover a closed

surfaceA,
fl is the angle variablewhich is integratedover 4_ steradians,
IG i_ an energy group index summed over all the energy

groups in the transportproblem,
is the forward fluencecalculatedby the GRTUNCL/DORTcodes,

_" is the adjoint fluencecalculatedby the MORSE code, and
n is the unit vector normal to the area elementA.

To derive the actual equationsused by DRC, it is necessaryto consider
that the adjointfluence as calculatedby adjointMonte Carlo is
approximatedby Equation2.

. 1 f-_) (2)

®
where N is the total number of particlesin the adjoint

calculation,
is the total number of particlesthat leak out of theNIG
calculationwith energy group IG,

i indicatesa leakingparticle,
W'ic,4is the weight of the adjoint particlethat leaks

with energy group IG,
xi is the positionof the it"particle when it leaks,
fli is the directionof the itrparticlewhen it leaks, and
6 is the Dirac delta function.

Therefore, Equation2 approximatesthe adjointfluence as a summationof
Dirac delta functions (6) over the weights. The factor of I/(fll.nl)
convertsa leakagecurrent into a "leakagefluence. Equation2 can be
substitutedinto Equation I, resultingin Equation3.

N

1 (3)
i=1
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Here, the dose is calculated by a sum over the products of the weights
of leakage particles and the angular fluences at the location and
direction of the leaking particles. One of the advantages of DRC is the
simplicity of Equation 3. In this equation, the DORTangular fluence is
differential in angle as calculated in DORTper unit weight and the W*
is the actual particle leakage weight calculated by HORSE. In reality,
DRCuses a slightly more complicated form of this equation as shown in
Equation 4.

N

1 _ ¢I0, (_',, _'l,)W_*a,IOS, i (4)
eyes= g .S;as

where IGS correspondsto the source energy of an adjoint particle
which is also scored on the MORSE particle leakage tape,

CVxQs is the energy spectrumcalculatedby DRC inside the
vehicle,and

S*xGs is the energy spectrum sampledwhen performing the
MORSE adjointcalculation.

Equation 4 then uses the particleleakinggroup, IG, and sourceenergy,
IGS, to transformEquation3 into an equation for the energy spectrum
inside of the vehicle. The dose insideof the vehicle is then
calculated by Equation5 which folds the internalenergy spectrumwith a
response functionof interest.

IGS

The solutionsof Equations4 and 5 can be seen in the FOLD and FLUXST
subroutineswithin the programmingof DRC.

An additionalquantitythat is calculatedby DRC is the free-fielddose
which is used to calculatethe vehicleprotectionfactors and reduction
factors. The free-fielddose is calculatedfrom the DORT angular

= fluences by a differentequation as shown in Equation 6.

IG

where _ff(x)is the free field dose at a point x which is calculated
by summing a dose responseover the scalar fluence at _Ik
that point. qlF
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O This is implemented in the code as shown in Equation 7 where the angular
integrationis replaced by a summation over all the DORTangle points.

i

NANG

 ss(e) = (7)
IG K

where WK is the angularquadratureweight,
K indicatesan angle direction_ and
NANG is the numberof directions.

Equation7 is performedin SubroutineFREDOS in the DRC code and is
subsequentlyused to calculateprotectionand reductionfactors.

The radiationtransportcouplingmethod employed in DRC allows for any
complicatedMonte Carlo geometry inside the coupling surfaceto be
modeled in three dimensionaldetail. The two-dimensionalGRTUNCL/DORT
discrete ordinatesair-over-groundenvironmentis defined by an r-z
coordinate system,where the radial axis r coincideswith the x axisand
is perpendicularto the y axis. The three dimensionalMonte Carlo
geometry system is completelycontainedwithin a cylindricalvolume
element defined by the maximum and minimum values chosen from the radial
and axial mesh in VISI'A.The coupling betweenthe two systems occurs at

O the outer leakage surfaceof the Monte Carlo geometrywithin the
cylindricalvolume element. This coupling requires the Monte Carlo
coordinate system to be rotatedto align the x,y,z axes parallelto and
in the same sense of the x,y,z axes of the GRTUNCL/DORTdiscrete
ordinates system. When the adjointMonte Carlo particle escapes its
geometry system at a given point and in a given directiondefined by its
coordinate system, the coordinates,direction,and energy group can be
converted to the discreteordinatessystem so that the appropriate
forward fluencecan be determinedin the evaluationof EquationI. A
full Eulerianrotationmatrix is incorporatedin DRC to allow for the
alignment/rotationof the Monte Carlo geometry system within the
discrete ordinatessystem. As presentlyconfigured,MASH allows for the
rotation of the Monte Carlo geometry system in the x-y plane, i.e.,
rotation abuut the z axis. Future versions of MASH may allow full
rotationalcapability. For additionalinformation,a detailed
derivation and descriptionof _'adiationtransportcouplingmethods can
be found in Reference6.

= In order to calculatethe protectionand reductionfactors,the MORSE
adjoint leakage tape includesa parameter, IDET, which identifiesthe
detector type in DRC in which a leakingparticle is to be scored. Table

: 7-I identifiesthe seven detector types utilized in DRC. The first four
detector types are utilizedon the MORSE adjoint leakagetape for
scoring purposes. The last three detector types in Table 7-I, along

: with the free-fieldneutron,gamma ray, and total fluences and/or doses,
are used in DRC to calculatethe protectionand reductionfactors

_ defined in Table 7-2.
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A

In Table 7-2, the difference between the "protection factors" and "
reduction factors" is the scoring of the vehicle produced secondary
gamma=dos'e(IDET-2 in HORSEor Detector 2 in Table 7-1). The neutron
and gamma"protection factors" are a measure of how much the vehicle
shielding reduces the dose from free-field neutrons and gammas,
respectively, and is a useful parameter in engagement analysis. The
"reductions factors," however, are a measure of how much the vehicle
shielding alters the neutron or gammadose as measured by a neutron or
gammasensitive detector. While the "protection factors" are most
useful for engagement analyses, the "reduction factors" are most useful
for comparing calculated results with experimental measurements.

Table 7-I. DetectorResponse Definitionsin DRC.
II I I III iPilillll IIII III I ' I I I II I IIII I I I I I I

DetectorResponse Definition

1 Direct neutron - a neutron enteringthe vehicleand
contributinga neutrondose.

2 Capture gamma rays from vehicle - a gamma ray resultingfrom
a neutronentering the vehicleand contributinga secondary
gamma-raydose.

3 Capturegamma rays From ground - a gamma ray resultingfrom
a neutronentering the ground without passingthrough the
vehicleand generatinga secondarygamma-raydose from a
ground interaction. (This dose is already includedin the
upward-directedgamma rays that enter the vehicle. This
generally is negligible.)

4 Direct gamma rays - a gamma ray entering the vehicle and
contributinga gamma-raydose. This source of gamma rays
includes both gamma rays originatingfrom the source, and
capturegamma rays from the air.

5 Total gamma-raydose - Sum of detectors2, 3, and 4.

6 Gamma-raydose from gamma rays entering the vehicle (usually
dominatedby direct gamma rays) - Sum of detectors3 and 4.

7 Neutron and gamma-raydose from neutrons incidenton the
vehicle - Sum of detectorsI and 2.

=
III II I IIII II III I I I I I II

®
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Table 7-2 Definitions of Parameters and
Protection Factors used to Characterize

the Effectiveness of Shields
l I III II I IIIIII I II II[ I 11

Parameter ResponseDefinition

FFN Free-Field Neutron Response

FFG Free-Field GammaResponse

NPF Neutron Protection Factor
NPF- FFN/ Det 7

GPF GammaProtection Factor
GPF = FFG/ Det. 6

TPF TotalProtectionFactor
TPF - (FFN+FFG)/(Det.7 + Det.6)

NRF NeutronReductionFactor
NRF - FFN/ Det. I

GRF GammaReductionFactor
GRF = FFG/ Det. 5

TRF TotalReductionFactor
TRF : (FFN+FFG)/(Det.I + Det. 5)

ILl,I H I III I I III I I III IIII L [ ....

7.2 DRC INPUTREQUIREMENTS

The followinginputcardsare requiredto executeDRC. Defaultvalues
are in brackets([]).

CardA Job TitleCard [18A4]

TITLE 72 alphanumericcharacterdescription

_ Card B Job controlparameters [Beginarraywith "**"]

RAD radiusof positionof vehicle
AZERO z-positionof the MORSEcoordinateoriginin the DORT

coordinatesystem.Equivalentto ZDORT(Ground-Air
interface)minusZMORSE(Ground-AirInterface)

ZBOT lowestz positionin MORSEwhereparticlesmay leakfrom system
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A

ZTOP highestz position in MORSE where particlesmay leak
from system

ALPHA rotationof vehicle x-axis counterclockwisefrom
DORT r-axis

== 5 w.==w

HGT detectorz coordinate in MORSE coordinate system
IPRT print control output flag

= 0 impliesprint vehicledoses and fluences
= I impliesprint free field doses and fluences
= 2 impliesprint both vehicleand free field doses

and fluences
WATMX maximumweight allowedon MORSE leakagetape

Card C (ICA(1),I=I,NMTG) [Begin array with "$$"]

ICA Integerarray giving correspondencebetweengroup
structuresin VISTA and MORSE. 0 s ICA _<NOG.

Card D NNEUT, NGAM [Begin array with "$$"]

NNEUT group number of lowest neutronenergy group in VISTA
NGAM group number of lowest gamma energy group in VISTA

Card E (VE(1),I=I,NOG+2) [Beginarray with "**"] 0

VE VISTA energy group boundariesin descending
magnitude,i.eo, neutronenergies includingbottom
energy of lowest neutrongroup followedby gamma
energies includingbottom energy of lowest gamma
group

NOTE: Input Cards C, D, and E are optional. They are
requiredonly if the VISTA and MORSE energy group
structuresdo not coincide.

Card F alphanumerictitle information [20A4]

Card 6 title or units for total responses
for all detectors [20A4]

Card H title or units for each total response [20A4]

Card I (RESP(1),I=I,NMTG) [Begin array with "**"]

RESP response functionvalues in order of
decreasingenergy [20A4]

Card 0 units for energy dependentfluence [20A4]
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O 7.3 DRC INPUT DATANOTES

Except for the title cards, all data are read using the HORSE FIDO input
system. A detaileddescriptionof the FIDO input system (in general) is
given in Appendix A. In MORSE FIDO, the array indicators"**" or "$$"
must be entered in columns 2 and 3. In MORSE FIDO, data arrays are
s-t-i-]lentered in blocks,but the blocks are not terminatedby a "T".
Unused data arrays are not enteredand careful attentionmust be paid to
the order of each array,the size of e_ch array, and the requirements
for entering (or not enteringthe array).

Multiple cases can be executedfor differentvehicleorientations(input
parameterALPHA on Card B) by stackingpairs of Cards A and B for each
additionalvehicleorientationafter the first case. The Cards C

throughJ need not be repeatedafter the first case. If this o_tion is
chosen, it is suggestedthe user set IPRT=Oto eliminatemultiple
printoutsof the free-fieldinformation.

RAD The radius correspondingto the positionof the vehiclemust match
the radius (or one of the radii) on the VISTA fluence tape. An error
message will be printed if this condition is not met.

AZERO This parameterallowsfor the case when the alr-groundinterface
in the DORT calculationdoes not match the air-groundinterface in the
MORSE calculation. Typically,the DORT calculationwill place the air-

O ground interfaceat z=O. The vehiclegeometriesanalyzed,typically
place the turret-trackinterfaceat z-O and the air-groundinterfaceat
some value less than zero. Consequently,the user can make the two air-
ground interfacesmatch throughthe parameterAZERO.

ZBOT and ZTOP These two parametersmust be within the VISTA axial
boundariesread by DRC. The ZBOT and ZTOP boundariesrepresentthe
minimum and maximum values a leaking particlefrom the adjointMORSE
calculationwill have° To fold these particleswith the forwardDORT
fluences,the DORT axial mesh must encompassthe MORSE axial mesh. In
other words, the maximum z boundarywritten on the VISTA file must be
greater than ZTOP and the minimum z boundaryon the VISTA file must be
'lessthan ZBOT.

ALPHA This parameterallows for differentvehicle (or target)
orientationsrelativeto the source. The parameteris given in units of
degrees and is specifiedfor the rotationof the MORSE positive x-axis
counterclockwise(as viewed from above) from the DORT positive r-axis.
For example, a typical vehiclegeometry in MORSE has the positivex-axis
facing forwardon the vehiclei.e., in the directionof the gun barrel
for a tank. If the user wished to determinethe protectionfactor 'For
the tank facing the source,ALPHA would have to be set to 180, the
degrees rotation of the positive x-axis in MORSE with the positive r-
axis in DORT. A value of 0 for ALPHA would orient the tank with the
rear facing the source. Care must be taken when determiningthe target

O rotation.
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A
HGT This parametermust correspondto the detector z position specified
on Card D in the MORSE input.

IPRT This parametercontrols the amount of print from a DRC case. If
IPRT=O,only informationon the vehicle fluencesand doses are printed.
This is the recommendedoption for additionalstackedcases for more
target orientations. If IPRT-I,only the free field fluences and doses
are printed. For single DRC cases, IPRT--2is recommendedbecause the
user will obtain both free-fieldand target fluenceand dose
information.

WATMX This parameterwas used to set the maximumweight allowed for an
adjoint _eakingparticle. With the use of in-groupbiasing, this
parameteris obsolete and a value of zero will set the default value of
50.

Cards C, D, and E These cards are input if the VISTA and MORSE energy
group structuresdo not coincide. This option is only valid for cases
where the VISTA energy group structureis a subset oF the MORSE energy
group structure. This optionwas includedin DRC to allow for coupling
of new MORSE adjointleakagetapes in 69 energy groups (46n-237)and old
DORT free-fieldfluencefiles in 58 energy groups (37n-217). Coupling
of arbitrarygroup structuresin DRC is not operational. ICA(1)=Owhen
there is no correspondingdata in VISTA for 2 cases: (I) When the MORSE
group structurehas energy bins below the bottom group of VISTA or (2)
when the MORSE structurehas one or more energy bins at higher energy
than VISTA. For example, if VISTA'shighest energy bin is from 14 to 12
MeV and MORSE's is from 20 to 14 MeV, ICA(1)=O. If VISTA has data down

' to I MeV and MORSE to 0.1 MeV, then the ICA of any groups below I MeV is
O.

!

RESP The response function is entered in order of decreasingenergy and
with the neutron responseprecedingthe gamma-rayresponse.

7.3.1 CommonBlock Information

The input informationfor DRC is processedinto severalcommon block
areas for use throughoutthe code. The common block structurewas
revised for the current versionof DRC resultingin fewer commons with
more variables in each. The three main commonsused in DRC are BLANK
COMMON, common TDTI, and common IDRC. The variablesand structuresof
these three common blocks are defined in Tables 7-3, 7-4, and 7-5.

7.4 ORCINPUT FILE FORMATS

As statedearlier_ DRC's primary function is to couple the MORSE Monte
Carlo adjoint leakage informationwith the DORT free-fieldfluences to

u compute the estimatesof the fluencesand doses within the vehicle
_
-
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Table 7-3. Locationof DRC arrays in BLANK COMMON,,
I I • I II i I I _lill I I li I

Mnemonic Location in Array
name BLANK COMMON Purpose

ENER(IG) I = I + IG - I Upper limit of MORSE energy group
IG in eV

VEL(IG) I = NMTG + IG - I Velocity of MORSE energy group IG
FS(IG) I : 2*NMTG + IG - I Unnormalizedfractionof source

particles in MORSE energy group IG
BFS(IG) I = 3*NMTG + IG - I Relative importanceof MORSE

energy group IG
DELE(IG) I = 4*NMTG + IG - I Bin width of energy bin IG
ILEAK(NB) I = LOCLK + NB - I Number of particlesleakingfrom

system in batch NB of MORSE run
ASORC(NB) I = LOCASC+ NB - I Total source weight for batch NB
BUF(IPOS) I = LOCBUF+ IPOS - I Temporarystorage for MORSE

collisiontape data
IVAL(IF} I : IVL + IF - I Index of radial fluencefor

fluencepoint IF
DWT(IANG) I = IWT + IANG - I Weight for direction IANG from

VISTA quadratureAMU(IANG) I = IMU + IANG - 1 Azimuthalangle corresgondingto
direction IANG

ETA(IANG) I =IET + IANG - I Polar angle correspondingto
direction IANG

R(IN) I = IR + IN - I Radial mesh point correspondingto
radial bin IN

Z(IN) I = IZ + IN - I Axial mesh point correspondingto
height bin IN

A(IA) I = IROT + IA - I 3 x 3 rotationmatrix for rotating
the vehicle

FDOS(IG) I = IFD + IG = I Free-fielddose for group IG
DELU(IG) I = IDU + IG - I Logarithmof upper energy

bound/lowerenergy bound for
group IG

ICA(IG) I = ICE + IG - I Correspondenceof energy group
numbers in VISTA with those
in MORSE

VE(IGG) I = INV + IGG - I VISTA energy group boundaries
followed by NNEUT (numberof
neutron groups) and NGAM
(numberof gamma groups)

DELVE(IGG) I = INV + IGG - I Delta E for VISTA energy group
boundaries

____ i ,i m II ii I I III I II

m
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Table 7-4. Definitionsof variablesin TDTI COMMON.
II I I I I F' .m,,. I III I rI II i I I I II I

Variable Definition

NANG Number of directions in quadraturefrom VISTA file
NRADI Number of radii from VISTA file
NAXI Number of axii from VISTA file
NOG Number of energygroups from VISTA file
NOGPI NOG + I
NDWN Number of downwarddirectionsfrom VISTA
NJFLX Number of axial fluenceson VISTA file
NIFLX Number of radial fluenceson VISTA file
JSTRT Indexof first J fluence
JLST Indexof last J fluence
IWT Locationof weights from VISTA quadrature
IMU Locationof mu's (azimuthalcosines)from VISTA quadrature
IET Locationof eta's (polarcosines) from VISTA quadrature
IR Locationof radii from VISTA file
IZ Locationof Z or axial points from VISTA file
IROT Locationof rotationmatrix A
NETADN Number of downwardeta bins
NLPTR Number of entries in PTR array
LDETA Locationof DETA array in blank common
LDDETA Locationof DDETA array in blank common
LDPSI Locationof DPSI array in blank common
LDDPSl Locationof DDPSI array in blank common
LPTR Locationof PTR array which containspolar angle eta and

: its associatedazimuthalangles (NANG + NDETA values)
LLOC Locationof ILOC array which containspointers to the

eta's in the PTR array (NDETAvalues)
NZBOT Index of bottom coupling surfaceZBOT in array of VISTA

axial boundaries

- NZTOP Index of top coupling surfaceZTOP in array of VISTA axial
boundaries

NZPTS Number of axial points being processed
NRAD Index of detector radius in array of VISTA radii

__ IFLX Locationof VISTA fluences in blank common (NZPTS NMTG NANG)
: NDETA Number of polar angles (eta's)
o NDPSI Number of non-zero quadratureweights

ILST Last used locationin blank common - i.e., size required
for blank common

=

IFD Location of FDOS array in blank common
IDU Location of DELU array in blank common

- ICE Location of ICA array in blank common
IDIF Signal indicatingwhether the number of VISTA and MORSE

energy boundariesare the same (0), or MORSE has more (I),
or VISTA has more (2)

- . IL II ._ --' III I I ! I I III ].p II I IIII _i A
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Table 7-5. Definitionof variables in IDRC COMMON.
IIII I I IIfill ' I II I IIIII IIII IIII I I I

Variable Definition

LEAK Leakagevalue for current batch from MORSE

IBUFSZ The size of the buffer for the collisionparameters
(Set at I000)

NGPQTT Not used

MAXSZ Size of blankcommon (100000)

NMCTP Logicalunit number of MORSE collisiontape

NSTAP Logicalunit number of VISTA fluencefile

NIN Logicalunit number of standard input unit

NOU Logicalunit number of standardoutput unit

IPRT Signal to print detector output only (0), free-field
only (I), both of the above plus protectionfactors
and energy-dependentarrays (2).

IRC Counterfor record number

NBTCH CounteY for batch number currentlybeing processed
z

HGT Height in cm for free-fielddose - usuallyequivalent
to the detectorheight in the MORSE adjointrun

TNDOS Free-fieldneutrondose

TGDOS Free-fieldgamma dose

WATMX Maximum weight acceptedfor processing

LOCLK Location in blank common of ILEAK array from MORSE
collisiontape

LOCASC Location in blank common of ASORC array from MORSE
collisiontape

LOCBUF Location in blank common of buffer array for collision
: parametersfrom MORSE

TITLM(18) Alphanumerictitle from MORSE collisiontape

LOCDE Location of DELE array, the delta energy for MORSE

energy groupsli ilr; li iiliil I in I i iI i

=
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A
interior. Furthermore,DRC utilizes the free-fieldfluences and
estimatesfrom the in-vehiclefluences (and doses) to calculateneutron
protectionfactorsand reductionfactorsfor the vehicle.

To accomplishits primary function,DRC reads a VISTA formattedfile to
obtain the DORT free field fluencedata, and a MORSE adjoint leakage
tape to obtain the parametersnecessaryfor it to estimatethe fluences
and doses within the vehicle interior. The format of the VISTA input
source file is as follows:

I IIIII_ III I I, I __ I I I I I III

Record I: TITLE, TDOT - 144 AlphanumericCharacters

Record 2:

MM - Number of quadraturedirections
IM - Number of radial intervals
JM - Number of axial intervals
IGM - Number of energy groups
IGP - Number of energy groups plus I
MMDN - Number of directionsdownward
NJP - Number of axial fluences
ISH - Height of source point
ISHA - Cosine of source angle (with Z-axis)
NIP - Number of radial fluences
JPL - Index of first J intervalon file
JPU - Index of last J intervalon file
11 additionalVISTA input values not used in MASH

Record 3" IVAL - Array of radial intervalnumbers being output

Record 4: [MM values per array; 3*MM total values]

WT - Weights from DORT quadrature
AMU - Mu's from DORT quadrature
ETA - Eta's from DORT quadrature

Record 5: [NIP + NJP values]

R - Midpointsof radial bins
Z - Midpointsof axial bins

Record 6 to END: [NANG*NJFLXvalues per record]
[IGM records per radius,and NIFLX radii]

FLUX - Directionalfluences

................ I II I III . I I III

0
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Because of the large amount of core storagerequired for the VISTA free-field f]uences,the forward-adjointcouplingcould not be accomplished
as the Monte Carlo calculationwas performed. The coupling involvedthe
calculationof the integral

over the couplingsurfaceS.

We define

¢(P) = VISTA free-fieldfluences in phase space P.

¢*(P) = MORSE adjointfluence in phase space P.

fi.n= cosineof angle between particledirectionand inward normal.

z

. _ The adjointfluenceat the rs, the positionof the surface S, was
,qp, written on a leakagetape along with other variablesnecessaryfor

coupling the MORSE resultswith the VISTA results. The variables
written on tape for each adjoint leakagewere as follows:

I. IG - the group number,
2. IGS - the source group,
3. WTBC - the weight of the adjointparticleat leakage,
4. U - X directioncosine,
5. V - Y directioncosine,
6. W - Z directioncosine,
7. Z - height of leakagepoint,
B. IDET - detectortype in which particleis to be scored.

An output bufferwas blocked to transferthe data from core to tape
efficientlyat the end of each batch. This permittedbatch statistics
to be calculatedin the DRC code which reads the MORSE leakagetape and
the VISTA fluencetape and performsthe coupling. The leakagetape
generatedby MORSE contains the followingdata:

0
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0
I I II IIIIIIII I IIII I |I I I 'I II I II I II

Record I - Title and date of MORSE run
Record 2 - InitialData Record - 24 words
Record 3 - Energy Group Structure,Velocities,Source Spectra

and Biasing Function- 4*NMTG words
Record 4 - Array of Number of ParticlesLeakingPer Batch -

NITS+I words
' Record 5 - Array of Source Weights Per Batch - NITS+I Words

Record 6 - A Block of Leakage Informationfor 125 Adjoint Particles -
I000 words

, lO (it 11 II iI I! lt 11 II lt II lt 01 II 11 _! II tW 11 11 lt I! 11 I! tl WI I!

11 I! 11 I! I! II I! II I! II I! I! II I! II I! l! I! II II l! II II l! f! f! II

i! II II Vii 11 |I 11 I! I! ql 11 I! I! I_ I! II II I! II II I! fl II f! I! II l!

Record N -

; A detailed descriptionof the contentsof the above records is
given below:

I. Record I - A 40 charactertitle plus a 32 characterdate of run

II. Record 2 - The USER labeledcommon {plus parameterINGB) is
; written in Record 2. "Thetotal number of groups,

number of batches,etc., are containedin this record, diL
as defined in Table 7-6.

III. Record 3 -.The multigroupenergy structureand group velocities
are containedin Record 3. The data are"

E(1) - Upper energy limit of Group I.

E(NMTG) - Upper energy limit of Group NMTG.
-- VEL(1) - Velocityof Group I.

VEL(NMTG) - Velocity of Group NMTG.
F(1) - Fraction of Source in Group I

F(NMTG) - Fraction of Source in Group NMTG
B(1) - Biased Fraction in Group 1

B(NMTG) - Biased Fractionof Source in Group NMTG Q
=
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IV. Record 4 - The number of particlesthat leak per batch are given
in Record 4. This data is necessaryin order to
normalizethe batch results per sourceneutron.

L(1) - Number of leakageparticlesin batch 1.

Q

i

L(NITS)- Number of leakageparticles in batch NITS.
i

o

o

L(NITS+I)- Total number of leakage recordswritten on tape.

V. Record 5 - The sum of the sourceweights of the particles in a
batch.

ASORC(1) - Sum of weightsof source particlesin batch I.
ASORC(NITS)- Sum of weightsof source particlesin batch NITS

Vl. Record 6 - The adjointleakagefluenceblocked in groups of 125
particles.

.....i

B(1) - IG Energy Group
B(2) - IGS Source Group

O B(3) - WTBC Weight at leakage
B(4) - U- l direction --Particle I

B(5) V _ cosines
B(6) W at leakage
B(7) - Z Height at leakage
B(8) - IDET DetectorType

II It II

tl li II

II li II

" " " --- Particle2
II i! II

II ii II

II II II

II II 11

B(IO00) - IDET DetectorType

VII. Additionalrecords in the format of Record 6 to a total of
L(NITS+I)leakage records.

O .- , in,, III II ' Illl ' II II i I_ ilnnInrp I I
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mL
Table 7-6. Definitionsof Variablesin USER COMMON.

I I I I IIIII IIII I III I' I II 11111 III I IIIII .................... !

Number Variable Definition

I AGSTRT Initialchronologicalage to be assigned to source
particles

2 WTSTRT Initialweight to be assignedto source particles
3 XSTRT Initialx positionto be assignedto source

particles
4 YSTRT Initialy positionto be assigned to source

particles
5 ZSTRT Initialx positionto be assigned to source

particles
6 DFF Normalizationfor adjointproblems
7 EBOTN Lower energy boundary(eV) of last neutrongroup

(groupNMGP)
8 EBOTG Lower energy boundary (eV) of last gamma-raygroup

(groupNMTG)
9 TCUT Chronologicalage limit
10 lO Logicalunit for output
11 11 Logicalunit for input
12 IADJM Adjoint switch (> 0 for adjoint problem)
13 NGPQTI Problem-dependentenergy group limit
14 NGPQT2 Problem-dependentenergy group limit
15 NGPQT3 Problem-dependentenergy group limit
16 NGPQTG Group number of lowest energy gamma-raygroup

to be treated
17 NGPQTN Group number of lowest energy neutrongroup to

be treated
18 NITS Number of batchesto be run
19 NLAST Last cell in BLANK COMMON used by random walk

package
20 NLEFT Number of cells in BLANK COMMON availableto user
21 NMGP Number of primaryenergy groups
22 NMTG Total number of energy groups
23 NSTRT Number of source particlesfor each batch

......... ' III I ___ I _111 [ i iimnrnrl II I

7.5 DRC OUTPUT FILES

DRC only producesa printedoutput file.

7.6 LOGICALUNIT REQUIREMENTS

Below is a listingof the files requiredto execute a DRC case along
with the default values used in the code. In setting up a DRC case,

efforts must be made for these units to be available. 0

=

_
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I. LogicalUnit NSTAP- VISTA Angular FluenceFile !Default=t5]
2. LogicalUnit NMCPT MORSE Adjoint LeakageFile [Default-24]
3. LogicalUnit NOU - PrintedOutput [Default-6]
4. LogicalUnit NIN - Card Input [Default-5]
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7.8 SAMPLE PROBLEM

A complete listingof the input cards for the sample problem is given in
Figure 7-I, and some selectedoutput is shown in Figure 7-2. The sample
problem demonstratesthe processingof the VISTA fluence file for the
air-over-groundfree-.fieldenvironmentat 400 meters from the source and

the MORSE adjointcalculationof the two-meterbox experimentsat 400meters.7,a In viewingFigure 7-I, the input illustrates;a radius of
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0400 meters (RAD=40000.Ocm), the DORT and MORSE air-groundinterfaces
were equivalent(AZERO=O.O),and a zero degree rotationof the bnx
(ALPHA=O.O). The minimum (ZBOT)and maximum (ZTOP)z boundaries_ in the
MORSE geometry were -15.0 cm and gO0.O cm, respectively,and the
detector height in the MORSE adjointcalculationwas 110.16 cm. The
print control flag (IPRT)was set to 2 to obtain both free-fieldaridin-
vehiclefluence and dose data, and the maximum weight allowed would
defaultto the value pre-set in the code (WATMX=O). The VISTA and MORSE
group structureswere equivalent,so consequently,Cards C, D, and E
were omittedfrom the input. The next three title cards are for Cards
F, G, and H. The responsefunctionutilized in the DRC analysis is the
free-inair tissue kerma response in units of gy.cm2/n,7. The last card
is the input for Card J. This particularinput deck did not exercise
the option of stackingcases for differenttarget orientations. Notice
that the "**" values are in columns2 and 3. DRC will not correctly
identifythe input if these FIDO control parametersare not in the
proper columns.

The selectedDRC out_t shown in Figure 7-2 first illustratesthe input
parametersread from Cards A and B, the rotationmatrix for'the
parameteralpha, and a seriesof titles identifyingthe MORSE
calculation,the VISTA calculationfile, and the DORI'calculationused
to create the input files for this DRC case. The titles are lo'flowedby
parametersrelevant to the VISTA fluence file includingsome control
parameters,the specificquadratureinformation,and radial and axial
mesh points on the VISTA file. The output then contains some arrays
used internal to DRC that may not be useful to the user, followed by an
indicationof the storageused in the DRC case. A title from the MORSE
adjointhistory file is then printed indicatingwhetherthe in-group
biasingoption in MORSE was invoked. The MORSE input source spectrum
and bias function are then printed indicatingthe source sampling
utilized in the adjointcalculation. Next, the output lists the
responsefunction title, the values of the response functionto be
foldedwith the free-fieldand in-vehiclefluences,and arrays relevant
to the energy bins used in the DRC case. Much of this last set of
output is similarto the output of the SAMBO routines in MORSE since DRC
containsa modified versionof SAMBO.

The next output is the resultsof the calculationsin subroutineFREDOS
and representsthe GRTUNCL/DORTfree field fluence and dose at the
detector'location in the MORSE geometry. Both the spectraand integral
totals are printed. This output is then followedby the DRC detector
responses(Table 7-I) along with their fractionalstandarddeviations
and protectionfactors and reductionfactors (Table7-2) for the
responsefunction given in the input (Card I). These values are what
the entire MASH analysis is geared to determine. Finally,the DRC
outputgives the energy dependentfluenceand dose arrays for the first
six detector types listed in Table 7-I along with the normalizedtotal
neutron and photon fluence and dose arrays. The format of these arrays
is quite cumbersome,however, useful informationcan be obtained from
them. Future effortswill hopefullyimprovethese output arrays into a
more useful format.
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Figure7-I. SampleDRC Inputfor the
Two-MeterBox ProtectionFactorAnalysis.
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FIDO INPUT e

The FIDO input method is especiallydevisedto allow the enteringor
modifyingof large data arrayswith minimum effort. Special advantage
is taken of patternsof repetitionor symmetrywherever possible. The
FIDO systemwas patternedafter the input method used with the FLOCO
coding system at Los Alamos and was first applied by Atomics
Internationalto the DTF-III code. Since that time, numerous features
requestedby users have been added, a free-fieldoption has been
developed,and the applicationof FIDO has spread to innumerablecodes.

The data are entered in units called"arrays." An array comprisesa
group of contiguousstoragelocationswhich are to be filledwith data
at one time. These arrays usuallycorrespondon a one-to-onebasis with
FORTRAN arrays used irlthe program. A group of one or more arrays read
with a single call to the FIDO packagecomprisesa "block." A special
delimiteris required to signifythe end of each block. Arrays within a
block may be read in any order with respectto each other, but an array
belongingto one block must not be shifted to another. The same array
can be enteredrepeatedlywithin the same block. For example,an array
can be filledwith zero using a specialoption, and then a few scattered
locationscoi_Idbe changed by reading in a new set of data for that
array. Some arrays can be omitted if no entries to that array are
required. If no entries to any of the arrays in a block are required,
but the conditionrequiringthe block is met, the delimiteralone
satisfi_sthe input requirement. Three major types of input are
available" free'fieldinput, fixed-fieldinput, and user-fieldinput.
Each field includesup to three subfields. Each array is identifiedby
an "array originatorfield" havingtwo subfields'

Subfield I: An integerarray identifiersignals the identity
of the array to follow.

: Subfield2: An array type indicator,used as lo'flows"
"$$" free-fieldintegerarray
"**" free-fieldreal array
"$" fixed-fieldinteger array
"*' fixed-fieldreal array
"U' user-field,format to be read in
'V" user-field,previous format to be used

These subfieldsare written together,without blanks. Data are then
placed in successivedata fields until the required number of entries
has been accountedfor.

In enteringdata, it is convenientto think of an "index"or "pointer"
which is under controlof the user, and which specifiesthe position in
the array into which the next data entry is to go. The pointer is

always positionedat the first array location by entering the array



e originator field. The pointer subsequentlymoves accordingto the data
operator chosen.

Free-field input allows an arbitrarynumber of fields to be entered in
columns 1-72, with fields separatedby one or more blanks. A field must
begin and end in the same record. In general, a data field has up to
three fields:

Subfield 1: The data numerator,NI, an integer.
Subfield 2: The data operator,N2, a character.
Subfield3: The data entry, N3, an integeror real number.

Pf subfieldsI and 2 are both used in a field, they must not be
separatedby blanks. Blanks may precedesubfield3, however. All
entries followinga '/' in a given record are ignored.

Single data entries use only N3, which may be enteredwith or without a
decimal point. The type (integer/real)will be determinedby the
previous array identifier:

155 1 2 3 /enter integers1,2,3
2** I. 1.1 2 /enter reals 1.0,I.1,2.0

An exponent field may be added, with or without the "E" identifier. No
imbedded blankswithin the subfieldare allowed. The subfieldmust have

e no more than nine columns, inc'ludingthe decimal but not includingthe
exponent field. The pointer is advancedby one for each entry:

2** I.EO .11+I 200-2 /same entries as above
3** 1234.567BE-3 /8 columns+ decimal

BUT NOT 3** Io234567B9 /too many columns
AND NOT 3** O.OE6 /produceswrong results

Multiple data entriesuse N2 and (exceptthe 'F' operator')NI together
with N3 to enter several items with a singlefield. The type of
operation is indicatedby N2.

"R" indicatesthat data entry N3 is to be repeated NI times. The
pointer is advancedby NI.

"I" indicateslinear 'interpolation.The data numerator,NI, indicates
the number of interpolatedpoints to be supplied. The data entry N3 is
entered, followedby NI interpolatedentriesequally spaced betweenthat
value and the value in the third subfieldof the next field. The next
field may be a single.,or multiple-dataentry. The pointer is advanced
by NI + I. The field followingan 'I' entry is then processednormally,
accordingto 'itsown data operator. The 'I" entry is especially
valuable for specifyinga spatialmesh. In integerarrays, Interpolated
values will be rounded to the nearest integer.

Q
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A

=L" !ndicateslogarithmicinterpolation, The effect is the same as that
of '. except that the resultingdata are evenly separatedin log-space,
This is obviouslylimitedto positive real numbers.

'FW fills the remainderof the array with N_, Niis not used, For
example,the followingare equivalentways of fillingan B-entry array:

2 $ $ 1 2 13 4 6 6 18 8

255 211 4 ZR6 F8 /same as above

Sequence data entries allow entries to be patternedafter data entered

by previous fields or previouslyexisting in storage FieldSbNeI, N2,and Nx are used, except that if NI is omitted, it is _takento one.

"Q" 'isused to repeat sequencesof numberswithoutmodification. The
length of the sequence is given by 'thethird subfield,Nx, The sequence
of N3 previous entries is to be repeatedNI times. The p-ointeris
advanced by NI*N3. This featureis especiallyvaluable in specifying
matrices with repeated or symmetricalcolumns or rows

"G' has the same effect as "q" except that the sign of each entry of the
sequence is changedeach time it is entered.

"N" has the same effect as "q," except that the order of the sequence is
reversedeach time it Is entered.

"M" has the same effect as "Q," except that both the sign and the order
of the sequenceare reversedeach time it is entered.

Options Q, G, and M are valuable in entering directionalquadrature
sets. As examples:

81"* I 2 3 IQ3 /1,2,3,1,2,3
82** -3 -2.-I M3 /-3,-2,-1,1,2,3
83** 3R-2 G3 /-2,-.2,-2,2,2,2

Zero data entries use subfieldsNI and N2.

"Z" sets the next NI entriesto zero. The pointer is advanced by NI. As
an example:

]$$3zI 2= /o,o,o,l,z

Pointer-movementdata entriesmove the pointerwithout changing the data
array. SubfieldsNI, Nx, or neithermay be required.

"S" indicatesthat the pointer is to skip forward over NI positions,
leaving those array positionsunchanged.

"Bu moves the pointer backwardNI positions.

"Au moves the pointer'to the positionNx. 0

A.-4



'E' skips over the remainderof the array. The array length criterion
is satisfiedby an "E,' unlesstoo many entries have been specified, No
more entries to an array may be given followingan 'E,' except that data
entry may be restartedwith an 'A.'

For example, given the followingsequenceof entries, comments indicate
the result of readingan array of length 8:

155 I 2 3 4 5 6 E /E terminatesthe array, leaving
items 7 and 8 unchanged

155 2 IS 4 A7 7 8 /now we have 2,2,4,4,5,6,7,8
155 21 I 4 IB F8 /now we have 1,2,3,8,8,8,8,8

Edit fields controlprintingwithin the FIDO subroutines.

"C" causes the position of the last array item enteredto be printed.
This is the positionof the pointer,less I, The pointer is ilotmoved,

"0' causes the print triggerto be turned on. The trigger is originally
off. When the 'triggeris on, each card image is listed as it is read.

,,pwcauses the print triggerto be turned off.

,/w occurring in column I causes the entire record to be ignored as
input,but to be printed as a comment in the output stream.

A block terminationfield consistsof a field having only WT" "inthe
second subfield.

The readingof data to an array is terminatedwhen a new array
originatorfield is supplied,or when the block is terminatedby a block
terminationfield. If an incorrectnumber of positionshas been filled,
an error edit is given, and a flag is set which will later abort
executionof the problem, FIDO then continueswith the next array if an
array originatorwas read. The new array originatorneed not begin a
new record. Otherwise,FIDO returnscontrol to the calling program.
For example:

I$$ 1 2 3 2** FO T

User-field input allows the user to specifythe input format. IF "U" is
specifiedas the array-typeindicator,the FORTRANformat to be used
must be supplied in columns 1-72 of the next record. The format must be
enclosed by parentheses. The data for the entire _irraymust follow on
successiverecords. The rules of ordinary FORTRAN input as 'to
exponents,blanks, etc., apply. If tilearray data do not fill the last
record,the remainderof the record must be left blank. The user must
insure that his format specifiesthe correcttype of data, i.e., real or
integer.

"V" has the same effect as "LI"except that the format read in the last
preceding "U" array is used.
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For example,for an arrayof 4 entries:

IOU
(6 2)
1234
11V
4321

would enter integers i,2,3,4 into the lOth array and 4,3,2,1 i_to the
11th.

Fixed-fieldInputuses 1 to 6 fieldsper inputrecord,with fixed,12-
columnfields, lt is thoroughlydescribedin the DOT IV document.2
Becauseit has beenalmostentirelyreplacedby the free-fieldformat,
itsdescriptionis not repeatedhere.
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IN-GROUPENERGYBIASING* 0

INTRODUCTION

This appendixdescribesthe in-group energy biasingmethodologyI
devel_opedfor the adjointMORSE_ calculationutilized in MASH. In-group
energy biasing is a methodologydevelopedby W. Scott of SAIC to adjust
fo_'irregularitiesobservedin adjointMonte Carlo analyses in thick
media where the weights of adjoint particlescould, in undergoing
multiple _.:atteringevents,become very large. Further developmentoF
the methodology,discussedherein, suggeststhat in-groupenergy bias
might have more-generaluse than initiallyexpected. The in-group
biasingprocedurewas first implementedin the MIFT21version of the
VCS3,4MORSE code. The in-groupbiasing procedurehas since been
implementedin the MASH version of the MORSE code. The bulk of this
appendixwas extractedfrom the MIFT2 documentI and has been included in
this manual for completeness°

In-groupenergy biasing (or simply in-groupbiasing or in-groupbias) is
easy to use. Unlike other Monte Carlo biasingmethods, in-groupbiasing
does not require that the user set up and input,based on his judgment,
arrays of data to 'improvethe efficiencyof the Monte Carlo calculation.
This means that a person less skilledin adjointMonte Carlo can often
successfullyuse MASH or adjointMORSE, since use of in-group bias
requiresonly the settingof a switch in MASH. Success in the use of
the other biasingmethodsgenerallyrequires considerableadjoint Monte
Carlo experience.

Based on results obtainedwith the MIFT2 and MASH MORSE codes, in-group
energy bias appearsLo generally improveboth th_._answer and the
statisticsof the calculation. Based on theory,it may be expected that
•the largest gains from the use of in-groupbias occur for fairly thick
problems. However, improvementsFor thinner problemshave been seen as

: wellu Based on both the theory and the resultsof sample cases reported
: herein, it might be suggestedthat in-groupbias always be used for

adjointMonte Carlo. However, in recognitionthat users may at times
prefer not t_ use in-groupbi_s or may wish to compare resultsobtained
with and without the use of in-groupbias, the methodologyhas been
implementedwith a switch so that its use is optional.

This appendix is divided into 6 subsections_ Followingthis
_- introductionsection is a backgroundsectionwhich traces the short
- history of the developmentof the in-groupbiasingmethodology. The

- "J. A. Stoddard,Sr D. Egbert,and W. D. Scott,Jr., "The Vehicle
_- Code System with In-GroupEnergy Bias and GIFT5 Geometry,"

n_.a.-TR-__7-23,Science_pplicatinnsInternationalCorporation,
{January 1987).
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next sectiongives a theoreticalbasis for in-groupbias, followed by a
sectiondescribingthe implementationof the in-groupbias methodology
'intothe MASH MORSE code. A sectionwhich discusses some comparisonsof
the resultsof analysesperformedwith and without in-groupbias with
each other and with experimentaldata, where available,follows.
Finally,a list of referencespertainingto the discussiongiven in this
appendix is presented.

BACKGROUND

lt has long been recognizedthat for certain problemsadjointMORSE and
MASH are very inefficientat obtainingadequate statisticalvariances in
reasonablerun times especiallywhen comparedto the efficiencyof
forwardMORSE calculations. In a 1979 SAIC studys for the BRL it was
recognizedthat the problemstemmedfrom a poorly biased energy random
walk that occurred in adjointMORSE whenever the non-absorption
probability(PNAB)was much greater than 1.0. At that time it was
suggestedthat a modified adjointscatteringtechnique,referred to as
"in-groupenergy biasing",would be significantlymore efficient. The
defining featureof in-groupenergy biasing is that for all but the last
group, a particle'sweight only changes when it scattersto a new group.
If the particle stays in the same group (in-groupscattering),its

weight does not change° Thus, when an adjointparticlehas a non-
absorptionprobabilitygreaterthan 1.0, its weight will not increase so

i long as it scatters Tinthe same group. When it finallyupscatters to a
new group, its weight will be increasedby a fixed amount that is a
functiononly of the cross sectionsand not of how many times the
particlescattered in the same group. With standardadjointMORSE, such
a particlewould have its weight increasedby PNAB each time that it
scatteredso that its fina'iweight upon upscatterwould depend upon how
many in-group scatteringsthat it had.

° In a 1981 study6 for the WehrwissenschaftlicheDienststelleder
Bundeswehrfur ABC-Schutz (WWD) Laboratoryin the FederalRepublic of
Germany,SAIC implementedthe in-groupenergy biasing scheme into
adjointMORSE and demonstratedan increasein efficiencyof factorsof 4
to 5 over standardadjointMORSE for a_10-cm-thicksteel sphere. In
that study in-groupenergy biasingwas used for all energy groups.

In a recent effort for the U. S. Army BallisticResearch Laboratory
(BRL),the in-group bias schemewas implementedin the BRL version of
VCS, and some comparisonsof its efficiencywere made for other steel
and polyethyleneconfigurations. Also, theoreticalderivationswere
made which indicatedthat in-groupenergy biasingshould always be
preferableto the standardMORSE scatteringtreatmentin either forward
or adjointMORSE regardlessof the value of the non-absorption

o probabilityPNAB.

= Z
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In this effort a number of modificationswere made to the in-groupbias
coding to improveits efficiency and clarity. More important,some
additionaltest cases were run which furtherdemonstratedthe advantages
of using in-groupbias.

THEORETICALBASIS FOR IN-GROUP ENERGY BIASING

The theoreticalbasis for in-groupenergy biasing is derived by
comparing the analyticsample varianceof the three-groupinfinite
medium randomwalk under a variety of possiblebiasing schemes. Similar
conclusionscan be reached in two groups with considerablyless algebra
but with less generality. The procedureis to examine the Markov chains
of all possiblecombinationsand permutationsof scatteringsin three
groups and to show that the scatteringestimatorscores in the random
walk sum to the theoreticalsolution. The correspondingsample variance
is then derived, and comparisonsare made between the in-groupand
standard samplingschemes.

Two very importantconceptswhich are stressed in this paper are the
"fair game rule" and "particleweightings" The "fair game rule" is
descriptiveof the Monte Carlo treatmentof collisions. If a "fair
game" is played in simulatingthe collision,forward or adjoint,a valid
result should be obtained. Particleweightingsoffer some latitudein
playing this "fair game", since tradeoff'scan be made between
probabilitiesand particle worth.

A historicalexample is appropriatehere. Original Monte Carlo codes
treated absorptionevents by haltingthe random walk for a particle
whenever samplingindicatedthat an absorptionevent had occurred.
Later it was recognizedthat it was more efficientto carry a particle
weight and to treat absorptionby reducingthe weight by the non-
absorptionprobabilityat each scatter. Particle historieswere then
terminated by Russianroulettewheneverweights dropped below
predeterminedcutoffs. This non-absorptiontreatment avoidedlosing
importanthistoriesjust before they were about to score. In this
example, a "fair game" was played by offsettingthe probabilityof what
happened at a scatteringevent with an appropriatechange of particle
weight. This conceptof adjustingparticleweights, within the fair
game rule, to improveMonte Carlo statisticsis the basis of Monte Carlo
biasing schemes. More will be said about the fair game rule in the
infinitemedium problemdescribedbelow.

Markov Chain Analysis of the ForwardThree-GroupInfiniteMedium Problem

Consider the total dose deposited in an infinite medium due to a source
of particles in three energy groups. The source is describedby three

Sf2l and S3 of beginningparticles in the three 0probabilities $1, 'u n each group is known, the dose is the innergroups. When the x i

--_

_,_
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product with the response function (or flux to dose conversion factor)RI, R2, and Rs. The scatteringpropertiesof the medium are described
by total cross sections in each group aI,oz, and as, and the
downscatter cross sectionmatrix,

c11 0 0 /

o'12 ct:z2 0

0.13 (Y23 0"33

where oijis the cross section for scatteringfrom group i to group j.
All upscattercross sectionsare assumedto be zero. This problem can
be solved directlywithout referenceto Monte Carlo or Markov chains by
equating the collisiondensity in each group (the product of the flux @i
and the total cross sectionat to the source in group i) from the
original source Si plus the scatteringsource as shown in Equation (I).

_2_2 = S_. + 0"12 0"2_ 0 _ (I)

s_ o3_3 $3 0"13_23 0"33 qh

o Collision Originial
Density Source

This equation carlbe solved directly for the flux in each group, and the
dose can be obtained by an it,her productwith the response,

A = Z R, 4',' (2)
i

so that

[ oiisl]A = (R1,R2, R3) --cr12 o2-tr_2 0 S2 (3)

OI 3 _ 0"23 (73 _ 0"33 S3



The solutionof the above equation is 0

R1S1 $IR20.12
A - +

ol -oll (o,-o1,1)(o2- _'22)
Sl _3 O"13 Sl/_3 0.120"23+ ) (,i)

+ (oi- 0.11)(0.3- oaa (0.1- 0.11)(o2- 0.2_)(o3-o3a
S_ R2 S2Ra0._a SaI_a

+ + +
o2 - °22 (_2- _22)(oa- oaa) oa - _aa

Notice that the solutionfor the dose contains seven terms which
representthe seven possiblemeans of scatteringfrom a source group to
a responsegroup. The first,fifth, and seventhterms result from
particlesthat began and scored in the same group. Each of these
particlesmay have had zero to an infinitenumber of in-group
scatterings. The second,third and sixth terms are the doses from
particlesthat began in one group, had zero to many in-group
scatterings,had one transitionscatteringto a new group and finally
had zero to many in-groupscatteringsin the final group. The fourth
term is the dose for particlesthat began in group one, scatteredto
group two, and then scatteredto group three with any number of in-group
scatteringsbetween. 0

This same result can be derivedby Monte Carlo theory consideringthe
probabilitiesand weight changesof all possible scatterings. In
standard forwardMORSE the randomwalk is set up as follows" First, a
source group is sampledand the particleweight is set to 1.0. The
collision site (which does not matter in the infinitemedium problem) is
determinedby sampling an exponential. The probabilityof absorption is
treated by reducing the particleweight (multiplyingthe previous weight
by the non-absorptionprobability). Then the probabilityof scatter to
each group is sampled, and the next track proceeds in the new group. At
each scatteringa score is made equal to the particleweight before the
collisiontimes the response functiondivided by the total cross
section.

When this score is made for each scatter, it is called a real scattering
estimator. The non-absorptionprobability(PNAB in MORSE but called W
here) is equal to the scatteringcross sectiondivided by the total
cross section. For group one this is

la;1 = _11 + 0.12 + _la .._ 0.1_ (5)
0.1 OI

0
zz



I) Likewise,the group transfer probabilityis

Thus, if a particle starts and continuesto scatter in group one, its
contributionto the dose is

,\_1 = (W1 Pll = P (71!
(71 (71 \ 0"I (71 /n=O n;=O S

S2R_ 1 S1R1 (7)

oi 1 - _ , (71- a1.__YL

Notice that this term is identicalto the first term in Equation (4).
In a similarmanner all combinationsof possible sources and scatters
can be shown to be equivalentto terms of Equation (4). As another
example,particles begin group I, groupthat in transitionto 2 and

finally scatterto group 3 correspondto the fourth term of Equation (4)
as follows:

' ] 103

n=O n=o (8)
SI R3 0120r23

((71 -- UII) (0" 2 -- 0"22 ) (0" 3 -- 0"33 )

Thus, as expected,the Markov chain analysisof the MORSE randomwalk
for three groups agrees identicallywith the analytic three-group
solutiongiven in Equation (4).

In addition to deriving the dose, the three-groupproblemcan be
analyzed for the sample variance of real scatteringestimatorprocedure.
The sample variance V is derivedby summingthe squaresof all scores
times the probabilityof making each score. Thus, the sample variance
of particlesthat begin in group one and score in group one, as in
Equation (7) for the standard MORSE scatteringscheme, is

Q
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(9)
S, R]

0-12 .- 0"110"18

Notice that all factorsthat representeither scores or particle weights
are squaredwhile factorsrepresentingprobabilitiesare not squared.
In this manner all seven terms of the forwardMORSE sample variance may
be written"

All terms have the same form for each combinationof transitions,and
the denominatorterms of al2 - allol,appear in each case. In group 3 it
reducesto az_ - o'_3becausethe scatteringcross section is equivalent
to the in-groupcross section. Sometimesin forwardMORSE the
scatteringcross sectionis greater than the total cross section. This
can occur when multiplicityis includedas a pseudo-scatteringprocess
such as with (n,2n)reactionsor in gamma ray pair production. If the
scatteringcross sectionis sufficientlylarger than the total cross
section so that a_2 - _i_o_,is near-zero,these terms of the variance
become large and the calculationmay not converge. When this occurs,
longer run times may fail to improveMORSE statistics. Also, answers
may vary widely, with resultsfor cases with the best statisticstending
to be deceivinglylow.

0
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lt is importantto note that the non-absorptionprobabilityand grouptransfer probabilitiesin the problem solution,_, always occur in
product form, i.e., W(PIj. This suggests that the particle weights and
transfer probabilitiescan each be adjusted in biasing schemes provided
that the product remains unchanged. Since the answer _ depends only on
the product, the answer will not be changed. The variance,however, is
dependenton the separateWi and P_jterms; thus there is a potentialin
biasing to improvethe variance.

Biasing in forward Monte Carlo calculationsby modificationof the Wi

and P_j.terms, while retaininga constant product, is a powerful tool in
improvlngMonte Carlo statistics,but that is not the only use of the
concept. As will be seen, the conceptcarriesover into adjoint random
walks. First the product sufficiency,which is one part of the "fair
game" rule, justifiesthe current treatmentof group transfers in
adjointMonte Carlo simulations. Second, it can be used for biasing
adjointMonte Carlo analysesas well as forwardcalculations.

Adjoint Three-GroupAnalysls

An especially interestingfeatureof the MORSE Mon'LeCarlo code is that
the same scatteringroutinesare used to track both forward and adjoint
particlesby using the transposeof the scatteringcross sectionmatrix
for adjoint transport. In the adjoint,the non-absorptionfactor (PNAB)
involvesa sum of the scatteringcross sections for those groups from
which scatteringcould have come. In MORSE, the adjoint energy group
indexesare reversed so that the highestenergy particles have the
highestgroup numbers. However,the same forward cross section notation
is kept here to facilitatecomparisonwith the forwardwalk. Keeping
the same forward cross section group number notation,the adjoint
scatteringcross sectionfor group three becomes

(::ra , -- o'aa + o'2a + Ola (11)

Since 0'23 and o13 are not a part of the group three total cross section
: 03, this adjoint scatteringsum can be much different from the total

cross section. For broad neutrongroups in the inelastic level regime
where there cam be many higher energy groups that scatter into it, the
adjoint scatteringsum can be much greaterthan the total cross section.
The adjoint non-absorptionfactor and the scatteringprobabilitiesthen
become

_ _ (1o.)
oj o'./

@
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where the asterisk indicatesthe adjoint summationof the scattering
cross sectionrather than the forwardsummation. Note that unlike the
forward scatteringcross section,the adjoint scatteringcross section
is not a physical quantity. In fact it depends more upon the energy
group structurethan the physical scatteringprocess.

Clearly there is no direct physicalbasis, as with forwardMonte Carlo
Equations (5) and (6), for using the above weight changesand transfer
probabilitiesfor adjointMonte Carlo. However, the productof the
W4PIJ in Equations (12) and (13)is equivalent to that for the forward,
and the adjointrandom walk gets the same answer as the forwardwalk.
In this case, the o*jshas no physicalmeaning, but it has the
advantagesof giving transferprobabilitiesPijwhich automaticallysum
to 1.0 and of followingthe adjointcalculationformat in which the

• transposeof the cross sectionmatrix is used. However, as will be seen
below, the non-physicalnature of the adjoint scatteringcross section
(Equation11) can cause accuracyproblems in adjoint Monte Carlo.

Consider the three-groupinfinitemedium Markov chain. As metationed
above, the adjointrandom walk will get the same dose as the forward
walk. However, the samplevarianceof the standard MORSE adjointwalk,
although similar in fornlto the forward sample variance, is quite
different. When the particleweightsare squared and the probabilities
are not squared,the non-physicaladjoint scatteringcross sectionO*js
does not cancel

z

(14)
_

_ a i ai, ai

and the seven terms of the standardadjoint sample variance become
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The form of these terms is very similar to the forward sample variance
in Equation (10) including terms like ai2 - alla*j, in the denominators,
Because of the physical nature of the forward scattering cross section,
the forward MORSErandom walk is nearly alwa_/s well behaved However,
since the adjoint scattering cross section a j, is often much greater
than the total cross section al, these terms can prevent the random walk
from converging, In fact in the DLC-31 Data Library Collection 7,
adjoint iron cross sections have four groups (all in the vicinity of I

0 MeV neutrons) where

. > _ (IG)O'_iO'i,_._

Thus, infinite medium adjoint random walk for the iron with the DLC-31
cross sections will not converge. More generally, this occurs in
adjoint MORSEwhenever

P_PNABi >_ 1,0 (17)

lt 'is perhaps fortunate that the seriousness of this problem is not
always observed. For realistic problems not involving deep penetration
in thick media, reasonable answers are usually obtained, although with
reduced efficiency.

In-Group Energy Bias Analysis

The major objectiveof the in-groupbiasing scheme is to eliminate the
instabilityin the variance for random walks, i.e., to eliminatethe al2
- alia*l_terms which could be zero or negativefor physicallyrealistic
cross sectionsets. Although not obvious from the foregoing,this is

®
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equivalentto eliminatingthe problem in which the weight of an adjoint 0
particle can grow unboundedby many repeated in-groupscatterings.

The approach is to utilizethe fair game constraint in which the product

W(Pijis forced to remain constantwhile adjustmentsto certain W( are
maoe. Specifically,as mentionedin the backgroundsection,the weight
of a particle undergoingin-groupscatteringis forced to remain
unchanged. This "startingcondition",along with the constantWIPCj

"fair game rule" and a couple of other physicalrequirementsform a
recursion-relation-likeformulationwhich redefinesall the W( and PIj.,
The result is the in-groupbias formulation,the derivationand analysls
of which are describedbelow.

In the standard (not in-groupbiased)formulation,the weight change Wi
was always equal to PNAB for group i. For in-groupbias, this parameter
is generalizedto also have J dependence. Thus the fair game product
rule becomes, utilizingEquations(12) and (13) (for the standard
adjointMORSE),

PuW;j = _/_ (18)
crj

For in-group scatteringfor groups other than group I, it was specified

that there would be no weight change (W - I); hence from Equation (18), I

I4"jj = 1,0 m_d l_j =
crj

for in-group scatteringother than group I. An exception is made for
group 1, which, being the highestenergy group, has no outscatteringso
that P11must be 1.0. Thus from Equation (IB) for group I,

Pll = 1,0 _nd W'11 - ct11 (20)
gr1

The above expressionsspecifythe P and W for in-group scattering. The
out-of-groupscatteringPijand W_l are specifiedby the physical
requirementthat the scatteringpi'obabilitiesmust sum to 1.0 and by the
desirabilityof having the other transferprobabilitiesbe proportiona'l
to a_j. The result is

aij(aj .- ajj) ,rod Wij .-- o'y, - ajj (21)

@
=!
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Thus,in threegroupsthe adjointin-groupscatteringand weightfactors
are specifiedas

,,_ 0 0

,, (22)

aala_+ala) v_

and

1 0 0

_-¢_ I 0W -- ,,a- _,,, (23)

_'a-o'aa ff:l -o'u_ o'l,

0
Fromthe probabilityandweighttablethe totaldose can be derivedjust
as in the standardadjointcase. As expectedbecausethe productof
weightand probabilityis the samefor both in-groupand standardMORSE,
the dose is the same (Equation4). But theweightsquaredtimesthe
probabilityis different,makingthe in-groupbiasedsamplevariance
terms,givenbelow,verydifferentfromthe standardadjointsample
varianceof Equation(15).

O'l -" GI l 0"2 --' 0"220"2 0"3 -- (7[]30"3

n._,s_,_h R..,s_o,:,(o_3+o,_)
v_,_= (o__ o._)2(_,__ o'_) v3_ = (_ _ o3_)_(o_

(_4)
_ R,_s_(a_ + oslo)V,a_

(0" 3 - (733)2(0"2 ,-Cr22)2((712 -. (711)
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In tile above terms, all the denominators are positive, non..zero, and =B=
well behavedfor physical cross sections, The possible infinite IF
variance terms of the standard adjoint HORSEhave been eliminated.

At this point the choice of no weight changeon in-group scattering may
seemsomewhatarbitrary, In fact, this choice can be shownto be the
optimum, Whenthe in-group weight changesof 1,0 in tile weight and
probability tables (Equations 22 and 23) are set to variables, new
tables are derived,

When theseprobabilitiesare summedandmultipliedby the weights
squaredoverall seventransitionpossibilities,the termsall have the
formof

y (_,),_

" The generalfeaturesof the abovefunctionsare shownin FigureB-I.
For the regionall/al,_x _ a_/al_of interest,the termsare minimized
by a valueof x - 1.0 regardlessof the valueof a_ or al_.

: i i
or (2S)(_,:_--_); (o_-. o'_)_

0
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Thus,settingthe in-groupweightchangefactorto 1.0 appearsto be anoptimumin-groupbiasingscheme,

Havingconcludedthata weightchangefactorof ].0 is optimumforthe
in-,groupbiasingscheme,equivalentsamplevariancetermsfrom standard
adjointand in-groupadjointMORSE(Equations15 and 24) are now
compared,

X
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I
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FigureB-I. Characteristicsof functionsin Equation(27).
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StandardAdjoint In-groupAdjoint 0

or

A
Analysis of the above terms indicatesthat the in-gro_p adjoint,variance
is always less than the standardadjoint varianceexcept at ai=ai,,
where the variancesare equal. Also, the in-groupvariancesare better
behaved for physicallyvalid cross sectionvalues, i.e., a i,>-_ii,ai >-
._, and no negativecross sections. This suggeststhat the in.-group
biasing techniqueis generallysuperiorto the standardmethodologyfor
MORSE adjoint analyseswith no upscattering. Although in-groupbias has
not _.en exercisedwith forwardMORSE, it appearsfrom this analysis
that in-groupbias would be superior to th_,standard treatmentin
forwardMonte Carlo as well as adjointMonte Carlo.

IN-GROUP BIASING CODE HODIFICATIONSFOR MORSE

MORSE is easily modifiedto incorporatein-groupenergy bias.
Scattering in MORSE is handled in subroutineCOLISN using data in th_
form of the non-absorptionfactor PNABi and the normalized scatterin_
probabilitiesPijwhich give the probabilityof scatteringto group j
provided that a scatteringhas occurred in group i. The original coding
is very simple in that the particleweight WATE is multiplied by PNABi,
where i is the group coming into the collision,and then a random number
is compared with the probabilitiesPi:te select the outgoinggroup.J

......... '_"..... _,,,-_ _ :::ilv mn_lifiBd to USe _n-qrouP scattering.--__- II_'_ _III_ _'_ _,,-,,',,-,,,,,- ....... ,_ ........ _

Define a bias factor F as follows" 0 "
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i=j=l F = 1.0 :

i = j ://:l F = P N A B ,

1 - PiiPNABi
F =

1 - P.

The same samplingcoding is used except that the random number is
comparedto F.Pijinsteadof simply Pijas before After the outgoing
group has been sampled,the weight is correctedby

WATE = WATE . PNAB/F

the above modificationshave been implementedin MASH with a switch
which permits in-groupbiasingto be used on option. The implementation
correctly treats in-groupbiasingwith or without E biasing, and
includes logic for splittingwhenever WATE exceedsWTMAX. Splitting in
MORSE is normallyperformedin subroutineTESTW when a particle'sweight
is above an importanceregion-and energy-dependentmaximum weight. The

O particle'sweight is split into halves and an identicalparticle is
written to the secondarybank. When the weight increaseoccurs at
upscatter,the excessiveweight is not identifieduntil entering
subroutineTESTW. Thus, all the splittingsecondarieswill have the
same energy group and the same directioncosines. They will be
essentiallythe same particle. This has been significantlyimprovedby
playing the splittinggame in subroutineCOLISN and actually resampling
the upscatterdistributionfor each splittingsecondaryparticle. In
this manner each secondaryis independentof the others so that this
importantprobabilitytransitionis much more completelyrepresented.

DEMONSTRATIONCALCULATIONS

A number of demonstrationcalculationshave been perfe_'medto compare
VCS or MORSE results using in-groupenergy bias with r_sults using the
standard methodology. Reference6 describessome results obtained by
SiegfriedStuker of WehrwissenschaftlicheDienststelleder Bundeswehr
fur ABC-Schutz (WWD),who tested the treatmentin a series of I0 cm iron
sphere calculations. Stukerdetermined that in-groupbiasing made ac

significantimprovementwhen it was appliedto energy groups with PNAB
greater than 2.0s. He also discovered further improvementwhen in-group
biasingwas used for all energy groups includinggroups with PNAB less

B-17
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In addition to the calculationsperformedby Stuker, SAIC has performed 0
calculationson severaldifferenttest geometries includingan iron
sphere, a cubicalbox, and a steel shell resembling a van-like vehicle.
These resultsare discussedin Reference1. The results for the iron
spherewere calculatedin a previouseffort and are taken from Reference
6. The resultsfor the van-likevehiclehave been describedin
Reference5.
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APPENDIXC

THE GIFT5 GEOMETRYPACKAGE



THE G][FT5GEOMETRYPACKAGE* 0

BACKGROUND

One of the major objectivesof earlierefforts in the developmentof the
VehicleCode System (VCS)1,2was to create a version of VCS which could
treat vehiclemodels developedby the BallisticResearchLaboratory
(BRL). BRL, a major user of VCS, has developed detailedcombinatorial
geometrymodels of a number of armoredvehic'les_ In order to facilitate
the vehiclemodeling effort,which often takes a significantfraction of
a person year per vehicle, BRL has developed a number of hardware and
softwaretools and has extendedthe combinatorialgeometrymodels of
their codes (otherthan VCS) to treat a number of new solid "body"
types. The result is that BRL has a number of vehiclemodels which
could not be analyzedby VCS unlessmodified, at considerabletime and
dollar costs, for use by VCS.

In 1976-1977BRL removed some of the geometry incompatibilitiesby
installingthe geometrypackagefrom the BRL GIFT'graphics code_,4into
the VCS MORSE code. BRL named the result "MIFT" for MORSE with GIFTS.
A review of the MIFT, VCS, GIFT, and GIFT5 codes was performedby
ScienceApplicationsInternationalCorporation(SAIC)to evaluate and
comparethe geometry models and to determine the best way to upgrade the
geometry treatment in VCS. The GIFT5 geometry treatmentwas found to be
superiorto the VCS combinatorialgeometry and older GIFT treatment in
severalways, includingthe number of solid "body" types, diagnostics
and checks of input data, and a tracking method which could correctly
treat overlappingor undefinedregions in the geometry. Drawbacks
relativeto the older VCS combinatorialgeometry logic were a slightly
larger computer run time for similarproblems and increasedsize and

: complexity of the resultingVCS code. The GIFT5 geometry package was
first implementedin the MIFT versionof the VCS MORSE code and called
MIFT26. The GIFT5 geometrypackage has since been implementedin the
currentMASH version of the MORSE code. The bulk of this appendix was
extractedfrom the GIFT document_ to give some backgroundinformationon
the GIFT5 geometry packageand has been included in this manual for
completeness.

"LawrenceW. Bain, Jr. and Mathew J. Reisinger,"The GIFT Code User
Manual; Volume I. Introductionand Input Requirements,"BRL 1802,
BallisticResearch Laboratory,(July 1975).
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GIFT5 geometry is similarto the older MORSE combinatorialgeometry in
that specifiedgeometric shapes (spheres,cylinders,parallelepipeds,
etc,) may be combined to describecomplexgeometry configurations. As

with MORSE combinatoria']g_Jometry,a GIFT5 geometry file is comprised
largelyof a "body" c,r._"_(21ids''table followedby a "zones or "region"
ta,ble in which the Ix_Cies/.arecombined by (+), (-), or (OR)operators.
In GIFT5 geometry,ho.,,(ev_Ir,,!Ibodies"(MORSE terminology)are called
"solids"and "zones" (MORSEterminology)are called "regions". In the
GIFT5 graphics code there is no equivalentto the "regions"as used in
MORSE. In MASH, where the term "region"could have a double meaning,
the MORSE equivalentof "region"is called "importanceregion" to
minimize any confusion. In this appendixthe GIFT5 terminology,i.e.,
solids and regions,equivalentto bodies and zones in MORSE, will be
used.

TARGET DESCRIPTIONDATA

Target descriptiondata defines or models the three-dimensionalshape
and space of a simple or complexphysicalstructure - the target. The

GIFT5 geometry package uses a "combinatorialgeometry"or "COM-GEOM"target descriptiontechnique. This techniquedefines the shape and
space of the components of the target as a single geometric "solid" (a
box, a sphere,a cylinder,etc.),or the "combination"of several
geometricsolids. The parameterswhich define the spatiallocationsof
the geometricsolids used to model the componentsof the target are
recorded in the "Solid Table." Each component (region)of the target is
defined as a single solid or a "combination"of solids in the "Region
Table."

The Solid and the Region Tables,and the other input data required to
create the target descriptiondata for the GIFT5 geometry package are
defined in the followingsectionsof this appendix.

: PRELIMINARYSTEPS
J

The first step to model a target by any three-dilensiona']target
descriptiontechniqueis to obtain engineeringdrawings,reports, or any
other data which exhibit the physicaldimensionsof the target. The

: next step is to define a referencepoint on the taF_et" the origin
: point (0) of an X,Y,Z right-handedcoordinatesystem. For example, for

tanks, the 'intersectionof the turret datum line and the center lines of
_ the turret is usuallyselected as the origin point, lhe parameters
_ within the target descriptiondata may be recorded in inches or

-
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ce,timetersor any other unit of measure. For example, the X,Y,Z
coordinate values for a point "P" can be given as (X = 1.m, Y = 1.0, Z =
-1.0) inches or (X = 3,5, Y = 2.5_ Z = -2.5) centimetersfrom the origin
point (X,Y,Z = 0). Every parameterrecorded in the target description
data must be measured in the same unit of measure.

SOLIDS

Table C-I lists the twentygeometric solids used by the GIFT5 geometry
package The lettersunder the "Symbol". , column are the alphanumeric
designationused in this report and on the input cards for the solid,
The "Figure"column lists the figure(s)where the input data for the
solid is described.

Each solid in a targetdescriptionis identifiedby a unique number, I,
2, 3, etc. This permitsthe space of any solid to be distinguishedfrom
the space of any other solid. The parametersrequired to define the
twenty _olids are different. The parameterscan, however, be classified

,I II

as bein_ =ither a "vertexpoint, a "vector, or a "scalar."

A vertex point is a point defined by its X, Y and Z measurements
(coordinatevalues) from the target referenceor origin (0) point. For
each of the twenty types of solids,at least one vertex point is used to
locate the positionof the solid in the referencedX,Y,Z space. For
example, "V" is the vertex point for a box, while the centerpoint"C" is
the vertex point for the sphere solid. Within this report, the dash (-)
mark over a letter (V, C, H, etc.) will be used to indicatean X, Y and
Z measurement.)

Certain solids require vector parametersto define the three-dimensional
shape and space that they occupy. The BOX requiresthree vectors,H, W,
D, which respectivelyrepresentthe height,width, and depth of the BOX.
Vectors also have an X, Y and Z measurement;however, the measurements
of vectors are taken from the vertex point of the solid rather than the
target referenceor origin point. The X,Y,Z measurementsof H, W and D
vectors are taken from V, not the origin (0) point.

Some solids require scalar parametersto define their shape and space.
Scalars are single numericvalues. An exampleof a scalar is the radius
parameterused to define the SPH solid.

Figures C-I to C-20 illustrateand define the parameters and card input
formats for each of the 20 solid types used by the GIFT5 geometry
package. The commentson these figuresmust be given careful attention
because the difference betweencertain solids is slight.
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Table C-I. List of 20 GeometricSolids
used by the GIFT5 GeometryPackage.

•....
I i Lil li II i ii ill

Solid Name Symbol Figure

I. Arbitrary Convex Polyhedron,4 vertex ARB4 C-I

2. ArbitraryConvex Polyhedron,5 vertex ARB5 C-2

3. ArbitraryConvex Polyhedron,6 vertex ARB6 C-3

4. ArbitraryConvex Polyhedron,7 vertex ARBI C-4

5. ArbitraryConvex Polyhedron,8 vertex ARB8 C-5

6. ArbitraryConvex Polyhedron,N vertex ARBN C-6

7. TriangularSurfacedPolyhedrons ARS C-7

8. Box BOX C-8

9. Ellipsoidof Revolution ELL C-9

10. Ellipsoidwith EllipticalCross Section ELL G C-I0

11. Half Space HAF C-11

12. Right Angle Wedge RAW C-12

13. Right Circular Cylinder RCC C-13

14. Right EllipticalCylinder REC C-14

15. RectangularParallelepiped RPP C-15

16. Sphere SPH C-"L6

17. Truncated El'lipticalCone TEC C-17

18. Truncated GeneralCone TGC C-18

19. Torus TOR C-19

20. Truncated Right Angle Cone TRC C-20

' __ , ,,..... ii Ipili i III iiii I I . " 'L...... "'" III I i ii II
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SPECIFV: The X, Y, Z coordinatesof the four verticesof the Polyhedron.

Verticesare the ordinalnumbers1 to 4 on the figure.

NOTES: This formof the ARB has four("4" in cardcolumn9) vertices
and four faceseachdefi_edby threevertices.The GIFT code
generatestilefour facesas: 123,412,423, 431.
CardColumns71-80may be used for comments.
Card Format: (15,A3, AI, IX,6FI0.0,AIO)

CARDCOLUMNS

Number
I-5 6-8 9 11-20 2]-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 of Cards

,,,

Solid
Number ARB 4 Xl YI Z] X2 Y2 Z2 I of 2

,, , ....

Solid
Number X3 Y3 Z3 X4 ¥4 Z4 2 of 2

.................

FigureC.-1.Four-faced,fourvertices,convexpolyhedron(ARB4)input, e
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SPECIFY: The X_ Y, Z coordinatesof the fiveverticesof the polyhedron.Verticesare the ordinalnumbers] to 5 on the figure.

NOTES: "[hisformof the ARB has five ("5"in cardcolumn9) vertices
and fivefaces- one definedby fourvertices,fourfaces
definedby threevertices.The GIFTcode generatesthe
fivefacesas: 1234,512,523,534,541

: CardColumns71-80may be usedfor comments.
CardFormat: (15,A3, AI, IX, 6FI0.0,AIO)

:

CARDCOLUMNS

--.................I -
Number

I-5 6-8 91 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 of Cards
_--_ ,,..... ,J.

_

Solid i
Number ARB 5 X] YI Zl X2 Y2 Z2 I of 3

w__ ..-.., . ,,, ,,
" I

Solid :
Numberi ! X3 Y3 Z3 X4 Y4 Z4 2 of 3

i
,,.,.. ...... , ,, ., , , ,, , - .....i

Solid I
o Numberl X5 Y5 Z5 3 of 3

=J i .....

FigureC-2. Five-faced,fivevertices,convexpolyhedron(ARBS)input.

z
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SPECIFY: The X, Y, Z coordinatesof the six vertices of the polyhedron.
Verticesare the ordinalnumbers ! to 6 on the figure.

NOTES: This form of the ARB has six ("6" in card column 9) vertices
and five faces - three faces are defined by four vertices,
two faces defined by three vertices. The GIFT code generates
the six faces as: 1234, 2365, 1564, 512, 634.
Card Columns71-80 may be used for comments.
Car_ _ormat: (15, A3, AI, IX, 6FI0.0,AIO)

CARD COLUMNS
.......................

Number
I-5 6-8 9 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 of Cards

Solid
Number ARB 6 Xl YI Z] X2 Y2 Z2 I of 3

, L..... ,,,, ..

Solid
Number X3 Y3 Z3 X4 Y4 Z4 3 of 3

S_lid V _
Number X5 Y5 Z5 X6 6 Z6 3 of 3

.....

Figure C-3. Five..faced,six vertices,convex polyhedron (ARB6) input. Q
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SPECIFY: 'rheX, Y, Z coordinatesof the sevenverticesof the polyhedron.
Verticesare the ordinalnumber] to 7 on the figure.

NOTES: This formof the ARB has seven("7"in card column9) verticesand six faces- four facesdefinedby fourvertices,two faces
definedby threevertices(triangularfaces). The GIFT code
generatesthe six facesas: 1234,567, 145,2376,1265,4375.
Card Columns71-80may be usedfor comments.
Card Format: (15,A3, AI, IX, 6F10.0,AIO)

CARD COLUMNS

Number
I-5 6-8 9 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 of Cards

,, -. ...... - ,, • ....,......... - ......

;olid
_umber ARB 7 XI YI ZI X2 Y2 Z2 1 of 4

;olid
-- _umber X3 Y3 Z3 X4 Y4 Z4 2 of 4

,, . , ....... ,, u - -

° ;olid
_umber X5 Y5 Z5 X6 Y6 Z6 3 of 4

................................]............i;olid

lumber X7 Y7 Z7 4 of 4

0 FigureC-4. Six-faced,sevenvertices,convexpolyhedron(ARB7)input.
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SPECIFY: The X, Y, Z coordinatesof the eightverticesof the Polyhedron.
Verticesare the ordinalnumbersI to 8 on the figure.

NOTES: This formof the ARB has eight("8"in card columng) vertices
and six faceseachdefinedby fourvertices, A
The GIFTcodegeneratesthe six facesas:
1234,5678,1584,2376,1265,and 4378,
CardColumns71-80may be used for comments.
CardFormat: (15,A3, AI, IX,6F10.0,AIO)

CARDCOLUMNS

Number
I-5 6-8 g 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 of Cards

Solid
Number 8 XI YI Zl X2 Y2 Z2 I of 4

I "

Solid

Number i X3 Y3 Z3 X4 Y4 Z4 2 of 4

Solid
Number X5 Y5 Z5 X6 Y6 Z6 3 of 4

, ....

Solid
Number X7 Y7 Z7 X8 Y8 Z8 4 of 4

FigureC-5. Six-faces,eightvertices,convexpolyhedron(ARB8)input. Q
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i

SPECIFY: Bounding planes by any or all of three ways: points,
equatlons, or point and vector' normal to the plane.

DEFINITIONS: NPT= number of points
NPE= numberof faces defined by 3 points
NEQ= numberof faces defined by equation
NAE= numberof faces defined by point and azimuth

and elevation of vector normal to plane
A,B,C,D = plane equation coefficients, AX + BY + CZ = D
AZ = azimuthal angle, degrees
EL = elevation angle, degrees
PN = point number'

NOTES: The defined faces must form a totally enclosed region.
This ARBhas the letter "N" in column 9.

: I Columns71-80may be used for comments.

"" Card Format: I15 A3, A], IX 6FI0,0 A]O) exceptfacesinputon [lOX, (}4,213),AIO] format.

CARDCOLUMNS

Number
1-5 6-8 9 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-) of Cards

Solid
" NumberARBN NPT NPE NEQ NAE 1 of N

• Solid
Number Xi YI Z] X2 et(. 2 of N

Solid FACEI,FACE2,FACE3,etc.on as needed
Number ]OX 6(14,213) format for NPE>O

Solid as needed
Number' Al BI C] D] (blank)(blank)forNEQ>O

Solid as needed
Number AZI EI.I PNl AZ2 EL2 PN2 for NAE>O

ai Figure C-6. N-faces, convex polyhedron (ANBN)input.

" C-II
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'1_ CURVE1--'---_'.1.... ,_1----s'.1---;! .... ,;1
es s S s I

•,S -/ ,,S S "=_ ,,

A 2------CURVE2_i_.. ,'.'",,.'",'.'",,
•=S .-S ,-S =,S ,.

CURVE3"_"T_-'_;'';_'-----_'---;_---_'' -" ' ," ' -" '
J-t .L,, .L,S J.

1_ CURVE4 ..--..-_1_C- - " slo.... lo.... lo---o
®

SPECIFY: The X, Y, Z coordinatevaluesof the verticesof the concave
or convexpolyhedron.Orderand recordof the verticesby
the numberof curves(M)and numberof pointsper curve(N)
system.

NOTES: The purposeof thissolidtype is to permitthe easy conversion
and use of targetdescriptiondata fromotherBRL codes. BRL
recommendsthat polyhedronsbe modeledas a "combination"of
ARB's4, 5, 6, 7, and 8's. The samplepolyhedronhas 10 unique
vertices(1, 2, 3 ... 10);however,M=4,N=5,and 4x5 or 20
verticesare requiredand recordedto generatethe triangular
facesof thispolyhedron.The orderis illustratedby the M,N
matrixabovein whichthe verticesof the generatedtriangle
facesare connectedby dashes(- -). Eachnew curvebeginson
a new card: When N is odd,the card containingthe last
recordedpointof a curveis followedby blanksin card
columns4]-70.

FigureC-7. T_iangularsurfaced(ARS)polyhedroninput. 0
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CARD COLUMNS
........

Number
1-5 6-8 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 of Cards

.........

Solid
Number ARS M N 1 of n

, .. ,,,, ,,

Solid
Number X(I,I) Y(I,I) Z(l,l) X(l,2) Y(I,2) Z(I,2) 2 of n

.,,... ,, ,,,

O , ... ,,,.,,, , ,.

m

Solid 1+(N+1) of n
Number X(I,N) Y(I,N) Z(I,N) 2

| L ,

Solid
Number X(2,1) Y(2,1) Z(2,1) X(2,2) Y(2,2) Z(2,2)

, , , ,,

o o i

. • o

. . •

.,, ,., L

Solid
Number X(M,I) Y(M,I) Z(M_I) X(M,2) Y(M,2) Z(M,2)

,

4 • •i

, , , ,,, , ,,

Solid n=l + M(N+I)
Number X(M,N) ¥(M,N) Z(M,N) 2

.. ,....

Figure C-7. Triangular surfaces (ARS)polyhedron input (Continued).

0
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SPECIFY: The vertex (V) at one of the cornersby giving the X, Y, Z

coordinates. The X, Y, Z componentsof the three mutually
perpendicularvectors (H, W, D) from the vertex point V,
representingthe height,width, and depth of the box.

NOTES: The box may be arbitrarilyorientedwhile the RPP must be
parallel to the referencecoordinateaxes. The vectorsH, W,
and D may be interchangedon the card input.
Card Columns71-80 may be used for comments.
Card Format: (15, A3, 2X, 6F]O.O,AIO)

CARD COLUMNS

Number
I-5 6-8 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 of Cards

.

Solid
Number BOX Vx Vy Vz Hx Hy Hz ] of 2

,,, ..,. ,,

Solid
Number Dz 2 of 2

....

Figure C-8. Box (BOX) input. 0
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SPECIFY: The X, Y, Z coordinatesof the vertexV at the centerof the
majoraxis,the vectorA definingthe semi-majoraxis,and
the scalarR denotingthe radiusof the circularsection
takenat the centerpointV.

NOTES: Card Columns71-80may be used for comments.
Card Format: (15,A3, 2X, 6FI0,0,A]O)

CARDCOLUMNS
..........

Number
I-5 6-8 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 of Cards

,, , , ,,,,

Solid
Number ELL Vx Vy Vz Ax Ay Az I of 2

Solid
Number R 2 of 2

FigureC-9. Ellipsoidof revoluticn(ELL)input.
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SPECIFY: The X, Y, Z coordinatesof the vertexV at the centerof the

majoraxis,the vectorA definingthe semi-majoraxis,and
vectorsB and C definingsemi-miiloraxes.

NOTES: The letter"G" in cardcolumn"g"denotesthe secondELL
inputoption. VectorsA, B, and C must be perpendicular.
CardColumns71-80may be usedfor comments.
Card Format: (15,A3, AI, IX,6FI0.0,AIO)

CARDCOLUMNS
.......

Number
1-5 6-8 g 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 of Cards

Solid
Number ELL G Vx Vy Vz Ax Ay Az I of 2

H, ,. , ....

Solid
Number Bx By Bz Cx Cy Cz 2 of 2

....... •

FigureC-lO. Inputfor ellipsoidwithellipticalcrosssection(ELLG). 0
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®

SPECIFY: CoefficientsA, B, C and D of planedefinedby the equation
AX + BY + CZ - D.

NOTES: A, B, C can be viewedas vectorswhichpointawayfromthe
desiredspace. Example: for A=B=D=Oand C_1, planeis Z=O.
C-I pointsaway fromdesiredspace;hencedesiredspaceis ZsO.
CardColumns71-80may be used forcomments.
CardFormat: (15,A3, 2X,6FI0.0,AIO)

CARDCOLUMNS

Number
I-5 6-8 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 of Cards

Solid
Number HAF A B C D I of I

FigureC-!I. Half space(HAF)input.
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O
SPECIFY: The vertex (V) at one of the right-angledcorners by giving

the X, Y, and Z coordinate. The componentsof the three
mutually perpendicularvectors (H, W, D), of which two (H, W)
are the legs of the right triangleformed while the third (D)
is the depth of the wedge.

NOTES: The two legs H, W may be interchangedon card input,
but the D vectormust remain in position shown.
Card Columns 71-80 may be used for comments.
Card Format: (15,A3, 2X, 6F10.0,AIO)

CARD COLUMNS
.................

Number
1-5 6-8 11-20 21'30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 of Cards

,.,. ,, _,

Solid
Number RAW Vx Vy Vz Hx Hy Hz ] of 2

• ....... , . ,. , , ....

Solid
Number Wx Wy Wz Dx Dy Dz 2 of 2

...........

Figure C-12. Right angle wedge (RAW) input.
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SPECIFY" The vertexpointV at the centerof one base,heightvectorH
and scalarR denotingthe baseradius.

NOTES: Card Columns71-80may be usedfor comments.
Card Format: (15,A3, 2X, 6FI0.0,AIO)

CARDCOLUMNS
.......

Ndmb_r
I-5 6-8 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 of Cards

,,,,,, ,_ , ,-

Solid

Number RCC Vx Vy Vz Hx Hy Hz I of _
..... , ,,,

Solid
Number R 2 of 2

......

FigureC-13. Rightcircularcylinder(RCC)input.
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SPECIFY: The X, Y, Z coordinatesof the centerof the baseellipseV,
heightvectorH, and vectorsA and B in the baseplane
definingthe semi-majorand semi-minoraxes,respectively.

NOTES: CardColumns71-80may be usedfor comments.
Card Format: (15,A3, 2X,6F10.0,AIO)

CARDCOLUMNS
,,

Number
I-5 6-8 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 of Cards

, ,

Solid
Number REC Vx Vy Vz Hx Hy Hz I of 2

,,,,, _ ,,,

Solid
Number Ax Ay Az Bx By Bz 2 of 2

, ,,, ,,,

FigureC-14. Rightellipticalcylinder(REC)input.

0
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,.__/---/ +Y

Zrnax __ i / I'/ XmlnI
I

//

L'
O Zii.nln ---2 / ---

Y min +X Ymax

SPECIFY: The maximum(max)and theminimum(min)valuesof the
X, Y, Z coordinateswhichboundthe parallelepiped.

NOTES: The boundingplanesmustbe parallelto the coordinate
axesof the target.
Card Columns71-80may-beusedfor comments.
Card Format: (15,A3, 2X, 6F10.0,AIO)

CARDCOLUMNS
,,,

Number
I-5 6-8 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 6]-70 of Cards

, , , , ,

Solid
Number RPP Xmin Ymin Zmin Xmax Ymax Zmax I of I

........

FigureC-15. Rectangularparallelepiped(RPP)input.
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SPECIFY: The center point, V, and scalar R denoting the radius.

NOTES: Card Columns71-80 may be used for comments.
Card Format: (15, A3, 2X, 6FI0.0,AIO)

CARD COLUMNS

Number
1-5 6-8 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 of Cards

Solid
Number SPH Vx Vy Vz R I of 1

Figure C-I6. Sphere (SPH' input. 0
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SPECIFY: The coordinatesof vertex V at the center of the larger
ellipse, and the X, Y, Z componentsof the height vector H
and vectorsA and B describingthe semi-majorand semi-minor

axes. The ratio P of the larger to smaller ellipse.

NOTES: The height vector H does not have to be perpendicularto the
plane containingvectorsA and B. The ratio P may be
determined by the magnitude(length)of semi-majorvector A
of the base ellipse dividedby the length of semi-majoraxis
of the upper ellipse: P > I.
Card Columns 71-80 may be used for comments.
Card Format: (15, A3, 2X, 6FI0.0,AIO)

CARD COLUMNS

Number
1-5 6-8 1]-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 of Cards

, . , ,. , -

Solid
Number TEC Vx Vy Vz Hx Hy Hz I of 3

,, ,,,,

Solid
Number Ax Ay Az Bx By Bz I of 3

Solid
Number P 3 of 3

,

Figure C-17. Truncatedellipticcone (TEC) input.
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SPECIFY: The coordinatesof vertex V at the center of the larger
ellipse, and the X, Y, Z componentsof the height vecter H
and vectors A and B describingthe semi-majorand semi-minor
axes. The ratios T(A) and T(B) of the semi-majorand

semi-minoraxes for the smallerellipse.

NOTES: The height vector H does not have to be perpendicularto the
plane containingvectorsA and B. The semi-majorand semi-minor
axes of the smallerellipse,TA*A and TB*B, respectively,
must be parallel to the semi-majorand semi-minoraxes,
respectively,of the largerellipse.
Card Columns 71-80 may be used for comments.
Card Format: (15,A3, 2X, 6FI0.0,AIO)

CARD COLUMNS
......

Number
I-5 6-8 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 of Cards

Solid
Number TGC Vx Vy Vz Hx Hy Hz I of 3

Solid
Number Ax Ay Az Bx By Bz I of 3

Solid
N_ber TA TB 3 of 3

Figure C-18. Truncatedgeneral cone (TGC) input. 0
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SECTION AA

Q

SPECIFY: The vertexV at the center of the torus, a normal vector N to
the plane in which the locus of the mid-pointsof the circular
cross sectionslies, and the scalarsRI, the distance from the
centerV to the mid-point of the circularcross section,
and R2, the radius of the circularcross section.

NOTES: Card Columns71-80 may be used for comments.
Card Format: (15, A3, 2X, 6FI0.0,A]O)

CARD COLUMNS

Number
I-5 6-8 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 of Cards

, ....,

Solid
Number TOR Vx Vy Vz Nx Ny Nz I of 2

,,,

Solid
Number RI R2 2 of 2

FigureC-19. Torus (TOR) input.
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__J

SPECIFY: The vertex V at the center of the larger base, height
vector H and scalarsR] and R2 denoting the radii of
the larger and smallerbases, respectively.

NOTES: Card Columns 71-80 may be used for comments.
Card Format: (15, A3, 2X, 6F]O.O,AIO)

CARD COLUMNS

Number
I-5 6-8 11-20 21-30 31-40 4]-50 51-60 61-70 of Cards

.........

Solid
Number TRC Vx Vy Vz Nx Ny Nz ] of 2

,, , ,q

Solid
Number R] R2 2 of 2

......

Figure C-20. Truncatedright angle cone (TRC) input.

0
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SOLID TABLE

A Solid Table contains the input cards for every solid used to describe
the target. Table C-2 is the Solid Table for a sample target. Twenty
solids are used to describe the sampletarget.

Every solid within a Solid Table must have a unique number. The
numberingof the solids in the Solid Table begins with the number "I"
and is consecutive(I, 2, 3 ...)° No hierarchyexists between the
solids; any solid type can be numbered "I, or 2, or 3,..."

"COMBIRATION"OF SOLIDS

The three-dimensionalshape and space of several solidscan be
"combined"to define a componentof a target. Figure C-21 illustrates

" and " on"" "subtraction,the concepts of "intersection, uni which are
used to "combine"the space of severalsolids.

SectionA of Figure C-21 exhibitsan RPP and SPH which overlap. For
discussion,supposethat the RPP is the first solid in a Solid Table; it
is thereforenumbered "I" If the SPH is the second solid in the Solid

_ Table, it is thereforenumbered "2". The "intersection"(+) of2,the,RPP(I) and the SPH (2) solid is representedas "I + 2". The "I +
symbolizatioamay be interpretedas the space of the first (I) solid in
the Solid Table that overlapsor "intersects"(+) the space of the
second (2) solid in the Solid Table. The dashed (/) area in section B
of Figure C-21 representsthe space of "I + 2", the space of the RPP (I)
that overlapsthe space of the SPH (2).

The "Subtraction"(-) of the space of the SPH (2) from the space of the
RPP (I) is representedby "I - 2". The "I - 2" symbolizationmay be
interpretedas the space of the first (I) solid removingor
"subtracting"the space of the secondsolid in the Solid Table. The
dashed area in section C of the FigureC-21 representsthe space of "I -
2" the space of the RPP removingthe space of the SPH. Note that the
space resultingfrom "I + 2" and "2 + 1" (intersectrelationship)would

"I 2" I ,be the same; however, - resultsin a space differentfrom "2 - "
the space of Lhe SPH removingthe space of the RPP.

The "union" (OR) of the space of the RPP (1) and the SPH (2) is
representedby ,'IOR 2". The "I OR 2" symbolizationis the space of the
first (I) solid "and" or "union"(OR) of the space of the second solid
(2) in the Solid Table. The dashed area in section E on Figure C-21
represents "I OR 2" the space of the RPP "and" the space of the SPH
As the intersectrelationship,the union relationshipof "I OR 2" and "2
OR 1" results in the same space.

0
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TabLe C-2. SoLid TabLe for the SampLeTarget.
......... i i i i

1 TOR 21.5 0.0 37.0 1,0 0.0 0.0 STEERING
1 8.0 1.0 WHEEL
2 ARB4 21.5 -6.0 33.5 21.5 6.0 33.5 CENTER
2 21.5 0.0 44.0 40.0 0.0 37.0 STEERING
3 ARB5 75.0 -36.0 12.0 75.0 36.0 12.0 FRONT
3 75.0 36.0 48.0 75.0 -36.0 48.0 3-2
3 100.0 0.0 12,0 3-3
4 ARB8 -75.0 -36.0 12.0 -75.0 36.0 12.0 REAR
4 -75.0 36.0 48.0 -75.0 -56.0 48.0 4-2
4 -I00.0 -24.0 12.0 -I00.0 24.0 12.0 4-3
4 -I00.0 24.0 20.0 -I00.0 -24.0 20.0 4-4
5 ELL 20.0 0.0 48.0 -20.0 0.0 48.0 BUBBLE
5 50.0
6 RPP -75.0 75.0 -36.0 36.0 12.0 48.0 ROOY
7 RCC 60.0 -36.0 12.0 0.0 8.0 0.0 WHEEL
7 12.0
8 RCC 60.0 36.0 12.0 0.0 -8.0 0.0 WHEEL
8 12.0
9 RCC -60.0 -36.0 12.0 0.0 8.0 OrO WHEEl.
9 12.0
10 RCC -60.0 36.0 12.0 0.0 -8.0 0.0 WHEEL
10 12.0
11 ARS 6 5 ENGINE
11 -30,0 -10.0 15.0 -30,0 -10.0 15.0 11-2
11 -30,0 -10.0 15.0 -30.0 -10.0 15.0 11-3
11 -30.0 -10.0 15.0 11-4
'il -30.0 -10.0 15.0 -70.0 -10.0 15.0 11-5
11 -70.0 10.0 15.0 -30.0 10.0 15.0 11-6
11 -30.0 -10.0 15.0 11-7
11 -30.0 -10.0 25,0 -70,0 -10.0 25.0 11-8
11 -70.0 10,0 25,0 -30.0 10.0 25.0 11-9
11 -30.0 -10.0 25.0 11-10
11 -30.0 -20,0 35.0 -70.0 -20,0 35.0 11-11
11 -70,0 20.0 35.0 -30.0 20.0 35.0 11-12
11 -30.0 -20,0 35.0 11-13
11 -30,0 -10.0 45.0 -70,0 -10.0 45.0 11-14
11 -70,0 10.0 45.0 -30,0 10,0 45.0 11-15
11 -30,0 -10,0 45,0 11-16
11 -30.0 -10,0 45,0 -30.0 -10.0 45.0 11-17
11 -30.0 -10.0 45,0 -30.0 -10,0 45,0 11-18
11 -30.0 -10,0 45,0 11-19
12 RAW -70,0 0.0 35.0 0.0 -11.0 1!.0 ENGINE
12 0,0 11,0 11.0 40.0 0.0 0,0
13 REC 0.0 0.0 24.0 0.0 0.0 28.0 TRUNK
13 0.0 7.5 0.0 5.0 0.0 0.0
14 SPH 0.0 0.0 52.0 5.0 HEAD
15 TEC 0.0 -7.5 49.0 20.0 0.0 -12.0 ARM
15 0,0 0.0 3,0 0,0 2,0 0,0 15-2
15 2.0 15-3
16 TEC 0.0 7.5 49.0 20.0 0.0 -12.0 ARN
16 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 16-2
16 2.0 16-3
17 TRC -2.0 -4.5 27.0 32.0 0.0 -12.0 LEG
17 3.0 2.0
18 TRC -2.0 4.5 27.0 32.0 0.0 -12.0 LEG
18 3.0 2.0
19 ELL 0,0 0,0 48,0 24,0 0,0 0,0 (1,0)
19 14.0
20 BOX -74.0 -35.0 13.0 148.0 0.0 0.0 (1.0)
20 0.0 70.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 34.0

i i i iii r iiiii ii ii i i
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FigureC-21. Intersection,Subtraction,and UnionBetweenTwo Solids.
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A

To n;odelirregularshapedcomponentsof a target may requirethe
intersection,subtraction,and union of many different solids. In
sectionA on Figure C-22 a third solid (numbered"3") has been added to
the RPP and SPH configurationused in FigureC-21. The third (3) solid
may be a BOX or another RPP.

The dashed area in sectionB of FigureC-22 represents the space
resultingfrom the intersectionof solids I, 2, and 3 (I + 2 + 3). A
process to arrive at the resultsof "I + 2 + 3" is to visualizethe area
resultingfrom "I + 2" (shown in FigureC-21) and then firldthe
intersect(+) of the third (3) solid with the area from "I + 2".

The dashed area in sectionC of FigureC-22 represents the space
resultingfrom the relationship"3 - 1", the space of the third (3)
solid removingor subtractingthe space of the first (I) solid.

The dashed area in sectionD representsthe space resultingfrom "I + 2
- 3". Again analyzingthe final space by steps: first, visualizethe
"I + 2" relationship,then remove or subtractthe space of solid "3".

The dashed area in section E representsthe space resulting from "I OR 2
OR 3".

The dashed area in section F representsthe space of "I + 2 - 3 OR 3 -
I". Note that the space of "1 + 2 - 3 OR 3 - I" shown in section F 'is
the union of the spaces representedin sections D and C. In section F,
the OR symbol separatesthe "I + 2 - 3" portion from the "3 - I"
portion. The solids and relationshipsof the first portion (I + 2 - 3)
do not influencethe solids and relationshipsof the second portion (3 -
I).

REGIONTABLE

For every componentof the target which is being modeled, a region
card(s)defines the shape and space of the component as a single solid
or combinationof severalsolids. On the region cards, the solids are
referred to by their unique solid number and the combinationsymbols "+,

OR", are used The set of region cards wi_ichdefines the components
of the target is called the "RegionTable." Figure C-23 displays the
input format for the region card(s);a printout of the input cards
required for a sample region (111); and a printout of the region cards
that comprise the Region Table for the sample target.

The regions 'inthe Region Table, as the solids within the Solid Table,
are numberedconsecutively;the first region is numbered "I", the second
number "2" the third numbered ":3" etc- _ _ ,

On Figure C-23, the sample region is numbered "111", implyingthat it is
the one hundred and eleventh region in some Region Table. Two region
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CARDCOLUMNS 0
................. •

1-5 7-8 9-13 14-20 21-27 28-34 35-41 42-48 49-55 56-62 63-64 65-69 70-80
, ........ ,

' Number * * * * * * * * Number Comments

Card Format: (15, IX, g(A2, 15), AI, 2A5)

Note: The first two card columns are reserved for OR if necessary,
while the remainingfive card columns are used for (±) Solid
Numbers. For example: card columns 14 and 15 are for OR if
needed while columns 16-20 are used for (±) Solid Numbers.

SAMPLEREGIONINPUTFOR 1+2-3 OR4 OR5+6-7-8 OR9-10+11+12 OR 13

111 OR 1 2 -30R 40R 5 6 -7 -80R 9 111=1
-10 11 120R 13 111-2

REGION TABLE FOR THE SAMPLE TARGET

1 1 -2
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5 -6 -19
6 6 -20 -19 -7 -8 -9 -10
7 7

9 9
10 10
11 11 -12
12
13 13 -15 -16 -17 -18
14 14 =13
15 15
16 16
17 17
18 18
19 19
20 20
-I

Figure C-23. Card Input for the Region Cards and the
Region Table for the Sample Target.

cards are required to define our sample region "I + 2 - 3 OR 4 OR 5 4-6
- 7 - 8 OR 9 - 10 + 11 + 12 OR 13". Any number of region cards may be
required to define a region;however, only the first card contains the
region number. Note that the regionnumber "111" appears in card
columns3, 4, 5 only on the first card.

Card columns 70-80 (comments)on the region card may includeany
comments,but includingan identificationof the card is recommended
when more than one card is required to define a region. For example,
the comments "111-I"and "111-2"in columns70-80 on the sample region
cards mean "111" first (I) and second (2) card, respectively.

g
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"OR"When the "OR" relationship is used in the definition of a region,
must be punched in card columns 7-8 on the first regio,,l card. Note the
"OR" after "111" on the first region card for the sample region. The
sample region reads: "OR 1 + 2 - 3 OR4 ... " which is the same as "1
+ 2 - 3 OR 4 ... "; the introductory"OR" indicatesto the GIFT5
geometry package that the "OR" relationshipwill be used in the
descriptionof the region.

On the region cards, the "+" symbol need not be punched. Reviewingthe
region cards for region 111 and the Region Table for the sample target,
note that no "+" symbols are used. A non-punchor blank before a solid
number impliesthe intersection(+) relationship.

There are twenty regions in the Region Table for the sample target, and
the region numbers in the table are numbered consecutively(I to 20).
The last card (after region number "20" card) in the Region Table
contains "-I" in card columns4 and 5. The "-I CARD", as it is called,
is the flag or mark that indicatesthe end of the Region Table and must
follow the Region Table.

i

RECOtlMENDEDPROCEDURESFOR THE REGION TABLE

The Solid Table for the sampletarget (TableC-2) _ntains twenty solidsand the Region Table containstwenty regions (FigureC-23). The number
of solids and the number of regionsmay be different;however,
experiencegained from modelingtargets containingmany solids has
proven the usefulnessof the followingscheme. Note that region number
"I" in the Region Table for the sample target beginswith the solid
number "I"; region number "2" begins with solid number "2"; region "3"
with solid "3" ... region "20" with solid "20". Only region number
"12" does not follow the pattern. In fact, region "12" sans any solid
numbers is call_;da "dummy region"becauseno space is defined by the
region. In a Region Table any number of "dummy regions"like region
"12" may be used. A "dummy region" is a region card containingonly a
region number. Becausethe regionsmust be numberedconsecutively,the
purposeof region "12" is to maintain the patternof region "13, 14, 15
... 20" beginningwith solid number "13, 14, 15 ... 20". When the
region number is equal to the first solid number,it is easy to locate
the componentsof the modeled target,to correct errors, and to modify
the Solid and Region Tables. Using "dummy regions" and having the first
solid and region number for non-dummyregionsequal is recommended.

The Region Table for the sample target does not contain any "OR" or
union relationships. The OR relationshipbetweensolids may be used but
its usage is not recommended. (A later section of this appendix
presents a techniquewhich is logicallyequivalentto the "OR"
relationship).

Q
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REGIONIDENTIFICATION TABLE 0

The Region IdentificationTable assignsan identification(code) number
to each region in the Region Table. Table C-3 exhibits a grouping of
identificationnumbers from I to gg8 used to identify the componentsof
military vehicles - tanks, trucks,etc. Numbers from I to gg are
assigned to the regions in the Region Table which represent"personnel
and miscellaneousinteriorcomponents";numbers from 100 to 199 are
assigned to the regions in the Region Table which represent"armor and
vehicle structurecomponents";...;numbersfrom go0 to g98 are used to
identifythe regions in the Region Table which representcomponentsthat,i

are "ammunition."

Regions in the Region Table may also define spaces which representair
within and around a target or vehicle. For example, regionsmay define
the air space where the crew members of a vehicle are (crew compartment
air), the air space where the passengersare, and the air space
surroundingthe engine of the vehicle. Respectively,the identification
numbers "02", "03" and "05" (shown in Table C-3) are assigned to these
air spaces.

Figure C-24 presentsthe card input format and a printoutof the Region
IdentificationTable for the sample target. On the input cards, the
region number is followedby either a component (item)or an air space
identification(code)number; a region either models an item or it
models an air space. In the Region IdentificationTable, regions 19 and
20 are identifiedas "02" air spaces,while region numbers I to 18 have
item numbers. For example, Region I has been identifiedby component
number'"40", and representsthe "steeringwheel" as the comments on the

region identificationcard indicate. The "I-2", also contained in the
comment sectionof this card, is the Region Table descriptionof region
I where solid ] is a "TOR". (The verbal and region description,and the
solid type are containedin the commentsection of the region
identificationcards for the other regions.) Comments should verbally
describe and define the componentor air space that the region models.

The user is not required to define any air spaces in the Region and
Region IdentificationTables. Air spaces are defined if the user wants
to identifyspecialair spaceswithin and around the target such as the
crew and engine compartmentair. Regions 19 and 20 of the sample target
identify the air space (02) insideof the sample target (a car).
Regions 19 and 20 were includedto illustrateair space usage;
otherwise,regions 19 and 20 may have been omitted from the Region and
the Region IdentificationTables.

®
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TableC-3. IdentificationNumbersUsedfor VehiclesandAir Regions
withinthe Vehiclesin the GIFT5GeometryPackage.

IIIH II • I lllJ I I I H I I I IHll I I I I IIII II I II i

Identification Componentsof the
Number TargetVehicle

I TO 99 PERSONNELAND MISCELLANEOUSINTERIORCOMPONENTS
I00TO Igg ARMORAND VEHICLESTRUCTURECOMPONENTS
200TO 299 FUELSTORAGEAND SUPPLYSYSTEMCOMPONENTS
300 TO 399 MISCELLANEOUSEXTERIORCOMPONENTS
400 TO 499 ARMAMENT(NOTAMMO)SYSTEMSCOMPONENTS
500TO 599 TRACKSUSPENSIONSYSTEMCOMPONENTS
600 TO 699 WHEELSUSPENSIONSYSTEMCOMPONENTS
700 TO 799 ENGINE,TRANSMISSION,AND THEIRPOWERCOMPONENTS
800 TO Bgg ENVIRONMENTAND SAFETYCOMPONENTS

_ go0 TO 998 AMMUNITION
- _ "501 USE FORTRACKONLY. GIFT5GENERATES502 FOR TRACKEDGE
_- "111 USE FOR DUMMYREGIONS

*999 NEVERUSE. SPECIALNUMBERFOR GIFT5GEOMETRYPACKAGE

- ,,

Identification Componentsof the
Number Air Regionsin Vehicles

01 AIR IN GENERAL. GIFT5ASSIGNS"01"IN DESCRIPTIONGAPS
02 CREWCOMPARTMENTAIR FORVEHICLES
03 PASSENGERCOMPARTMENTAIR FOR VEHICLES
05 ENGINECOMPARTMENTAIR FOR VEHICLES
10 TO 98 MAY USE. NO SPECIALUSAGEDEFINEDBY GIFT5
*Og NEVERUSE. SPECIALNUMBERFOR GIFT5GEOMETRYPACKAGE

iii ' ' ' '" -- " I I'II II II l.l_l II II II I I II I I '.I I I III I][,, ,, , '!_,, I

* SPECIALUSAGEIDENTIFICATIONNUMBERS

-

-

- ®
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CARDCOLUMNS 0
.... , ............... ...............................

1-10 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-78

Item Code Atr MatertRt Peraent Atphanu_r|c Description
Number Code r Code Denstty of the Region

• ........................................

Card Format: (515, 5X, A48)

REGION IDENTIFICATION TABLE FOR THE SANPLE TARGET

1 40 STEERINGWHEEL 1-2 TOR
2 41 STEERINGSHAFT 2 ARB4
3 100 BODYFRONT 3 ARB5
4 100 BODYREAR 4 kRB8
5 101 BUBBLE 5-6-19 ELL
6 _00 BODYCENTER 6-20-19-7-8-9-10 RPP
7 651 WHEELRIGHT FRONT 7 RCC
8 652 WHEELLEFT FRONT 8 RCC
9 653 WHEELRIGHTREAR 9 RCC

10 654 WHEELLEFT REAR 10 RCC
11 701 ENGINE 11-12 ARS
12 111 DUNHYREGION 0 RAW
15 31 NAN-IORSO 13-15-16-17-18 REC
14 31 MAN-HEAD 14=13 SPH
15 31 MAN-ARN 15 TEC
16 31 NAN-ARN 16 TEC .
17 31 NAN-LEG 17 TRC
1B 31 NAN-LEG 18 TRC
19 02 INSIDE AIR (BUBBLE)19 ELL
20 02 INSIDE AIR (BODY) 20 BOX

Q =
Figure C-24. Card Input for the Region IdentificationTable
and a Region Identification Table for the Sample Target. -

=

SPECIALREGION IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS

In Table C-3 certain identificationnumbers are precededby an asterisk
(*); these identificationnumbershave specificmeanings. Never use
number "999" to identifya componentand never use "09" to i_tify an
air space.

The number "111" is used to identifythe "dummy regions" in the Region _

Table. For example, for the sampletarget, region 12 is a dummy region;
thus, it is identifiedby the specialnumber "111". The last special
identificationnumber is "501";this number is only used to identify
regions that model the tracks of tracked vehicles. The "501" number is
sometimesconvertedby the GIFT5 geometry package 'into"502", which
indicatesthe edge of the track.

Users of the GIFT5 geometrypackagemay use the identificationsystem
shown in Table C-3 or develop an originalgrouping scheme,but the usage

of the special numbers (501, 111, 999 and og air) cannot change. Q
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USING IDENTIFICATION NUMBERSTO "COMBINE' REGIONS

In Figure C-24, note that regions 13 to 18 have a common identification

number !31) while regions3, 4 and 6 have a common identification
number _I00i. Regionswith a common identificationnumber are
"combined"as the "OR" relationshipcombines solids. For example,
becauseregions 13 to 18 are identifiedby the same code number (31),
these regions are equivalentto the followingsingle region: "13 - 15 -
16 - 17 - 18 OR 14 - 13 OR 15 OR 16 OR 17 OR 18".

lt is recommendedthat the user not use the "OR" relationship,but use
common identificationnumbers to combineregions. There are several
reasonswhy it is more desirableto use the same identificationnumbers
for severalsimple regionsrather than use the OR relationshipto create
one large region. The computerrun-time is increasedwhen the OR
relationshipis used. lt is easier to locate the parts of a component
when they are defined by severalregionswith the same identification
number. For example,regions 13 to 18 define the different parts of the
man or the driver of the sample vehicle. If a user wanted to place a
helmet an the man's head, the man's head is quickly identifiedto be
region "14". If regions 13 to 18 were grouped into a single region by
using the OR relationship,'itwould be harder to locate the head of the
man. A user may be requiredto identifythe different parts of the man
such as his head, legs, arms, and torso. The users would only have to

assign unique identificationnumbersto regions 13 to 18. If the man
was a single region using the OR relationship,the user would be
required to identifythe parts of the man and then create new regions
and region identificationcards. The problems associatedwith the use
of the OR relationshipexpand as the complexityof the target increases;
therefore,it is recommendedthat the OR relationshipnot be used.

RULES FOR REGIONS

The Region IdentificationTable defines each region in the Region Table
as either a componentor an air space. Rules exist for regions that
model componentsor items,while differentrules apply for regions that
define air spaces. Figure C-25 provides illustrationsfor the rules of
the regions°

SectionA of Figure C-25 exhibits two regions: RI is a BOX and R2 is a
SPH. The SPH and BOX are shown to overlap: the area of overlap
containsdashed (/) lines. The three-dimensionalSPH and BOX solids are
representedon a two-dimensionalplane; thus it is assumedthat in depth
they also overlap. If RI is definedto be the space of the BOX, while
R2 is the space of the SPH in a Region Table, and if RI and R2 were
identifiedin the Region IdentificationTable as componentsor items,

then the only rule for regionsthat model componentsis violated -REGIONSTHAT MODEL COMPONENTSCANNOT OVERLAP. In the physicalworld
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components cannot overlap or share a commonspace; ,thus, R1 and R2
cannot overlap if they model physical components. Regions that model
components and overlap indicate errors either in the Solid Table data or
in the Region Table data.

If R1 is the space of the BOXwhile R2 is the space of the SPH, and if
R1 and R2 are identified as items, then they must be correctly defined
in the Solid Table to assure that they do not overlap. It may be
impossible to measure and record the BOX, SPH, or any solid parameters
accurately enough to assure that the solids do not overlap. If the
overlap is small, the user can modify the model of the regions: R] can
be redefined to be the BOXminus (subtract or less) (-) the space of the
SPH, removing the space of the SPH that overlaps the BOXfrom the model
of the BOX; or R2 can be modified in a similar manner to remove the
overlap space of the BOXfrom the SPH. Solids can overlap, but regions
identified as componentscannot. In the next section of this appendix,
it will be explained how the user can specify the amount of overlap
between solids to be ignored by the GIFT5 geometry package.

Section B of Figure C-25, displays four regions: R1 is a BOXwhile R2,
R3 and R4 are SPH's. The rules for regions identified in the Region
Identification Table as air spaces are different from the rules of the
regions identifiedas components. If RI is identifiedin the Region
IdentificationTable as an air space while R2, R3 and R4 are identified
as components,then region RI can be definedas the space of the BOX.

REGIONS IDENTIFIEDAS AIR SPACES CAN OVERLAPANY REGIONS IDENTIFIEDASCOMPONENTS. ImagineRI as a BOX that definesthe air in a rectangular
room, while R2, R3, R4 are componentswithin the room. The BOX or RI
would define the space of the air in the room and R2, R3, R4, would be
componentswithin the air space (RI)of the room. If RI, R2, R3, and R4
were all identifiedin the Region IdentificationTable as components,
then to avoid overlap, RI would have to be defined as the space of the
BOX less or subtracting (-) the solidsthat define the space occupied by
regions R2, R3, and R4.

Examiningthe Solid Table, the Region Table and the Region
IdentificationTable for the sampletarget,note that both regions 19
and 20 are identifiedas 02 air space and the spaces defined by regions
19 and 20 overlap each other. REGIONS IDENTIFIEDAS AIR 3PACES CAN
OVERLAP REGIONS WITH THE SAME AIRSPACE IDENTIFICATIONCODE NUMBER.

REGIONS WITH AIRSPACE CODE NUMBERS CANNOT OVERLAP REGIONSWITH DIFFERENT
AIR SPACE CODE NUMBERS. If region 19 of the sample target was
identifiedin the Region IdentificationTable with any air space code
number other than 02, and region 20 retained its 02 code number, then
regions 19 and 20 could not overlap.
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6]FT5 GEOMETRYPACKAGEHEHORYREQUIREHENTSANDREGIONTOLERANCES 0

The GIFT5 geometry package is not flexiblydimensioned° As such,
changes have to be made to the main program to accon_odatelarge target
descriptionsor differenttolerancevalues for the target description.
There are two specific lines within the GIFT5 geometrypackage that
specifythe memory size, and two specific lines that give the default
values for region tolerancesfor the target descriptiondata.

Lines "COMMONASTER (5000)"and "NDQ=5000"specifythe amount (5000) of
words of memory storagereservedfor the target descriptiondata:
Solid, Region, Region IdentificationTables, and other geometricdata
that are stored in the computer'score memory. The memory size required
for a given target descriptionis difficultto compute becausea large
number of factors must be considered. A crude estimateof the amount of
memory words of storage requiredis 45 times the number of solids in the
target descriptiondata.

The "5000"memory words indicatedon the printout is large enough for
the sample target;however, the "5000" words would not be large enough
for a target descriptioncontaininghundredof solids and regions. If a
target descriptionhas 1000 solids,then 45 times the number of solids
(1000),or 45,000 words, is a crude estimateof memory requirements. To
run the 1000 solid target description,the user must change the "COMMON
ASTER (5000)"line to "COMMONASTER (45000)"and the "NDQ=5000"line to
"ND=45000". If 45,000 words is insufficient,then one of the following
statementswill be outputteddependingupon what data was being stored
when the memory was exceeded: I) NO MORE ROOM FOR SOLID DATA, 2) NO
MORE ROOM FOR REGION DATA, 3) NO ROOM FOR IDENTIFICATIONTABLE, 4) NO
ROOM FOR WORKING STORAGE. Workingstorage is the memory required to
performthe calculationsof the GIFT5 geometry package. If one of the
above statements is output,then the numeric value of the "COMMONASTER"
and "NDQ=" lines must be enlargedto store the target descriptiondata.

SectionC of Figure C-25 illustratestwo regions,RI and R2, and a
distance "D" between the two regions. Supposethat D is a small
distance between RI and R2 that occurred becausethe input parameters
for the solids which define RI and R2 could not be measured and recorded
accuratelyenough. The GIFT5 geometry package allows the users to
specifythe gap distance "D" betweenitem and air regionsto be ignored
or tolerated. TOL is the overlaptolerance,while TOLLOS is the gap
tolerance. The value of 0.0001 is one ten-thousandthof the unit of

measurement (inches,centimeters,etc.) used in the target description
model. For most target descriptions,the "TOL=O.O001"and
TOLLOS=O.O001"lines are replacedby "TOL=O.01"and "TOLLOS=O.01"or one
hundredthof the unit of measure is the toleranceused. The user can
decide and set the numericvalues of TOL and TOLLOS to be used with his
target descriptiondata.
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REGIONRPPTABLE

An RPP solid (see Figure C-15) can be defined to enclose or contain the
space or volume of any region. The minimum and maximumX, Y, and Z
coordinate values (XMIN, XMAX,YMIN, YMAX,ZMIN and ZMAX)of the RPP
solid that encloses a region may be interpreted as follows: The region
is located between XMIN and XMAX, is between YMIN and YMAX,and is
between ZMIN and ZMAX. Figure C-26 presents the card input format and a
printout of the Region RPP Table for the sample target.

The first card of the Region RPPTable for the sample target states that
region number "1" is enclosed by an RPPwith XMIN=20.O, XMAX=23.0,
YMIN=-]O.O, YMAX=]O.O,ZMIN=28.0, and ZMAX=46.0. Note that the sample
table does not include a card input for region "12" because region "12"
is a "dummyregion." Region "2" modeling the steering shaft or any
region may be omitted from the Region RPPTable. In fact, no Region RPP
Table is required because the GIFT5 geometry package computes a set of
enclosing RPPvalues (XMIN, XMAX,YMIN ... ZMAX) for any region in the
Region Table not included in the Region RPPTable.

The option to input enclosing RPPvalues for some or every region is
provided because the GIFT5 geometry package Bay not compute a
"desirable" set of RPPvalues. For example, an RPPwith XHIN, YMIN, and
ZMIN values of -200.0 and XMAX,YMAX,ZMAXvalues of 200.0 would enclose

every region of the sample target; however,the region RPP values onFigure C-26 define smallervolumesor spaces and are "betterfitting"
enclosingRPP's and thus more desirableRPP values. For most regions,
the GIFT5 geometry packagecomputesa good enclosing RPP; however, the
computed enclosingRPP values for a few regionscan be improved. The
smallerthe volume or the better fit of the RPP that enclosesa region,
the shorterthe computer run time for the GIFT5 geometry package.

THE TITLE AND TARGET SPECIFICATIONCARDS

To complete the target description,two additionalcards are required -
the Title Card and the Target SpecificationCard. Figure C-27 exhibits
the card input for these cards.

The Title Card contains the name of the target, the date the model was
prepared,the units of measure used in the model, and any other
importantinformationon the modeled target. Only the first 65 card
columns of the Title Card are read by the GIFT5 geometrypackage;
however,card columns 66 to 80 may containadditional informationon the
target.

The Target SpecificationCard containsthe number of solids and the

number of regions used to model the target.
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CARD COLUMNS

Number
1-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 of Cards

Region
Number Xmin Ymin Zmin Xmax Ymax Zmax I of i

Card Format: (110, 6FI0.0)

REGION RPP TABLE FOR THE SAMPLE TARGET

I 20.0 23.0 -10.0 10.0 28.0 46.0
2 21.0 40.0 -6.0 6.0 33.0 44.0
3 74.0 101.0 -36.0 36.0 12.0 48.0
4 -101.0 -74.0 -36.0 36.0 12.0 48.0
5 -25.5 25.5 -15.5 15.5 45.0 63.0
6 -75.0 75.0 -36.0 36.0 12.0 48.0
7 47.0 72.5 -36.0 -28.0 0.0 24.0
8 47.0 72.5 28.0 36.0 0.0 24.0
9 -72.5 -47.0 -36.0 -28.0 0.0 24.0
10 -72.5 -47.0 28.0 36.0 0.0 24.0
11 -70.0 -30.0 -20.0 20.0 15.0 45.0
13 -5.0 5.0 -7.5 7.5 24.0 52.0
14 -5.5 5.5 -5.5 5.5 52.0 57.0
15 0.0 20.0 -10.0 -5.5 35.0 52.5
16 0.0 20.0 5.0 10.0 35.0 52.5
17 -3.5 31.0 -8.0 -1.0 12.0 30.0
18 -3.5 31.0 1.0 8.0 12.0 30.0
19 -24.5 24.5 -15.0 15.0 34.0 62.0
20 -75.0 75.0 _35.0 35.0 13.0 47.0

i

Figure C-26. Card Input for the Region RPP Table and
the Region RPP "Fablefor the Sample Target. A

g
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TITLE CARD

CARD COLUMNS
,,,

I-2 3-5 6-65
,

Target AlphanumericDescriptionof the target:
Units includingtitle, date prepared,etc.

Card Format: (A2, 3X, A60)

TARGET SPECIFICATIONCARD

CARD COLUMNS

I-5 6-10

Number of Solids in Number of Regions in
the Solid Table the Region Table

Card Format: (215)

Figure C-27. Card Input for the Title Card
and Target SpecificationCard.

e
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" CARDORDERFORTHE TARGETDESCRIPTIONINPUT 0

The order of the card input for the target descriptiondata is as
follows.The first card is the Title card, followed by the Target
Specificationcard. Next comes the Solid Table - as requiredby the
target description. Be sure the number of solids on the Target
Specificationcard match the number of solids in the Solid Table. Next
comes the RegionTable ' as requiredby the target description. Again,
make sure the numberof regions on the Target Specificationcard match
the number,of regions in the RegionTable. The Region Table is followed
by the Region RPP Table. This Table is not required and usuallynot
input. Finally,the Region RPP Table (or Region Table if the Region RPP
Table is omitted) is followed by the Region IdentificationTable. Note
that the RegionTable is followed by the "-I Card" while a blank card
follows both the Region RPP and the Region IdentificationTables. If no
Region RPP cards are used, the blank card indicatingthe end of the
Region RPP Table will follow the "-I Card".
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MASH1.0CODE SYSTEMABSTRACT 0

1. NAMEANDTITLE

MASH1.0 - A M_onteCarlo Adjoint S__hhieldingCode Syster,I

2. COMPUTER FOR WHICH PROGRAM IS DESIGNED

MASH was originallydevelopedon a Cray X-MP, but it ha:, also been
checkedout on Cray Y-MP and Cray 2 computersas well as an IBM RISC
System/6000workstation. Since it can operatewithoutmachine-dependent
coding or explicit subroutinelibrarycalls, it should be operable on
other computerswith sufficientmemory and disk storage.

3. NATURE OF PROBLEMSOLVED

MASH calculatesneutron and gamma-rayenvironmentsand radiation
protectionfactors for armoredmilitary vehicles,structures,trenches,
and other shieldingconfigurations. The principalapplicationis to
determinethe radiationshieldingcharacteristicsof armored vehicles
from prompt radiationdue to a nuclearweapon detonation. The shielding
effectivenesscan be characterizedfor both personneland electronic
equipmentas a functionof weapon detonationheight,source/target IP'

ground range, and vehicleorientationand configuration.

4. METHOD OF SOLUTION

The discrete ordinatescalculationdeterminesthe fluenceon a coupling
surface surroundingthe shieldinggeometrydue to an external
neutron/gamma-raysource. The Monte Carlo calculationdetermines the
effectivenessof the fluenceat that surface in causing a response in a
detector within the shieldinggeometry,i.e., the "dose importance"of
the coupling surfacefluence. A coupling code folds the fluence
together with the dose importance,giving the desireddose response.
The coupling code can determinethe dose responseas a functionof the
shieldinggeometry orientationrelative to the source,distance from the
source,and energy responseof the detector.

The code system includesthe GRTUNCL and DORT codes for air.._ver-ground
transportcalculations,the MORSE code with the GIFI'5combinatorial
geometry package for adjointshieldingcalculations,and several
peripheralcodes that perform the requireddata preparations,
transformations,and coupling functions. MASH is the successorto the
Vehicle Code System (VCS) initiallydevelopedat Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL).

®
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A

_l_ 5. RESTRICTIONSORLIMITATIONS

MASH is a modular code systemmade up of severalcodes, each with their
own set of restrictionsand limitations. Most of the modules utilize
dynamic dimensioning,however,MORSE and DRC use a large container array
in Blank Common to accommodatethis. Typically,machine size and disk
storage space will provide the overalllimit.

6. TYPICAL RUNNINGTIME

Since a typicalMASH problem involvesrunning a sequence of codes,
quantifyingtotal runningtime is difficult. The running time varies
dependingon the complexityof the problem. The two modules in MASH
requiringthe bulk of the runningtime are DORT and MORSE. Typical DORT
run times for a 400 meter by 800 meter air-over-groundcalculationwith
240 angles and 69 energy groupsis approximately3.5 hours CPU on a
Cray. A typical adjointMORSE analysis of a vehiclewith approximately
300 bodies and 300 regionsrequires approximately2 hours of Cray time
to obtain adequate statisticson the integral results.

7. RELATED AND AUXILIARYPROGRAMS

MASH is a modular code system made up of a collectionof programs.
These codes include:

GIP Cross-sectioninput preparation

GRTUNCL Analytic first collisionsource code

DORT Two dimensionaldiscrete ordinatestransportcode

VISTA Vehicleinput sourcetransformationand assembly
code

MORSE A general purposeMonte Carlo multigroupneutron
and gamma-raytransportcode system

GIFT A combinatorialgeometry code system

DRC A detectorresponse code

8. STATUS

MASH Version 1.0 availableon Cray CTSS - January 1992

Successfulsolution of severaltest problemson the IBM RISC System/6000
workstationwas performedby ORNL in November-December1991. This
versionwill be released at a future date once testing is complete.

Q
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1. O. 0. Oohnson, editor, "A User's Manual for MASH1.0 - A Monte
Carlo Adjoint Shielding Code System," ORNL/TM-11778, Oak Ridge
Nattonal Laboratory, (March 1992).

2. W.A. Rhoades and R. L. Chllds, "The DORTTwo-Dimensional
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99, 1, pp. 88-89, (May 1988).
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10. COMPUTERHARDWAREREQUIREMENTS

MASHis a modular code system made up of several codes, each with their
own set of computer hardware requirements. Ali o5 the modules are
designed to be applicable to most full-scale computers that support
direct (random) access disk storage or the equivalent. Mach';ne-
dependent featuressuch as calls to system-dependentsubroutinesare
restrictedto interchangeableinterfacepackages. The code originators
maintain a configurationfor the Cray computer only.

11. COMPUTER SOFTWAREREQUIREMENTS

MASH is a modular code systemmade up of severalcodes, each with their
own set of computersoftware requirements. The code system can be
operated with 100% FORTRAN languageon Cray computers. All of the
modules are designed to use the Cray CFT 1.14 and CFT77 Version 3.0
compilerscurrentlyin use, but any FORTRAN77 compiler should suffice.
Externaldata storagemust be providedfor up to 9 scratch files, of
which 5 must be direct (random)access. User-suppliedinput and output
data files must be suppliedon sequential-accessdevices, i.e., tapes or
the equivalent. Librarycalls are used for job ti_Ing,etc., but they
can be deleted.

12. OPERATINGSYSTEM

MASH currentlyonly operates under the Cray CTSS operating system using
the standard CFTLIB and FORILIBlibraries. Since the code system is all
fortran,operationunder the UNICOS operatingsystem should be possible
with little conversioneffort.
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USERNOTES 0

INTRODUCTION

In order to assess the quality of the computationalshieldingefforts at
ORNL, it is first necessaryto explorethe philosophiesused by ORNL to
solve problems of the class under consideration. The solutionof the
air-over-groundproblemusing the discrete ordinatesmethod requires
expert and experiencedcode users. The same can be said for the
solution of the adjointMonte Carlo formulationfor the dose components
leaving a complicaL_dshield geometry.

In this appendix,a seriesof questionsand answers are given in regards
to the applicationof the MASH code system to a particular problem. For
illustrativepurposesonly, the problemalludedto in the discussion is
the sample problem includedin this manual. When referencesto the
attached input listings are noted in the discussion,the reader should
consult that sectionof this manual to see the example.

The questionscome from a novice user of the MASH code system with a
background in Nuclear Engineeringand a basic understandingof the
physics and underlyingprinciplesof the methodology. The responsesto
the questionsare those of the editor of this manual onl_z. They are not
meant to representthe philosophyof ORNL as a whole. They are simply
based on his experiencein using the MASH code system.

The purpose of the followingquestionsis to qualify the "rules of
thumb" being followed at ORNL, and to try to stimulatecritical thought
along the lines of discoveringflaws or weaknesses in any part of the
methodologybeing followed.

QUESTIONSAND ANSWERSON AIR-OVER-GROUNDENVIRONMENTCALCULATIONSWITH
GRTUNCL/DORT

I. Q: What library of cross sectionsis currentlybeing used? What
weighting functionwas chosen for preparingthis library? Why was it
chosen? Do you have any commentsor concernsabout the qualityof the
library? Do you suspect any particulardata to be weak?

A: The library currentlybeing utilized in the MASH analysis is
the referenceDNA DABL69 69 group (46n/23_)cross-sectionlibrary, l'his
libraryhas three weightingfunctions,only one of which was used for
all materials. The standardweightingfunction is a smoothlyvarying I



Q function consistingof a 300 K Maxwellian,a 1.4 MeV fission spectrum,
and a 14.07 MeV fusionpeak spectrumoverlaidon a I/E slowing-down
spectrum. This is the weightingfunction I use for all my analysis. A
fission source throughinfiniteair spectrumwas used to collapse
additional sets of hydrogen,oxygen, and nitrogendata, and inverseof
energy times the total cross sectionof type_304stainlesssteel
spectrum,I/(E_n),was used to collapse the major constituentsof steel
for use in deep penetrationproblems involvingferrousmaterials. Since
the cross sectionscollapsedusing the infiniteair spectrumwere
extracted at a distance of 2000 meters, I did not use them for the APRF
experimentsbeing performedat 170 and 400 meters. Should I end up
doing calculationsat distances approaching2000 meters, I would use
these cross sectionsto mix my air material. Likewise,for most of the
armoredvehicle analysis (to date), the armor has not been sufficiently
thick enough to considerthe problem a "deep penetration"problem.
Therefore, I use the standardweightedmaterialsfor my steel
components. Additional informationon the details of the librarycan be
obtained from:

D. T. Ingersoll,R. W. Roussin,C. Y. Fu, and J. E. White, "DABL69:
A Broad-GroupNeutron/PhotonCross-SectionLibraryfor Defense
NuclearApplications,"ORNL/TM-I0568,Oak Ridge National
Laboratory,(June 1989).

2. Q: What is your philosophyfor choosingradial mesh spaces from
the source? How far beyond the target vehicledo you think the
calculationshould go? Have you checkedthis out? Do you increasethe
mesh detail in the vicinity of the target? If so, how? If not, why
not? What is your philosophy for choosing axial mesh spaces from lower
ground body? How high do you think the calculationshouldgo? Have you
checked this out? Do you have a mesh size transition betweenthe ground
and the air? Do you increasethe mesh detail in the vicinity of the
target? If so, how? If not, why not? Please list example data.

A: My current philosophyfor choosingradial and axial mesh
utilizesa conservativevariantof the "square-rootof two" rule. In
discrete ordinatesas you know, you should not let your fluence change
by more than a factorof two betweenmesh cells. Since in air
transport, the dominant componentof fluenceattenuationis geometric

......attew_uation(I/R2),you can set your mesh by choosing an initialcell.f

size for the source,and multiplyingthis cell by the square root of two
(i.e., 1.414) to obtain the boundary for the next cell. I use a
slightlyconservativeapproach and use 1.3 as my factor. I allow the
mesh cell size to increaseuntil it reachesa maximum size of 20 to 30
meters. For radial mesh, this procedureonly has to be performedonce
(for a centrallylocatedpoint source). For axial mesh, this procedure
has to be performedtwice (aboveand below the source location)for a
point source. Furthermore,tighter mesh are used at the air/ground

interface. I graduallyincreasethe ground axial mesh spacing from astarting value of 0.5 cm until I reach a maximum size of approximately5



A

cm. I usuallyextend approximatelytwice the distance from the source
to the target (i.e., 400 meters beyond the 400 meter test site for a
total distance from source of 800meters), with a minimum distance
beyond the target of approximately300 meters. This distance is beyond
the longestmean free path in air and more than sufficient. Axially, I
usuallymake the dimensionequal to the radial dimension. Consequently,
for an 800 meter radial distance,I have an 800 meter axial distance.........
This will incorporateall the skyshinecontributionto the dose at the
400 meter test site. I have run cases with only a 400 meter height
since the APRF source is at approximately16 meters. The difference
betweenusing 400 and 800 meter source heightswas less than 2% due to
the contributionfrom low energygammas not accountedfor in the smaller
axial case. Likewise,additionalcases using more mesh beyond the
target showed insignificantchangesrelative to the currentlyused 400
meter case. Near the target/experimentpositions, I_usuallygradually
decreasethe radial mesh cell until the cell containingthe target is
only approximately10 meters wide in the radial direction. The fluence
does not change that significantlyover the 10 meter interval (at 400
meters) and consequentlythe single mesh point folding algorithm in DRC
will not cause a significantperturbation. In the axial direction, I
usually place the first few air intervalsabove the ground at
approximatelyI meter intervalsuntil I reach a few meters above the top
of the vehicle or intersectthe 1.3 rule coming from the source. If the
1.3 rule does not become a factor, I will ually increasethe axial

that gradmesh until it blends in smoothlywith mesh generatedwith the I.3

rule. A sample GRTUNCLand DORT listing is attached for the analysis of
the Two-meter box at APRF.

3. Q: Which fluence solutionoption do you use, diamond-difference
with negative fluence fix-up,or others? Why? Do you check the
solutionagainst any of the other options?

A: I use the B-weightedfluencesolution in DORT. According to W.
A. Rhoades, this solutionhas shown the least sensitivityto irregular
mesh problems and the most stability, lt does not guaranteethe fluence
solutionregardless of mesh, but appears to allow a little more freedom.
This has been the only fluencesolutionoption I have used. J. V. Pace,
III has used zero-weightedin the past, but I do not know if he did any
comparisonstudies.

4. Q: What angularquadratureset do you use? Who prepared it? What
philosophywas used in preparingit?

A: 'Thecurrent angularquadratureset being used is a 240 angle
set, derived from a symmetricSB quadrature set, by subdividingeach
angle into five angles in each of the polar directions. This still
yields a symmetricquadratureset, except now there are more polar
angles to reduce quadraturestreamingeffects (ray effects) in the
secondarygamma ray component. I believe the originatorof this

g



set is J. V. Pace and it out of his extensiveair-over-quadrature came

ground work on the Hiroshima-Nagasakidose re-assessmentprogram.

5. Q: What is your philosophyconcerningthe allowableaspect ratios
of the mesh spaces in the radialto axial directions? Do you have any
concernsabout the accuracyof the diamond-differenceaveragewhen the
aspect ratio is large? If the mesh is variable;do you have any
concerns about cumulativetruncationerrors? Have you ever checked this
problem out? Please list some of the aspect ratios used in the vicinity
of the target.

A: I have not really developeda philosophyconcerningthe aspect
• ratios of the mesh spaces in the axial and radial directions. Based on
• tilerules discussedin regardsto questions2 and 3, and the use of the

O-weighted fluenceoption, I look for fluence profileswhich appear
reasonablefor the problem and do not violate the principalsgoverning
discrete ordinatescalculations. I realize the large radialmesh in the
ground will cause the fluenceprofileto not conform, however,this
aspect of the problem remainsto be insignificantrelative to the
fluenceprofile in the air. I have relied extensivelyon the experience
and expertiseof J. V. Pace, III, and W. A. Rhoades since they have been
performingair-over-groundanalysisfor many years and have probably
discovered and encounteredmost of the pitfalls associatedwith this
particulartype of analysis throughexecutingmany of the perturbations

,youare enquiringabout now. Unfortunately,much of this expertise isinside their head and has not been documented. I believemy worst
aspect ratio in the air in the vicinityof the target is ten (radial
intervalof 10 meters by an axial intervalof I meter).

6. Q: For purposes of couplingto MORSE, the sidewiseand backwards
directionsare importantto the determinationof the indirectdose to
the target. For the forward-biasedquadratureset being used, is there
sufficientdetail in these other directions to adequatelydetermine this
dose component? Has this been checked?

A: The current quadratureset is symmetricand thereforeyields
the same treatmentof the sidewaysand backwarddirectionsas it does
the forwarddirections. I believethere is sufficientdetail to model
these directionswith the quadratureset currentlybeing used. In an
unrelatedstudy, I performeda 20 group simulatedbox problemusing a
symmetricS2, S4, S6, SB, and Sloquadratureset. The results showed
stabilityof the neutron dose for all quadraturesets above (and
including)S6. I did not investigatethe stabilityof the gamma ray
dose.

7. Q: At present, the DORT fluenceat a single radial position is
being used for the entire coupling surface,even though the coupling
cylindermay be up to 20 meters in diameter. Are you satisfiedwith the

accuracy procedure? you expect any
of this Do significantdifferences
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A
to appear if the fluenceis interpolatedat its correct radial distance
to the coupling surface? What about the currententering the top of the
coupling surface?

A: As presentlyconfigured,DRC assumesthe DORT fluenceon the
"couplingsurface" is dependenton energy and elevationonly, and not on
azimuth. Consequently,DRC only uses the fluenceat a single radius in
the DORT mesh and does not use the radii encompassingthe target. This
assumption is valid for small objects at a great distance from the
source. Since the size of most of the targets is small relative to the
distance from the source,it is felt this assumptionis valid for this
analysis and would producean uncertaintywithin the statistical
deviationsof the calculatedresults. Utilizingthe 10 meter radial
mesh at the target locationand a small air box surroundingthe target
produced differencesless than 2% in a study on the two-meter box. If
the target becomes significantlylarger (e.g. a house cluster),you will
have violated the "smalltarget relativeto the source distance
assumption",and the single radial fluencewill yield larger
discrepancies. ModifyingDRC to use multipleradial mesh coupling would
be the only true way to assess the effect of the single radial mesh
coupling approximation.

8. Q: Do you have any opinion as to the value of doing a several-day
CRAY calculation,with much more spatialdetail,to provide a benchmark

for the normal DORT runs?

A: The best way to answer many of these questions (and probably
introducea few more) would be to set up and execute a large air-over-
ground problemwith a consistentaxial and radial mesh and with
reasonableaspect ratiosapproachingone. Includesufficientmesh above
and beyond the source and target to insureall skyshine and backward
directed fluence is accountedfor, and possibly,increasethe angular
quadratureto test the currentquadratureset. Re-assess a problemfor
which the current air-over-groundhas been performedand compare the two
calculations. Such a calculationcould (and probablywould) prove
useful towardslending credibilityto the currentproblem setup being
used.

9. Q: Do you have any concerns about the effectsof non-uniform,
partiallywet and bumpy terrain? If so, do you have any suggestionsof
how to simulatethis effect? Comment similarlywith respect to trees
and vegetation.

A: Preliminaryscopingcalculationsinvestigatedthe effects of
the APRF topographyout to the 400 meter test site, and the effectsof
ground moisture and meteorologicaldata (temperature,pressure,and
relative humidity)on the air environmentduring measurementsmade at
APRF. Integraland spectralMASH results showeddifferencesless than
2% for the topographymodel analysis. Consequently,a simple topography
model of the APRF source-to-400meter test site was determined to be
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sufficientfor the Partialwet conditionscould not beanalysis. easily
simulatedin the 2-D model. The mud puddles in close proximityto the
target cause me a little concern (e.g. the free-fieldphantomwas
standingright behind and within 5 meters of a huge puddle of water).
The only way of modelingthe terrain, the trees and vegetation,and to
some extent the puddlesof water would be to go to a 3-D air-over-ground
calculation. This could be performedwith either TORT, MORSE, or
possiblyMCNP. Such an analysiswould require a fairly accurate mapping
of the environmentalconditionsat the time a particularmeasurementwas
made. Furthermore,standardizationof such a model would be extremely
difficultin view of changes in betweenexperiments,especially the mud
puddles. A better solutionwould be to backfillthe low area where
standingwater is a problem,and look to standardizethe rest of the
problem.

QUESTIONSAND ANSWERSON ADJOINTMONTE CARLO CALCULATIONSWITH MORSE

I. Q: Where did the geometrymodel come from that is currentlybeing
used? How many bodies,etc.? Has the model been checkedfor missing
regions, holes, etc.? Were any found? What geometry packagewas used
to process the model?

0 A: The two.-meterbox geometrywas modeled in the MORSE component
of the MASH code system using the GIFT geometry package. J. M. Barnes
modeled the box by using the engineeringblue prints supplied by APRF.
The box required 49 bodies,and twenty four regionsto model it
preciselyas the drawingsspecified. A simplerrepresentationcould
have been modeledwith less bodies and retainedthe same amount of
detail. The geometrywas checkedby the GIFT debuggingtool, converted
to MORSECG input and checkedwith JUNEBUG, and analyzedwith the new
geometry package being createdby T. J. Burns. Resultsof a preliminary
study determined all the detailsof the box (i.e.,lift tabs, drain
holes, etc.) made insignificantcontributionsto the calculationand
thereforewere omitted in the final computationalgeometrymodel. The
hatcheswere retained in the computationalmodel for potentialopen
hatch experimentsperformedin the future. The walls and roof of the
box were comprisedof two plates of steel each 5.08-cmthick. This
detail was retained in the geometrymodel for region dependentbiasing
in the Monte Carlo analysis.

2. Q: What is your philosophyfor choosingthe number of starters?
How many were actuallyused? What was the number of secondariescreated
and followed? Have you checkedany cases of a similarnature with
considerablymore starters?

A" The Monte Carlo (MORSE)calculationfor the detector position
generatedand tracked 1,500,000primary sourceparticles (1500 batches
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of 1000 particles)sampledover the 69 energy groups, All starterswere
used, approximatelyone secondaryparticlewas generatedfor each
starter,and approximatelyone particleescaped (to be scored in DRC)
for each starter. I do not believeany other cases were run with more
startersthan what I chose to run. My philosophyfor choosingthe
number of startersdependsto some extent on whether I am analyzing
integralor spectralexperimentaldata. For integraldata, you can
obtain a reasonabledegree of convergencewith much less historiesthan
that requiredfor spectralcomparisons. In integral comparisonsnot all
of the energy groups need to be converged;only those making a
significantcontributionto the total. For spectral comparisons,the
majority of the energy groups should be converged (typicallyless than
5%) for confidencein the calculatedspectrum. I have found that you
can obtain statisticson your integralresult less than 5%, and have
statisticson your differentialresults (group fluences)greater than
10%. Care must be taken in this situationbecause you may analyzethe
same calculation,with the same numberof startingparticles,using a
different startingrandom number, and obtain an entirelydifferent
integral resultwith a statisticaluncertaintyless than 5%. In this
case, even though your integralresult is convergedto within 5%, there
is still too much deviation in the contributionsfrom the individual
groups. Consequently,your integralresult is undersampledeven though
the fractionalstandarddeviation(fsd) says it is converged. One final
point should be made about the fsd's printedin the MORSE output. You
can convergeyour MORSE calculation'towithin I% for both your integral
and differentialdata and still not obtain the correct answer. The
final result regardlessof the level of convergenceis only as good as
the accuracyof the MASH model.

3. Q: What philosophydo you use for source biasing? Why did you
choose this? Please list example data. What exact geometrywas used
for the source and where was it positioned?

A: I did not use source biasing in this calculationexcept for
energy biasingdiscussed in question5 below.

4. Q: What source spectrumdid you use? Why did you choose it?

A: The source spectrumwas an angle (240 angles) and energy
dependent (69 groups, 46n and 23_) source spectrum suppliedby SAIC as a
result of their recent analysis of the APRF reactor leakage. The input
is supplied in the attached GRTUNCLinput listing. Details about the
source calculationcan be obtained from:

D. C. Kaul and S. D. Egbert, "RadiationLeakage From The Army
Pulse RadiationFacility (APRF)Fast Reactor,"SAIC-89/1423,
Science ApplicationsInternationalCorporation,San Diego,

; California,(May 1989).

g
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5. Q: Do you use energy biasing? if so, describe the philosophyused
to determinewhich groups should be biased and by how much. Please list
example data.

A: An energy dependentrelative importancefactor is utilizedover
the 69 groups to increasethe frequencyof samplingthe adjointsource
particle from energy groups which have a significanteffect on the dose
response function. In this case, the response function is the free-in-
air tissue dose responsefunction, An example is given in the attached
MORSE input stream. Obtaining a good source biasing functioncan be
aided throughthe use of I-D ANISN calculationswhich approximatethe 3-
D calculationsas much as possible. The geometry for the source in the
adjointMORSE calculationis just a detector location (a point detector)
located in the combinatorialgeometrytarget description. The source in
the DORT air-over-grounddnalysiswas modeled as a small cylinder (5 cm
in height x 5 cm in radius) positionedat R=O.O, and Z=16.143meters.

6. Q: Do you use region biasing? If so, what philosophydo you use
in picking the regionsand region thicknesses? How do you set the bias
factors and splittingr_tios? Why? What weight cutoffs do you use for
Russian Roulette? Why? What kill fractionsdo you use, and why?
Please give examples.

A: The secondaryparticle productionprobability(GWLO)was set to

1.0 for all regionsand energy groups in the Monte Carlo calculations,and the in-groupenergy biasingoption in MORSE was switched on. Region
dependentand energy independentsplittingand Russian Roulette
parameterswere utilizedin the steel to improvethe efficiencyof the
Monte Carlo calculations. This was accomplishedby subdividingthe
10.16-cm-thicknessof steel into two equallythick concentricregions
and assigningeach of the steel regionsdifferentsplittingand Russian
Roulette parameterswhich would allow a sufficientnumber of source
particles (and secondaryparticles)to escape to obtain reasonable
statistics. This allowednominallyone escaping particle for each
source particlegenerated. The processis pretty much a trial and error
approach. The region thicknessesto some extent were (and will be) set
by the geometry data. You do not want to add additionalregionsto the
geometry (unlessthe geometry is relativelysimple) for the sole purpose
of performingregion dependentbiasing. For complicatedgeometries,
this task is impossible. You have to choose an initial kill-to-survival
ratio (i.e. 10 to I, 5 to I, etc.) and then utilize the geometrydata,
source data, and energy biasing data to generate a biasing scheme. In
MASH, the object is to obtain escapingparticlesin the energy groups
which will make a significantcontributionto the dose. Therefore,you
want to set up your biasing schemeto maximizeyour leakages. This will
requireyou to constantlychange your biasing parametersto insureyou
get approximatelythe same number of leakagesas you had starters. You
must be carefulnot to over-biasthe problem and create a totallyunreal
distribution. You also must be carefulthat you do not end up with
approximatelythe same number of leakingparticles as source particles,
but all in a very few groups. The only way to set up a biasing scheme
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fGr a coupled neutron and gala ray adjoint calculationwith source O
energy biasing and regiondependentbiasing is throughtrial and error
because almost everythingyou do affects everythingelse. Furthermore,
each calculationis sufficientlydifferentenough to render you a novice
each time you set up a biasingscheme.

7. Q: What criteriado you use to judge the qualityof the resulting
calculations? What FSD's do you look at? What values are deemed
acceptableor unacceptable,and why? What do you do if you don_t like
the results?

A: I look at severalaspectsof the output to determinemy
confidence in a particularcalculation. I will look at the balance
tables printed at the end of each batch to see if they are all
approximatelythe same. If they are, the calculationis fairly well
behaved and you are not experiencinggross anomaliesin the calculation
to cause large swings in your batch results. I look at the balance
tables (printedby group) to determinehow the biasing (if used) is
working, how the secondaryparticle productiondistributionis looking,
and how the collisionsare occurringwithin the differentregions in the
geometry (if there are differentimportanceregions (relativeto the
biasing) specified. After the adjointleakagetape has been folded with
the forwardfluence on the coupling surface, i look at the integral
detector fsd's to determinewhether the problem is converged. If the
problem is symmetric,you can look at the effect of rotating the i
geometry through0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees and look at the consistency
among the four differentanswersyou will receive. I then look at the
individualgroup fsd's to see how well the group fluencesare converged.
If I have any misgivings,I may rerun the calculationand double the
number of starters to see if the resultschange. If they do not, then
the original calculationprobablyhad an adequatenumber of starters.
If there are significantdifferencesbetweenthe two calculations,I
begin comparing the two calculationsto find out whether it was a case
of undersampling,or if some other problemsexist. If I cannot resolve
the problem as being a "Monte Carlo" problem, I will tear down the
entire analysis from the cross sectiongenerationon up to make sure I
did not make some input error or keypuncherror which did not manifest
itself in the form of an error'message. As I stated earlier, I believe
you must have differential(spectral)fsd's in the 5% to 10% range for
all the groups contributingto the integralresponse;even though the
integralresultsmay yield 5% fsd's with 20% fsd's on the differential
results. Once the fsd's get greater than 15%, I start to have my
suspicionsabout the qualityof that result. Unless cost is a factor, I
will run the number of historiesrequired to obtain adequate convergence
of the differentialresultsto insure adequateconvergenceof the
integral results. This by no means is an iron-cladguarantee,but it
helps reduce a source of discrepancy.

8. Q" Do you have any concernsabout your currentrandom number

generator? D
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A: I utilizethe CRAY random number and do not havegenerator any
problemswith this software,

9. Q: What is your philosophyfor picking the size of the coupling
surface? Have you compared small versus large surfaces? Describe what
surfacedimensionsyou use.

A: My current philosophyfor picking the coupling surface is to
make it a "glove" fit of the outside dimensionsof your target geometry.
This is primarilydue to the single radius fluencecoupling algorithm
currentlyin use in DRC. When you use a large couplingsurface,you
will take into account the transportin the air from the radius at which
the fluence is obtained to the edge of the coupling surfacetwice. This
could yield differencesgreater than 5% if the couplingsurface is
large. For instance,in the two-meterbox calculations,the coupling
surfaceneed only be slightlylarger than the box itself since the
transportthroughthe air has alreadybeen accountedfor in the forward
DORT calculation. In my initialbox calculations,I had a large
coupling surface (approximately20 meters on a side). DRC then folded
fluences at 400 meters with escapes at distancesbetween390 meters and
410 meters. If the sourcewould have been fairly isotropic,the size of
the coupling surfacewould not have mattered. But for the APRF forward
directed reactor source at 400 meters, the DRC couplingwith a large
coupling surfaceyielded answerslower than those obtainedwith a small

coupling surface. The current coupling surface is only a fewcentimeters larger than the outside dimension of the box.

10. Q: Should a slightlydifferentspectrum be used inside the
vehicle? (To weight the library?) (For example, tuna-cantank DORT run
to collapse cross-sections.)

A: Tailoringthe cross-sectionsto fit the particularproblem is
always a good idea in any analysiswhen it is feasibleto do so.
However, for target vehicle analysisutilizingadjointMonte Carlo and
2-D air-over-groundenvironmentswhich are not truly indicativeof
reality, I am not sure the net effectwould not be within the
statisticaluncertaintyif not the uncertaintyof the parameters
utilized in the model. Furthermore_you will be introducinganother
complicatedstep into a process that is alreadycomplicatedfor users
who may or may not have the backgroundto perform the task. I believe
the analysis should be performedfor the experimentalcomparisons
exactlythe way it will be performedonce it is used in the fields.
Then you have a true measureof its capabilitiesand limitations
relativeto how it will functionon a day-to-day basis.

In summary, I must say that tileonly way to learn how to use MASH is to
have a basic understandingof the underlyingprincipalsof the theory

apply problem, tune a problem requires,to
and then them to the l'ofine
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some extent, a trial and error approachusing small test problems, You O
constantly tweak the input parametersand look at the effect on the
summary counters, Unders'tavldingthese effects takes experienceand
involves a constant'learningprocess, Unfortunately,the information
gleaned from one problemmay not be applicableor helpful for another

roblem, even 'Ifthey are similar, Eventually,you have to cut yourosses and proceedwith your setup as it is rather than continuously
modifying it to obtain better efficiency,

®
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